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FOREWORD

In placing an English translation of the Sri Bhashyam

before the public a few words of explanation are

needed. The view is held by western Sanskrit scholars

that the Veda consists of portions written by different

persons at different times, and that therefore conflicts

of opinion must necessarily follow. This is not the

view held by such eminent rishis as Jaimini and

BddarQyaiia^ and by a host of other rishiSy who have

written kalpa sutras, smvitis^ itihusas and purdnas.

They were of opinion that the veda was not written by

any one ; that it is one work ; . and. :^iat ^ther^fpre- •no

text of the veda should conflict with 'an,y other text. It

is in this view that Bddaruya'/ia wtote his, and

that Sri Rd/mdnuja wrote his Sri Bh6l^iyeh'î \
, |

2. Readers of the Mpams^'^’Sc’^^^ill, ^Xhsi^rve thai

reference is. made in them to thre^ te4w'§'^pi5'$)ibBtancesr-^

matter, the jivas and Isvara. CettS||iff/J^J^^Itate thali

they are different from one anOthj03f;jp';tiJ'tpirJ^mrw^

(substance) and in their natures.‘\‘.;;^a|i^§f^^,serves- tHd

jivas by undergoing*- transforma'tibffg.^ \a;3j^d appearing

as objects of enjoyment, as bodies in which the jivas

dwell, and as senses and organs of action, which they

use as instruments of enjoyment. The jivas utilise the
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bodies, the senses and the organs of action, and ex-
perience pleasure or pain from material products. And
Isvava gives the jivas the fruits of their past karinaSi

and makes matter undergo such transformations as are
needed for this purpose. Certain other texts of the veda

state that Isvcitq. is identical with the universe, consis-

ting of the jivas and material products. How is this

apparent conflict to be explained? The veda itself

replies by stating that all objects are the bodies of

Isvara, and that He is their dtma. It is usual in the

world to speak of the body and dirricl as being identical,

as in the statement ‘ Devadatta is stout The term
‘ devadatta ’ denotes a jiva^ and the term ‘ stout ’ refers

to his body. The jiva, being atomic in size, cannot be

said to be stout or lean. Similarly, the veda speaks of

Isvara and the universe as one, as they bear to each

other the relation of dtind and body. In this expla-

nation all vedic texts are accepted as of equal validity ;

and there is no need to regard one set of texts as

nullified by another set. Accepting this explanation,

which was that, suggested by the rishi (seer) Kdsakfitsna

(see sutra 1-4-22), the sutras are interpreted in the

Sri Bhdshyam.

3. Other commentators of the sutras accept the

texts affirming identity as stating the truth, and

explain the texts stating the tatvas to be different from

one another. So-nkara is of opinion that Brahma alone

exists ;
nothing else j and that the appearance of the

universe, consisting of numberless persons that perceive,

and of numberless objects timt are perceived, is illusion

;



and that this is brought about by an unreal avidya resting

on Brahma. Bhaskara explains that Brahma Himself

becomes jivas by contact with upddhis^ z.e., atomic

substances known as antdlp karana (mind). The places

in Brahma not so contacted is Brahma. Yudava Prakdsa

states that the same substance, which he calls sat^

appears in three forms—as Isvara, as jivas and as

matter. The theories of these commentators are ex-

amined in Sri BhUshyam in the sub-sections noted on

the margin and shown to be untenable. This examination

, has been taken out and translated as a
Chapter I, sec*

tion 1, Hub-BcotioTiB separate work with the title “ The Three
1 nnfl 4 ;

nnd clinp*

ter II, section 1, Totvas". The S'rJ is intended

to be a practical guide to enable the jivas

to get rid of their samsUra (cycle of births and deaths), and

to attain bliss in no way alloyed with pain and enduring

for ever. It shows for this purpose that there is a Being

known as highest who is free from every imper-

fection, and who is the seat of numberless, infinitely

high, noble qualities ;
that the way to reach Him is by

continuous, vivid and loving meditation on Him
; and

that when this meditation is established, all the jiva's

past karmas are destroyed
;
that such karmas^ as are

not consciously done, will not touch him ; that with the

grace of the highest Atma, who abides in his heart as

his atmU, he will rise from his body through a blood-

vessel that goes to the top of his head ; that he will

travel along a path known as devaydna, and that on

reaching the highest AtmU in a place beyond this world

of matter, he will attain his own nature, and thereafter
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th.6 hi^bost Atmid and His nobl© qualities, and
that be will never return to samsara. Most readers will

be satisfied with the 8rl Bhcishyam without the contro-

versial portion. It has therefore been taken out. Those,

that wish to know how the other theories are unsound,

may read “ The Three Tatvas

4. Certain followers of Sankara have criticised the

interpretations of the sutras given in the Sri BhUshyam.

They have been answered by mahamahopadhyaya Kapis-

talam Desikacharyar, and Mr. A. V. Gopalacharyar,

M.A., B.L. A third work is ready, having been written

by Agnihotram Tata Desika Tatacharyar of Kumba-

konam. All these are in Sanskrit. If there is a general

desire in the English-knowing public to know what they

say, a brief resume of the contents of these works will

be prepared with the consent of their authors.

5. With the omission referred to in para 3, the

translation keeps close to the original. I have availed

myself of some latitude in order to make the translation

intelligible. Portions of the commentary known as

sruta prakUsika have been incorporated in the text,

where the text would be unintelligible without the

commentary. Portions of the text, which treat of small

matters, or quote vedic and smfiU texts, which are well-

known, have been put in the form of foot-notes. Hot

one grain of matter has been omitted, and the transla-

tion faithfully reproduces the original. The vedic texts

considered in the various sub-sections have been sepa-

rately translated, with an abstract of the contexts in

which they occur, and with copious notes from the
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wpavishad hhashya of Ranga RUmUmija. Sanskrit

terms have been translated within brackets, wherever

they occur ; nevertheless a glossary of the terms has

been appended at the end. It is difficult to prepare an

index ; but the table of contents, which will be found

at the beginning, will serve the purpose of an index to

some extent.

6. No pains have been spared to make the trans-

lation intelligible by itself. It was prepared several

years ago
; and it has undergone revision twice, not to

mention minor alterations made in passing the proofs.

My thanks are due to (1) Mr. K. Sadagopa Aiyangar,

retired Salt Inspector, Kumbakonam for examining the

translation with the original, and for correcting the

proof sheets ; (2) to Sinnamu Srinivasa Patracharyar of

the same place for valuable help in the elucidation of

difficult points ; (3) to Mr. A. K. Sitarama Sastriar,

Superintendent, Vasanta Press, Adyar, Madras, for

careful printing and neat execution
; and lastly (4) to

my Guru (Srimad Andavan of Srirangam), who gave me
permission to print the translation, and whose blessing

has brought the printing to a successful end.

7. An explanation of abbreviations used in the

work is subjoined.

Kumhakomm V. K. Ramanujachari
1 November, 1930
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Adhi.

Aita.

Ana.

BviJuid.

BJiava.

Bhrigu.

Clidndo.

Isd.

Katha.

Kaushl.

MuTpda.

NdrU.

Puru.

^veta.

Subd.

Taitti.

Adhikarana Saravali of Sri Desika.

Aitareya upanishad.

Anandavalli.

Brihad Aranyaka upanishad.

Bhavaprakasika of Ranga Ramanuja.

Bhriguvalli.

Ohandogya upanishad.

T§aVasya upanishad.

Kathavalli.

Kaushitaki brahmana.

Mundaka upanishad.

Narayanan! of Taittiriya upanishad.

Purusha sukta.

Svetasvat.ara upanishad.

Subala upanishad,

Taittiriya upanishad.
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SRI BHASHYAM

INTRODUCTION

Sri BhCLshyam is the commentary by Sri Ramanuja

on the Brahma Sutras of Badarayana alias Vycisa

;

and these Sutras form a commentary on the later

portion of the Veda, known as the Upaniskads.

2. The Veda is the highest authority among the

Hindus, and holds the same position in their estimation,

as the New Testament does in the estimation of the

Christian world. There is, however, a difference between

them. While the New Testament was admittedly written

by different authors, the Veda was never written by

any one. It has been handed down without interrup-

tion from teacher to student, and its texts have

consisted of the same words in the same order as at

present. In this sense they are said to be eternal. This

point is considered in Chapter I, Section 3, Sub-Section 7.



2 SET BHASHYAil

ITot having been vrritten by any one, it is free from

defects, which characterise human productions.

3. W/iai the Veda teaxdies. It points out to every

one the means to the ends which he has in view
; and

these ends are different for different individuals. If

they identify themselves with their bodies, the enjoy-

ments which they seek will be of the sensual kind, i.e.,

what appeals to the senses. This is known as aihikam,

i.e., enjoyment here and now. If they learn that they

are other than the bodies, they will be disgusted with

the pleasures of this world, as they are attained with

effort : and are alloyed with pain. They will seek a

superior kind of enjoyment, and will be willing to take

very great trouble to procure it and to wait for its

coming. This is known as Qmushinikam, i.e,, enjoyment

there, i.e., in svarga. This has its own defect ; for it is

short-lived and in most cases, those who go thither have

to serve the heaven-dwellers. When the good karma,

which took them to svarga, is expended, they return to

the earth-world. If after wide experience, they are

disgusted with this kind of enjoyment also, they will

begin to enquire whether there is not enjojment of

a still superior kind, which will endure for ever. They

will learn that there is such enjoyment, which is called

nis-^eyasam or the highest good. All these fruits, which

man may seek— amushmikam and nis-sreyasam

—are known as purushtirtha (that sought by an intelligent

being). To distinguish the last from the others, the term

paramu-^highest—is added to the term. Each of these

kinds of enjoyment has its appropriate means, which
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are pointed out in the vedn,. The means for attaining

aihikavi and a77^^is/im^/[:a77^are offerings of various kinds

to devatas, and .they are described with great minuteness

in the earlier portion of the veda. The means to nis-

sreyasam is various modes of meditation on Brahma^

and this is dealt with in the later portion. All these

means are collectively known as hita. The veda then

gives instruction in regard to truth, the goal to be

striven for and the means thereto, i.e., in regard to

tatva—hita—purushartha. It does not deal with what

one can find for himself ; it shows only what he cannot

know without it. Most men are unable to look far

ahead, and they prefer the aihikam or Hviushmikam and

the portion of the veda^ which deals with them,

therefore comes first.
^

' In addition to the division of the Veda into the earlier

and later portions, there are two other divisions. One is

the division into Brahmana, mantra and arthavada. The
first consists of commands and prohibitions like the follow-

ing :
“ Let one who desires svarga do ySga ” {Svarga is a

place of unalloyed enjoyment ; Yaga is the giving up of a
material possession to a devatu ; This is a Being superior

to man and invested with certain powers by Isvara.) “ Do
not inflict pain on any one.” Certain other texts describe

how a karma (act) that has been prescribed should be done,

and they are recited when the act is performed, to remind
the doer of what has to be done and how it should be done.

They are known as mantras. The remaining texts either

praise the karmas prescribed or condemn those that are

proscribed. These are known as arihavadas. The other is

the division into rik, yajur, Saman and Atharvan. One
who performs a yaga requires the services of helpers, known
as ritvik, their number depending on the particular yaga.

One of them known as adhvaryy does all the manual work,
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4. The texts of the veda are not always clear

;

and the meaning that is first conveyed is not always
correct. The veda being one work, it has to be

interpreted in such a manner that one text may not

conflict with, the others. A critical examination is

therefore necessary, and this was undertaken by three

rishis (those who see far beyond ordinary men)—
Jaimini, Kasakritsna and Badarayatia. They embodied

the results of their examination in sutras,—short,

condensed, yet clear statements in prose. The sutras

of the first two rishis deal with the earlier portion

of the veda^ and those of the third with the later

portion or Upanishads. The examination of the

teaching of the veda as a whole is known as mlmamscl,

the examination of the earlier portion being purm

mimamsa and that of the later portion being uttara

mlmUmsa. Both the enquiries or mlmWmsas form one

work. For, the subject of enquiry is the same in both,

mz.^ the veda\ the same mode of enquiry is pursued

in each ;
and the same result is reached, viz.^ a correct

including the preparation of the materials, the handling

of the instruments and the making of the offerings. The

yajur Veda instructs him. Another known as the hota

recites certain verses, when offerings are made ; and these

verses are collected and arranged in the rik veda. A third

helper known as udgatd recites verses set to music, before

certain offerings are made in soma yagas ; and these songs

form the sama veda. The importance of these portions

from the point of view of yagas is so great, that the veda

is often known as trayl—a whole consisting of three parts.

The fourth, the atharvart is not now studied, except its

later portions.
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understanding of its contents. The Brahma Sutras are

a continuation of the Mlmamsci Sutras.

5. The conclusion stated at the end of the preced-

ing para is not accepted by the MlmcLmsaka, i.e., one

who has commented on JaiminVs sutras. His objections

are : First, the topic in the first enquiry is the nature

of karma^ i.e., yagas of various kinds, while in the

second it is the nature of Brahma. The result also

is different. For after the first enquiry one will turn

away from karma
;
after the second he will be drawn

towards Brahma. Again, the authors are different.

Jaimini wrote the first twelve chapters and Kasakritstna

the next four chapters ; while the author of the Brahma

sutras is BctdarHya'ria. We reply. These considerations

do not count for much. As the first twelve chapters

treat of karmas, and the next four chapters of devatds^

the last four chapters treat of Brahma. As the first

sixteen chapters are regarded as one work, so all the

twenty chapters may be regarded as one work. If

the topics are different, that is a reason for dividing the

work into parts, chapters, sections, and so on, but not

for making it into as many works as there are topics*

As to the difference in the authorship, we draw his

attention to the analogous case of a tower—built by

many persons working for different periods of time

;

but the tower is regarded as one piece of work. The

sutras of Pa/rpini^ the grammarian, were commented

on by two persons, and yet their commentaries are

treated as one work, known as Ks.sikcivritti. This is

exactly analogous to the present case.
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6. Secondly, some of ' the conclusions reached ia

the • former mlmdmscl are repeated in the latter, which

would not happen, if they formed one -work. Reply—
the repetition occurs in four cases ; the object being

to refute certain objections raised and to confirm the

conclusions. In the first case, it had been decided that

the Sudra was unfit to learn the veda, and he would

therefore be unfit also for Brahvia-vidyd, which requires

a knowledge of the vedic teaching. In the Chdndogya

Upamshad, a student, who applied to a teacher

for instruction on Bhahma-vidyd, was addressed as

Sudra, and this raised a doubt as to whether a member of

this caste could not obtain the requisite knowledge from

sources other than the Veda>. It is shown (Chapter I,

Section 3, Sutra 33) that the term sudra does not mean

a member of the Sudra community, and that it means

merely one who is unhappy. The next two cases

relate to the conclusion that a smriti opposed to the

Veda should be rejected. Nevertheless, two sub-sections

are added (Chapter II, Section 1, Sub-Section 1 and

Section sub-section 7) to show that the Sdnkhya

Smriti and the Pdsupata dgama should not be respected

in consideration of the high position and great repute.,

of the authors. In the last case, it was shown in the

Purva Mlmdmsd, that two karmas, which formed the

subject of similar injunctions, and which were of the

same character, bore the same name and yielded the

same fruit, were one
;
and this conclusion is equally

applicable to two or more Brahma vidyUs subject to

the same conditions. But as a text of the Mu7}da!ui
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Upanisimd appeared to prescribe a particular ceremony

known as. sirovratam as a preliminary to hrahma vidya,

the subject had to be examined again. (Chapter III,

Section 3, sub-section 1).

7. Lastly, there are some points of difference

between Jaimini and Badarmjana. They are briefly

explained below

:

() In chapter I, Section 2, Sutra 1 Jaimini states

that the purpose of the veda being to stimulate the

doing of karmas, such texts as do not perform this

function, but merely state facts, are no authority. This

would mean that the texts in the vedanta, being

mainly of this character, do not possess any validity.

The explanation is that Jaimini laid down a general

rule, and that Budarciya^a pointed out an exception,

when the texts mention a desirable fruit for which an

intelligent person may strive. As Jaimini dealt only

with karmas, he had no occasion to refer to the

exception. This defect was supplied by Badaraya^a in

Chapter I, Section 1, Sutra 4.

() Jaimini, it is stated, denied the existence of

devatUs in the form of intelligent beings. He had to

contend with opponents to establish two points—the

supreme authority of the veda, and the need for

performing the karmas enjoined in it. He found it neces-

sary to concede certain matters to gain his end, and he

did so in the hope that when he won, they could be set

right. That this was his real attitude, may be
.
seep

by considering his view stated hj BcLdarayarja in three

sutras. In the first (Chapter 4, Section .3, ;sutra .ll)
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Jaimini recognised the existence of Isvara, the supreme

devata ; in the second (Chapter 4, Section 4, Sutra 5) the

possession of certain qualities by Him, and in the last

(Chapter I, Section 2, Sutra 32) meditation on Him as

the means of reaching Him. This is proof that he

believed in the existence of the lesser devatas also.

(c) In Chapter VIII, Section 1, Sutra 32, it was

stated that in copying from a model the ritual for

performing a particular yoiga, for which a special ritual

has not been prescribed, one should be guided by the

material to be offered in preference to the deoata,

in case they indicated different models. This is held

to imply a denial of the existence of devatas. This view

is incorrect. The preference of the material to the

devata was based on the fact that the material is close

to the act of offering, while the devata has to be thought

of by the mind. In fact, the whole of the mlmamsa

rests on the principle that what is recognised at once

possesses a greater validity than another, in which

there is some delay,

8. The foregoing disposes of the objection that

there are points of difference between the pwirva

mlmamsa and the Brahma sutras. In the latter set

itself Jaimini is stated to have held certain views, and

they are shown to be erroneous. Here are some cases

:

{a) In Chapter 3, Section 4, Sutra 2 Jaimini is

stated to have contended that the mention of fruit in

the texts of the vedanta should be treated as arthavada

as in the earlier portion of the veda, and that the vedanta

is subsidiary to the earlier portion, on the plea that it
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points out the real nature of the jiva. This could not

have been Jaimini's real view for the reason stated. in

para 7 (6) supra. This view having been put forward

by him in the context with his opponents, people might

accept it as correct ; and to prevent this BudarUyar^a

first states the view and then refutes it.

(6) In sutra 18 of the same section it is stated

that Jaimini denied the existence of stages of life other

than that of the house-holder. This is negatived by the

fact stated in sfdra 40 of the same section that he

would not accept one fallen from these stages as quali-

fied for Brahma Vidya. His real intention was, one

may therefore presume, to discourage the entry of

one on these stages, unless he was really disgusted with

the world.

(c) In Chapter 3, Section 2, sutra 39, Jaimini is

stated to have held the view that karma through apurvam

yields its fruit. Badarayana rejects this view, and

states that all fruits are bestowed on the worshipper by.

Isvara Himself. There is no material difference between

these views. Isvara bestows the fruits only with reference

to the karma-, but He is the principal cause, while

Jaimini lays stress on the karma. This slight difference

is not of such importance as to inilitate against the view

that the two mlmWmscLs form one work.

{d) Lastly, in chapter 1, Section 3, Sutra 30

j

Jaimini denies the fitness of devas for Brahma .vidyci.

This is not of importance ; but it is proof of )the fact

that he recognises the existence -of deuas, in whom the

devatoLs are included. .

2
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9. The conclusion that the two mlmamsas form one

work has the support of the author of the vritti, who
observes “ This sUrirdka is a continuation of the sixteen

chapters of Jaimini. Hence the work is one And the

author of Sri BhUshyam also observes ‘ The difference

between the former and latter mimUTnsUa should be

treated like the differences between the parts and

between the chapters resulting from differences in the

topics dealt with. The work begins with the first autra

of Jaimini and ends with the last sutra of Badarayana.

The order of the topics is determined by the connection

between every two of them.’

10. The author of the Brahma sutras has accepted

the conclusions drawn, and the rules of interpretation

deduced, in the pUrva mimUmsd and takes very many

illustrations therefrom. For a full understanding of

the Sri BhSishya it is necessary to know what the purva

mlmdmsd. teaches, at least briefly. The following is a

summary : The first chapter deals with pramcLTjas, i.e,,

the authorities on which statements are accepted, or

injunctions are obeyed. The pramarpas are three—the

Veda, Smritis and achnra (the practice of great men). Of

these the Yeda possesses the highest authority. In the

Veda itself the hrahmarijas are of themselves authority,

and they require no proof for their acceptance. Mantras

and arthavadas are authorities in so far as they are

connected with the brahTnanas, the former by showing

how the karmas enjoined by them should be done, and

the latter by praising the karrms (Section 2, sub-

sections 1 and 4). Smritis come next. They are works
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written by great rishis^ who knew the veda fully. The

presumption is that they are based on vedic texts. • It

follows that a sinriti opposed to a clear text of the veda

should be rejected. (Sub-Sections 1 and 2). AcIWiras

come last. -writers have brought only the main

points into their books, leaving the details to be

gathered from their practice. It may be presumed that

they remembered the vedic teaching, and acted in

accordance therewith. A practice which has sprung

up in recent times in opposition to a smriti text should'

be rejected. (Section 3, sub-sections 4 and 5).

11. In this chapter certain matters connected with

words are discussed, and as reference is made to them'

occasionally in the Sri BhJashya^ they must be stated here.

The meaning of a word established by usage should

always be taken ; for this comes to one’s mind quickly*

Where this meaning is not available, or where it is

unsuitable in a sentence, the meanings of the root and

termination are taken and put together, and the meaning

of the word as a whole is ascertained. In the darsa

and purna masa ishtis the adhvaryu gives this direction

—Place iheprokskayl (on the vedi). ProkskaipL is a basin of

water, which on being placed on the vedi, is purified and

is used for sprinkling. Obviously the word proksTiarjl

cannot denote the purified water, when the direction was
given. As there is no meaning established by usage, the

meaning by derivation is taken. A word is said to

denote its meaning by rudhi, when it has been establish-

ed by usage ; . and by yoga, when it is derived from its

etymology (Section 4, sub-section 9).
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12. What do words denote,’ leaving out those that

are arbitrarily fixed as the names of things ? Take the

word ‘ go ’ (cow) for instance. Does it denote a form

common to all cows (akriti) or an animal having this

form? In the opinion of the mimUmsaka the primary

meaning of a word is the akriti
;
and when it is used in

a sentence “Bring the cow” it is used in a secondary

sense, and means an animal having this Ukriti, If it

did not do so, the direction could not be carried out.

The extension of the meaning of a word in this

manner is known as lakshana
; and the reasoning

on which it is so extended is akshepa (Section 3, Sub-

section 10).

. 13. Chapter 2 treats of karmas. First, in all finite

verbs there is a common element, The word yajati

means does a yU,ga ;
the word pachati means does cook-

ing ;
and so on. This common element is denoted by the

termination in the verbs ; and it is an action that serves

to bring about what is desired. It is known as hJmvand.

In connection with it three questions arise—what does

it produce ; with what instruments ; and with the help

of what. In the three offerings known as darsa ishti

what is produced is svarga ; the instruments are the

three offerings ; and those which help them are other

offerings known as prayajas. anuyajas, Ujyabhagas and

svishtakrit. These are denoted by the following Sanskrit

terms—svarga is phalam ; the three offerings are karaiia

;

and the other offerings are itikartavyatu,. The injunction

yajeta means with a yaga bring' about what is desired.

The bhavavU being important, every word in a sentence
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is directly connected with, the termination, which

denotes it (Section 1, Sub-section 1).

14. It has just been stated that by the three offer-

ings svarga is produced. Now, these offerings disappear,

as soon as they are made ; and svarga will come at the

end of this life. What is there to connect the karana

and the fruit ? The mlmamsaka therefore assumes that a

capacity is created by the offerings in the person who

makes them, which remains till it yields the fruit. This

is known is apurva. Each offering produces its own
apurva ; so do all the subsidiary offerings ; and they all

combine to produce the fruit-yielding apurva (Section 1,

Sub-section 2).

15. Karmas are enjoined by different texts ;
and it

has to he ascertained whether they are the same karma

or different karmas. They are different in the following

cases

:

(i) When the words conveying the injunctions

are different. For instance, the karmas enjoined by

yajati (do ySiga), dadati (give) and juhoti (do homa) are

different, the words being different (Section 2, sub-

section 1).

(ii) When the same word is repeated without

difference. For instance, in “ Samidho yajati ” “ tanuna-

pdtam yajati ” the word yajati is repeated. Unless the

karmas be different, one of the directions will serve no

purpose, a fault which in the opinion of the mlmcimsaka is

a serious one, as every text of the veda should serve some

purpose. If the repetition be for the purpose of indicating

a material for offering, or give some other direction,
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there will be no objection. In the present case it is not

so (Section Sub-section %).

(iii) When a number is stated—for instance, in
* make three offerings ’ each offering is different froiri

the others {Ibid., Sub-Section 7).

(iv) WTien the names of the karmas are stated—

as in “ How this jyotis ; now this visva jyotis ; now this

sarm jyotis These are names of different soma yQgas.

{Ibid., Sub-Section 8).

(v) When a devats has to be found for an offering.

Here is a text “ on boiling milk drop curd ; it is amiksJia

for the devata visve devas : vSjinam for the vajis.” The

hard part, when the milk separates into two portions is

amiksJiG ; and the watery portion is vajinam. How, the

amiksJiQ being connected with the vi^e deva ySga by

the very text which prescribes it, its requirement is

satisfied. The bye-product vajinam cannot therefore be

combined with the amiksJiQ or be made to take its place.

It requires a new devata, and its offering is a different

karma {Ibid., Sub-section 9).

(vi) When the context differs—^The daily offer-

ings at sunrise and sun-set known as Agnihotram are

prescribed in one place : and the following text appears

in another place :
" Having done the ii^asad ycigas, the

agnihotram should be done for a month.” The contexts

being different, the latter karma differs from the former

(Section 3, Sub-section 11).

16. Karmas prescribed in different places are the

same Karma,—when the six causes mentioned in the

preceding para are absent. That is, if they have the
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same forms, yield the same fruits, have the same names,

and are precribed in the same words, they are one. The

darsa and puniamdsa ishtis are of this description, the

former being the name for three offerings made on the

first day after the new moon, and the latter for three

offerings made on the first day after the full moon. The

forms of karmas a.re the devatcls and the materials offered

to them (Section 4, Sub-section 2).

17. At the end of section 1 of this chapter, it is

explained how, when a sentence is incomplete, the

ellipsis may be supplied. The addition of a word,

which appears in the previous sentence, is known as

dnushanga, and the addition of a new word altogether

is adhydhdra. In making the anushanga care should

be taken to see that the word is in the mind. Take the

following, which the yajamdna (one who makes a ydga)

addresses to the goat that is to be offered
—

“ May your

prWria unite with the wind
;

your parts with those

who do yagas \ may the yajamclna with his wishes ”.

The verb gacchatdm occurs in the first clause only and

is in the singular number ; in the others it is absent,

the prefix sam only being found. The same verb is

added in these clauses, in the plural number in the

second, and in the singular in the third
; but these

additions are not anushanga. For the word in the

second clause, being in the plural, differs from the

verb in the first clause ; and the word in the 'third

clause is separated from it by the plural verb in the

second clause. These are therefore cases of adhydhdra

(Section 1, Sub-Section 18).
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18. Chapter 3 treats of the relation of anga and
angi. Whatever renders a service to another is an
anga ; and that which receives the service is angi.

The terms sesha and sesU also are used to indicate

the same relation. This relation is indicated by six

pramSiij.as as shown below

:

(i) Sruti. In the text dadhnd, juhotV' (make

the harm with curd) the termination in the first word,

which expresses instrument, is sruti ; and it makes curd

an anga of the offering.

(ii) Lingam. This is capacity (of a word to

indicate something). In the mantra “ I cut the barhis

{kusa grass) the seat of the devas'' the word ‘cut’

indicates that the mantra should be recited, when the

grass is cut. The mantra is therefore an anga of the

cutting (Section 3, Sub-section 1).

(iii) Vdkyam. This is two or more words put

together. “ In the text with rik work is done in a

high tone {ucckais) ; with yajur in an under-tone ;
with

saman in a high tone ” the juxtaposition of the words

ucchais and n/c, which is vcikya, makes a high tone an

anga of rik mantras^ which should therefore be recited

in a high tone (Section 3, Sub-section 1).

(iv) Prakara'fjxi. This is two or more sentences

connected by mutual need, which makes them a

context. In the place where the darsa and purnamcLsa

offerings are prescribed, five prayaja offerings also are

enjpined, but without mention of a fruit. They therefore

^ek the yagas, which should receive their service ;
and

the darsa and purnamasa offerings seek helpers. This
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mutual need connects them together, and praycLjas

become their a7igas (Section 3, Sub-Section 4).

(v) StJiana. The three purnamasa offerings are

prescribed ’ in one place, and their mantras in another.

As two sentences are connected by mutual need, so

the two places are connected by mutual need, and the

mantras become the angas of the offerings—the first

manti'a of the first offering ; the second mantra of the

second offering ; and the third mantra of the third

offering (Section 3, Sub-section 5).

(vi) Sainakhya. This is the meaning of words

by yoga (Para 11). The term houtram, referring to

the rik veda, connects it with the hota,, who alone is

authorised to recite its verses. Similarly adhvaryavam

connects the yajur veda with the adhvaryu
; and

audgatram connects the sama veda with the Udgata

(Section 3, Sub-Section 6).

19. It often happens that more than one prama^a

are a,pplicable in the interpretation of a text
; and the

question arises which of them should be followed. It

is laid down that of the six prama'rtas—^ruti, Ungam^

vakyam, prakaranam, sthanam, and samakhya each is

weaker than the preceding one. For sruti being the

highest authority, everything else should be connected

with it. In regard to Ungam it must be inferred that

there is a sruti in its support ;
and this means delay,

while the authority of the sruti is quickly accepted.

^ruti therefore prevails over lingam. As between lingam

and vakyam, a capacity has to be assumed in the latter,

which must then be connected with a sruti by inference.

3
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It is therefore weaker than the other. As between

vakyam and prakara'tj,am two sentences must be connect-

ed to form a vakyam; this must then be connected

with a Ungam and through it with a sruti. Prakara/iam

is thus removed from s7'uU by the intervention of

vakyam and lingam^ while there is but lingam between

vakyam and sruti. Prakaranam is therefore weaker than

vakyam. Similarly with regard to the others.

20. The following is an illustration. “ With

aindrl mantra praise the garhapatya (One of the three

fires maintained by the householder). The termination

of aindrl is sruti, and makes the mantra an anga

of the praising. But the term means a mantra of

which Indra is the devata

;

and it cannot appropriately

be used in praising the fire. Here the indication of

the devata Indra is Ungam, which is weaker than srwti,

and is over-ruled. The meaning of the word Indra

established by usuage is abandoned, and the meaning

by yoga is adopted. This is the highest ruler, and it is

not inappropriate to the garhapatya fire, which is

of greater importance than the other two (Section 3,

Sub-Section 7).

21. In this third chapter four important rules are

deduced, to which reference will be made in the Sri

Bkashya. They are :

(i) Aruna adhikaranam. Here is a text— with

a red, reddish-brown eyed, one-year-old cow purchase

the soma ” (creeper). In the mimamsaka ’s view the

word aruTvaya (red) denotes a quality only. By its

termination, which is ^uti, it makes the quality
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a means for the purchase ; and the
,

question is

whether it can be the means. The first view is that

it cannot be, and that the sruti cannot indicate "the

relation of anga and angi. The word aru^aya should

therefore be separated from the text. Then the

prdkaranam will come in
;
the sruti in the word will

refer to everything mentioned in the context, and the

other part of the word will prescribe the quality for all

of them. The final decision is that the quality being

stated by the sruti as a means of purchase, we must

accept it. This cannot happen except through some-

thing having a form, and this is available here in the

form of the one-year-old cow (Section 1, Sub-Section 6).

22. (ii) GraJia-ekatva rule. Here is a text ‘ With
the dasU pavitram wipe the graha.' Graha is a wooden

vessel in which the juice of the soma is received and

offered to various devatas ; when it is filled, it should

be wiped with a towel to prevent any drop from

falling down. Here wiping is enjoined ; and the only

question is whether oneness also is prescribed. This

cannot be ; for then the meaning would be—wipe

the graha, and the graha to be wiped is one. There

would be two sentences, while the text can be understood

as one sentence only. To make two sentences in such a

case is a serious fault. Hence in giving the direction

it was not the intention to refer to the number. The

subject in regard to which an injunction is given is

known as uddesya ; and the rule is—the number of the

word denoting the uddesya should be neglected (Section

1, Sub-section 7).
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23. (iii) Vajapeya yupa rule. “ Seventeen-araim*

high is the yupa of vajapeya:' Yupa is a post to

which the goat to be offered is tied. The view that

the first word should be connected with the word

vajapeya, which is next to it, is overruled by the fact

that it and the word yupa have the same case-ending.

The yupa, though not an anga of vajapeya, which is a

sorm yaga, yet it is an anga of the pasu yaga, which is

itself an anga of vajapeya. Hence the 'yupa may
be an anga of vajapeya through its anga (Section

1, Sub-Section 9).

24. (iv) Upakrama adhikarana. Refer to the text

quoted in para 18 (iii) supra. It comes at the end of

a context, while its beginning refers to the three vedas

thus
—

“ The three vedas were born ; from agni rik

veda
;
from vayu, the yajur veda ; from aditya the

sama veda". The terms rik, ^/ajiwr, and sSwaw denote

mantras ; this is their primary meanings. Though the

commencement is arthavada, and the text at the close

contains injunctions, and therefore possesses greater force,

yet the close should not override the commencement. The

commencement created the first impression. The text

at the end did not then exist ; it attained an existence

afterwards so as not to conflict with the first impression

;

for it forms with the beginning a connected whole.

Hence the words rik, yajur, and sarmn mean the

respective vedas: and the high and under tones are

connected with them through the mantras, which are

contained in them. The result of this discussion is that

under this decision, the rik (verse) in the rik veda alone
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should he recited in a high tone, but not the rik (verse)

in the yajur veda (Section 3, Sub-section 1).

25. Chapter 4 deals with prayukti. That is, it

determines whether a thing that is prescribed helps an

offering or whether it confers a benefit on the person

who makes it. An example of the first is prayaja

offerings. Without them, the principal offerings will

not be effective
;
but they confer no benefit on the

yajamdna. An example of the second is given in the

following text
—“For one who desires cows—in the

vessel in which' cows are milked ”. This refers to the

carrying of water in a chamasa (a four-sided wooden

basin with a handle) and placing it to the north of the

dhavanlya fire for making fried rice flour into a ball.

The ishti, in which this is done, may be completed

without the milking vessel. Hence, the use of the

vessel is only for the yajamdna'

s

benefit (Section 1,

Sub-section 2).

26. Chapter 5. Deals with the order in which

principal karmas and their angas should be done. The

order is determined as follows

:

(i) By sruti or express statement, as by the use of

the participle ending with the termination tvd or its

substitute ya (Section 1, Sub-Section 1).

(ii) By the nature of things. ^

"D j* • J.T. k In the text,
(ill) By the reading in the veda. )

“He does the agnihotra homa\ he cooks gruel” the

order is that of the reading in the veda
;
but as it is the

gruel that is to be offered, it should be cooked first,

and then the offering should be made. This order is
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determined by the nature of things {artha’-krama), and
it over-rides the patha krama. {Ibid., Sub-Section 2).

The order of reading in the mantras prevails over

the order of reading in the hrahma'ti,as ; for the work of

the latter is done, when the injunctions are given
; it is

the mantras that are concerned with the performance

{Ibid., Sub-section 9).

(iv) By the order of the first operation. In the

vSjapeya seventeen goats should be offered to the

devata prajapati
; and every one of them should be

dedicated, then tied to a post, and sprinkled with water.

Ghee should be rubbed on its head, and live coal

should be carried round it. Each operation should be

gone through for all of them before the next operation

is taken up. The first operation may be done in any

order ; but when this order has been determined, it

should be followed for all the other operations {Ibid.,

Sub-Section 5).

(v) By the place of the karmas. In a soma yaga

known as sadyaskram the three ^aswyapas, which should

be done respectively on the fourth day, on the fifth day

and after the bathing, are done on the same day. The

second yd,ga retains its place, while the others are

shifted from their places. The second yd,ga therefore

comes first, and the others in their natural order {Ibid.,

Sub-Section 6).

(vi) By the order of the principal karmas. In

the Chitrd yaga, a variety of the darsa and purnamd-sa

ishtis, seven offerings are made, of which the fourth aud

fifth are to Sarasvatl (a female devata) and sarasvan (a
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male devata). By a rule of grammar one word in the

dual number denotes both the devatds, and this word is

used in the injunction text. The order of the offerings

is determined by the hota's mantras, and the offering is

made first to Sarasvatl and then to Sarasvan. In the

preparation of the offerings also the same order should

be followed {Ibid., Sub-Section 7).

27. One other case of order should be mentioned

here. In the darsa and purij,amasa ishtis the

offerings commence with the placing of fifteen

twigs on the fire, one after another, with a mantra,

and the number of mantras is therefore fifteen.

But in certain yagas performed like the ishtis, the

number of mantras is raised to twenty-one. The

additional mantras are brought in from a place, which

the veda indicates. The question is where they should

be placed. As there is no reason why the order fixed in

the ishtis should be broken, the new comers should be

placed at the end. An exception is made in the case of

two mantras, which by express direction should be placed

between the eighth and ninth mantras (Section 3,

Sub-Section 3).

28. Chapter 6 deals with the qualifications for the

performance of yO,gas. They are a desire for their fruits,

a knowledge of their ritual, and capacity for doing them.

Every one may desire the fruits ; and a student of the veda

and of the kalpa sutras will have the necessary knowledge.

The question of capacity alone has to be considered.

(i) First, the blind, the deaf, the mute and the

maimed are obviously disqualified. The first cannot see
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what is going on ; the second cannot hear, when address-

ed by the adhvaryu\ the third cannot recite the

mantras ; and the last cannot move about (Section 1,

Sub-section 2).

(ii) One labouring under a bodily infirmity, which

can be removed, remains disqualified, until the removal

takes place {Ibid., Sub-Sections 9 and 10).

(hi) Poverty is not a disqualification. A poor

man becomes qualified on obtaining the necessary

means {Ibid., Sub-Section 8).

(iv) Sex is no disqualification. In the text “ One

desiring svarga {Svarga-kHma) should do a ySiga," the

masculine gender of the word denoting the uddesya was

not intended ; for the same reason that the number was

not (See para 22 supra.) But the wife cannot perform

a yaga apart from her husband ; nor the husband apart

from his wife ; for each has to perform certain functions

in the yaga {Ibid., Sub-Sections 3 and 4).

29. The svdra is not qualified ; for he does not

possess the requisite knowledge, which should be

obtained only from the veda. As there is no injunction

to do upanayana for him, he cannot do adhyayarui, of

which this ceremony is an anga. The yoLgas prescribed

by the veda do not seek him, as they find qualified

persons in the other castes. (Section 1, Sub-Section 7).

There are, however, two exceptions

:

(i) Here is a text ^ In the rainy season a rathaMra

should do adhanam ’ (establishing the three fires). One

may take the meaning of the term ratha kara by yoga,

and say it means “ one who makes a car ”. But by rudhi
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it denotes a member of a mixed caste ; and rv4hi prevails

over yoga. One born of a Vaisya woman to a kshattriya

is known as viaMshya ; a woman born of a sudra woman
to a vaisya is known as KaraijH ; and one born of a karaipl

to a Mdliisliya is a ratha kdra. In his case there is

express authority (Ibid., Sub-Section 12).

•(ii) In connection with the offering of cooked

rice to the devatd Eudra, there is a text ‘ By this help

a. nishada-StJiapati to do a ydga\ The compound

word may be taken to be Tatpurusha, and explained

as meaning the sthapati or head of nishddas, and

this head may be a member of the higher castes.

The term nisJuida would then be used in a secondary

sense, meaning one connected with nishddas
; this

would be laksharid, which is a fault. Hence the

compound word should be taken as karmadharaya to

mean a nishada, who is a sthapati. Being a member
of a mixed caste, he cannot learn the veda

; but on the

authority of the text, the requisite knowledge should

be obtained from a teacher at the time (Ibid., Sub-

Section 13).

30. Section 5 of» this chapter lays down the

apaccheda rule, to which reference is made in the Sri

Bhashya. On the principal day of a soma yaga the

yajamana and five helpers go in procession from the east

door of the havirdhdna to the north-east corner of

the Sacrificial ground, and then sitting down the udgata

and his two assistants sing the stotram known as

bahish pavarndna. In the procession they go one behind

another, holding him by the hand, and until they reach
4
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the place, the chain should not be broken. If the

udgata lets go his hold, the yaga should be completed

without distributing the promised rewards to the helpers,

and it should be re-done. If the offender be the

pratiharta, the penalty is that the yajarmna should

give away all his wealth as rewards. Now, if both the

breaks {apaccheda) take place at the same time, -one or

the other penalty may be paid at the option of the

yajamana. If they take place one after the other,

the penalty for the later break should be paid. Here

the two breaks are in no way connected, and either may
happen first, or may not happen at all (Sub-Sections

18 and 19).

31. Chapters 7 and 8. The first six chapters give

all the instruction needed for the performance of ydgas

and are known as upadesa part. The next four chapters

deal with atidesa—i.e., vrith the application of the ritual

of prakriti yagas to those known as vikriti yagas. The

prakriti yagas are agnihotram, darsa and purnainasa

ishtis, and agnishtoma soma yaga ; and for these the

ritual is explained in full detail. For the vikriti yUgas

the veda states merely their devatas and the offerings,

and gives the mantras for making those offerings. The

ritual of some prakriti yaga has to be selected and

applied to them.

This selection is made in the following ways

:

(i) By express direction, ^yena and ishu are two

soma yagas to which the ritual of agnishtoma is applied.

Certain special items are prescribed for the syena, and a

special item for the ishu ; and it is added ‘ The others
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{Itarat) are the same as in the syena.'' Thus, the syena

is expressly stated to be the yaga from which the ritual

should be taken for the ishu. Now, does this application

refer to all items or only to the special items? The

reply is given that the term ‘ others ’ refers to something

that has been stated ; and that therefore it refers to

the special items only (Chapter 7, Section 1, Sub-

Section 2).

(ii) By the name of a ycLga. Refer to the text

in para 15 (vi). The name agnihotra indicates that the

ritual should be taken from the agnihotra done through-

out one’s life (Cliapter 7, Section 3, Sub-Section 1).

.
(hi) By marks showing closest resemblance to

the vikriti yd,ga. In the offering of cooked rice to

the devota surya the devatcL is single, and the offering

is a vegetable product. These marks are found in the

first offering of a purodasa to the devota agni in the

purnamasa ishti. Hence this is selected. Purodasa

is a ball of fried rice flour. In the offering of a

purodasa to the devota Indra cum agni the selection

should be of the third offering in the puriiamasa ishti,

in which also the devota is double—viz., agni cum soma.

In the offering of a pasu (a four-footed animal) to the

devata agni cum soma, which is an anga of a soma yaga,

the selection should be of the offering of milk to the

devata Indra, the second yaga in the darsa ishti. The

offering in this comes from an animal, and parts of

an animal’s body are offered in the vikriti yaga. In

addition to this mark, there are two others, viz., prayaja

and aghara offerings found in both (Chapter 8, Section 1,
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sub-sections % and 4, and section 2, sub-sections 2

and 3).

32. When a prakriti ycLga is indicated by the

offering, and another by the devata, the former should

be selected. The material to be offered is close to the

act of offering, while the devata has to be thought of

by the mind, and is therefore remote. (Chapter 8,

Section 1, Sub-Section 17).

33. Chapter 9 deals with uham, i.e., changes to

be made in mantras. “When the ritual is taken along

with mantras from a pi'akriti yd,ga, and is applied to

a vikriti yaga^ some mantras may be found to be

unsuitable. For instance, the mantra for taking paddy

from a bag contains the word agnaye (for agni). This

being unsuitable to the ydga of the devatU surya

referred to in para 31 (iii), the word should be replaced

by the word surydya (for surya) ; and this change in

the mantra is uham. (Section 1, Sub-section 13). In

most cases the only change that need be made is to

change the number or gender of a word.

34. This chapter contains the pdsa rule, to which

reference will be made in the Sri Bhashya. When the

goat in a pa^u ydga is killed by suffocation, the

adhvaryu goes to the place and unties the rope on its

leg, with the mantra^ ‘May aditi imtie these ropes’.

There being but one animal and one rope, the plural

pdsdn is unsuitable. May it be changed ? Reply, l^ot

necessary. The word consists of three elements—-jpasa

(rope), the termination showing it to be the object of

untying, and the termination denoting its number. Of
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these the first is the most important, showing the object

to be dealt with. The next element shows its relation to

the work, and comes next; and the third element is

the least important. As the first and second elements

are not unsuitable, to fix attention on the least important

element, and hold the whole mantra as unsuitable is not

legitimate. No change need therefore be made (Section

3, Sub-section 5).

35. Chapter 10 deals with badha, i.e., the annul-

ment of an item coming in by atidesa. This will occur

in three ways

:

(i) By the service to be rendered by the item not

being required. In an offering to the devatSL prajdpati

the material consists of a hundred krishnalas (small

pieces of gold) cooked in ghee. By atidesa the husking

with a pestle and mortar comes in ; and its service

is to remove the husk from paddy. As this is not

needed, the husking operation is dropped (Section 1,

sub-section 1).

(ii) By the prescription of a special item.

Regarding the pasu yaga to the devatcL agni cum
soma, it is stated that the prayajas are eleven. This

item comes in by atidesa with the number five from

the darsa ishti
;
but by the number eleven the number

five is annulled. (Section 3, sub-section 1).

(iii) By the use of the negative particle na—
Regarding the soma yoiga known as atiroLtra there are two

conflicting texts
—

“ fill the shodasi graha in atircitra ;

”

“ Do not fill the graha in atiratra ”. Here the injunction

and prohibition relating to the same matter, option is
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given to fill the gralm or not to fill it (Section 8, sub-

section 3).

36. Option {Vikalpa) is considered to be faulty

in eight ways, and is avoided, wherever possible. For

instance, in the text * In anuy&jas do not recite ye

yajclmahe ’, the particle na may be joined to the verb as

in the translation of the text here, or it may be

connected with the word anuyajas. In the former case,

it prohibits the recitation of the mantra ; in the latter

the meaning will be ‘Recite the mantra in offerings

other than anuycLjas. In the former case it is prati-

shedha ; in the latter paryudasa {Ibid.^ Sub-Section 1).

37. Chapters 11 and 12 deal with tantra and

prasanga. The five praycija offerings serve the three

principal offerings in the darsa and pur^amUsa ishtis.

They are offered at the same place and time and by the

same person. Should the praycijas be offered separately

for each ? Reply. No ; they serve them all by being

done but once, as a dancer pleases the whole of an

audience by dancing before it, but not separately for

each person. To do a thing once in this manner is

known as tantram (Chapter 11, Section 1, Sub-

Section 10).

38. In the case considered in the last para all

the three offerings are of equal importance. Where an

offering comes between two offerings and is connected

with them, but is of minor importance, it profits by the

service rendered to the principal offerings. In the pasu

yciga to the devatd, agni cum soma, the first is the offering

of the vapd (the membrane covering the animals
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stomach), and the second is the offering of two bits from

each of eleven parts taken out of. its body. Between

them comes the offering of a purodd,sa to the same

devata. This occupies a subordinate position ; and it

profits by the praydja offerings made for the principal

yagas. The receipt of service in this manner is known

as prasangam. The difference between tantram and

prasangam is that in the former it is the intention

to serve them all
;
and that in the latter the subordinate

yaga is not considered, when the service is rendered.

(Chapter 12, Section 1, Sub-section 1).

39. Sections 3 and 4 of the last chapter discuss the

question whether two or more things prescribed should

be combined, or whether one or another of them may
be done at one’s option. Regarding dglmra offerings in

the darsa and purya mdsa ishtis it is stated “ Make the

aghara in a straight line ; make the cighara continu-

ously ”. Here as service is rendered in different ways,

both the operations should be combined. Regarding the

ishtis there are two texts
—

“ Do the ydga with paddy

;

and ‘ do the yaga with yava ’ (another grain). The

service to be rendered is in the making of the puroddsa ;

and this service being one, it may be done by either

grain. In this case there is no combination, but only

option to be exercised at the yajamana's choice (Section

3, Sub-sections 3 and 4).

40. To proceed to the Brahma sutras. They

number 545, and are divided into four chapters, each

of which is sub-divided into four sections. The first

chapter establishes Brahma as the only cause of the
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evolution, sustenance and dissolution of the Universe,

the cause being both operative and material. The
second chapter confirms this conclusion by removing

every objection that may be urged against it. The

remaining chapters deal respectively with the means

by which Brahma may be reached, and with the nature

of the goal. The first two chapters are concerned with

what already exists—e.e., Brahma^ while the last two

chapters relate to what has to be brought about

—

i.e.^ the

means and the goal. Bach section discusses a number

of topics. The sutra or sutras dealing with one topic

form an adhikaraiia or sub-section. In each of them a

vedic text is taken ; the views which may be held

regarding it are examined and a final decision is arrived

at. The first or superficial view is known as purva

paksha, and the final decision as SiddMnta. The

number of sub-sections is one hundred and fifty-six,

distributed as shown below

:

CHAPTER Section Total

..A.
r

1 2 3 4

I. 11 6 10 8 35

II. 10 8 7 8 33

III. 6 8 26 15 55

IV. 11 11 5 6 33

Grand total 156
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The distribution of the sutras among the sections

is as follows

:

Chapter Section Total
- ^

,

1 2 3 4

I. 32 33 44 29 138

II. 36 42 52 19 149

III. 27 40 64 51 182

IV. 19 20 15 22 76

Grand total 545

41. It will be convenient to the reader to take a

bird’s eye-view of the contents of the sutras. The first

four sub-sections are preliminary, and remove four

objections which bar the proposed enquiry. The
4

objections are—(i) As the Upanishads state what is, but

do not direct the doing of an action, they can convey no

meaning ; (ii) The definition given of Brahma is faulty,

(iii) As Brahma can be known from inference, there is

no need to examine the veda

;

and (iv) The statements

made therein being mere praise, there is no guarantee

that what is stated is true.

43. In the next three sub-sections creation texts

are examined to see who'^Brahma is. Taking first the

Sat Vidycl, (Chapter VI of the Chandogya), it is shown

that prakriti (matter) cannot be the Being under enquiry.

For ‘ He willed, I will become many ’ {Ibid., VI, 3-3)

and evolved successively as fire, water and earth. ' This
5
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clearly indicates an intelligent Being. In the Ananda-
vain, the world-cause is stated to he anandammja, Le.,

possessing hy His nature, bliss in a degree beyond
thought or speech (IV, 1) ; and this mark separates

Him from the jiva, whether bound or free. Sub-section

7 draws attention to an exquisitely brilliant body with
lotus-like eyes, in which He appears both in the sun

and in the eye as seen by yogis. A Being answering

this description is Naraympa Himself. This body is

not one made by karma; for this Being is said to

have risen above all evil; which term evil (papma)

includes both good Egid bad deeds.

43. The remainder of Chapter I, excepting five

sub-sections, examines twenty-three passages taken from

different places, and decides that reference is made in

them all not to a jiva nor to a product of matter, as

contended by the ScLnkhya^ but to Brahma Himself.

This examination is needed in support of the conclusion

already drawn. The sub-sections are grouped into four

sections, as the marks on which the fir^ mew is

based are very indistinct in the first section ; indistinct

in the second ;
and distinct in the third

; and as in

the fourth passages resemble the descriptions in Ssinkhya

books. Of the omitted sub-sections, three deal with the

fitness of the devas for vidyas in general, and for the

particular vidycL known as Madhu vidya, and with the

unfitness of the svdra for all vidyas. These three sub-

sections come in incidentally. The fourth affirms that

Brahma is material, as well as the operative cause of

the Universe. The last sub-section concludes by referring
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to the arguments set out in the preceding sutrds for

explanation of passages, which have not received special

attention.

44. Chapter II, Section I. The conclusion stated

in the first chapter that Brahma was both the operative

and material causes, brings a host of opponents upon

the author.

(i) The first objection is that the Sankhya and

yoga sutras should not be ignored, as they were

purposely written to elucidate the vedanta. The reply

is that the works of manu and Parasara, which are

consistent with the VedUnta, are available ; while the

works of Kapila and Hiranyagarbha, which conflict

with it, should be rejected. (Sub-Sections 1 and 2).

(ii) The vaiseshika, the Saugata and the Arhata

come forward, and however much they may cut one

another’s throat, they join hands in attacking the author

for not accepting evolution from minute atoms. The

author dismisses them contemptuously with the remark

that mere speculation cannot lead to a final result.

(Sub-Section 4).

(iii) The Sankhya re-appears and contends that

there must be similarity between the cause and the

effect ;
and that this does not obtain between Brahma

and the universe. The reply is that the similarity as

understood by the opponent is not uniform
;
for a

scorpion comes forth from a handful of cow-dung, and

a wasp from a worm. (Sub-section 3).

(iv) The vaiseshika now appears on the scene,

and urges that Brahma cannot evolve as the universe,
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as the cause and the effect are always distinct. TTis

arguments are criticised, and the Sat Karya theory is

established. A by-stander, who hears this decision,

comes forward to say that if this be so, Brahma, and
the jiva being one, the evolution should be entirely

different, and not be a matter of great disadvantage

to Himself as the Jiva. The author replies that Brahma
is different from the jiva, and that He is one with the

jiva in the sense of forming an aggregate with him

and with matter, which aggregate evolves from the

subtle to the gross condition. (Sub-Sections 6 and 7).

(v) The remaining objections consist of four

items

:

(a) The potter, though with a lump of earth

before him, and though capable of making it into

various articles, is yet helpless without his wheel and

rod. Is not Brahma equally helpless in the absence

of the necessary instruments. For before creation they

did not exist. Reply. Being omnipotent, He evolves

independently of help, as milk changes into curd, and

water changes into ice. (Sub-Section 8).

(&) The potter’s lump of earth is either wholly

expended in the making of vessels, or a portion remains

unworked up ;
and this alternative is possible, as it is

divisible. Is Brahma fully expended, when He becomes

the (LtmJd, of every aggregate, or Is any portion left

over? The latter alternative is out of the question,

as He is indivisible. Reply. He is the aims, of every

aggregate, and has also a separate existence j for it is

so taught. In a matter, which is wholly beyond the
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senses, the facts should be accepted as they are stated

by the Veda. Being an unique Being, He should not

be tested by what is seen in the world. (Sub-section 9).

(c) The potter works in a body. Does not

Brahma need a body likewise : The reply is the same

as in {b) supra. (Sub-section 9).

{d) The potter works to earn his livelihood.

Why does Brahma work? Is it not stated that He
has everything that one can ever desire to possess?

The reply is that it is mere play. This does not,

however, imply partiality and cruelty on His part

—

partiality in making some jivas as devas, others as men,

and still others as beasts or plants and trees ; and

cruelty in making them suffer misery now and tortures

in hell hereafter. The reply is that He is a common
agent, and rules impartially, giving to each what he

has earned by his own karma. (Sub-section 10).

45. Chapter II, Section 2. In this, the author

carries war into the opponent’s camp, and exposes

their faults, in order that one may not be deluded

into thinking that there is something of value in their

systems. He examines them as shown below

:

Sub-section

Sumkhya system 1

Vaiseshika 2

Soutrantika and VaibhUshika^s 3

YogachSLr's system. 4

Madhyamika's theory 5

Arhata system 6

Pasupata system. 7
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In the last sub-section, he defends the Pancha-
ratra, the teaching given by Isvara Himself to

several individuals at different times, and shows that the

objections raised against it are due to misunderstanding.

46. Chapter II, Sections 3 and 4. In these, the

question of evolution is examined from the point of

view of the products. * It is shown that everything

evolves from Brahnm, except the Jim,-—ether and air,

and the instruments of the jiva, the mind, the five sense

organs, the five organs of motion and prana. (Sub-

sections 1 and 3).

(ii) It is also shown that the five elements

evolved directly from Him, and it is affirmed very

clearly that the meanings of words are primary, not

secondary, when they denote Brahma (Sub-section %).

(iii) This evolution is known as samashti—cvea’

tion without diversity. In the evolution, which followed

it also, known as vyashti, i.e., creation with diversity,

it is He that works, but through His agent BrahmU.

(Section 4, sub-section 8).

(iv) Some minor matters are dealt with. The

number of senses is eleven, including the mind ; these

and pra'na are of minute size
; prana is a product of air

;

but it is neither air nor its activity ; it is an instrument

of the jiva, but not like the mind and the senses ; for,

its function is to regulate the vital processes ; and though

its activities are five-fold, it is regarded as one.

47. Section 3, Sub-sections 4 to 6. These deal

with the jiva, and come in incidentally in connec-

tion with the question whether he is made like
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ether or not. First, the view of the Sankhya, that

the jiva is merely jnanam (self—revealed) and not

a knower, and the view of the vaiseshika that he

possesses the attribute jnanam only as an accident

are refuted, and it is shown that he is both

self-revealed, and is by nature the owner of the

attribute jnanam. In support of this conclusion, it is

proved that he is atomic in size, that he abides in the

heart, and knows everything with the attribute jnanam,

which spreads all round him within the body. It is also

shown that he acts, and is a responsible agent ; but that

this capacity is limited by the control of Brahma. The

author refutes the Sankhya"

s

view, that the Jim does not

act, having nothing to gain by action, and that what

acts is matter in the form of the mind. His responsibility

is not, however, incompatible with control by Brahma.

For He first looks to the jiva"s resolve. ‘ I will do this
’

and then accepting it, moves him. As the world-

ruler He gives to each a body, and the mind and the

sensory and motor organs, and confers on him the

capacity to control them. He gives him the veda to

know what karma is good and what is evil. He supports

him by His presence within him, and except in the first

choice he co-operates with him, every action being done

by both. In so far as He does these things, He treats all

alike and is thoroughly impartial. The jiva, being thus

helped, begins to do good or evil deeds, as his desire prompts

him ; and Brahma rewards or punishes him as he deserves.

48. Chapter III. This chapter deals with the means
by which the jiva may attain release ; but a disgust
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should first be created for his condition of bondage and
a yearning to reach Brahma. Section 1 has the first

object in view. When the jiva goes after death to

svarga, he goes in a subtle body fashioned out of the

last earthly body ; and he returns in the same body,

which forms the nucleus of the new earthly body (Sub-

section 1). All his past karma is not expended ; but he

returns with a load of what has not yet matured (Sub-

section 2). Even this short-lived enjoyment is denied

to most jivas, who quickly return to earth-life. All

those who do not enter a mother’s womb to be reborn are

of this class (Sub-section 3). Sub-sections 4 to 6 explain

that on the return journey the jiva in his subtle body is

merely in contact with various things, such a contact as

prevents his being recognised. If he were a devata

controlling them, or had a bod}’' made of these materials,

he might have had enjoyment of a sort; but this is

denied ;
and he is said to be in a sleepy condition. If

he were born as a plant or a tree, he might be useful to

men and accumulate merit ; this also is denied. This is

sufficient to make any one be disgusted with material

existence, if he turns his attention to the matter.

49. Chapter III, Section 2. The object of this is

to create in the jiva a yearning to reach Brahma. He

creates a dream-world to the sleeping jiva, as reward

or punishment for karma of a petty kind. As his Inner

Ruler he receives him during deep sleep and gives

h\m a short respite from the turmoils of the day (Sub-

sections 1 and 2). This union of the jiva with his

Maker is not final release. For he soon resumes his
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previous name and form (Sub-section 3). The next

sub-section, shows Brahma to be free from all imper-

fections and to be the seat of every estimable quality.

Though this is clear from numerous texts, several

misconceptions have to be removed. These are

—

(i) He must suffer pleasure and pain like the

jiva, as he is within his body. It was pointed out in

Chapter I, section 2, sutra 8, that not being the owner

of the body. He remained unaffected. It is now urged

that the jiva'

s

body, being in every way undesirable,

entry into it, even of His owm choice, must pollute

Him. The reply is that this does not happen, as

there are express statements to that effect.

(ii) As the maker of diverse names and forms.

He himself is BrdJimatj.a, Kshattriya and so on, and

becomes subject to the performance of all the duties

pertaining to them ; this is bondage. The reply is

that though He takes the forms and names, He is

practically without them ; i.e.. He is free from their effects.

(iii) Being Himself Jnanam (self-revealed), he

cannot possess qualities. The reply is that the text

relied on merely makes an affirmation ; and that no

denial is implied. If he be accepted as jnanam on

the authority of one text, He should be accepted as the

seat of good qualities on the authority of other texts.

The denial of attributes in a Brihad AraTj/yaka text

means that the forms expressly taught in that place

are not His only forms.

It is next shown that no being is higher than

He, and that it is He who gives all fruits, not only
6
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release, but even vrorldly enjoyment. (Sub-Sections 7
and 8).

50. Chapter III, Section 3. The instruction

conveyed in the two preceding sections should

make one anxious to begin Brahma vidya, and
this is considered in this section. The first question

is whether two or more places in the Upaniskads

teach the same vidya. This is determined by four

marks—the form of the injunction, the substance

of the meditation, the fruit promised and the name

of the meditation. If these be the same, the vidyS.-

is one. This test is applied in 17 cases as shown on

the margin

:

Sub-Sections

(i) Udgitha vidya

(ii) Dahara vidyQ

(iii) Prana vidya.

(iv) Purusha Vidya

(v) Vaisvanara vidya

(vi) S^ndilya vidya.

(vii) Other vidyOs.

The remaining sub-sections deal with the following

topics common to aU vidyas :

(a) Those attributes, without which Brahma

cannot be recognised, should form the subject of

meditation in all cases (sub-section 4). This conclusion

is extended to the negative attributes enumerated in

2, 17, 22, 26

16, 18, 19

3, 5

9

23

6

7, 8. 10, 15, 20

Mundaka (L, 1-6)* (Sub-Section 14).

(6) As the meditator also enters into the

meditation, he should think of himself as he would be
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in release, i.e., as possessing eight qualities in common
with Brahma (Sub-section 21).

(c) Along with the principal meditation, .there

should be two subsidiary ones—(i) on the devayana (the

• path by which the freed jiva goes up,) and (ii) on the

separation of his good and bad deeds, when meditation is

established, and on the transfer at his death of the good

deeds to his friends, and of the bad deeds to his enemies.

The transfer takes place at the point of death, but not

some portion then and the remainder on crossing the

virajoL. The subtle body, in which he travels, though not

originated by vidya^ is yet retained under its power as the

necessary means of the journey (Sub-sections 11,12 and 13).

{d) The Brahma vidyas are not the same, though

the object meditated on is Brahma in all of them ; for

the form of meditation is not the same, but differs in

each case (Sub-section 24). But as the fruit of all is

the same, viz., the getting out of the beginningless karma^

stream, and the enjoyment of Brahma, it is left to

each to choose any one mdycL. In the case of other

fruits, which are limited, the combination of many
means is intelligible ; but Brahma is a fruit which is in

no way limited (Sub-section 25).

51. Chapter III, Section 4. In this section, the

helps to Brahma-vidya are examined
; but first the

relative importance of vidyCi and karma {yUgas enjoined

in the earlier portion of the veda) is fully discussed.

The helps to vidyci are of four classes

:

(a) The duties of one’s stage of life prescribed by

the Veda. (Sub-section 5).
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to the main division of jivas as devas and men, and the

sub-division of men into castes {varr^as). It is now
considered with reference to the stages of life. Men in

all stages are fit, as also the widower, who remains

outside. Examples of such men are found in Bhlshma

and Baikva. But one, who has fallen from the stages

other than that of the house-holder, remains ever unfit,

however much he may expiate his fall by penance

(Sub-section 10).

53. Chapter /F, Section 1. The last chapter deals

with the fruits of meditation ; but the form of medita-

tion is first described. It was not considered in Chapter

III, Section 3, its proper place, in order to show that a

loving meditation is itself a fruit. The meditation

should be continuous.

(ii) Brahma should be thought of as the Girnd of

the meditator, e.e., as one who rules him from within.

For, this is the truth, and he must realise his position

in release as dependent on that Being, and as existing

only for Him. The meditation should be in the sitting

posture. Ho other condition is prescribed. The point to

be remembered is that the place, time and conditions

selected should be such as will be conducive to one-

pointedness. It should be continued up to the moraenr

of departure from the world (Sab-sections 1, 2, 5 and

54. The fruits of meditation are of four clsss?*

Separation of karma from the meditator, his rfs—

g

through the blood vessel going from the hear: rc tcs

top of the head, his joamey along the psi
as devayWm^ and his enfoyment in the higbs^ —
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Sub-sections 7 to 11 deal with the first variety. When
meditation is established, past harTna is destroyed, and
future karma will not pollute the meditator. This is a
very merciful dispensation. If all past karma were to

be wiped out by enjoyment, there would be no release

whatever
; for such wiping out the possession of a body

would be sine qm non

;

and in that body the making of

more karym would be inevitable. The non-attachment

of future karma should be restricted to such as take

place in sleep, and without intention (Sub-section 7).

"What has been stated is limited to the past karma
^
which

has not begun to yield fruit. If all karma were

intended, then the body should be thrown up at once

;

but its continuance for some time is a fact. The body

therefore continues till prCLrabdha, that is karma^

which has begun to yield fruit, is wiped out. (Sub-

section 9).

55. Chapter IV, Section 2, This deals with fruits

of the second class ; but before considering them, it

should be knovm for certain that the jiva to be released

departs at all from his body. For a doubt is created by

a text of the KathavalU, and it is removed (Sub-Section

5). The rising from the body is described in sub-sections

1 to 4, 6 and 7, and happens in this manner. The tongue

and other senses unite with the mind ; the mind with

the senses unite with prWrpa; this unites with the

jim, and with him unites with the five elements of his

body in a subtle form ;
and the whole unites with

Brahma in the heart. As in the case of sleep the de-

parting jiva derives comfort after the turmoils of the
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earth-life which has come to end. So far the rising

from the body is common to all jivas. Here begins the

difference. The jiva to be released rises along the

blood vessel going from the heart to the head. By the

grace of Brahma the end of the heart begins to shine,

and he is able to see the entrance into the blood-vessel

(Sub-section 8). He then journeys to the sun along

his rays, which connect this world and the sun, as a

road connects two villages (Sub-section 9). There is no

restriction in his case as to the time of departure ; it

may be the day or the night ; the six months of the

sun ’s northward progress or the other part of the year.

These restrictions apply to one who is to be re-born ; but

in the case of the jiva to be freed there is delay only

till his body is thrown up. He has no more karma to

be wiped out, and there is therefore no need for another

earth-life (Sub-sections 10 and 11).

56. Chapter IV, Section 3. This deals with the

third variety of the fruits. It decides that there is but

one path known as the devaycLna, and settles who are

the beings that take the freed jiva on, and in what

order. The last sub-section shows where the freed jiva

is carried. The rishi Badari was of opinion that he is

taken to the creative agent Brahma ; and this view is

refuted.

57. Chapter IV, Section 4. This shows that the

freed jiva attains his true nature, including the full

expansion of his attribute jn^nam. He realises his

oneness with the Brahma, and thenceforward he has

no interest except in co-operating with him and serving
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Him. He is not merely jnanam (Self-revealed), but
attains the eight qualities in common with Him. One
of these is the capacity to compass anything by mere
willing. He may take one or more bodies, as he needs

for His service. If he does so, he may create such things

as are required, as he did in the waking condition during

bondage. If he does not take up any body, he derives

enjoyment from things created by Brahma, as he did

formerly in the dream condition. He has the same

enjoyment as He Himself; and there is nothing

excluded from such enjoyment, and the degree of bliss

attained is the same. Finally, there is no return to

this earth life
;

for having become all-knowing,

there will be no desire on his part to do so ; nor will

Brahma send him away, after all the trouble that He

took to bring him to Himself. This bliss endures for

ever.

58. In conclusion, the lines, on which the transla-

tion has been made, should be explained. The text of

the original is not followed closely ; but the substance

has been taken and expressed in English. Repetitions

have been avoided, wherever possible. The vedic texts,

which are considered in the original, have been sepa-

rately translated with the help of the Upanishad BJuishya

by Ranga Rajnanuja, and copious notes have been added

therefrom. Hence, the portions of Sri Bhashya, which

quote the texts at great length, and explain them in

detail, have been omitted; but are embodied in the

translation of the vedic texts. Finally, minor matters,

discussed at great length and breaking the continuity
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of the main topic have been taken out of the text and

added as foot notes.

59. The detailed criticism also of the views of

^ankara, Bliaskara, Yadava Prakasa and Vdchaspati

contained in chapter 1, section 1, sub-sections 1 and 4,

and chapter 2, section 1, sub-section 5 has been omitted.

From its large size it should form a separate work.

It has been translated with the title “ Three Tatvas ”

and is ready for publication.

60. The Sri BMshya cannot be fully understood

without the help of the voluminous commentary named

Sruta Prakasika. It was written by a teacher, who
was removed from Sri Ramanuja by three teachers

only, and who may therefore be supposed to have

known his meaning fully. It deals with three matters.

It elucidates the Sri Bhashya, explains vedic texts,

and criticises in detail the interpretations of the

various Sutras given by other commentators. The

first has been embodied in the translation in the body

of the text, or has been added as foot-notes. The

second has been embodied in the ‘Vedic texts,’ and

the third has been omitted for the reason stated in

para 59. It has not, however, been incorporated in

the “ Three Tatvas'\ The Adhikarana Sarcivali of Sri

Desika and the Bhava Prakasika and S^'f'^f’aka

Sdstrartha Dipika of Ranga RamJanuja have also been

largely utilised.

7





CHAPTER I

SECTION 1

PRELIMINARY

THE author in beginning his work offers a prayer to the

highest Being

:

Verse 1

May ^emushl (thought) in the form of loving medi-

tation on Srlnivcisa, the highest Brahma (1), come to me,

(1) Brahma is a general term, and Srinivasa is a parti-

cular term, and when they are used together, the general

term is synonymous with the particular term. This is the

rule laid down in the PUrva Mlmamsa. There is a direction—
“ Do the yaga with a pasu ” and there is the direction

to the hota (one of the helpers in a sacrifice) to recite

the appropriate mantra for the offering of the vapa of

the chaga (goat). Pasu is a general term, meaning any
four-footed animal ; and the term chaga is a particular term.

The general term pasu therefore refers to the goat (Mlmam-
sa, VI-8-9). Following this rule, we should understand that

the general term Sat, brahma, atma and the like, which are

used in the Upanishads, denote Ndrayatja, which is a parti-

cular term also found therein. Both the general and
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the Being to whom (2) the evolution, sustenance and dis-

solution and the like of all created things is mere play

:

particular terms are used in the verse to point this out. The
term Srinivasa by its etymology indicates that this Being
appears with an exquisitely fine body in a world without
changes brought about by time: and by its established
usage, it exposes the error of the views held by some (i)

that the three Beings

—

Brahma, Vishr}u and Budra—are of
equal importance *, (ii) that they are one Being in three
forms : (iii) that Brahma is above them all : and (iv) that
Isvara alone is Brahma, that he is other than the three
beings mentioned, that he is ever bliss, and that the three

beings are subject to him. The term highest iparas^min)

qualifying the term Srahmani indicates that no other Being
need be approached by one for gaining his end, and that He
who is the highest bliss is also the means thereto. It also

indicates that He is free from all imperfections.

Similarly, the term semushl (thought) in the ori^nal

is a general term and bhakti (loving meditation) is a parti-

cular term ; and their use in the verse is to show that the

terms to know, to think and the like used in the Upanishads

mean only loving meditation. By the term ‘ thought ’ the

view that release is obtained by both jnanam (thought) and

karma (action) is shown to be erroneous : and by the term

bhakti (loving meditation) the view that the mere under-

standing of a text is such means is refuted.

(2) The first adjectival clause—‘ created things’. This

is the meaning of the term bhuvana in the original. It means

what becomes

—

i.e., evolves. All created things—in what-

ever worlds they may be, and not merely in this our world,

in which the creative agent, the four-faced Brahma holds

sway ; also aU things that existed in the past, that exist at

present and that may come into being in the future. The

Sanskrit for ‘ ad ’ is akhila, which denotes that nothing is

omitted from the scope of creation. It is therefore a

stronger word than Sakala (ail). The term nikhila will

perform the same duty ; but akhila is better, as the first

letter in it means Yisht^u, and is therefore auspicious in the
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whose (3) main resolve is to protect all those who

know Him and approach Him in all humilityi and

also all those who are related to them ; and who (4)

commencement of a work. Sustenance—This is done by
entry into all things, and by controlling them, by avataras^

and by influencing the world-rulers, manus, kings and parents.

The words ‘ and the like ’ refer to the entry into every thing

and its control. It does not include the giving of moksha
(release from bondage to matter) ; for from its importance it

deserves separate mention ; and this is done ir^ the second

adjectival clause. The term ‘ play ’ indicates that tjhis Being
has every object of desire ; that therefore He has nothing to

gain for Himself by this work *, and that He acts of His
own choice, and not from compulsion by any outside

agency.

(3) Second adjectival clause. “ Those who know Him ”

—This is the meaning of the term hhuta in the original.

Those who do not know Him may be said to be non-existent.
‘ Approach in all humility ’ refers to loving meditation on
Him and to prapatti. This is to point out one’s help-

lessness and to request Him to save him without the
meditation. Those who approach Him in this manner are

of many kinds

—

devas and men ; among men they are in all

stages of life—students, house-holders, forest-dwellers and
those who have renounced the world. His love for them is

so full, that it does not stop with them, but over-flows

towards all those who are in any way related to them. To
‘ protect ’ them is to avert from them what is undesirable,

and to give them what they desire. His main resolve is to

do this work; for He regards it as of greater importance
than any connected with Himself. The term dlksha in the
original, which means resolve, indicates that this protection

is His own gain, and that any failure in this matter is to his

own detriment.

(4) Third adjectival clause- The term ^uti—meaning
what is ever heard—indicates that the veda was not made by
any one, that it is eternal and that therefore it is free from
imperfections of every kind. The Upanishads form an
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clearly shines in the principal portion of the §ruti

(Veda). (5), (6), (7).

important portion of the §ruU, as the head is an important
portion of the body ; and this importance is due to their
treating of the Highest Brahma as their main topic. He
shines in the earlier part of the veda ; for though it refers to
agni, Indra and other devatd,s, they are in reality the
forms in which He appears. In the TTpanishads^ however,
He appears in His own form. The earlier part again deals

with the means to enjoyments of a petty nature, which are

mixed with suffering ; but the Upanishads deal with the
highest Brahma, who is bliss beyond thought or speech, and
who is therefore the highest goal, which man can seek.

(5) By the first clause the greatness of Brahma is indi-

cated, and by the second his accessibility. Both these are

necessary, so that one may approach Him and beg for

release. There is a hill named meru, which is said to be

pure gold
;
but it cannot be reached. Pot shreds abound

in the street ; but they are of no value.

(6) In addition to containing a prayer, the verse briefly

indicates the contents of the sUtras—By the first clause the

subject of the first chapter, which is that Brahma is the

cause of the evolution of the world, and that nothing else

is. In the second chapter all objections to this conclusion

are answered, and this is indicated by the term play {Ilia).

The terms vinata (approaching in all humility) and rakshu

(protection) in the second clause indicate the subjects of the

third and fourth chapters. To evolve tbe world, and to

give moJcsha (release) are the peculiar functions of Brahma.

The third clause indicates the first four sub-sections. If

the words in the Upanishads do not convey any meaning, or

if the definition of Brahma be faulty, Brahma cannot be

said to shine in the veda. His shining clearly in the XTpani-

shads indicates the fourth sub-section, which shows that

Brahma is the highest bliss, and that therefore an examina-

tion of the Upanishads is highly profitable.

(7) The verse also indicates dissent from many errone-

ous views current in the country at one time or another. One
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The author next states the subject of his work, and

the need for writing it

—

Verse 2

May the pure-minded on earth daily drink the-

nectar (1) of the words of Parasara's son, (2) which have

view is that Isvara merely looks on, while evolution takes

place. Another is that evolution of the world does not take

place at the same time, nor its dissolution. Still another
view is that there are not many jivas, and that the jiva and
Brahma are one. The churvaka, bauddhas and jainas do not

accept the authority of the veda ; the Vaiseshika (the logi-

cian) holds the view that Isvara can be known by inference.

He advocates evolution of the world from atoms, without the

control of Brahma
; while the Sankhya is of opinion that

evolution takes place from pradhana independently ; and he
does not recognise the existence of an All-Ruler. The pasupata
regards Pasupati as the highest Being. All these views are

held to be erroneous, and this is indicated by the several

words in the verse.

I^erse 2. (l) Reference is made to the puranic story of

the churning of the milk ocean by the devas and asuras, of

the coming out of nectar (amritam) from it, and of its being

drunk by the devas, who thereby obtained immunity from
death. The Upanishads are like the milk ocean ; the sutras-

of vyasa alias BadarUyana, the son of Parasara, are like

nectar; and the study of the sutras and the adoption of the

means therein pointed out will lead to freedom from the-

cycle of births and deaths, as the nectar gave immortality
to the devas. The author invites all men, who are able tO'

separate the essential from the non-essential, to read them
with his commentary every day and enjoy them. For, they
will give the same enjoyment, as the nectar did to the devas.

(2) Thus the subject of the commentary is the sutras

of Badarayaija ; their subject is the Upanishads ; and their
subject again is Brahma. Thus the commentary deals with
Brahma, His nature and attributes, the attainment of
immortal life and the means therefor.
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been taken out from the middle of the milk ocean of the

... UpanisMds, (3) and which are calculated to give immor-
tal life to those, from whom Brahma has ever been absent

owing to the continuous burning of the fire of sarnmra (4)

(cycle of births and deaths). Though the teaching given

by them was carefully (5) preserved, by the older teachers,

yet owing to many views, which have been put forward

in recent times, and to the conflict among them and

(3) By stating that the sUtras were taken out from
the Upanisliads, it is indicated that other sUtras, like those
of ‘the Sankhya and the vaiseshika are not based on proper
authority. By reference to the older teachers, it is indicat-

ed that the author’s commentary is based on their works,

and that other commentaries on the sUtras of Budarayai^a

do not deserve respect. By comparing the Upanishads to the

ocean of milk, it is shown that they are of greater value than

the earlier portion of the veda ; by the word ocean iabdhi)

they are shown to be numberless ; by the word middle it

is indicated that the primary meaning of no one test is

departed from. For, the middle of a thing is at the same

distance from the sides.

(4) By comparing samsara to fire, it is shown that it

is full of suffering—suffering caused by one’s own body,

by the elements and by the devatas ; and that even in

svarga, which is regarded as a place of pure enjoyment,

there is the fear ever present that it will come to end. By

the word ‘ burning,’ it is meant, that until one begins to

meditate on Brahma, the fire is never extinguished, and that

it causes suffering in many ways~bodily suffering and

mental suffering. The original for
*' has been absent ” is

vyapagata\ the prefixes therein show that this absence

has had no beginning, and that it relates to many matters,

knowing, seeing and reaching Brahma.

(5) Preserved—not merely by teaching, but by written

works also ;
by the older teachers sankara and other recent

commentators are excluded.
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with it, it has stood at a distance. It is brought back

by my commentary.

The author next explains why the works of older

teachers are not resorted to, and why the trouble of

writing a new work, and of publishing it is undertaken.
*

Commencement

BHAG-AVAIT Bodliayana (1) wrote a voluminous com-

mentary on the Brahma sutras

;

and this Dramida

abridged. Following (2) their views, the sutras will be

explained having regard to their wording (3).

(1) By the term bhagavan it is shown that Bodhayana
is our best friend, and that we may rely on him. ’ By the
term ‘ voluminous ’ it is meant that if one lived the full

span of a hundred years, and if all his life he studied

it, Bodhayana's commentary would serve its purpose ; but
these conditions do not generally exist. Dramida^ on
the other hand, went to the other extreme, and omitted the
refutation of rival systems. If all men were naturally

intelligent, this defect would not matter much. But they
are not. Hence a commentary is needed, which avoids both
the extremes, and which, while pointing out the faults in

the other systems, is such as can be easily mastered.

(2) Following their views—^but not putting forward a

new view spun from his own brain.

(3) Their wording—Paying particular attention to the

roots and terminations of the words in the sutras \ but not

attempting to suit the sutras somehow to some view of

one’s own.
8
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Sub-Section l

In this sub-section it will be shown that the words
in the Upanishads can convey their meaning, and that

therefore the proposed enquiry into Brahma may be

made

:

\ . I

After this and for that reason enquiry into Brahma
should be made.

1. Meaning of the sutra (1). The first word atha

means in this place ‘ after,’ and indicates that something

has been completed, and that another matter is taken (2)

Para 1. (1) The commentary on a sUtra consists of five

processes : the breaking up of the ftUira into its component
words, the statement of their meanings, the breaking up of

compound words, the statement of the meaning of the sUtra

as a whole and replying to objections. The author therefore

begins by stating the meaning of the first two words.

(2) The word atha has many other meanings ; but

they are not suitable here. For instance

:

() It indicates that a subject is begun- 'When a

beginning is made, the fact is perceived, without its being

stated. In such sutras as atha yoganusamnam (the teaching

of yoga is begun) this meaning cannot but be accepted, as it

is not possible to point to some matter which preceded it.

() It marks an auspicious beginning. This it does

by its very sound, and it can do this, while conveying some

other meaning. If it be regarded as expressing auspicious-

ness, atha would qualify the term brahma^jijnUsa, and the

meaning would be that the enquiry into Brahma is good. It

would then praise the enquiry, and make the sUtra an artha-

vUda (page 3, note I ), not a statement of reason, which it is-
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up. The next word atah (3) gives the completed matter

as a reason for the next step. When one has learned the

veda^ including its later portion, (4) and the six branches

If atha did not qualify the term, the meaning would be the

enquiry should be made and it would be good. Thus, there

would be two sentences, which is not legitimate, if the sutra

can be understood as a single sentence. (Intro., para 22.)

(c) It indicates the passing from one alternative to

another ; but it cannot do this here, as there are no alter-

natives.

(d) It indicates a question. The meaning would then
be, should ‘ enquire into Brahma be made ? There should be
an answer to the question ; but there is no answer here.

(e) It expresses entirety ; if the question were

—

whether Brahma should be enquired into fully or only in

part, the sutra would reply—not in part, but wholly. But
no such doubt has arisen. The only doubt is whether the
enquiry should be made at all. Thus, the only suitable

meaning is that stated in the text.

(3) This is confirmed by the two words, which follow.

In the term atah the root is a pronoun, and it makes reference

to something, which has gone before. It therefore shows
that something has been done, and that is assigned as a

reason for the matter now taken up. The next term
brahma-jijnUsa also leads to the same conclusion. Brahma
is the subject of the enquiry to be taken up. Its being

dealt with in the later portion of the veda, it leads to the

inference that the completed matter was enquiry into the

earlier portion.

(4) Including its later portion. This shows that the

whole of the veda has been learnt. The six branches are :

vyakarai^a (grammar), nirukta (glossary of vedic terms),

Siksha (pronunciation of vedic words), Chandas (metre of

vedic verses), kalpa (ritual for the performance of the
karmas enjoined in the vedo), and jyotisham (so much of

astronomy as is needed for determining the proper days for
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of learning attached to it, he will examine the veda,

beginning with" its earlier portion. He will then

perceive that the karrms therein enjoined can of them-

selves yield only petty and short-lived fruits. He will

then desire moksha (release from samsara)^ and will begin

an enquiry into Brahma, who is bliss unlimited in its

nature and enduring for ever. Hence the completed

matter (5) is an examination of the karma-kanda of the

veda (6).

2. The third word is a compound, of which the first

member is Brahma (1). From its etymology it denotes a

thing which has the attribute of being immeasurably

great in its substance and in its attributes. This is its

primary meaning; and the Being, who answers this

their performance). The learning of these would enable the

student to understand the veda, though superficially.

(5) The completed matter is the enquiry into the

nature of karmas and of their fruits. This will create a disgust

for such karmas. The understanding of the later portion of

the veda will create a desire to obtain the fruits, which it

promises. Both the disgust and this desire will prompt the

enquiry into Brahma. Both are necessary. In the absence

of either it will not be taken up.

(6) It should be noted that the karmas referred to

are such as are done without knowing that they are the

worship of Brahma, and that they are therefore an end in

themselves.

Para 2. (1) The word brahma denotes, besides the

All-ruler, prakriti, the jivas and the veda. In all of them

the attribute of being great is found. Unless a limitation of

some kind is expressly stated, words naturally denote a

thing which has the connoted attribute in full measure.

Hence, the primary meaning of the word brahma is

as stated.
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description, is Puriishottama, the ruler of all. For by

nature. He is free from every imperfection, and is the

seat of hosts of good qualities, the excellence of which

has no limit, and which cannot be counted. When the

word denotes any other thing, it is used in a secondary (2)

sense, as possessing a tittle of this attribute. This

conclusion, which has been reached by considering the

etymology of the word, is confirmed by the nature of

things. The Being, who is approached for release by

those, who are miserable, must by nature, be free ffbm

all imperfections ; for a prisoner in chains is not

approached for help by those similarly situated.

(2) In a secondary sense. The question may be asked

why the word brahma should not denote the All-ruler and
the other things mentioned in primary senses. Beply. The
word would then have many meanings. This will not be
legitimate, if all the uses of the word can be explained with
one meaning. The word will denote a thing in its primary
sense, when it has the connoted attribute in full measure,

’

and the- others in a secondary sense. It is only when this

is not possible, that more than one meaning should be given
to the word. The case of the word bhagavan is analogous.

It denotes one who possesses bhaga or the six qualities

—

jnana, bala, aisvarya, vlrya, sakti and tejas. Jnana is the
capacity to know bala, the capacity to support •, aisvarya,

the capacity to control *, vlrya, freedom from fatigue by
knowing, supporting or controlling ;

^dkti, the ability to do
what others cannot ; and tejas the power to overcome others,

and not being overcome by others. These six qualities

are found in full measure in the All-Ruler. For He can
see all things at the same moment by sense perception,

and He has this power, not as a gift from another. He
supports the whole world and controls it. To Him this

is mere play, and causes no fatigue. His sakti and.tejas

are unquestioned. The word bhagavan therefore denotes
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3. The second member of the compound word
means a desire to know. Knowledge here is the
particular variety consisting of critical examination.

The words ‘should be made’ should be supplied to

complete the sentence ; and they should be connected

with knowledge (1) ; not with desire
; for desire depends

upon the nature of the object, and is not amenable

to an injunction ; and as the desire exists for the

acquisition of the knowledge, the latter is the more

important of the two. The connection between the

two members of the compound is expressed by the

ending of the sixth case, which was dropped, when the

compound was formed. It shows Brahma to be the

object of the examination (2).

Him in its primary sense, and those who possess something

of these qualities in a secondary sense.

Pcn'o. 3. (l) Connected with knowledge. Illustration.

‘‘Having bathed, take your food.’ ‘ Take your food, sitting

with your face to the east.’ No one need be directed to take

his food ; he will do it of his own motion. Bathing before

taking the food, and doing this in the particular posture stated

would not happen, but for the injunctions. A direction serves

its purpose, when a thing would not happen without it.

Similarly here also. Question : Why then is the termina-

tion added, which expresses desire ? Reply : It is to indicate

that even to know Brahma wih give pleasure.

(2) The object o/ the examination. This follows from

Fanini's sutra, II-3-65. Question’. The ending shows

relationship in general. If this be taken, the examination

will relate to Brahma and to everything connected with

Him. Why is it not taken ? That Brahma is the object of

the examination will follow, as the verb in jijnasa needs

an object. Reply : Here the sutra expressly states karma

(object) to be the meaning ; while by following your
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4. The sutra therefore means—As the earlier

portion of the Mlmamsd, shows karma to be productive

of only petty and short-lived fruits, and as the later

portion holds out the promise of imperishable and

immeasurably superior fruit to one who meditates on

Brahma^ on completing the former enquiry, and

because it does not satisfy for this reason alone, the

latter enquiry should be made. This is supported by

Drami^a who observes “ Karma has been examined

;

next comes the enquiry into Brahma

5. It only remains to refute certain views in

regard to what preceded the enquiry under con-

sideration. For this purpose it is necessary to explain

more fully the natural order of things indicated briefly

suggestion one must depend on mere implication. The former
is preferable. For, that Brahma is the object will occur at

once from the express statement in the sutra ; while by
taking the suggestion one must first think of the relation,

and then enquire what the particular relation in the present

case is. This will involve delay. In every case that, which
suggests a thing quickly, possesses greater strength than
another, which suggests it after some delay. Hence, the
sUtra cited is followed. Brahma, the principal thing, will

be the object ; and what is connected with Him will come
within the scope of the examination by virtue of their

connection with Him. Further question : When the sixth

case is enjoined with reference to particular words, the

compound cannot be formed. Is this not so {Vartika under
Sutra, II-2-10). Reply : See the Variika (under Sutra,

II-2-8), which states an exception, and this comes under
the exception.

^ Here the original states that the two enquiries form one work.
This is embodied in Introduction, para 9, which please see.
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at the end of para 1. The injunction is given by the
Veda ' Svadhyaya should be learnt by adkyaya7ia\
Svadhyaya means the text of the veda or (as the

original puts it) the collection of letters known as the

veda. This is to be learnt only by adhyayana (1). Is it

to recite a text but once or many times ? May this be

done by the student by himself, or only after recitation

by another ? In what manner should it be done ? The
following texts from the Veda and the smritis give

replies “ Do the upamyana (2), (3) ceremony to a brahmaya

(1) Only by adhyayana^ but not by reading from a book.

The veda may be learned in two ways—^from a teacher or

from a book. The former method is the one to be followed
;

but not the latter. A rule of this kind is known as

niyama vidhi (restrictive injunction). The following example
is given in the pUrva mlmUmsU-vrlhln avdhanti (They husk
the paddy

—

i.e., the paddy taken out of a bag for making
an offering). Though it is in the form of a statement of

what is being done, it is really an injunction
—
‘husk the

paddy ’. This may be done either by using a mortar and

pestle or with the nails of one’s fingers. The text requires

that the husking should be done in the former way only.

This is a niyama vidhi. iMlmamsa, IV-2-11).

(2) Upanayana—The Sanskrit text is
“ brahmarfam

upanaylta The first word being in the objective case, it is

clear that a qualification is given to the brUhmai}a boy by

the ceremony

—

i.e., fitness to learn the veda. The leading

case on the point is again vrlhln avahanti. By the husking

in the manner pointed out, an efiScacy is given to the

paddy, and the husked paddy or rice becomes fit for offering

{Mima., 111-1-4).

(3) The student receives a qualification from the upa-

nayano and he does the adhyayana', hence, upanayana is an

anga of adhyayana {MlmUmsa, II-1-3) ; for it renders a service

to it by giving a qualification for learning it. Hence, the
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boy in the eighth year of age ; make him learn the

veda ” (4), (5), (6) {^atapatha BrcLhma'rpam). “ A brahma'n.a

time prescribed for it—eighth year of age—^though it is

prescribed for adhyayana also. In other words, at an age
at which the student is not fit for learning anything. else,

he is required to get the veda by heart.

(4) Make him learn the veda—This is not an injunction

to the teacher ? For he would himself seek students and
teach them, prompted by the desire to earn money. Ifo

injunction is therefore needed. Further, if it were an
injunction to the teacher, his qualification would be
stated ; but it is not. The intention of the text is

therefore that the student should recite the vedic texts,

after they are recited by another.

(5) Next, should the recitation by the teacher and re-

petition by the sudent be done once ? No. It should be
done as many times as may be necessary for his getting

the veda by heart. Here again the leading case is
* vrihln

avahanti ’. The object being to remove the husk, it is not

sufficient to raise the pestle once and bring it down on
the paddy in the mortar. This operation should be con-

tinued until the husk is completely separated from the

grain. It is only when the end in view cannot be seen,

to do a thing but once is sufficient compliance with an
injunction {Mima., XI-1-5 and 6). Applying this rule,

as the end in view is to get the veda by heart, and as this

is an object that can be seen, the recitation by the teacher

and repetition by the student should be continued many
times.

(6) Thus, the nature of adhyayana has been explained ;

also the time for beginning it ; and some angas
; for the

qualifications of the teacher are practically for the benefit

of the student. Upanayana is another anga. Other angas
are stated in the smriti text. They are beginning it in one
of the months stated and the observance of certain

restrictions. The student should not recite in particular

places as in the hearing of the sudra, or on prohibited days

;

and there are certain restrictions in regard to food and
9
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should begin in the prescribed manner in the srava^l or

proshthapadl month, and learn the veda for four and a half
months, living a life of discipline. After that he should

read the veda in the bright fortnights and all its angas in

the dark fortnights ” {Manu, 4-95). The student should go

to a teacher possessing the following qualifications : He
must have come of a good family

; he must know the

veda ; he must possess good qualities, especially control of

temper ; and his conduct must be unexceptionable. Such

a teacher should do the upanayana for him. He must

begin in the month stated and observe certain restric-

tions ; and as the teacher recites a text, he should repeat

it after him. This is adhyayana contemplated by the vedic

text. This should be done until the text is learnt by heart.

6. Adhyayana imparts an efficacy {samskara) to

the veda learnt by the student ; for, in the first text

quoted in the preceding para, the term svddhyaya {veda)

would be in the objective case, if put in the active voice

{Mima., II-1-3). (1) Samskara is the giving of a fitness

sleep. He should learn the whole of the veda ; for the

word denoting it in the text is in the plural

—

Chandamsi
;

and he should study the six avgas, for which vide note (4)

on page 59.

(1) This para removes a doubt suggested by the text

‘ SaktUn juhoti ’ Saktu is rice flour ; and the text directs

that the rice flour should be taken fay the doer of a soma

yaga in both the palms joined together, and offered into

the fire at the close of the yU.ga, when the sacrificial

grounds are set fire to and bum. Here, though the term

SaktUn is in the objective case, no fitness for work is

imparted ; for the rice flour is consumed in the fire and

no longer exists. The offering, however, creates an apilrva
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for some work. And it is proper that the veda should

receive a fitness
;
for it will then teach the four objects

sought by men

—

dharrna, wealth, love and release from

bondage to karma—and the means for attaining those

objects. And the texts themselves by being repeated a

number of times (japa) give those fruits. Thus, the

injunction regarding adhyayana ends in the learning

of the text only of the veda^ as in the case of mantras (2)

(Intro., para 14). Is not the case of svadhyaya exactly

similar? The adhyayana will create an apurva in the
student, and lead to some enjoyment in due time. The text

of the veda need not be learnt by heart ; it will suffice to

recite it but once. The reply is that the two cases are not
similar. In the case of the rice flour, there is nothing to

receive a fitness for future work ; but in the present case

the veda, when learnt by adhyayana, has some work to do,

and this is pointed out in the para.

(2) The paragraph concludes with the statement that

by adhyayana the student learns only the text of the veda
and hot its meaning also. And two examples are given.

In beginning adhyayana each day both the teacher and the

student recite certain mantras, and they do not know the
meaning, especially the student •, nor is the knowledge of the

meaning needed. The mere recitation suffices. Next, boys
at the time of the upanayana are required to recite certain

texts
',
and when they do the daily sandhya upasana, they

recite certain other texts. But they do not know what they
mean. Further, here is a verse defining certain terms

—
“By

learning a little of the veda one becomes a hrahmaya-, by
learning the whole of a branch a srotriya ; by learning the*

angas also an anUchana', by learning the kalpa (ritual of

yagas) a rishi *, and by teaching kalpa sUtras to others, a
bhrUrta." One who learns only a portion of his own branch
of the veda has no knowledge of the contents of the whole,

nor can one know what the neda teaches, if he has not
studied ' its angas. What then is the purpose to be served
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and of recitations under particular conditions. (3), (4)

by adhyayana ? We reply—to get by heart the text of the
veda.

^
This is near at hand ; and contains certain terms

like ‘ hum,

'

which have no meaning. On the other hand,
knowledge of the meaning is one degree removed, and wiU
not extend to the meaningless terms. Hence, the conclu-
sion stated in the para stands.

(3) It may be asked why so much stress is laid on this

point. Reply—only then will the enquiry into Brahma be
needed. There are injunctions, which reijuire the student
on completing the learning of the veda to become a
householder: and the householders duty is to perform
yagas of various kinds. Hence the knowledge of the veda

acquired will be regarded a*: obtained for the purpose of the

yagas. How in this knowledge, the knowledge of RraAroa

taught in the Vpanishads is included, and a text of the veda

states ‘ This QtmS is Brahma ’. The knowledge of the atma

will thus become subsidiary to yUgas ; and atmU will be con-

nected with them through its knowledge. Example

—

The text ‘ vrihln prokshati ’ (Sprinkle paddy taken out for

offering with water) makes sprinkling an anga of paddy,

which is an anga of a yaga. Sprinkling will through the

paddy become an anga of the yaga. Similarly, the afmU

will become an anga of yagas, and an atma, who is this,

is a jiva. There will then be no proof that a Being exists,

who is other than the jiva, and the enquiry into Brahma

will not be needed.

(4) Before leaving this subject, it is necessary to refute

the view of Prabhakara (One school of purva mimamsa)

that upanayana is subsidiary to adhyapana (teaching), but

not to adhyayana (learning). Prabhakara—Your view stated

in note 3, under para 5, is not correct. Here is my authoriiy

—

* One, who having done upanayana to a student, iupaniya)

teaches him the veda, including Kalpa sutras and the

Vpanishads, is stated to be acharya.’ Here the participle

shows upanayana and teaching as the work of one person.

Hence the first operation is an anga of the second- The

termination ' ya ’ in the participle is sruti : while you rely

on the qualification imparted by upanayana being in the
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7. One, who has learned the veda along with its

angas^ will perceive (1), (2) that it points out the means (3)

student, who learns. This is lingam ; it cannot override

(Indro., para 19).

Reply. Your sruii is in a text of the smriti, and the

text is an anuvada (repetition) ; for it contains the pronoun
ya. Being in a smriti, one has to seek the vedic text, which
it reproduces -, and being a repetition, the original text has
to be found. There will be delay in both these respects.

What you state to be a linga results from a sruii text, which
is present. Again, the verse quoted by you is for the purpose
of defining the term acharya, and cannot be authority in this

matter. Further, in the term ‘ upanaylta ’ in the sruti text

quoted by me, the root is nl and it has the termination
known as aimanepada ! and this by a sutra (1-3-72) of

Payini, the grammarian, should be added, when the fruit of

an action goes to the person who does it. Another sutra

{Ibid., 36) requires the same termination to be added to the
same root nl, in certain cases, of which the present case is

one. The commentator on Payini's sutras, a high authority,

states that in repeating the direction the intention was
that the fruit of the action should go to one other than the
person who does it. Hence, the fruit of the upanayana
goes to the student, but is not reaped by the teacher. For
these reasons the view stated is perfectly sound.

(1) The mimamsaka puts a question—If one learns

only the text of the veda, there will be no need to examine
it. This paragraph gives a reply.

(2) Having learned the text, the student knows its

contents -, knowing its contents, he performs the yagas, and
attains svarga. Thus, adhyayana leads step by step ulti-

mately to svarga. Even, in the view of the opponent svarga

is not reached directly from the knowledge of the veda.

The performance of yUgas intervenes.

(3) The means are yagas of various kinds leading to

enjoyment in the place called svarga. These are stated in

the earlier portion. The means pointed in the later portion
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to the attainment of some desirable ends. For, it is the

nature of words (4) to convey their meanings, and the veda
is no exception. Even without a critical examination,

he will see these things, and in order to know what-

they are, (5) and what are connected with them, he will

himself (6) begin an examination of the veda ; this is the

mlmUmscL (7).

are diverse meditations taking one to Brahma in a change-
less world.

(4) Nature o/ words. No injunction is needed for

words to convey their meanings.

(5) In order to know what they are—Why is this

examination needed ? If it be replied that the knowledge
obtained may be liable to doubt or misconception, then the

further question is—does not the veda show things as they

are ? Reply—yes, it does ; when helped by a critical examin-

ation. The eye shows the shape and colour of objects ; but

it requires the help of a light. So with the veda also.

(6) The opponent appears again, and raises an objec-

tion. You say, “ He will himself begin ? This is not likely.

The learning of the angas will, like the learning of the

veda, be confined to the text only. Their meaning not

being known, it will not be possible to know the contents

of the veda. Reply

—

Vyakaraya (grammar) is an anga ;
that

is, it must render the veda some service ;
otherwise, it will

not be an anga. It cannot be alleged that the service is

adrishtam (unseen) *, for, when a service, which all can see,

can be pointed out, to fall back on adrishtam is not legitimate.

Hence, grammar and glossary should be fully learned, and

the meaning of the veda being then perceived, the mimamsa

will be commenced.

(7) The opponent shifts his ground and puts forward

another objection. If it be left to one to commence the

mXmamsa of his own motion, i.e,, without an injunction, it

will not be begun at all. For, a smriti text states Having

learned, do the samavartana ceremony.’ This is a preliminary
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8. When the vedic injunctions prescribing karmas

are examined, it will be observed that the fruits of

karmas are petty and unenduring. The Upanishads, on

the other hand, contain texts referring to immeasurably

superior and enduring fruits in the form of immunity

from death
;
and this being known, in order to ascertain

whether they are so, the examination of the texts of the

vedanta will be taken up, and this is ^arlraka mlvicimsoL.

Here are some of these texts, which confirm what has

been stated here.

(1) As the fruit earned by karma perishes here, so

does the fruit of good deeds perish there (Chando., VIII-l-

6) •, (2) The karmas performed by him have surely an end
{Brihad. V-8-10)

; (3) It is not attained by perishable karmas
[Katha, 2-10) ; (4) These rafts in the form of ydgas are not
strong {Munda., 1-2-7) ;_{5) One who meditates on Brahma
attains the highest {Ananda, I-l) ; (6) He is not again
handed over to moha (not knowing the atma as he really is) *,

he sees him only ; (7) The meditator does not see death
{Chando., 7-26-2) ; (8) He becomes his own master {Ibid.,

to the entry on the house-holder s stage of life. Having
learnt the text, he must become a house-holder at once.

When is the critical examination to be made ? Reply. The
termination in the participle having learnt, {adhltya) shows
merely that the two operations should be done by the
same person, and that one should follow the other; but not
that the second operation should be done immediately.
There is therefore room for making the mlmamsa. Even if

samavartana takes place immediately, the examination may
be done after it. Surely time can be found for it. The
injunction " All life one should do aynihotram does not
prevent one’s earning the means therefor, and this is not
enjoined by an injunction. Similarly, the injunction quoted
by the opponent does not prevent the examination, as it is

needed for the due performance of the yUgas.
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25-2) ; (9) One who meditates on Him here in this manner
becomes immortal ; ITo other path exists for going thither
{Puru, 20) ; (10) Knowing the atma and Him, who controls
him, to be separate, one attains immortality by such medita-
tion, through the grace of that Being pleased with it {Sveta
1- 6).^

1 (1) The question may be asked why the first four texts are
quoted. The nature of the fruits yielded by karmas arealreadr
known from the purva mimamsa. Reply : It is to confirm by thes'e
texts what has been learnt already

; the statements regarding the
fruits of meditation on Brahma will then be accepted as stating
what is true.

C2) Second text. From the context it will be seen that
reference is made to karmas performed without a knowledge of
Brahma, even though they be done for a long time, and even though
they be of many kinds. By the ^karmas

'

having an end, reference
is made to their fruits. Actions disappear soon after they are done.
This does not require to be taught. Hence the first text is

stated first.

(3) It may be thought that the fruits earned by worldly
men are perishable ; but that by karmas enduring fruits may be

obtained. The third text is quoted to remove this misconception.
‘ It ’—enduring fruit.

(4) To explain the third text the fourth text is quoted.

(5) Here two verses from the Mundaka Upanishad are quoted

in the original, which fully agree with the meam’ng of the

szitra given in para 4. They are omitted here, but are embodied in

the ‘ Vedic texts,’ which please see.

(6) Fifth text. In an anuvaka, which follows . t is stated that

the intensity of bUss of Brahma has no IhniT, which can be

thought of or e^ressed in words. Hence it is clear that the fruit is

immeasurably high and enduring,

(7) Sixth text. It may be doubted whether the attainment of this

fruit may not be merely temporary. To remove this doubt this

text is quoted. The two texts may also be understood differently.

The fiirst shows that Brahma is reached by meditation; and the

second that it is preceded by the disappearance of all impediments.

(8) Eighth text. His own master—no longer subject to karma.

(9) Ninth text. This indicates that immunity from death is

not attained, as stated by Sankara, by knowing Brahma to be

without differences and to be mere jnanam (light), or as afeinned by

others, by meditating on other devatas.

(10) Tenth text. This indicates that the meditation, which is the

means to release from karma, is not meditation that Bra/mo and

atma are one.
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9. We may now examine the objections. The first

objection is : A student, who has learnt the whole of the

veda with its angas, knows that karmas take one to

svarga, and that this and similar fruits come bo an end.

He may then, if he desires release from karma, com-

mence an enquiry into Brahma at once. Why is it

necessary for him to enquire into karma ? We ask him

in reply—why is even this enquiry needed. From the

mere learning of the veda with the angas he knows

•everything. The objector replies—one cannot be sure

that the knowledge acquired is free from doubt or mis-

understanding, A critical examination is necessary.

We answer: The same reasoning applies to the examin-

^ition of the earlier portion also
;
and until this is done,

•one cannot be certain as to the inferior character of the

fruits of karmas.

10. Second objection. What is invariably needed

for enquiry into Brahma should be stated as having

preceded it. It does not need enquiry into karma;

for even one, who has learned the Upanishads, (1) but

Tiot the earlier portion of the veda, and who there-

fore does not know about karmas, may fitly examine the

Upanishad texts. Here a question is put to the objector.

•Certain meditations on udgltha are considered in the

(1) Learned the Upanishads. One, who has learned

•these, knows their contents, and may desire to examine them
fully. He does not know karmas, and there is no question of an
enquiry into them. This therefore does not precede the sarl-

raka mlmamsa. Even though he has learned the whole of

the veda, as the result of good deeds done in past births, he
may desire to take up the later enquiry at once.

10
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Upanishads ; udgltha is the second part of vedic verses

sung by the helper named udgata in a soma yaga. As the

meditations are connected with karmas and their angas,

how can they be considered by one who does not know
about karmas (2) ? The objector replies—you do not know
which is the main thing in the sarlraka mlmamsa. I

will tell you. Men are drowned in an ocean of misery,

consisting of birth, old age, death and the like, which

come round and round, and which are inevitable, so

long as they are bound by matter ; this misery is due

to their perception of many different things (3), while

Brahma alone exists ; and this again is due to beginning-

less auidya (ignorance). To remove this misperception (4),

what should be grasped by them is that atma is one.

Where is the knowledge of karmas^ which are connect-

ed with differences, useful (5) in their case ? Far from

being useful, it is an impediment (6). As to the

(2) The questioner’s meaning is that though karmas

are not known for the purpose of ascertaining which karmas

should be rejected, they should be known at least for under-

standing the later enquiry.

(3) Many different things. Persons who know ; things

which are known ; and perceptions : in each class numerous

things are perceived.

(4) To remove this misperception. To one who imagines

a rope to be a snake, what is required is the knowledge of

the true nature of the rope ; but not any particular karma.

It is so here.

(5) Where is the knowledge of karmas useful. The

meaning is that it is not useful anywhere—^in creating the

knowledge of oneness, in removing the misperception which

avidya creates, or in helping what creates the knowledge.

(6) An impediment. By strengthening the tendency

to perceive differences.
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consideration of meditation on udgltha^ they serve only

Jcarnias ; because they are meditations, (7) their consider-

ation is included here ; but it is not directly connected

with the main topic. Hence, what is needed by the

main point should be stated as preceding the later

mwiamsa ; it is not enquiry into karma.

11. Another question is put to the objector by a

follower of Bhaskara.- What is needed by the main

point is knowledge of karma—the very thing which

you say is not needed* It is by knowledge helped by

karmas that release is obtained. So states the veda^

and so does the author of the sutras (3-4-26). If one does

not know karvias, how is he to know which karma (1)

will help knowledge, and which will not. Hence,

enquiry into karma is what precedes sd,rlraka mlmUmsd..

The objector replies : What you say is not sound. The

goal in view is the removal of avidya (ignorance), and this

(7) Because they are meditations. By their likeness to

other meditations, they came into the author’s mind, and he

included them ; but not as serving the main topic in any
way.

(1 ) Which karma will help. In section 4 of Chapter 3 of

the sutras those who marry and live with their wives, those

who do not marry, and widowers are stated to be qualified

for meditation on Brahma. The karmas, which help medi-

tation, are not the same for them all ; but are different for

each class- Reference is made to this in the text. The
author may also have contemplated the distinction in

karmas as compulsory initya) karmas ; those to be done on
the occurrence of contingencies {Naimittika) ; those that are

prohibited ; and those that are done as the means to some
fruits {Kamya).
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alone is moksha (2). This is effected only by knowing (3)

Brahma to be an enemy to all differencess (4) and to

be only jvanam. Karmas are the seats of endless differ-

ences. The karmas of each caste {varna) are different.

So also are the karmas appropriate to each stage of

life (asrama) ; and each karma procures its own fruit,

and is helped by its subsidiary karmas. This being so,

how can they be the means to the removal of the

perception of all differences and of its loot-avidya

(ignorance). Next, the fruits of karma, being perishable,

how can they procure moksha (5), which once attained

endures for ever ? Are they not opposed to moksha ?

Hence, knowledge alone is the means to moksha. The

(2) This alone is moksha—but not the reaching of

Brahma

;

for He is ever with the knower. The goal is

therefore single ; but not two-fold.

(3) Only by knomng. Similarly the means is also

single ; but not two-fold.

(4) Enemy to all differences. Differences from objects

of other classes, and from objects of the same class. For

instance, a cow differs from sheep, and from other cows.

Similarly, if objects existed other than Brahma, he would

differ from them. In other words their differences would be

found in Him ; but as He alone exists, He is without

differences of any kind. He is nir-visesha. By the term

* enemy ’ it is meant that at no time is He fit to be saviseska

(with difference). By the term ‘ only jnanam it is meant

that He is devoid of all attributes.

(5) JHow can they procure moksha. If moksha weTe

attained by karma, it would not endure ; if it endures,

karma cannot be the means thereto ;
for it is the nature of

karma to yield only perishable fruits.
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statements made are supported by the following vedic

texts (6)

:

(1) The karmas performed by him have surely an
end (Brihad., V-8-10) ; (2) As the fruit earned by karma
perishes here, so does the fruit of good deeds perish there

\Chando,, VTII-1-6) ; (3)
‘ One who knows Brahma reaches

the highest ’ (Ananda, 1-1) ; (4) If one knows Brahma, he
becomes Brahma indeed. {Munda., III-2-9) ; (5) Only by
knowing Him, one overcomes death {Sveta., 3-8).^

I have thus shown that karma cannot be the means

to the goal along with knowledge
;
I will next show

that it does not serve knowledge in any way. You
referred to the author of the .sutras, who relied on the

vedic text

:

Him students of the veda wish to know by continual

recitation of the veda, by yUgas, by giving, by tapas

(diminution of sense enjoyment) and by fasting ’ {Brihad.y

6-4-22.)

Consider the wording of the text. The term ‘ wish

to know ’ {vividishanci) by its termination shows desire.

’ (6) First text. See note (2) under para 8.

() Fourth text. This is quoted to show that one
who reaches and that which is reached are one—that is,

the jiva and Brahma are one.

() Fifth text. This is quoted to show that the
removal of impediments is effected by knowledge alone,

but not by karma. The questioner had in his mind the
vedic text “ vidya (knowledge) and avidya (what is other
than vidya)—one who knows both these, overcomes impedi-
ments by avidya, and enjoys Brahma by vidya ”. This
is a single text ;

it is ambiguous ; and is not supported by
valid arguments. On the other hand, many texts have
been quoted ; their meaning is clear

; and there are valid
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and to this desire the karmas mentioned are the means,
through purity of the mind ; but not to the attainment
of the fruit { / )• The incompatibility of koTTnct with
knowing has been already shown. When the desire

is created, what conduces most intimately to knowing
is control of the mind (sama) and the rest ; and nothing

else (8) ; and this is stated by the veda itself

:

Controlling the mind, controlling the senses, with-
drawing from worldly pursuits, taking good and evil with
serenity and with the mind one-pointed, see the Atma in

yourself alone iBrihad., 6-8-23).

arguments in their support as stated in the text. Hence
that text must be construed so as not to conflict with
these texts.

(7) Not to the attainment of the fruit. The text states
‘ wish to know ’

; but not ‘ they are released By the

term ‘fruit ’ reference will then he made to release. It may
also refer to the creation of the knowing ; for it is the

fruit of desire ; and the karmas stated will be the means.

It may also have been intended that when the knowing has

been brought about, the karmas co-operate with it in the

attainment of release. This will be on the analogy of the

co-operation of the five offerings known as prayajas with

the principal offerings in creating the fruit-yielding apurva.

The help rendered by the karmas may be in any of these

ways ; but such help is denied.

(«) And nothing else. This is the implication contain-

ed in the word ‘ eva ’ (only) in the original. Control of the

mind is stated in the text ;
karmas cannot work along with

it for they require the mind to work in many ways along

with the senses. Karmas are therefore incompatible with

control of the mind. Nor can it be maintained that either

control of the mind or karmas create the knowing ;
for they

are not of equal strength. Control of the mind is stated

by the text to be the direct means to knowing ;
and no

consideration is needed. This relationship to the knowing
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Thus by doing karmas in a hundred births without

looking forward to any fruit, the mind becomes pure

;

and a desire to know Brahma springs up. Then vedic

texts like the following (9) produce an understanding,

which removes avidya (ignorance)

:

(1)
‘ You, fit for soma yaga, this was sat only before’

;

one only ; without a second (Chando., VI-2-1)
; (2) un-

changing, shining, and without limitations is Brahma
{Ana., I-l) ; (3)

‘ Without parts, without action, and devoid

of the six evils ’ {Sveta., VI-19) ; (4)
“ This atma is Brahma ”

{Brihad., VI-4-5); and (5) “That thou art” {Chando.,

VI-8-7).

12. Here a question is interposed by one who
heard the last words : Is it not enjoined that one should

hear about Brahma
;
that he should think about Him

and that He should meditate on Him ? If the mere

understanding of a text or texts removes avidya, does

is quickly perceived. On the other hand, the term vividi-

shanti (they desire to know) naturally shows karmas to be the

means to desire. If this be rejected and reliance be placed

on the analogy of the sentence He wishes to kill with the
sword,’ the relationship of karmas to the knowing will take
time to be perceived. This will therefore possess less force.

This view is implied in the words ‘ by the veda itself '.

(9) Texts like the follovhng. The first text shows
Brahma to be the cause of the universe ; the second removes
from Him the imperfections which may be presumed from
His being the world-cause ; the third text shows what these

are ; the fourth text shows Brahma and the jiva to be one ;

and the fifth text is for the same purpose. It has the

advantage of proving the oneness by six marks, which
indicate an author’s meaning. The last text shows Brahma
and 'a particular jiva to be one ; to show that this is true of

all jivas the fourth text is quoted.
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not the injunction become purposeless? The objector

replies: The hearing, thinking, and meditation are

useful for the understanding of the texts. Hearing
(sravana) means to learn from a teacher, who sees the

truth, that Upanishad texts show that the Atma is one.

Thinking (Manana) means for the student to consider

within himself with arguments ‘ This alone is fitting’.

To think of this without a break is meditation

(nididhyasana), the object being to get rid of the

tendency to perceive differences, which has existed

without a beginning. When by these the tendency is

completely destroyed, the understanding of vedic texts,

removes avidya. What is necessarily needed for a

hearing of this nature should alone be stated as pre-

ceding the enquiry into Brahma. And (1) that is—(a) The

separation of what is enduring from what is perishable

;

(h) control of the mind and the other helps stated in

the vedic text
;

(c) absence of desire to enjoy fruits

here or in svarga ; and (d) a desire for release. These

four are the necessary qualifications ;
for without them

the enquiry cannot take place. From the very nature

of things, this alone should be stated as what has

preceded the enquiry under consideration (2).

(1) And that is—The first qualification creates a

dislike for the perishable fruits to be had in samsara, and a

desire for the goal which endures. One then goes to a

teacher for instruction. The second qualification makes

him fit to receive it fully.

(2) Here a summary of the points contained in paras

10, 11 and 12 is given in the original ; but it is omitted

here to avoid repetition.
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13. We reply to the objection stated in paras 10

to 12. You hold the view that the means to moksha is

understanding of some vedic texts. ^ This is unsound.

The means, which ihst veda teaches, is continuous, vivid,

and loving meditation on Brahma, practised until one

departs finally from this world. ( Vide chapter 4, section

1, sub-sections 1 and 6.) The other view also that

karmas are incompatible with vidycL (meditation) is

unsound. If they are done without looking forward

to their fruits, they make the mind pure, enable the

vidya to
'
grow in vividness, and make the love for.

Brahma become more and more intense. This point

is established in chapter 3, section 4, sub-section 5.

Hence vidycL needs all the karmas appropriate to each

asrama (stage of life). The knowledge of their nature

and of their fruits being low and perishable, when they

are done for fruits, should be obtained from an enquiry

into the earlier part of the veda. This should there-

fore be stated as the completed work.

14. Your view that what precedes is the four

qualifications is untenable. For they cannot be obtained

without a study of the purva and uttara mlmcimscLs. (1)

One should know the ends which are sought (2), the means

(1) Purva and uttara mlmcLmsas. The four qualifications

will result only when both these enquiries are completed.

(2) Bnds which are sought. Enjoyment or release ; the

means are yagas or vidyas. What serves them are the

^ The original here dwells on these very fully. This portion of.

the original is omitted here, and will be embodied under the
sections stated.

11
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fco those ends, and what serve them in this matter;
also who are qualified to perform them. Without
knowing these for certain, one cannot understand what
the karmas are (3) ; what are their fruits

; which of them
are enduring, and which are perishable, whether the

atrm is eternal and the like. Further, that control

of the mind and the rest are helps should be known only

by the means which determine which things render

service and which receive the service. These means are

sruti^ lingam and the rest taught in the third chapter of

Jaimini's sutras (4). For this reason also the enquiry into

Brahma cannot be made without the help of the enquiry

into karma. This should therefore have precedence.

offerings known as prayUjas and the rest, or the seven
qualifications *, and those who are qualified are those who
desire enjoyment or long for release,

(3) What the karmas are. The term fcama here includes

vidya (meditation) also ; for it is thought repeated

continuously, and this needs effort.

(4) It is only when both the enquiries are completed

that one can separate the enduring from the perishable

;

from this will result a disgust for enjoyment of fruits here

and in svarga^ and a longing for release. As to control of

the mind and the rest it is in §arlraka mimUmsa that their

nature is examined. If therefore it is contended that the

four qualifications precede the later enquiry, it is open to

this objection. When they are obtained, one may enquire

into Brahma *, after this enquiry they are obtained—that is

arguing in a circle. Here the following questions are put

:

(o) May not the first qualification be obtained from

the first impression made on the mind by learning the veda ?

Reply: No; the earlier portion contains statements of endur-

ing fruits being yielded by karmas *, and the later portion

refers to perishable fruits coming from vidyU (meditation).
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15. You referred to meditations on udgltha, and

observed that their consideration in the Brahma sutras

was casual and not connected with the main subject.

This view cannot be accepted. For though their object

is to make karmas more effective, yet as the udgatd, has

to meditate on the udgltha as Brahma^ they require a

knowledge of Brahma. Hence, the Brahma sutras are

the proper place for their consideration. The karmas,

for which udgltha is meditated on as Brahma, if done

without a desire for their fruits, will bring about

Brahma vidycL (meditation or Brahma) quickly, even

though there be serious impediments. Thus, as udgltha

Further, while the first impression is common to both the
enquiries, why should one neglect the earlier portion of the
veda, which comes first, and proceed to the later portion ?

(6) May not the qualification be obtained from other

sources? Reply: No; for the student in the eighth year
of age begins the learning of the veda, obeying the vedic

injunction. If the other sources be the works of the
Sankhya, the vaiseshika or the pasupata, they advocate
many matters opposed to the teaching, of the Upanishads,

such as evolution of the world from matter uncontrolled by
Brahma ; evolution from atoms ; Brahma being the operative

cause only, and not the material cause also. Hence it is

not fitting that the qualification obtained from them should
precede the enquiry into the Upanishads. Further, as they
teach the knowledge of six substances or of sixteen sub-

stances as the means to moksha, the enquiry into the
Upanishads would be unnecessary.

(c) If the other sources be itihasas and purW^as, one
may learn about Brahma from them alone, and no enquiry
into the Upanishads need be made. If the objector should
give a reply similar to the one stated in para 9, we may
turn it against him.



vidys, nesds snoTrledge of Brahma, and as Brahma
vidyU nesds the Itarmas connected with the udcntha-

vidy^.^ it is directly connected with the subject of the

qarlraka mimamsa. That udyfltha-vidya needs a knowledee
01 the nature of harrna is admitted by all. howeyer
opinions may diner as to its connection with this

enquiry.

To proceed to the principal topic of the sab-

section. viz., enquiry into Brahma.

Purva pahska. This is urged by PrabhaMra. The

enquiry under consideration cannot be made. One

obtains his fest knowledge of the meaning of a word,

when he hears that word in a command to do something

and he sees that thing done. Thus, when the words

Bring a cow ” are uttered, and the cow is brought,

one who stands by understands their meaning as a

whole. ISezt, if he heam the words ” Bring the horse,"

and the horse is brought, he compares the two sets of

words, and arriwes at the meaning of each word. If on

the other hand be hears the words “ The jar is,” as

they are not followed by any action, he does not know

what they denote. Nor will he form an idea, if at the

outset, he is told This word means this ”. Thus, ne

leams the connection between words and things whicn

they denote nrst in connection with things to be done.

If afterwards he is told that a particular word means

a particular i'nmg. he understands the connection

between that word and that thing subject to the Im-

nresion that he has alreaoy formeo. tnat words denote

somethine to be done. The conclusion is that ah worcu;
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denote kdrya—something to be attained by kriti

(mental effort) (1). As the Veda consists of words,

the conclusion reached is extended to it. In the

VedcLnta^ however, which deals with matters, which have

not to be done, but which are settled, the connection

between the words and their meanings cannot be

understood, and the enquiry proposed is not therefore

possible.

2. The following objections were raised
:

(a) The

words “A son has been born to you ” spoken to the

father are understood by him, as may be seen from the

expression of gladness appearing on his face. (6) When
a person, going on a road, stops suddenly, mistaking a

rope for a snake, and a bye-stander says “ It is not a

snake, it is a rope,” his fear disappears and he

resumes his journey, (c) A person hears a lark sing

in the sky, and not knowing what the bird is, he asks

“ What is it that sings,” and receives the reply, “ the lark

sings.” He already knew the meaning of the word
“ sings,” and with its help, he learns the meaning of the

word ‘ lark ’ also, (d) A person hears the words “ He
cooks food in a vessel with fuel”. He knows the

meaning of the word ‘ cooks ’ and of the termination of

(l) Both the person, who gives the command, and the
person, who carries it out, know the meanings of words.
The former thinks of the work to be done, when he gives

the command ; and the latter, when he receives it, under-
stands that he has to do that work. The bye-stander, who
desires to know the meaning of words, perceives these facts,

and watches. He receives the impression that the words
he hears are related to some thing to be done.
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the third case, which is translated here by the ’word
‘ with With this help, he understands the meaning
of the word ‘ fuel ’. Thus words which do not contain a

command to do a thing, and which are not followed by
action, are easily understood, (e) Words cannot be

said to denote only karya (action to be done) ; for they

denote kardkas also, i.e., the object of the work, the

means with which it is done, the place in which it takes

place and so on. Next they cannot be said to denote

their meanings as connected with kUrya ; for the

termination containing command does not do so ; it

denotes karya as connected with kWrakas, not with

kcLrya. Lastly, they cannot be said to denote their

meanings as connected with kcirakas

;

for words denot-

ing kQrakas do not do so ; they denote kcirakas as

connected with kWrya, Hence, it must be concluded

that words denote their meanings as connected with

other things. They will then denote matters which

are settled. To say that words denote only kWrya is

unsound.

3. Prd,bhcLkara replies to them. In the first case

there may be many causes past, present and future,

which may make one glad, such as the auspicious

nature of the moment of confinement, easy delivery

and the like ; and it cannot be ascertained for certain

that the cause was the fact mentioned to him, or

that he understood the words. A similar remark

applies to the second case ; the traveller may have

noticed that what he took for a snake did not move,

or that it had no poison, or that it was an inanimate
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thing, and so on. In the third and fourth cases, the person,

knowing that words indicate a kUrya, will conclude

that the words that he now hears also refer to a ksrya,

or something connected with it. The criticism in the

last case is not sound. When words ‘ Bring a cow ’ are

uttered, action takes place. They must therefore

denote a kcirya, which prompts the action
;
for action

is preceded by the understanding that it should be done.

Hence all words have karya in view, and denote only

karya as connected with its adjuncts. Here a question

is put. Does not the understanding, that a thing is the

means to a desirable end, prompt action ? Reply—Not

directly
;

it moves one to action by the resolve that it

must be done. No person will move, even though he

has this understanding, if he knows that the means to

his desirable end will be adopted by another. Until

one feels ‘ The end will not be attained without

my effort ; I must therefore adopt the necessary

means,’ he will not act. Hence my contention is

sound.

4. Further, you say that the proposed enquiry should

be made : (i) because the fruits of karmas are petty and

perishable ; and (ii) because the Upaniskads state the

fruit of knowing Brahma to be unlimited and enduring.

You rely on the mantras and arthavcLdas of the JJpani-

shads

;

but there are similar artkavadas in the earlier

part also. Here is one arthavUda. ‘ The good deed of

one doing the clWLtur-mUsya is imperishable ; this

is well-known.’ Hence your first reason for the enquiry

fails, and the enquiry is unnecessary.
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Final decision. The foregoing view suppresses the
well-known (1) mode, by which the connection between
words and what they mean is ascertained, and maintains

that all words denote one particular harya, not

pertaining to this world.

(i) Who does not know how parents (2) instruct

their children by drawing their attention to various

things with their finger and pronouncing the words by

which those things are denoted? When this has been

done a number of times (3), the connection between words

and the things which they denote little by little becomes

well-established in their minds. They perceive that

words are used to denote things, as they have the power

to do so ; for they see no other connection (4) between

them, nor are they aware of any person, who has

(1) Well-known. The original has ' known by all the

worlds’. The implication is that the opponent himself

learnt the meaning of words in this manner.

(2) Parents. Parents send their children to proper

teachers at an age, when they are able themselves to learn

the meanings of words. Will they fail to teach them, when

they are unable to do so ?

(3) number of times. Until they are able to use

the proper words to denote things, to think of the words,

when they see the things, and to think of the things, when

they hear the words.

(4) No other connection. Though all pramanas—^sense

perception, inference and testimony—make things known,

there is a difference. The first makes a thing known by

the mere existence of the thing ; inference by the know-

ledge that what is seen (smoke) is generated by the thing

inferred (fire) ; and testimony by the mere connection

between the words and the things.
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fixed that such and such words shall denote such and

such things.

(ii) Among the words, which are thus taught,

words such as father, mother, uncle, etc., showing the

relation of the children to those round about them,

come first, and they must be taught by the relatives

themselves
;

for others may not use the words With

reference to these relations. These cannot be learnt

on the method advocated by the opponent
; nor will

they be learnt first, as they are at present. Further,

the mode referred to in the first view is casual, and all

words cannot be learnt in this manner.

(iii) When a sufficient number of words has been

learnt, elders use them to convey the meaning of other

words, saying ‘ This is the meaning of this word.’

Thus, children learn the meanings of all words
; and to

show to others that they do so, they use them in

sentences, which convey those meanings.

(iv) The meanings of words may be learnt in

another way. A person sends a messenger to Devadatta

to give this message ‘ Your father is doing well,’ and

gives it by signs. The messenger delivers the message

in words. A by-stander, who desires to know the

meanings of words, and who knows like a mute person

the meaning of signs, knows that a message is being

conveyed, goes with him and hears the words. He
concludes ‘these words convey that meaning’. For

these reasons it is unnecessary to hold that the method

stated by the opponent is the only one by which the

meanings of words can be learnt.

12
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2 . The replies given to the objectors are not

convincing. In the first case, the cause of the gladness

appearing on the person’s face should be sought in what
is present at that moment ; and that is the confinement

of his wife ; and he would therefore take the words to

refer to the birth of a son. If on hearing the words he

bathes and performs the ceremony usual on such occa-

sions, it will be evident that the words have been under-

stood. It may be urged that the person cannot be sure

that the birth of the son only is communicated to him
;

the words may refer to other matters also, as that the

confinement was easy, that the moment of birth was

auspicious and the like. We reply. Similar doubts may

arise in regard to the injunction “Bring the cow”.

Does it refer to the cow only, or to the cow and some-

thing else ? After the order is issued, and before the

cow is brought in, the person receiving the order may

do many things—he may rise ; he may cover bis cloth

with a towel ; he may take up a stick ; he may speak

to a by-stander ; and may go to fetch the cow. Does

the order refer to any of these things ? The bringing in

of the cow may be for aught one knows quite an

accident, and unconnected with the order. In whatever

way it is decided that the order refers to the bringing

of the cow, the same method may be applied to the

statement “ A son has been bom to you

3. The question will arise how if words are

taught by elders, when all persons die during cosmic rest,

and a new evolution begins, the meanings of words are

known. The reply is that men are not reborn with a
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clean slate ; that the impressions received by them

during the last earth-life before the cosmic rest will

survive, and that the connection between words and

their meanings will remain as sub-conscious impressions,

till it comes up into waking consciousness on the applica-

tion of the proper stimuli, which must surely exist in

abundance in the stream of existence. {Adhi.^ verse 29.)

4. Even accepting your view, it does not follow

that the enquiry regarding Brahma, will be impossible.

The VedWata gives many injunctions to meditate on

Brahma (1), and they refer to a particular kind of kWrya

as understood by you. The fruit to be yielded by the

kcLrya is stated in other texts, viz.^ to reach Brahma.

It is necessary to know, as serving the karya, the nature

of Brahma. His attributes, the universe, which He
controls, and what obstructs the attainment of the fruit,

so that it may be avoided. Hence it must be admitted

that the whole of the Vedanta does convey its meaning.

This conclusion follows the precedents set by the purva

rrilmamsa itself in three cases (2), in all of which the

(1) The following are the texts : (I) Atma, dear,

should be seen, be heard about, be thought about, be medi-
tated on {Brihad., IV-4-5) ; (II) “ He should be sought ; he
should be meditated on ” iChando., VII-1) •, (III) “ Knowing, do
meditation ” {Brihad. VI-4-21) ; (IV) “ The small akasa with-
in it, and what is within it—^both should be sought, and
meditated on” {Ohando., VIII-1-1) ; and (V) “The small
akasa in it free from grief, and what is within it should be
meditated on” {Taitti., Nara., 10-23).

(2) In three cases. The first is texts like the follow-

ing :
“ One who desires svarga should do a yaga. This does

not state what the svarga is. The information is given in
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sontoncoa contain no injunction, and tiioro is nioroly a
statomont oj facts; and yot as tho injunctions f^ivon in.

separate texts rociuiro some information or service, tlio

sentences are connectetl with tho injunctions, and it is

held that they convoy their meanings.

5. In sontoncoK like ‘Bring the cow’ words do

not denote ktirya
; for the opponent wili not be able to

explain what karya is as understood by him. Let us {isk

him to state wJiat it is.

(i) Opponent. Ktirya is kriti-uddeHya^ and it

comes after kriU. {Kriti is mental effort in the form of

willing.) We reply. Kriii-vddefiya is the karrrui (object)

aimed at by kriti
; karrmi is what one most desires to

obtain ; and this again is pleasure or removal of pain,

if it exists. This is not your kilrya.

Opponent. Kriii-karmt is Jiot tho object aimed at

by kriti

f

hut what moves kriti.

another place
—

‘ Whore thoro is no boat, no cold ; no disgust.’

This text is connected with the injunction text. Tho second

is a text proscribing a naira yUya \ in which tho noma olTor-

ings are made on twelve or more days- The text is merely
‘ Do tho naira yUya ’

;
and its fruit is stated in an arthaimda.

‘

Those who do this naira yUga are firmly establishod. ’ Tho

two texts are connected, and being firmly ostablishod is hold

to be tho fruit of tho yUga {Mima,., IV-3-8). Tlio third is

tho following text
—

‘ Ho who raises his hand with intent to

kill a hrUhmava should bo made to suffer torture for a

hundred years ;
hence lot not one raise his hand against a

brnhmarm’- As doing what is prohibited hero will obstruct

tho enjoyment of nmirga, tho injunction to do ydgan roauiros

tho service of this text. Similarly what conflicts with tho

means to release servos tho injunction to meditate on

Brahma. (Mtmd., III-4-10.)
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Reply. . What moves kriti is pleasure or removal of

pain. If one desires it, and knows that it cannot be

attained without his eifort, he will wish to make the

effort, and will make it. Hence, kriti-vddesya is the

object of desire, depending on kriti for its attainment.

No other kriti-uddesya can anywhere be seen.

(ii) Opponent. Kriti-uddesya is purusha-anukula

(agreeable to man).

Reply. Pleasure alone is agreeable to man.

.Opponent. The removal of pain also is agreeable

to man.

Reply. No ; what is agreeable in itself is pleasure.

Pain is the reverse ; this is how they differ. The

removal of pain is desired, as pain is disagreeable
;
but

not because its removal is agreeable. The removal of

pain brings about a state in which there is neither

pleasure nor pain.

Opponent. The means to pleasure is agreeable

to man.

Reply. No. Nothing other than pleasure is

agreeable, whether it be action, mental effort or any-

thing else. For, their nature is to be disagreeable. In

order to procure pleasure one desires to resort to them.

(iii) Opponent. Kriti-uddesya is the sesTii of

kriti. We ask—What is seshi.

Opponent. A sesha is what is fit to co-exist with

kriti working for the sake of another ; this another is seshi.

Reply. Then kriti is not a sesha
; the other cannot

be seshi ; for, the relation of sesJw, and seshi depends

upon one of them being a sesha.
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Opponent. I will amend the definition. A se^ha is

what is fit to work for another
; and that another is sesU.

Reply. In defining vddesya you used the word
sesha

; and in the definition of sesha you use the word
uddesya. (See the definition in Sanskrit.) This is

moving in a circle. Further, what do you mean by
‘ being fit to work for another ’ ?

Opponent. Working for another is found only in

a sesha.

Reply. No. A master, who is a seshi, works for

his servant, who is a sesha.

Opponent. The master maintains the servant for

his own sake.

Reply, The servant too for his own sake serves

the master. Hence working for another is not found in

him, and your definition fails.

Opponent. The relation of sesha and seshi is what

subsists between kriti and karya.

Reply. As you have not explained what karya is,

this definition of sesha and seshi is useless.

(iv) Opponent. Kriti-vddesya is the prayojaim or

end of kriti.

Reply. Kriti., being unintelligent, cannot seek an

end. It must therefore be the end of one, who has the

kriti ; and this is what he desires to obtain ^pleasure.

Thus, however you define the word uddesya, you

arrive at the object of desire ; you have not been able

to show that it is anything else. Hence the definition

of kUrya given at the outset fails
;
and our statement

that you cannot explain it is borne out.
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.
6. The opponent and his school define kU/rya as

k7'iti-uddesya, Ishta and kriti-sUdliya. We have exa-

mined the first definition in connection with commands

issued in the worldlike ‘ Bring the cow Let us now

examine the second definition in connection with

commands given in the veda. We ask the opponent what

karya is. Is it an end sought for its own sake, or a

means to an end ?

Opponent. It is an end in itself ; for it is to be

attained by kriti.

Questioner. What is attained by kriti is yd,ga, and

this is not an end in itself, but is a means to svarga.

This appears from the sentence Svarga-kcimo yajeta

(one desiring svarga should do a ySLga)^ which shows

svarga to be the end ;
and yUga to be the means

; and

this means is the kWrya that is denoted by the termina-

tion. How can you say that karya is an end ?

Opponent. As the yaga disappears in a moment,

we require a means to svarga, that is other than yaga,

and that will endure. This is apurva and it is karya.

Questioner. Then apurva is other than the object

directly desired, and sought, viz., svarga. It should be

desired and sought only as the means to it. Hence you

distinguish apurva from yaga. Your first view was that

apurva was an end in itself ; and in order to make out

that it is so, you have to admit that it is a means to an

end. Your first view was not carefully formed. Even

at the outset the termination does not show, an.end ; for,

the word yajeta should be taken with the first word in

the sentence. Further, one will think only of the. end.
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pleasure or removal of pain, and its means
; and apurva,

not being one of these, there is no reason for his think-
ing of it as a thing to be attained by kriti.

7. Next, let us ask what the nature of apurva is,

if it be an end.

Opponent. It is agreeable to man, as pleasure is.

We ask again. Is it pleasure? That alone is

agreeable.

Opponent It is like pleasure, but of a different

kind.

Again we ask. What is the authority for regarding

it as such ?

Opponent. My own experience.

Question again. When you enjoy an object that

appeals to the senses, you perceive the pleasure, which

it gives. When you experience apurva^ do you perceive

pleasure in the same way ? You will be unable to say

that you do.

Opponent, ^astra states it to be an end, that men

will seek. When this is known, it will be enjoyed like

pleasure.

Question, ^astra is a command. What is the

command that states apurva to be an end ? It cannot be

commands issued in the world ; for they refer to actions,

which are in themselves disagreeable. They show them

to be only means to pleasure, or removal of pain, and to

be capable of being attained by kriti. They do nothing

more.' It cannot be the injunctions contained in the

veda; for they too merely show karya to be the means

to the attainment of svarya. It cannot be texts of the
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veda that
.
prescribe yagas to be done throughout life

(nityaj,' or on the occurrence of a contingency {imimit-

tika); for in your view, that all yagas bring about

apurva, the conclusion cannot be avoided that they too

state them to be the means of attaining svarga.

Certain actions like the taking of food, if unobstructed,

yield fruits quickly in this world, and they are enjoyed,

as good health is. If apurva were a fruit like pleasure,

it should be enjoyed in the same manner, and be

perceived to be different from these worldly fruits ; but

it is not so enjoyed. Hence, we see no sastra accepting

the view that apurva is a kind of pleasure. Nor do

arthavadas describe the nature of pleasure in the shape

of apurva^ as they describe the pleasure of svarga. We
have not seen this, nor have you.

8. The last definition of karya, that it is brought

about by kriti is, like the other two definitions, unten-

able. In injunction texts, the termination denoting the

injunction shows that the meaning of the root (^.e.,

yaga in the word yajeta) can be done by kriti. And

this is supported by the sutras of Pa-rpini, the grammarian.

Opponent. If karya be not apurva^ who gives the

fruits ?

Reply. Brahma as the inner Ruler of agni and

other devatas. That yagas are His worship, and that

pleased with the worship. He gives the fruits will be

explained in Chapter 2, Section 2, Sutra 37.

9. At the end of para 4 of the view it was

stated that the fruit of chatwrmasya is imperishable.

This happens only,, when it is done as the worship of

13
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Brahma. Otherwise, it is stated to be perishable
; and

the term akshatjya (imperishable) used in the text- should

therefore be taken to mean relatively permanent, as in

the text Air and ether they are free from destruction
*

{BriJiad., IV-3-3).

10. Tlie result of this discussion is that the Upani-

shads can give information about Brahma, even

though He is a settled fact, and that therefore the

proposed enquiry may be made (1).

Sub-Section 2

Who is this Brahma, regarding whom an enquiry

is to be made?

From Whom the evolution, sustenance and
dissolution of this (universe) take place. He is

Brahma.

Meaning ofsutra. (2) The term this {asya) denotes the

universe as seen. Attention is intended to be drawn to

(1) There are five parts in a sub-section : (i) The subject

to be considered ; (ii) the doubt regarding it ; (iii) discus-

sion ;
(iv) decision ; and (v) its use. Here the subject is

enquiry into Brahma ; the doubt is whether it may be com-

menced ; the discussion is that words convey no meaning

regarding settled facts *, the decision is that they do ; and

the use of the decision is that the commencement of the

enquiry may be made.

(2) The first

of which janma

compound
There are

word in the sUtra, meaning that

(evolution) is the beginning, is a

known as bahuvrXhi to the grammarian,

two kinds of this compound. . In one that which
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the diversity which characterises it. It consists of the

two elements—Jivas and
,

matter existing . together.

There is diversity in the former element by the division

into devas, men, beasts and vegetables; and. by their

limitations ;
for each is limited to a place, to a period

of time and to the enjoyment of particular fruits. The

other element also shows diversity by division into, the

primary products, and the formation of numberless

objects out of the compounded primary products. By

drawing attention to this diversity the intention is. to

indicate the greatness of Brahma in evolving and

sustaining this wonderful universe (1).

is denoted by the first word is a part of what the whole
!
word denotes -, in the other it is not. The compound word
here comes under the first kind, known as tad-giiijasam-

vijnana. It denotes a group consisting of evolution,

sustenance and dissolution; and of this evolution is a part.

This explanation is needed to refute the objection that evolu-

tion not being included in the word, Brahma is hot its cause.

(1) The vedic text, which is considered in this sub-

section, uses the words yatalv (from whom), yena (by whom)
-and yad (whom); and they indicate that the text repeats

what is stated by other texts. These indicate certain

attributes of Brahma, which are needed in a creator, and in

one who should be sought. These attributes, as being
intended by the author of the sutras, are enumerated in the
Bhashya. They are—(i) He is the ruler of all ; (ii) He is an
enemy of every imperfection ; (iii) His will is unfailing ; (iv)

He possesses numberless good qualities like jnilnam (shining)

and unanda (bliss) ; (v) He is all-knowing
; (vi) He has the

capacity to do anything ; (vii) He is most merciful ;
and

(viii) He is the highest purusha (person).

The meaning of these clauses is as follows : The
second clause differentiates Him from matter,' the substance
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Subject. The tezt for consideration is

:

From Whom these beings are horn, by whom (as
supporter ‘from within) they live when bom, and returning
to whom they enter becoming one, know Him, He is Brahma
\Tnitii.~BriQu., Section 1). See Yedic Texts.

of^ which continually changes, and from jivas, who are
subject to karma and suffer misery in various ways. By the
term enemy ’ it Is meant that no imperfection can ever
touch Him. The freed jiva has no imperfection of any
kind : but before release he was subject to karma. The
third clause shows that He can at His will subject jivas to

bondage, or release them, if they appeal to Him. This
attribute accounts for freedom from imperfections, and is

needed for creation and for being sought. The fourth

attribute is needed for the latter purpose. He is bliss

in the sense that He is agreeable, that is, to be with Him is

bliss- The fifth and sixth attributes are needed in creation

—

being all-knowing for being the operative cause, and

being almighty for being the material cause. This indicates

that matter and jivas form His bodies, and as clothed in

them He evolves from the subtle condition to the gross

condition as the universe. The two attributes are also

needed for releasing bound jivas : He must know what is in

their way to reach Him, and must be able to remove it.

The seventh is needed for both purposes. Seeing that jivas

in the state of rest are unconscious and sleep like matter,

He is moved by mercy and creates the universe again. It

is because He is merciful, that He is approached. The last

attribute shows that He, who releases a bound jiva, is the

Being to be reached by him : it is not one that releases and

another that is reached.

The termination in the term yatali (from whom)

denotes cause, and the cause here is both material and

operative causes. On this point there is some misconception,

which must be removed

:

(i) Opponent. The termination shows only the mate-

rial can've: for PayinVssUira (1-4-30) gives the name opffdS-

nam to that from which a thing is bom; and another sutra
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The question is whether from this text a conception

of Brahma can be formed. The doubt arises from the
; .

(II-3-25) requires the ending of the fifth case to be added to

the word, which expresses apadanam. Here the ending is of

the fifth case. The term yataji therefore refers to the mate-
rial cause ; and as the word yad refers to Brahma^ He is only
the material cause ; and the operative cause is different, and
He is the being known as Isvara.

Beply. Here the fifth-case-ending denotes cause in

general ; for the cause is common to evolution, sustenance
and dissolution. It does not denote apadanam \ for Patjini

does not give the name to the cause of sustenance and to

the place of dissolution. It covers both the material and
operative causes. Your conclusion is unsound.

(ii) Opponent. In the vedic text, which is repeated

by the sUtra, three words occur yata}i in the fifth case, yena
(by whom) in the third case, and yad (whom) in the second
case

; and each occurs in a separate clause. The word yatajj,

is not common to all the operations. It relates only to

evolution. The termination therefore denotes apadanam^
and this agrees with the word jayante (are born). Further,

taking the termination to denote cause in general, it must
be restricted to the cause of evolution, i.e., material cause *,

for the sHtra and the vedic text should state the same thing,

and the word yataji in the sutra should agree with the same
word in the vedic text.

Beply. It is true that the word yatali in the vedic

text is not common to the three operations ; but it repeats

what has been stated in other texts; and must not conflict with
what they teach. One of them is It was one only ; without
a second ’

; It willed ‘ I will become many ... It created

fire ’ {Ohando., VI-2-2 and 3). This shows Brahma to be the

material cause, and denies an operative cause other than
He. The expression ‘ I will become ’ means ‘ I myself will

evolve as the universe, that is characterised by diversity ’

;

and the text states that He became as He willed. Brahma
being thus both the causes, the term yatal}, in the text,

which repeats the vedic texts, should indicate both the

causes ; and so should the word yatalj, in the sutra also.
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mention of more than one epithet (1), from the singular

number of the word Brahma and from its non-repetition.

First View ; 1. A conception cannot be formed. For
there are three epithets—the cause of evolution, the cause

of sustenance and the cause of dissolution
; and they must

point to three brahmas^ not to one.

2. Here an objection is raised. In the sentence
“ Devadatta is black, young, red-eyed, and of uniform

dimensions,” though the epithets are many, we perceive

that Devadatta is one only. Similarly, here too Brahma

is one onl5% The opponent replies: In this case

Devadatta is actually seen to be one by other means, and

ail the epithets are taken as referring to one only. If

he were not known to he one by other means, the same

impression would be created with regard to him also.

In the case under consideration, Brahma is to be known

only from this definition ; and is therefore not known (2)

to be one by other means; the epithets being many,

Brahma must be many.

3. Objection Again. The term Brahma is used in

the text but once. It has not been repeated; nor do

(1) Epithet. The Sanskrit word for this is visesha^a.

It is a word, which connotes an attribute, and through it

separates an object, which has the attribute, from other

objects. The object separated is known as viseshya.

(2) Ncft known to be one by other means. The opponent’s

view is this—It is useless to refer to the text—One only ;

without a second (Chund., VI-2-3) ; for that also has more

than one epithet, and sat should be many.
^

The term one

(eka) may be explained as in the sentence This paddy is

one ’.
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these words “ These Brahmas ” occur. Hence Brahma

is one. The opponent replies. From the Sentence

“ broken-horned, hornless and full-horned is the ox ” one

will conclude, in spite of the singular word ‘ go ’ (ox)

being used but once, that there are more than one animal

;

as the epithets are many.

4. Further objection. Tlie word ' go ’ being in the

singular number, and being used but once, denotes of

itself that the animal is one. In the example given

this impression is shown by sense perception to be

erroneous. Reply. Even if one has not seen oxen, he

will conclude from the number of the epithets that the

animals are many. For the same reason these three

epithets cannot together form a definition.

5. In the next place, the text under consideration

cannot be regarded as indicating Brahma by marks,,

which are only accidental. In this case He must have,

been known in one aspect already, and another aspect

of His should he indicated by the accidental marks. For,

in the example generally given on this point “ The

field, on which that bird sits, is A’s field,” the field

is already known, and the further information that it

belongs to A is now given. Here as Brahma has not

been known in one aspect already, the text cannot be

so understood.

6. The objector again appears and observes

—

Brahma has been known already from the text ‘ Un-

changing, shining and without limitations is Brahma'

{Anan., 1-1) ;
and being the cause of evolution, etc., shows

Him in another aspect. The opponent replies : In thia.
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text also there are many epithets, and the objection
stated in para 1 holds. If reference be made to

aicoidental marks, I ask what is the aspect already
known. If you refer to a third text, I will repeat the

question, and you must refer to a fourth text, and so on
ad infinitum. You cannot refer to this second text,

as it will be manifestly absurd. You must therefore

refer to the text under consideration in this sub-section.

Then, this text will depend on the second text, and that

will depend on this text. This will be arguing in

a circle.

Final decision. Neither objection ^ is valid. The

number of epithets does not conflict with the unity of

an object, unless they connote attributes, which are

inconsistent with one another. In the instance of the

ox, the epithets do connote inconsistent attributes, and

plurality of oxen is inferred. In the other instance, the

epithet ‘ black ’ separates Devadatta from persons, who

are white, red, or brown ; but it does not deny the exis-

tence of other aspects not inconsistent with the black

colour. There being no conflict, all the epithets apply to

the same person. In the same manner as evolution,

sustenance and dissolution of the universe take place at

different times, the epithets do not connote inconsistent

attributes, and the same Being may be the cause of

them all. In cases like this the rules to be followed

are these : (i) When attributes are invariably found

in different individuals, epithets connoting them

’ The original considers the second objection first, as it is in the

author’s mind! Here the order of the objections is followed.
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imply plurality of objects; (ii) but when attributes

are not so found, plurality of epithets connoting

them is not inconsistent with the unity of. an

object.

2. In the first view it was stated that the three

epithets together cannot form a definition. The reason

for this remark has been disproved. One epithet only will

Suffice to form a definition ; for it will separate Brahma^

from every other thing ; but the other epithets serve the

purpose of showing that the same Being, who is con-

cerned with evolution, deals also with the other

operations.

3. The second objection also is invalid. It is not

true that Brahma is unknown in any aspect to a student

of the Upaniskads. In the sixth chapter of the

chWndogya^ Section 2, it is stated that at the time of

cosmic rest all the manifested world was Sat only ; that

He alone existed and without a second ; that He willed

to become many ; and that He evolved successively as

fire, water and earth. This evolution implies that Sat

was all-knowing and all-powerful. This aspect of

Brahma is referred to as a well-known fact in the text

under consideration by the words ‘ from whom,’ ‘ by

whom ’ and ‘ to whom,’ and the additional information

is given that He is Brahma^ i.e.^ that He is immeasurably

great in His substance and in His attributes, and that

He makes others great.

4. In para 6 of the Jirst view reference was made
to the text ‘ unchanging, shining and without limita-

tions is Brahma ’. When He is known from the definition

14
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considered here, this text will differentiate (1) ..HiTn

from everything else, and show Him to be a unique
Being. There is therefore no arguing in a circled

5. The result is that a conception of Brahma may
be formed from the definition.

6. The first two sutras do not fit in with the view

of others (2*) that Brahma is nir-msesha ,* for the term

Brahma means a Being who is immeasurably great, and

(1) Will differentiate : (i) See note (3) on the text in

Vedic texts. When it is said that Brahma evolves as the

universe, one might presume that He is in Himself subject to

changes, and is therefore subject to imperfections. This text

removes the impression. It is known as the purifying

(sodhaka) text

The author of the sHtras has not given this text

as the definition of Brahma ; for it defines Him in Himself

and apart from the universe. He has to be meditated on as

clothed in the universei and it is in this form that He is

reached. He should therefore be known in this form, and

the other definition has therefore been considered. But He
should be known to be free from imperfections ; and it was

therefore the author’s intention that reference should be

made here to the purifying text also. The original in

closing the discussion uses the epithet niravadya in the

reference to Brahma. There is no sUtra, in which the

purifying text is considered ; and the references made to it

in sUras (II-3-29) and III-2-15 and 24 serve only as illus-

trations.

(2) The view of others. This is that Brahma alone

exists ;
nothing else ; and that He has no attribute whatever-

As there is nothing from which He can differ, He is said

to be nir-visesha (without differences). If aiw other

thing exists, or if He has any attribute, he will differ

from them ; end then He is said to be m m?esha (with

differences).
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who makes others great-;.;and this' Being is stated here

to be the cause of the world’s evolution, etc. The sutras

also, which follow, and the v^ic texts examined therein

do not lend any support -to tliat view ; for they refer to

attributes like willing. Nor cam it be ; proved by in-

ference j for to show that there is fire on a hill, it must

be shown that smoke, which co-exists With fire, is. seen

on it. Similarly, to show that Brahma is nir-visesha it

is necessary to admit that there is an attribute in

Brahma
; and this will make Him savisesha. Even the

interpretation of the sutra^ based on their authority, will

prove the same thing. This interpretation is—He, who
has the misconception that the world evolves, is sustain-

ed and dissolves, is Brahma. Misconception comes from

avidya (ignorance) ; and avidyCL is, as they admit, seen

by Him. This is possible, as He is mere chit (light) and

chit is differentiated from dark things {ja4a\ as it shows

itself or other things, and makes them fit to be spoken

about. Brahma therefore has this attribute, and this

will make Him savisesha. If He has not this attribute^

He is non-existent ; for being chit is stated to be the

proof of His existence.

Sub-Section 3

The enquiry regarding Brahma having been shown to

be possible, after considering first the vedWnta as a whole,

and next a particular text, which serves as a definition,
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it is next examined whether the enquiry is necessary.

With this point the third sutra deals

:

Because Brahma can be known only from the
veda.

Meaning—The sutra has the term sastra yoni tva.

The first member of the compound is the veda

;

and the

second member means cause, not a cause that becomes a

product, but a cause by which some thing isknown ; and

Brahma is known from the veda. The term ‘ only ’ is

also implied, as in the statement ‘ He lives on water ’

;

the meaning evidently is that he lives on water only.

So here also.

Subject—The text for consideration is the same

as in the preceding sub-section. The doubt is the

same as in the other case, but in a different form. If

Brahma can be known by other means, then the veda is

no authority ; for it is authority only, when a thing

cannot be known by any other means.

First View. I dispute the statement that Brahma

can be known only from the veda ; for He can be

known from other sources. The veda serves a purpose,

only when it shows what cannot be so known. Here

an objector comes forward and asks What is the

source? It cannot be sense perception {‘pratyaksha) \

for the senses make known those objects only, that are

present and are capable of being contacted by them.

They are powerless to show a maker of the world, who

sees everything and who is capable of making it. It
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cannot be perception by the mind ; for it shows only

pleasure and pain and the like, and is powerless, to act

in regard to objects in the outer world independently

of the outer senses. It cannot be perception in yoga

(meditation) ; for however vivid it may be, it is merely

thought on something previously experienced, which by

much practice has become vivid like sense perception.

It possesses no authority ; how can it be considered to

be sense perception ? It cannot show anything else
;

if it does, it is misconception. Nor can the source be

inference
;
for the hetu (1), on which you rely, cannot be

one that is seen in the Being under consideration ;
for

Being beyond the senses, its existence in Him cannot

be perceived. The hetu cannot be one common to Him
and others ; for its co-existence with the power to

see all things and to make them has nowhere been

seen. Here one, who holds the same view as the

vaiseshika^ comes forward and urges the following

inferences :

(i) The universe is a product ; for it is made up

of parts

;

(ii) The universe has for its maker one, who
knew of what material it should be made, what were

the instruments needed, who were to profit by it and

how the product was to be utilised
;
for it is a product

like an earthen jar.

(1) Hetu. The following is the type of a valid inference :

“ There is smoke on the hill ;
therefore there is fire on it ; for

smoke and fire co-exist. ” Here smoke is known as the hetu ;

and fire as the sadhya.
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(iii) The universe depends upon a single intelli-

gent bein'g
; for it has been made out of non-intelligent

material; like the healthy body of a person.

2. A mlrnamsaka, who holds the same view as

the vedantin in regard to the helplessness of inference

on this point, criticises the inference thus : First,^ the

second inference is faulty in three respects, (i) In the

example given the work is within the normal know-

ledge and capacity of the maker, and only such works

are known to be made by intelligent persons
; but it is

not so in the case under consideration ; for the earth,

the hills and the great oceans are beyond normal

knowledge and capacity. The condition that the work

should be of this character is present in the example,

but is absent from the subject under consideration. The

inference is faulty (1), (ii) Next, it is a simpler hypothesis

to accept jivas as the makers ; for their existence is

admitted by both the parties. They perceive the

material of which the universe is made, viz., the earth

(1) It is not sufficient to state that a thing is a

product it should be shown also that normal knowledge

and capacity will suffice for making it. In the case under

consideration this cannot be shown. Example'. There is

fire on the hill ; therefore there is also smoke on it. Here

the hetu alone is not sufficient ; it must be shown also that

undried fuel has been placed on the fire. If a condition,

that must co-operate with the hetu in producing the effect,

is present in the example, but is absent from the subject

under consideration, it is known as upadhi, and an

inference tainted by upadhi is invalid.

1 The original considers the second inference first; here the

order of the iSerences is followed.
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and the other elements, and they also perceive the

which produce the adfishtams and serve as' the instru-

ments. . As they perceive them now, it may be presumed

that they perceived them at the time of creation. It

is not necessary that they should also perceive the

adrishtams—i.e., capacity generated in themselves by

the yagas ; it is . sufficient to know that the yagas

generate this capacity, and this knowledge is obtainable

from the veda. In the case of the jar the potter knows

that the rod and wheel possess the capacity to make the

jar ; but he does not see the capacity. The conclusion

on this point is that the opponent attempts to prove what

is accepted by the other party, (hi) Next, the jar is

made by one subject to karma, of limited knowledge

and capacity, operating in a body, and with instruments,

and not in possession of every object of desire. The hetu—
being a product—^being found to co-exist with these parti-

culars, it will follow that the maker of the universe is

also subject to karma, that he is of limited knowledge

and capacity, that he lives in a body, that he works with

instruments and that he is not in possession of all objects

of desire. In other words the inference proves the reverse

of what is intended. If the subject of the inference can

be known from some other source, it may be possible to

eliminate these particulars ; but the maker of the

universe is not known by any other means. The

inference is faulty.

3. The third inference—the universe depends

upon a single intelligent being, like one’s healthy body,

is also untenable. What is meant by this,dependence ?
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It cannot be dependence for coming into existence or

for its continuance
j for tbis is absent from the example,

the person’s body having been bom, and continuing to

exist for the sake of his wife (1) and others, who proSt

by him. Existence -in the sense of the parts of the body

remaining together as a whole does not need an

intelligent person. Nor can it be existence in the sense

of breathing ; for this is absent from the earth, hills and

oceans, which are included in the universe. What is

needed is the same form of dependence, which is found

in both the example and the subject under consideration

;

and this does not exist here. Lastly, it cannot be

dependence for action ; for the hetu—being made—is

found in cases like the making of cars, where many

persons co-operate to produce a work. Hence the

inference is faulty ; for the hetu and sudhya do not

co-exist. Unless they do, the inference cannot be valid.

If you omit the word ‘single’ from the sadhya, you

will then try to prove what needs no proof.

4. The Vaiseshika himself comes forward to reply

to the criticism and deals with the objections stated in

para 2, first putting forward three inferences to prove

(1) For the sake of his wife. Every deed produces a

capacity in the person, who does it, to yield its fruit.

This is known as adrishfa or apurva. The adrishfas of

the wife, children and others bring the person’s body into

existence, and keep it going, so that they may aU obtain

the fruits due to them. Hence the body depends upon the

adrishtas of many, and not upon a single intelligent being.

For a valid inference both the hetu and sadhya should

co-exist: they do not do so in the example.
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that the universe is a product
: (i) The earth and hills

are products
;
for they consist of parts, like a jar

; (ii)

The earth, oceans, and hills are products ; for they are

of such size as can be perceived and have motion, like a

jar ; and (iii) The human body and earth are products
;

for they are of such size as can be perceived but of

limited dimensions, like a jar. Among objects consisting

of parts, there is nothing, other than this character,

which determines their becoming products. The

condition that a work should be within normal knowledge

and capacity (1) is unnecessary. In a thing known to be

made, an opinion of the knowledge and capacity of the

ma.ker is formed from the workmanship. When a large

palace of a king is seen, considering its parts and the

way in which they have been put together, it is

concluded that it was made, and at the same time the

knowledge and capacity of the maker is noted to be of

a high order. Similarly, as the universe consists of
*

parts, it is presumed that it was made, and that its

maker was omniscient and omnipotent, and that the

work was not beyond his knowledge and capacity. The

first criticism therefore fails.

5. Further, all men experience pleasure or pain

as the result of good or bad deeds
; but the deeds

(1) Within normal knowledge and capacity. The meaning
is—What is normal should be determined in each case from
the work itself. It is different for different works

; so that
the Maker of the universe has such knowledge and capacity
as is needed for His work, and that is normal knowledge
and capacity for the work. There is therefore no upudhi,
and the inference is not invalid.

16
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themselves, not being intelligent, cannot yield their fruits

without guidance from an intelligent Being. It is

therefore necessary to assume that a Being exists, who
can give every fruit in accordance with the past karma
of all persons. A carpenter’s tools, though the set

is complete, and though all the conditions exist,

except guidance by an intelligent person, cannot

make a box, unless they are handled by him. That a

tree grows from a seed, and that pleasure which one

feels makes his hair stand on end do not disprove the

point ;
for both these cases are included in the subject

under consideration.

6. The next criticism also fails. The jivas are

unable to see things which are minute, which are at a

distance, or which are separated from them by

intervening objects. This is known as a fact ; and in

constructing a theory one should be guided by what

one actually sees. In the case of the maker of the

universe it is not known that he labours under the same

incapacity, and it is not illegitimate to infer his

existence as omniscient and omnipotent.

7. The last criticism that the inference proves the

reverse of what is intended merely reveals ignorance.

In the making of a product what is needed is knowledge

of the material and the capacity to make it into the

product, but not ignorance or incapacity in regard to

other objects. To find out whether a thing is connected

with the effect as cause, it should be examined whether

the effect will follow, if that thing be absent. Tested by

this method ignorance and incapacity in regard to other
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matters will be found unconnected with the effect (1)

;

and the assumption that the attributes found in the

potter will be found in the maker of the universe is

not therefore legitimate. As to the possession of a body,

let me point out that by the mere exercise of will one

is seen able to dislodge the poison, which has entered

the body of another ; that for the exercise of the will,

a body is not needed ; that what is required is the

mind ; that it exists in the maker of the universe
; that

it is eternal and survives death ; and that in the

inference of the existence of a maker the possession of

the mind is included along with knowledge and

capacity. Hence, the text in question is no authority,

and the proposed enquiry is unnecessary.

Final decision. That the universe has been made

is conceded ; but what is the authority for holding that

it was made by one person and at one and the same

time ? A jar, for instance, is made of one material, and

(1) Will be found unconnected with the effect. The
opponent asks : You say that the potter is a man of

limited knowledge and capacity, that is, he is ignorant

and incapable in regard to many matters. Do the ignorance
and incapacity relate to all matters, other than the

making of earthen vessels, or only to some matters ?

The former alternative is not correct *, for the potter does

possess them in some matters. Nor will the second
alternative do ? What is this matter ? Is it the making of

gold ornaments ? If so, ignorance and incapacity in regard

to gold ornaments are not found in the goldsmith -, and yet

he makes them. Hence ignorance and incapacity in any
matter other than the making of a particular product is not
necessary for making it.
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is of limitod sizo, so thsit it mSiy bo mEdo by on6 porson

at the same time. The whole of the universe is not

one product, like the jar, capable of being made of one

material by one person at the same time. If it were so,

one maker might be presumed to have made it without

effort. But it consists of different products
; and those

which differ from one another are seen to be made by

different persons and at different times
; but not always

made by one pei-son and at the same time.

2. You urged {-first mevo, para 6) that the jivas

have not the capacity (1) to make the universe
; but we

see that particular individuals by accumulating merit

by numberless good deeds acquire peculiar capacities

;

and it is possible that some jiva, by making the

jyotishtoma offering numberless times, acquires the

capacity to create the earth, and other objects. It is

not therefore legitimate to ignore the yVm, who is

already known, and assume the existence as a maker

of a person wholly unknown. The rule to be followed

in adopting a new theory is that it is more legitimate

to assume a new attribute as existing in a known

individual, than to assume the existence of a new

individual. Question

:

At the dissolution of the

(1) Have not capacity. The opponent’s contention was

this. The products are some of them of very large size,

and some are very minute; and these being beyond the

capacity of jivas, one other than a jiva should be assumed,

and in doing so, it is simpler to assume one such being

than many. In the reply it is pointed out that it^ is

needless to assume one other than a jiva

;

and this being

so, there is no room for the simplicity rule.
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universe jivas are devoid of bodies ; and they can do

nothing without them. How can a jiva create the

universe ? A maker, who can work without a body, and

who is therefore other than a y^'ya is needed. Reply:

Why do you assume that all things come into existence

or go out of existence at the same time. For such a

thing has not been seen ; on the other hand, they appear

and disappear only one after another. Question again :

This is so
;
but should not simultaneous creation at the

end of cosmic rest be assumed ? Reply : The assumptions

must be based on what is seen ; and from doing so no

undesirable result will follow.

3. The criticism stated in the two preceding paras

may be put in logical form thus : You say—the universe

has been made by one intelligent person; for it is a

product. If reference be made to an intelligent person

in general terras, the hetu is found among things which

are made by many persons. The inference is faulty.

If reference be made to an omniscient and omnipotent

person, such a person is unknown, and the sadhya will

be absent from the example (1). When it is wished to infer

that there is fire on a hill, fire is already known, and it

is concluded that it exists on the hill. Here the thing

predicated is unknown. If the word ‘ one ’ be omitted

from the sadhya, it will prove what requires no proof.

(1; Will he absent from the example. For a valid

inference the hetu and sadhya must co-exist ; and

an example is given to show that this condition exists. If

therefore the sadhya be absent from it, there is nothing to

show the co-existence.
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Again is the being a product—found in all objects

coming into existence at the same time or in all objects

appearing successively ? In the former alternative such

a hetu does not exist. In the latter alternative, the

inference will prove that the objects are made by many
persons

; a conclusion the reverse of what is intended.

If you assert that they are made by a single individual,

it will be opposed to sense perception, inference and the

veda. We hear the statements
—

‘ The maker of the jar

^
is born ’

;
‘ The maker of the car is born Thus, the jar

and car are made by different persons.

4. In para 7 of the first mew you rejected the

argument that like the potter, the maker of the

universe should be of limited knowledge and capacity

and the like; you urged that these points were not

connected with the effect. This view is not correct

;

when something is done, the doer not only possesses the

knowledge and capacity that is needed for the work,

but is also under bondage to karma. For, he is invested

with a body, which as shown by the effects produced—

pleasure, pain, or delusion—is influenced by the three

gwr}/as : and his knowledge and capacity are limited by

them. Even the desire, which prompts the action,

springs from the action of the gu'Q,as. And the bondage

to the guijjas depends upon his past karma. Hence, the

the maker of the universe should be bound by kartm^

like the potter ; and the inference will prove the reverse

of what you intended.

5. From what has been stated in the preceding

paras, it will be evident, that the scope of inference as a
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source of knowledge is limited. It can only prove that

the universe was made by an intelligent person
;
and it

will overstep its bounds, if it states that the maker is

omniscient also on the strength of the magnitude of the

product. For, omniscience is not found in the potter,

though he is the maker of the jar. The attempt to

prove omniscience by inference will be like the attempt

to perceive smell hy the ear. {Adhi., verse 42.)

6. Do you rely in the last resort on a negative

example and put forward the following inference : The

universe has been made by an omniscient maker
; for

it is a product. What is not made by an omniscient

maker is not a product, like the jiva. We reply. We
accept the hetu, but reject the conclusion. If the

argument were valid, you should be able to point to an

unwelcome result as flowing from the rejection, but you

cannot ;
for there are lobs of things that are not made

by an omniscient maker, and yet they are products

like the potter’s jar. If on the other hand, you say

“The universe has been made by a maker; for it is a

product ”, we cannot accept the hetu and reject the

conclusion
;
for we should then assert that a thing is a

product, though not made by any one, which is absurd.

Your argument must be such that no conclusion other

than the one stated by you should be possible

;

here it is not so. Your epithet ‘ omniscient ’ therefore

serves no purpose. We reject arguments based on a

negative example only ; for there is no evidence of the

co-existence of the hetu and the scLdhya.” {Adhi,,

verse 43.)
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7. In passing, let us add that inference is power-

less to prove that Brahma is both the material and
operative causes of the universe

;
for in the example of

the potter, the causes are found to be distinct. Yon
may say—accept my inference to prove the existence of

Bfahma as an operative cause ; and then your vedUnta

may show that He is also the material cause. This

view is untenable ; for, if the vedanta should rely on-

your inference, it must accept its testimony as it deter-

mines the fact ; and it vrill determine Brahma as the

operative cause only, and as distinct from the material

cause.

8. Here are some counter-arguments: (i) The

body and the earth were made by a hound jiva; for

they have been made, like an earthen jar. (ii) Brahma

was not the maker of the universe
;
for He had no

object to gain, like the freed jiva. (iii) Brahma was not

the maker of the universe ; for He had no body, like

the freed jiva again ; and (iv) At the time under con-

sideration (1)—the universe was not non-existent ;
for

that time had the characteristic of time, like the present

time. The result will be that if Brahma be accepted as

the maker on the authority of inference. He would be

bound by karma. He would have some object to gain

;

and He w’ould be embodied. Here the opponent

(1) Time under consideration. The time stated

to be the beginning of evolution. The intention

is to show that the universe as it exists now,

existed then ; and that therefore there is no need to prove

that it had a maker.
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speaks. The jiva does not need a body-, when his first

connection with a body, begins, or when he moves his

own body to action. Reply. In the first case, he does

remain in a subtle body, when he enters a gross body.

His subtle and gross bodies follow one another like the

seed and tree. Illustration. The entry of a jiva

in a child body into a young man’s body. In the

second case the very body that he moves to action helps

him in this effort. Illustration. A jar by its very

existence causes perception of itself, and then becomes

the object of the perception.

9. Let us put some questions to the opponent : In

making the universe did Isvara work in a body or

without a body ?

Opponent ; Without a body.

Questioner : He could not have done so ; for we
have not seen any one without a body doing anything.

Can you give an instance ?

Opponent: An operation of the mind takes place

without the help of a body. It only requires the

possession of the mind. Mind being eternal, Isvara can

therefore make the universe by mere willing.

Questioner

:

Even mental operations are observed

only in those invested with bodies. Though the mind

is a permanent entity (which by the way we do not

accept), the freed jiva, being devoid of a body, does not

give any indication of its operation.

Opponent : Isvara worked in a body.

Questioner

:

Was that body permanent or perishable ?

Opponent : It was permanent.
16
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Questioner : If so, a body, though made up of

parts, need not be a product. The universe, though

made up of parts, might likewise be permanent, and the

need for inferring the existence of a maker would

not arise.

Opponent : The body was a perishable one.

Questioner: It must have been made; but the

body by the exertion of which this body should be made

was not then available.

Opponent : Isvara was himself the cause.

Questioner: This cannot be in one without a

body.

Opponent

:

He had a body other than that made

on the completion of evolution.

Questioner: We will ask—^how was that body

made ? This would lead to the assumption of a third

body ; then of a fourth body and so on ad infinitum,

10. Another question. In making the world, did

Isvara operate or not.

Opponent

:

He operated.

Questioner

:

Having no body, this could not be.

Opponent

:

He did not operate.

Questioner: Like the freed jiva he could make

nothing.

Opponent

:

The universe might be made by mere

willing without manual operation.

Questioner

:

Making a thing by mere willing with-

out the use of the hand is unknown, and an example

would be wanting ; for the potter does not make a jar

by mere willing.
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11. The conclusion is that Brahma can be known

)nly from the veda. The opponent puts some questions

:

(i) You reject my inference on the ground that it

Lssumes many things which are unknown and impro-

)able ; does not the veda do the same ?

Reply. The veda^ not having been made, and

)eing therefore perfect, its testimony is implicitly

iccepted, like the statements of a friend returning

Torn a distance. Where any of these statements

5onflicts with what is known from other sources,

;hey are rejected. Similarly, if the veda makes a

jtatement conflicting with sense perception, it is

understood in a secondary sense as mere praise, {adhi^

verse 44.)

(ii) Do not those who rely on the veda say
“ From products which are beyond our capacity, we
should infer a superior maker ? ” Does not the text under

consideration in this sub-section refer to what is already

known from another source, and is not that source

inference.”

Reply. These are not cases of proof of Brahma by

inference. The testimony of the veda on this point is

unhesitatingly accepted ; and the truth is brought home

to students by pointing out its appropriateness. In the

text under consideration the reference is not to the

vaiseshika's inference, but to other texts, {adhit

verse 45.)
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SUB-SECTIO^' 4

hfitroductiOYi, The enauirr regarding Srahma has
thus been shown to be both possible and necessarv. The
nest sutra points out that (1) it is highiv desirable.

4. EtFwTI?! 1

It

—

viz,—^that Brahma should be known from the
veda—surelr results from the fact that vedic tests

describe Him as the highest among the ends desired

by man.

Subject. The word ‘ surely ’ gives the meaning of

the particle tu, which occurs in the original. This is

the description given (2). The world-cause, referred to in

general terms as Sat, Brahma and Atmti, is NarSyana,

He is free from every imperfection : He is the seat of

every good quality ; and He is limitless bliss (3),

(1) A person will desire to know a thing, (i) when he

does not know it already ; and (ii) when it will lead to a

desirable end. In the preceding sub-section it was shown
that Brahma cannot be known from any source other than

the veda. In the present sub-section it wiU be shown that

He is the highest among desirable ends.

(2) The texts which give the description are : (l)

From whom these beings are bom ibhrigu,, anu 1) : (2)

Before creation, my dear, this was sat only : one only : with-

out a second ; It willed “ I will become many ; I wiU evolve

:

He became &e *’ ichando., YI-2-2 and 3) : (3) Before crea-

tion, this was Brahma ; one only {brihad., III-4-11) : (4) Before

creation this was Atma ; one only iaita., 1-1-1) : (5) “From

this Atma ether came forth” {ana., anu 1) 'A%) Naruyana

alone was {maho., 1-1) : (7) Unchanging, shining and with-

out limitations is Brahma {ana., anu 1) : (s) Brahma is bliss

{bhrigu., anu 6). , , , i
(3) Limitless bliss. As He is bliss. He is an end that.

man may seek : as the bliss is limitless, it is the highest
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The vedic texts, which give this description, as a

whole, is the subject for consideration ; and the doubt is

whether they are authority for the statements made^

by them.

2. An objector states—The texts do not mean
what they state ; for they do not enjoin action

or abstention from action.

Reply. Explain your meaning.

3. Objector. When a sentence means what it

states, action or abstention from action is invariably

enjoined. When therefore it does not do so, it does not

mean what it states.

Reply. The invariable co-existence that you

allege is not a fact. Every source of knowledge

ipramCtna) gives information in matters to which it

relates. When this has been done, its business ends ; it

does not go further, and enjoin action or abstention

from action.

4. Objector. When sentences mean what they

state, a purpose (prayojana) exists ; and when a purpose'

exists, action or abstention from action is enjoined..

When therefore neither is enjoined, no purpose exists

and in its absence, sentences do not mean what they state..

Reply. Neither statement is correct. The real

intention of a speaker does not depend upon a purpose ; on

the other hand, the purpose depends upon the meaning

end. One may be disagreeable in himself *, but being the-

means to some pleasure, he may be sought by others.

Brahma is not of this character ; He is extremely agreeable-

in Himself, and is also the means to limitless bliss.
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statement, without aiming at something desirable (1).

This something is seen to be either the attainment of

pleasure, or the avoidance of pain by abstention from

action. Here are some instances
—

“ One, who desires

to get a valuable object, should go to the palace

;

one, who has a weak stomach, should not drink too

much water
; one, who desires svarga^ should do

ycLga
; one should not eat an intoxicating article of

food.”

3. Here the question is put to him. Has it not

been stated that sentences, which merely state facts,

give pleasure or remove fear ?

Reply. We must consider what it is that gives

pleasure or removes fear—Is it the fact stated or the

impression created on the hearer’s mind by the

sentence ? It cannot be the fact ; for though it exists,

if it be not known, it will not produce the effect stated.

Hence, it must be the impression created on the hearer’s

mind by the sentence. This being so, even though

the fact stated does not exist, from the mere impression

created the desirable end will result. The sentences

are therefore no authority for the facts, which they

state. It follows from this that every sentence aims

at some action to be done or to be abstained from, or

at creating an impression on the hearer’s mind ; and

(1) Something desirable. For himself or for others

;

whether little or great. When a person speaks, some effort

is needed ; and it will not be made, unless there is some-
thing good to be attained. As statements are of this

character, repetition of a statement is considered to be
a fault.
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in either way it serves a purpose. But in regard
to a settled matter no sentence can convey any
information.

4. Here an illusionist (1) comes forward and
observes—Even the texts of the upaniskads aim at a

kdvya (something to be done)
; and from the very fact

that they do so, they are authority for the existence

of Brahma.

Opponent. How can it be ?

Illusionist. This is what they state

—

Brahma, who
is without a universe, who has no second, and who is

merely jnanam (perception) (2), under the influence of

beginningless avidycL perceives Himself as . connected

with the universe ; make Him disconnected with the

universe. Though Brahma already exists, He may
become the subject of an injunction through the destruc-

tion of the universe.

Opponent. What is the injunction, which directs

that by destroying the universe, consisting of knowers

and the known, Brahma should be made mere

jnanam.

(1) An illusionist is one, who maintains that Brahma
alone exists ; but that under the influence of avidya (ignor-

ance) He imagines that there is a universe other than

Himself, and that this is illusion.

(2) Mere jnanam. In every perception there is a

person who perceives, and a thing that is perceived, in

addition to the perception. The universe is made up of

numberless persons who perceive, and numberless things

that are perceived. In the opinion of the illusionist this

universe does not really exist.
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Illusionist, Here is one.

Do not perceive a knower other than knowing ; do-

hot think that a thinker exists other than thinking;.

{hrihad., V-4-2.)

And there are others. This text means—‘ Make

Brahma devoid of differences in the form of knowers

and the known, and make Him mere jnanam ’ (1).

BrahmoHs existence of Himself is not incompatible with

his being a karya in the aspect of being disconnected,

with the universe.

5. The opponent criticises the illusionist. The

view put forward is untenable. You state that the text

aims at the creation of a karya, apitrva or niyoga (for,

they are all synonymous). You should then point out

the following things— the qualification of the

person to whom the injunction is given, the action that

creates it (2), what helps this action and the person who
does the action. Of them the qualification of the person

is either a contingency, on the occurrence of which an

action should be done {nimitta), or a fruit to be attained

(1) Make Him mere jnanam. The meaning is that
even the avidya, that is the cause of the misperception,
should go.,

(2) The action that creates it. This, is denoted by-

two words in the original-u/s^az/a, and karaya. The
same yaga is vishaya (subject), when it particularises an
apurva, and is karaya (instrument), when it creates it.

Apurvas are all similar, being mere capacities generated in

the persons who do yagas. To distinguish one apurva from
another, it must be connected with the kriti, which gene-
rates it through a yaga. In this aspect of distinguishing an
apUrva, yaga is vishaya.

17



toe action. In either case, it cannot be enioin^d
> i na i- IS it here y

XllvM*.oriht it is the perception bj Brahma of Him-
self as He reallr Is.

Opponent. Then it cannot be
; for the per-

ceptkn of the true natnre does not novr ezist : but has
-to be brought about. In the case oiagnihotra oSeimgs d)
the mmitta is to be alive at sunrise or sunset : and this

alreadv ezists, “hen the o^erings are made. Asruming
it to be ntmitta, it vriU ever exist, vrlien once it is

-attained : and like the agnihotra oS^erings the action

enjoined vrill have to be done ever aftervards, even

tbougb avMud has been destroved.

Bhmordet. The cxndesirable result vrhich von state

vriii not happen ; for though the rdmitta may exist, a

body and senses, vrhich are needed tor action, vrill not

be available.

Opponent. Brahma no%v perceives Himself to be

connected vritS the universe : and this is not perception

of His true nature. It must come only after release

from the influence of avidyd. As this is the rdmitta,

the action enjoined should be done after release.

Seeing that He vriii have then no body and no senses,

vrill He be able to do the action enjoined? If He be

able, he can do the action ever aftervrards. If he be

Agrdhoira operings.

Injimction ' Ons saotiid make

long as he lives b Here bsins

the oSeiiiiSs is the niTnitta :

These are made tinder the

the agrdhoira onerings, so

:
alive at the time for making
and it- occurs at sunrise and

sunset every ua.*

.
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unable, the injunction should not have been issued.

The qualification of the person cannot thus be nimitta,

Nor can it be the fruit ; for the fruit will be yielded by

niyoga, and will therefore be perishable. Svarga is

yielded by niyoga^ and is known to be perishable.

6. Opponent. Next, what is the vishaya of niyoga,

i.e„ what is it that distinguishes the niyoga under con-

sideration from other niyogas ?

Illusionist. Brahma Himself.

Opponent. The vishaya, like yaga, must be such

as is made. A fruit is also created
;
but vishaya must

also be an action like ycLga again. Here Brahma, being

eternal, can neither be made, nor is He action. Hence,

He cannot be vishaya.

Illusionist. Brahma devoid of the universe may be

made.

Opponent. Even if He is to be made. He will bd

only a fruit, and cannot be vishaya ;
for vishaya is

different from the fruit ; as yaga is different from svarga.

As He is not action. He cannot be subject to an injunc-

tion. Brahma, devoid of the universe is thus not

vishaya ; nor can Brahma or the withdrawal of the

universe by itself be the vishaya. It cannot be the

former
;
for He already exists ; and if He is to be made,.

He will be liable to destruction, as whatever is made* fs’

seen to perish. It cannot be the latter
; for the with-

drawal of the universe will be the thing to be made,

not Brahma.

Illusionist. The withdrawal of the universe is the

subject of the injunction.
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Opponent It is a fruit and cannot be the subject

of the injunction
; for the withdrawal of the universe is

itself release, {moksha) ; and release is a fruit. Further,

if withdrawal of the universe be the vishaya, it creates

niyoga, as yaga creates it ; and niyoga will bring about

withdrawal of the universe, as it brings about svarga.

This is arguing in a circle.

7. Is the universe to be removed real or unreal ?

Illusionist. It is unreal.

Opponent. It must be removed by right understand-

ing and not by niyoga ; which will serve no purpose.

Illusionist. Niyoga yields the right understanding,

and through it removes the universe.

Opponent. The right understanding comes from

the vedic text itself ;
why should niyoga intervene ?

From the mere understanding of the text, every thing

other than Brahma^ being unreal, is destroyed ; hence

niyoga and its adjuncts no longer exist.

8. If the universe is to be removed, what is the

niyoga^ which removes it ? Is it Brahma Himself or

something else ?

Illusionist, It is Brahrm himself.

Opponent. Then niyoga will be eternal ;
and the

universe to be removed by it can have no existence

whatever. And being eternal, it cannot be created by

doing the action enjoined, as niyoga should be.

Illusionist. Something other than Brahma is the

niyoga.

Opponent. This niyoga should be created by doing

the vishaya, and this visUya is the withdrawal of the
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universe (para 6 supra). Hence, the person, who should

do it, ceased to exist, as he is included in the universe.

Ntyoga, being a capacity subsisting in a person, and

finding no one, will not be available. As by mere doing

of the vishaya everything other than Brahma will disap-

pear, there will be no fruit in the shape of release

{moksha) to be brought about by niyoga.

9. You say that the withdrawal of the universe is

vishaya of niyoga
;

it is also the instrument {kara'iia)

that creates the niyoga. What is it that helps it {iti

kartavyata). In the absence of the helper, it cannot be

a kararia. You cannot point to anything in reply. The

help is of two kinds, (i) To bring the karai^a into ex-r

istence, and (ii) to enable it, when it has come into

existence, to create the karya. We see nothing, which

will destroy the whole of the universe, as a hammer
destroys a jar by falling upon it. Thus, help of the

first kind is not available. Help of the second kind

too fails ; for if it exists, then the whole of the universe

will not disappear, and the complete disappearance

being the /camv^a, it will not come into existence.

Illusionist. The knowledge that Brahma is without

a second brings the kara^a into existence.

Opponent. This alone will lead to the disappear-

ance of the universe (which disappearance is moksha)

;

and there is nothing for the karaiia to do. If the helper

is a negation, by the very fact that it is a negation, it

cannot render help of either kind. The conclusion is

that there is no injunction, which contemplates Brahma

disconnected with the universe.
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10. Another illusionist now comes forward and
speaks. Though the texts of the upanishads possess no
authority, on the ground that they refer to Brahma, as

already existing, yet Brahma is surely shown to exist.

Opponent. How ?

Second Illusionist. From the strength of the in-

junctions to meditate. (1) So do they teach—

Meditation is the vishaya of niyoga. (See note

under para 5.) And as meditation can be described only

by referring to the object meditated on, niyoga implies

that object. That is Atmci referred to by the texts. The

question arises—What is His nature ? The reply is given

by texts like these

—

Unchanging, shining and without limitations is

Brahma {ana., I-l) ; and, ‘ Before creation, dear, the world

was sat alone ’ ichando., VI-2-1).

They show the nature of Atmci, and thus serve the

injunction texts and obtain authority. As Brahma enters

into the meditation, the texts do mean what they state

about Him.

(1) (i) Atma, dear, should be seen ; . . . should be

meditated on {brihad., IV-4-5) *, (ii) The Atma, who is unpollut-

ed by evil, should be sought ; He should be meditated on

{chando., VIII-T-l) ; (iii) Meditate on Him only as Atma

(brihad., III-4-7) *, (iv) Meditate on the Atma alone, who is

the world (brihad.-, III-4-15).

The first text enjoins meditation, and indicates

that it should be as vivid as sense perception. The third

text indicates meditation on _oneness ; and the fourth text

directs meditation that the Atma and the world are one.

The term used in the original is loha. The illusionist under-

stands it to mean the world ; but the correct meaning is fruit.
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11. They also mean what they state, when they

say that the universe is illusion. The following texts

show that Brahma alone exists; and that everything

else is unreal

‘ One only ; without a second ’ (chando., VI-2-1)

;

* That is real ; He is atma ; That thou art, svetaketu ’ {Ibid.,

VI-8-7) ;
‘ Here no difference of any kind exists ’ {katha.,

4-11).

On the other hand, differences are shown by sense

perception and by the portion of the veda dealing with

karmas, which are based on differences. There is thus con-

flict between the two sets of authorities
;
but the percep-

tion of differences is capable of explanation as having been

caused by beginningless avidyci. We therefore conclude

that non-difference alone is the truth. Now, meditation

on Brahma creates a niyoga, which in its turn leads

to the realisation of Brahma. Then release {moksha) is

reached
;
and this is the attainment of the Brahma-

condition, in which all avidySi-madQ differences of many
kinds are removed, and Brahma appears without a

second, and as mere jnanam (perception). This condi-

tion cannot be reached by the mere understanding of

vedic texts ; for, it is not so perceived
;
and the percep-

tion of differences of many kinds continues. If the

Bmy^ma-condition could be reached as stated, the injunc-

tion to hear, to think and to meditate would become

purposeless (1).

(l) This view of the second illusionist is not open to

the objections urged in regard to the view of the first

illusionist. Meditation on Brahma is the vishaya of niyoga ;

.and it is. also karaya (instrument) in the creation of the
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12. The opponent replies. This view of the second
illusionist also is unsound. The texts may serve
injunction texts as pointed out

; but the texts of the
upanishads are no authority for the existence of the facts

stated. If the texts under consideration be connected

with the texts enjoining meditation, so as to form a

whole, then they serve the latter texts and do not mean
what they state about Brahma. If they be not so

connected, as they do not enjoin action or abstention

from action, they possess no authority.

13.. Second illusionist. Have I not shown that

meditation on Brahma implies a knowledge of His

nature, and that this knowledge is furnished by the

texts under consideration ?

Opponent, This is so ; but meditation is possible,

even with imaginary facts, and the correctness of the

facts meditated is not needed. In the injunction

‘ Meditate on name as Brahma ’ it is not true that

name is Brahma ; and what applies to this text may

apply to all texts. The conclusion is that the texts of

the upanishads do not enjoin action or abstention from

action and do not serve any purpose. Even if they be

considered as rendering service to meditation texts,

they only point to the object to be meditated on, and

their business ends there. ’Considering them by them-

selves, they create an impression on the hearers’ minds,

niyoga. The control of the mind and the rest are the

helpers. The removal of auidya is the fruit ; and to attain

this niyoga is created and the meditator is the person, who

creates it.
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and by this alone, as by statements made to children

and invalids to induce them to take , medicines, they

conduce to the attainment of desirable ends. Hence in

mere statements of facts there is no guarantee as to

the truth of the facts, and the upanishads are therefore

no authority regarding Brahma}

Final decision. The argument is not valid. What
pleases is not the impression created on the mind, but

the belief that the statement of facts is correct. If it

be known to be false, no pleasure will follow. In the

case of children and invalids the pleasure is based on

the belief in the reality of what is told them. With

the disappearance of the belief, the pleasure also will

disappear, even though the impression remains. Similar-

ly, if one be certain that the upanishad texts, though

asserting the existence of Brahma^ do not mean what

they state, his knov/ledge of the texts will not in his

opinion count for anything. And there is no reason

to hold that the texts do not mean what they state.

For the veda is not a thing made by any one
; and it

is perfect.

2. Let us ask the opponent—Why should not your

argument be turned against yourself ? The statements

made in the earlier portion of the veda do not mean

what they state ;
and yet like children elders are duped

into doing what is enjoined.

* Here the original brings in Sankara and BhUskara, and makes
them state their views, which are criticised by the second illusionist.

This portion of the $rl Bhasya is omitted, as not quite relevant.
It is. however, embodied in the “ Three Tatvas

18
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Opponent. The mda, not being n3ade, cannot delude

like the statements of worldly men. If it did, knowing
men would not teach it to their children and disciples.

Beply. This applies to the vedanta also.

Opponent. The vedanta shows that the jiva has an

existence, independently of the body ; and this know-

ledge being needed by the earlier portion, the later one

is subsidiary to it, and will continue to be learnt on

this ground.

Reply. How do you know that the jiva is other than

his body ? When one has reason to believe that the

difference between them is delusion, will he be induced

to learn the vedanta, as subsidiary to your injunctions.

Opponent. The difference between the jiva and his

body is real ; it is known from the perfect vedanta

helped by good arguments.

Reply. Brahma is the highest among desirable

objects. This is known from the perfect vedanta, helped

by good arguments.

Opponent. The difference between the jiva and

his body stated by the vedanta is confirmed by some

other source ;
hence no one is deluded.

Reply. Then you -do not need the vedanta

;

and it

will not be learnt as subsidiary to injunctions.

Hence, as the earlier portion of the veda is accepted

as authority, by its teaching being found to be true in

regard to present needs, and by its injunctions in regard

to smrga being acted on by knowing persons, so the

later portion also must be accepted as authority. Being

free from imperfections, and not conflicting with any
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other source of knowledge in matters which are within

its province, the vedanta is authority from its

very nature.

3. These questions now arise : (i) How is Brahma
the highest among desirable objects

;
(ii) How are the

fruits attained by following the injunctions of the

earlier portion of the veda defective
; (iii) Where has it

been seen that statements of existing facts give pleasure
;

and if this be so, how are injunctions to meditate useful.

The following are the replies. Brahma gives limitless

bliss by His substance, by His figure, by His attributes,

by the persons and objects whom He controls and by

His doings
;
all freed jivas share this fully with Him

;

and the bound jivas have their full share in it (1) when
they render themselves fit for it. In the fruits dealt

with in the earlier portion, on the other hand, the

pleasure is limited, and the efforts to attain them are

great and painful. Hence, the texts of the upanishads,

(l) Bound jivas have their full share. At present

bound jivas do not enjoy this limitless bliss ; for they are

under the influence of avidya in the shape of beginningless

karma. They do not therefore know the real nature of

Brahma and of the universe, which He controls
; nor are

they aware of their own nature. Owing to differences in

their karmas there are endless differences in what supports

them, in what nourishes them and in their enjoyments.

Above men, there are devas, asuras, gandharvas, siddhas,

vidyadharas, kinnaras, kimpurushas, yakshas, rakshasas and
pisachas- Below men, there are beasts, birds, snakes, .trees,

bushes, creepers, grasses and the like. In each class, there are

males, females and neuters. In spite of such diversity, ail

of them are entitled to the enjoyment of the same degree of

bliss as Brahma Himself.
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which show Brahma to be in every way enjoyable,

directly aim at a desirable end ; while the texts, which
enjoin action or abstention from action, do not do so.

They merely indicate the means to petty pleasure,

which are in themselves by no means agreeable. Hence
one who states that the former set of texts do not aim
at a desirable end, on the ground that they do not

enjoin action or abstention from action, states that a

person born in a royal family has no desirable end on

the ground that he is not one among a group of low-

men living on dogs.

4. Beply to the third question is contained in the

following two examples: A. person is told ‘'There is

treasure buried in your house”. He is pleased with

this (1), and at his leisure makes efforts to take it out (2).

A young prince (3), intent on his play (4), gets out of the

palace (5), loses his way and is given up as lost by the

(1) Is pleased with this. Even a statement of this

kind is pleasing. Hence statements that Brahma is such

and such give pleasure ; and to one, that wishes to realise

Him, the injunctions to meditate indicate the means thereto,

and are therefore not purposeless.

(2) The first example shows the pleasure that may be

derived from a non-intelligent material possession, and the

second the pleasure which the company of an intelligent

person may give. Both kinds of pleasure are found in Brahma.

(3) A young prince. This indicates that Brahma is

the ruler of all, and that jtvas are His sons.

(4) Intent on his play indicates that they are

engrossed in sensual enjoyment.

' (5) Gets oui of the palace—This showsthat theyare out-

side His presence, and have not attained the highest heaven

;

loses his way that they do not know karma yoga and other
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king. Being of too tender an age to know his parentage,

he is brought up by a good hrahma^a^ and is taught the

veda. He is sixteen years old, is a fine-looking boy and

is full of all estimable qualities. If some good man tells

him “ Your father is the lord of all the country, and is

full of all estimable qualities (1), and lives in a great

city, anxious to see you (2), his long-lost son,” he is

means of reaching Him. By ‘ good brahma^a, reference is

made to a teacher iacharya), who teaches the jiva the veda,

and makes him qualified to receive instruction about Brahma.
Sixteen years of age indicates that the jiva becomes fit to

enjoy Brahma, and that he is also an object of enjoyment to

Brahma. By Is full of estimable qualities reference is

made to the qualities in the jivas, which are pleasing

to Brahma-'

(l) Full of all estimable qualties. Here the original

enumerates seven qualities as being found in the king.

They are therefore found in Brahma also. They are (i)

gdmhhlrya—the quality of not minding the unfitness of the
person, who receives a gift, and the greatness of the gift

itself ; (ii) audarya—the quality which makes Him feel that

He is a debtor, even after He gives Himself and His posses-

sions ; (iii) vatsalya—love, which makes Him regard even a
fault as a good quality, like the love of a mother towards her
child ', (iv) sausilya—the quality which makes a great man
closely mingle with low persons. These four qualities of

Brahma should encourage a jiva to approach Him without
fear, and ask to be taken to Himself. The next three

qualities show His greatness, (v) Saurya—the quality of

going in the midst of enemies, like going into one’s own
house (vi) vlrya—absence of fatigue, however much He
may have to fight ; (vii) parakrama—the power to overcome
enemies. To these should be added dhairya, though not
stated. It is the quality of treating any trouble given by
enemies as mere straw.

' (2) Anxious to see you. This shows the longing of
Brahma as expressed by the text

—
“ That great man is very
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extremely pleased and cries out “my father lives;

he is full of every kind of wealth”. The king
also is equally pleased, and makes efforts to get his son

back ; and in due course they become re-united.

Similarly, the vedanta teaches. How is Brahma to be

reached? The injunctions to medidate point out the

way (1).

5. It will be seen that arthavcLdas (portions of the

veda other than injunctions and mantrams) are treated

by the mimclmsaka as mere praise, without authority for

what they state, unless they supply some information

needed by the injunctions. Here the same kind of

arthavadas are stated to mean what they state, and to

possess authority independently of injunctions. How
are these to be reconciled, if the two mlmUmsas form one

work ? Thus—in the earlier one a general rule was stated,

and here an exception is pointed out. {adhi,, verse 50.)

difficult to find” {gita, VII-19) 'Great dty' refers to

man’s heart, where Brahma is present in a form of the size

of one’s thumb. It may refer also to the place known as

srivaikuntham. Good man refers to a guru who imparts

instruction about Brahma.

(1) The opponent may urge that in the example of

the buried treasure, the sentence should be taken to include

a direction to dig and take out the treasure. This conten-

tion is untenable. The digging will be done by the hearer

of his own motion without an injunction, and the mode of

digging is known to all. The veda will serve a purpose,

only, when it enjoins a thing, -which will not be done

otherwise.
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Sub-section 5

,
Introduction. The bar to enquiry having been thus

removed, the enquiry is begun in this sub-section (1)

with the help of the definition considered in sub-section

2. It will be shown, first, that neither matter nor jivas

are fit to be contemplated by the texts which describe

the maker of the universe. The first text is taken from

the chdndogya, chapter VI.

The text is “ Before creation, my dear, this was Sat
only •, one only ; without a second. It willed I will become
many : and to that end I will evolve : it created fire ”.

Vide ‘Vedic Texts’. Here the doubt is whether what is

indicated by the term Sat is prakriti (matter).

5. I

What may be known from inference, i.e., prakriti,

is not referred to in creation-texts ; for the term
“ willed ” occurs in the text.

The sutra has the term asahda, which means that

in regard to which the veda alone is not authority.

Prakriti or matter may be known by inference.

The first view is that reference is made to prakriti

or matter. The term “ this ” in the vedic text refers

to the diverse material products of the universe as

(l) The correctness of the conclusion reached in

the preceding sub-section may be impugned on the plea that

creation texts refer to matter or as the world-cause.

It has therefore to be shown that the world-cause is neither
the one nor the other, and that He is a unique Being.
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distinguished from jivas (1) with whom they are blended.

It properly applies to what are capable only of sense

perception, which the jivas are not. The jivas do not

change in substance, and go from one condition to

another
; they are present in bodies only as enjoyers.

The material products on the other hand continually

change and are characterised by the attributes—sa^m,

rajas and tarms, the effects of which in the form of

pleasure, pain and delusion are everywhere perceptible.

The text under consideration states the causal condition

of these products; for an object, by abandoning one

condition and assuming another, becomes a product.

Hence, whatever object possesses a particular nature in

the changed condition, that same object possessing the

same nature was in the causal condition. The universe

in the condition as products exhibits the three attributes

mentioned in an unbalanced state ; the same in the con-

dition in which they were balanced was the cause (2)

;

and what is known as pradhcLna or prakriti is that cause

(1) As distinguished from jivas. To show that

prakriti is the world-cause it is necessary to exclude the

jivas^ who are blended with material products. Three

reasons are assigned for their exclusion, (i) the term this

iidam) cannot be applied to them ; (ii) they do not change

in their substance ; and (iii) they are without the three

gunas—satva, rajas and tamas.

(2) Prakriti is that cause. The opponent’s meaning

is that Brahma cannot be the cause ; for He must have the

three guTias or the universe must be without them. In the

first alternative prakriti would be accepted as the cause

under another name ; the second would be opposed to the

experience of all.
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and the only cause. Because it was then devoid of any

name or form, it is denoted by the term ‘sat’(l).

Hence the cause and product do not differ ; it is only then

that the announcement made— that by knowing

one thing everything is known—will be appropriate. If

an intelligent being were the cause, then the illustration

of the lump of earth and ifcs products would not fit in.

The conclusion is that prakriti is stated by the text as

the world-cause, as taught by the great sage Kapila,

This is evident also from the form of the texts, which like

a syllogism state the point to be proved and the example.

Final decision. The term “ willing ” states a parti-

cular mental operation of Sat, which is followed by the

creation of fire. A mental operation of this kind cannot

take place even in a jiva, though from the possession of

the attribute jnanam he is capable of willing
;
much less

can it be found in the unintelligent prakriti. Hence,

one who is capable of this, and who must there-

fore be omniscient and omnipotent, viz., the highest

purusha, is denoted by the term Sat. In all other

creation texts also creation preceded by willing is seen

{vide aitareya, 1-1-2; and prasna, VI-3-4). Hence,

the attempt to understand the term “willing” in a

secondary sense, which will be referred to immediately,

will overlook the natural meaning of these texts.

(1) It is denoted by the term sat. The term ‘ one

only ’ in the vedic text shows that names and forms did not

then exist ; and the term ‘ without a second ’ that the three

guntas were not unbalanced. This is the interpretation of

the opponent.
19
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2. The first view relied on similarity of the cause
to its products

; and this point is accepted
; but not the

conclusion arrived at (1). For, the highest Purusha
clothed in His inseparable elements (%)—jivas and
matter in a subtle condition—is the cause, and He is also

the universe in the gross condition; the cause and

products are therefore similar. These elements are His

bodies ; but their possession does not pollute Him with

any imperfection as in the case of jivas. This will

be explained later on the chapter II, section I,

sutras 6 to 9.

3. The second reason is untenable. For, though

the point to be proved and an example are stated, the

hetu (reason), the principal element, is absent from the

text. It cannot be contended that the hetu should be

added, as implied in the other two elements of the

syllogism. This may be accepted only, when the other

(1) But not the conclusion. If prakriti were the

world-cause, the cause and the products would not be

similar; for it cannot be the cause of the y»va-element,

which is a part of the products.

(2) Inseparable elements. Because Brahma is clothed

in these elements, He is fit to be the world-cause. He is

besides all-knowing and omnipotent. As the latter quality

is in no way limited. He is satya-samkalpa, i.e.. His will

never fails. The following texts describe Him as being of

this character:

His capacity isakti) is heard to be superior, to be of many

kinds and to pertain to His nature ; also His capacity to know, to

support and to create and destroy {sveta, 6-8) ;
Who knows every-

thing and every attribute of everything, whose tapas is thought

Imunda., 1-10); “whose body matter avyakta is; whose body

akshara is ;
whose body subtle matter mrityu is ;

He is the inner

Ruler of all beings.”
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two elements do not serve any other purpose
;
but they

are common to inference and all other sources of know-

ledge. In the present case the example serves to show

that the statement made by the father was not impos-

sible, as imagined by the son. The reasons assigned in

this sutra and those which are to follow show that even

as an alternative the second reason is untenable.

6. U^cfT%5iicF[?Is^ci: I

If it be contended “ the term ‘ willed ’ is used in a
secondary sense,” the reply is ‘ no ; for the term
atma is applied to Sat ”.

The opponent contends—Willing in its primary

sense, which is consistent with intelligence, is not

stated here ; but only such an operation as is found

in an unintelligent thing is referred to. For further on

in the same section it is said “ The fire willed,” “ The

water willed,” and the terms in these cases should he

understood in a secondary sense. By the side of these

sentences (1), the willing by Sat must be understood in

the same way to mean coming into a state immediately

(l) By the side of these sentences. Here reference

is made to the following rule deduced in the pUrva mlmamsa.
In connection with milking for making the agnihotra

offerings, it is enjoined ‘ one should touch the calf ’.

The original of the text has the term alabheta, which
may mean either to touch or to kill for offering to a devata.

It is decided that the term means to touch only, as this is

mentioned along with several other operations intended
to give a fitness (chapter II, section 3, sub-section 6).

This rule is to be followed in oases of doubt. Here
the question may be put

—
” How can you follow the rule.
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preceding creation. It is usual to speak of unintelligent
things as possessing the attributes of intelligent beings—
“ The rice-crops look forward to rain “ The seed was
pleased with the rain.”

2. The author of the sutras states the contention

and replies. It is said of Sat further on Ail this is

pervaded by that {Sat); this is true. Sat is atma’\

{ch^nd., VI-8-7.) By the term “ all this ” the universe

consisting of the intelligent jivas and the non-intelligent

prdkriti is referred to ; and this prakriti cannot be the

cLtim (inner Ruler) of them all. Accepting the view

that the term " willing ” was used in a secondary sense

in the case of fire and water, a reply has been

given ; but even there the term has the ordinary

meaning. For the words ‘fire’ and ‘water’ indicate

the highest Purusha^ who is within them and controls

them. This point will be explained later on in sutra

II-3-14. It will be sufficient here to refer to the text.

“ I will enter these three devatas as the ruler of this

jiva and make diverse names and forms” {cliando.,

VI-3 -2). It is by the entry of the 'highest Purriska into

them, that they become objects and receive names (1).

when there is no doubt in the matter ? The term' willed
’

is sruU ; its use along with the other words is the pramaija

known, as sthana, and this is weaker than sruti. Hence the

term is used in its primary sense.” Reply. Here the

opponent contends on the strength of an inference that

prakriti is the world-cause ; the primary meaning of the

term ‘ willed ’ will then be inappropriate. Hence a doubt

exists, and there is room for relying on the rule.

(1) These two rules may be deduced from the two

sRtras—(i) By the statement of the point to be proved and
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7. ^85Tq^5IT^l I

Because the attainment of moJcsha by one who
meditates on Sat is taught.

One reason for the final decision was stated in the

preceding two sutras. Another reason is stated in this

sutra—viz., the giving of moksha, which pertains only

to the world-cause, as shown in the text “ The world-

cause should be meditated on ”. In a text which

occurs in the same upanishad it is stated “ That thou

art ”. The word “ that ” refers to Sat described in the

preceding sections, and the word “ thou ” to S^etaketu^

who was being taught by his father. As Sat is stated

to be the atma of the world, He is also the atma of

^vetaketu] and the sentence therefore directs him to

meditate on Sat as his own atma. In section 14 of the

same upanishad it is said in regard to one, who follows

the instruction of a teacher and meditates on the

supreme Being,

There is delay only so long as he is not released

from his body. He will then be united to Brahma.

Now if Sat were prakriti, meditation thereon

would lead to union with it. For the law of growth is

Whatever one meditates on in this world, that will

he become when he departs from hence, {chando., III-14-1.)

of the example, the hetu (reason) should not be assumed as

implied by them, (ii) When there are grounds justifying

the understanding of a term either in its primary sense or

in a secondary sense, the ground justifying the adoption of

the primary sense should be followed.
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And union with prakriti will only strengthen one’s

bondage to material things, from which he is already

suffering. The veda^ which loves us more than a
thousand parents, cannot give this instruction. Even
those, who assert prakriti to be the world-cause, do not

admit that meditation on prakriti will lead to release.

Hence, the teaching as to the attainment of vioksha

will not fit in with the view that Sat is prakriti. It

may be stated here that the term moksha does not

mean merely release from the body, but includes also

union with Brahma ; for both the items are mentioned

in the text.

8. i

And because meditation on Sat has not been stated

to be a thing to be avoided.

In the view that Sat is prakriti meditation thereon

would have the undesirable result pointed out
;
and the

teacher would have warned his disciple against it ; but

he did not do so. These two sutras point out the same

reason, one in a positive form and the other in a negative

form. This is indicated by the particle ‘ and ’ (cha.) in

the second autra.

9- I

Because the view that Sat is prakriti would conflict

with the announcement made (at the outset in the

upanishad).

The announcement was made in the first section,

viz., that by knowing one thing—iShi—everything would
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be known. Because the cause and the product are one

—i.e., the cause by a change of condition becomes the

product—by knowing Sat, the cause, the universe, the

product, will be known. If Sat were prakriti, by know-

ing it, one would know all its modifications, but not the

jivas

;

for they are not products of prakriti.. This sutra

became necessary to remove the erroneous impression

that the commencement of the upanishad (1), chapter

VI, referred to prakriti as the world-cause, and that the

reasons contained in later texts were therefore weak as

compared with the commencement.

10 . I

Because jivas are said to be dissolved in Sat in deep
sleep.

The preceding sutra referred to the relationship

of cause and effect ;
and this brought up the jiva's

condition in deep sleep based on the same relationship
;

and this furnishes a further reason. In explanation of

the statement that the universe evolved from Sat, the

teacher confined his attention first to the evolution of

matter (sections 2 to 7), and in sections 8 to 11 he dealt

with the evolution oi jivas. In the case of matter evolution

is growing from unity and xmiformity to multiplicity and

diversity ;
but in the case of the jivas, who do not undergo

(l) The commencement of the upanishad. The oppo-

nent would refer to the example of the lump of earth

mentioned in section 1, verse 4. The sutra refers to verse 3,

which possesses greater validity than verse 4 {Intro., para 24).
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change of substance, evolution is expansion of conscious-
ness, while dissolution is its contraction, till in the state

of cosmic rest consciousness ceases to work. As the

expansion and contraction of consciousness could not be
explained with reference to the cosmic processes of

evolution and dissolution, the teacher selected the

processes of going to sleep and returning to wakefulness.

The upanishad says

:

When this statement—a person sleeps—is made, he is

then, my dear, united to 8at\ he is dissolved in himseif
(section 8, verse 1).

Section 9 states that the sleeping man does not

remember what he was before, and does not know

where he is then. He is then without name and form.

This is his daily pralaya or rest. Section 10 states that

when he rises from sleep, he does not know whence he

goes forth, and he resumes the impressions that he had

before going to sleep. He is now with name and form.

This is his daily evolution or going forth. The seat, on

which a person daily rests, and from which he daily

goes forth, is his cause, f.e., Brahma. Section 8 states that

that cause is Sat. which cannot be the non-intelligent

prakriti ; because it is not fit to be the cause of the

changes in the consciousness of the intelligent jiva.

2. The word ‘himself' {svam) in the second

sentence of the text takes the place of the word Sat in

the first sentence ; and as both the sentences convey the

same idea, the word ‘ himself ’ refers to Sat. As every

word denotes Brahma, the inner Ruler of what it

ordinarily denotes in the world, the word ‘himself
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means Sat, his inner Ruler. Brahma, denoted by the

word himself {svam), is described merely as Sat during

deep sleep as in the state of cosmic rest ; for He is then

without name and form. Hence, the text states that

the sleeping jiva is united to Sat

;

and that he is dis-

solved in himself.^ The same thing is stated in a parallel

passage (1).

This jiva, embraced by the all-knowing Atma, does
not know what is outside ; does not know what is inside

{brihad., VI-3-21).

The jiva, till he is finally released from bondage to

matter, can know anything other than Himself only by

(1) Parallel passage. This is quoted in order to

remove the doubt, which may arise, that the jiva abandons
his gross condition and comes into a subtle condition ; that
this is his cause ; and that his coming into this condition
is his dissolution. The word sat would then denote a jiva.

' The expressions ‘ united to Sat ’ and ‘ dissloved in himself
’

require explanation. The term ‘himself’ does not denote only a
jiva-, for as already stated it is identical with Sat and in this
context Sat is Brahma. Nor does it denote Brahma as distinguished
from His inseparable elements ; for in this form He carmot he the
material cause, and cannot therefore be the jiva's seat in deep sleep,

A product is dissolved in its cause. Hence, the term means Brahma
in the form of the jiva. The dissolution in question is not like the
dissolution of silver in shell-silver, in cases in which the latter is

first mistaken for the former, and then the mistake is discovered.
The silver disappears ; but the jiva remains. It cannot be like the
dissolution in the atmosphere outside, of the air in a jar, when the
jar is removed ; for the jiva's body remains. Nor can it be like
the dissolution of a jar on the ground, when it is broken and reduced
to dust ; for the jzua-condition remains, as he is eternal, and his body
also remains. If the jzwa-condition could disappear by one’s merely
going to sleep, the means of release indicated in the veda would be
purposeless. Hence ‘ being united ’ and ‘ being dissolved ’ mean that
the jiva’s attribute jnanam then ceases to flow outwards. The term
‘himself’ means Sat as the inner Ruler of the jiva in this
condition.
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the possession of a name and a form. In deep sleep he
abandons them, and is united to Sat On waking he
takes up his name and form again. This is clearly

stated in another place.

"When he sleeps, and sees no dream of any kind, he
is then one with Pru^a alone. When he awakes, from that
Aima the jivas go forth, each to his place ; from the jivas
the senses ; from the senses their activities ikaushi., chap.
III). See also chando., VI-9-3*

Hence, the term Sat denotes Brahma. The author

of the vritti also observes ‘ By the union and separation

stated in the text ‘ He is then, my dear, united to Sat^'

this is known for certain. It is also stated ‘ embraced

by the all-knowing AtmJa \

11. I

The text under consideration states what other crea-

tion-texts state.

Other creation-texts describe an all-controlling

Being as the world-cause, and the text of the chandogya

must therefore do the same. The texts cited are from

aitareya (1-1-2) ;
amndavalU (1-1-2) ; and brihud aran-

yaka (IV-4-10).

12. I

And because the attributes of an all-controlling

Being are explicitly stated in the same upanishad

regarding Sat

These are (i) the entering into everything as its

and making its name and form, and (ii) being
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all-knowing, omnipotent and the support of every-

thing ; being free from karma and other defects, and

the possessor of unchanging objects of desire, and of a

will that never fails. [VI-3-2; VI-8-6 and 7 ;
VIII-1-3

and 5.) (1).

Criticism of Sankara's view. The view that

Brahma is nirvisesha
^ and mere chit should be known as

having been rejected by the author of the sutras. For,

he has proved that Brahma^ who should be known,

possesses the power to will, taking the word in its

primary sense, and this power is real.

(1) The same thing is stated in other upanishads :

SvetUsvatara. ‘No one in the world is His lord
;

there is none who controls Him ; He has no body ; He, the

world-cause, is the lord of the lords of the senses
jivas) ; no one is His maker or his lord’ (sec.

VI).

Taittirlya-araijyaka. The all-knowing Being made
all form and names, and rem.ains being denoted by the

names (II1-3-12). He has entered into man and rules

them ; He is the atma of all {Ibid., 11).

Ibid., narayarfa. The atma of all, and the highest

goal -, the lord of all and the controller of Himself ; what-
ever is seen or heard about in this world, Naruyaya
pervading all that within and without, remains {anu., 11).

SubUla-upanishad. He, the inner Ruler of all

beings, is free from karma \ is the dweller in the highest

heaven ; has a shining figure *, is one {i.e., without an eciual

or superior); and is Naraya'^a. Hence the texts, that deal

with the world-cause, are not fit to refer to pradhana.

^ For the meaning of the terms nir-vi$esha, visesha and
savisesha see note (iii) on page 106.
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Opponent, The vedic text does not refer to the
possession of an attribute. It states BTohmct to be a
witness merely. Being a witness, He is other than
prakriti.

Reply. In your view even to be a witness is unreal.

If he is not a knower. He cannot be a witness. The
announcement was made at the outset ihat Brahma
taught by the upanishads was to be known

; and it has

been shown that He is an intelligent Being by sutras 5

to 12. An intelligent person is one, who has the

attribute jnd.nam\ what is without the attribute of

willing is merely like prakriti.

(ii) The opponent holds the view that Brahma is

mere light. Now light is a substance that makes itself

or other things fit to be spoken about. A nirvisesha

thing does not possess either character, and is therefore

a thing like a jar and is not light.

Opponent. Even though it does not possess either

character, it has the capacity therefor.

Reply. Capacity is an attribute ;
if you admit its

possession, you abandon your view of a nirvisesha

substance.

Opponent. On the authority of the veda this one

visesha is accepted.

Reply. Then on the very same authority accept all

other attributes like omniscience, omnipotence, being the

controller of all those that rule over others, being

the seat of all estimable qualities, and being an

enemy to imperfections of every kind. For the

moment we accepted your statement that your
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Brahma has the capacity ; we now repudiate that

statement; for having a capacity should conduce to

the doing of an action ; and it can be explained

only with reference to a particular action. If there

be no authority for that action, ^.e., if it does not

show itself or other things, and make them fit to be

spoken about, there is no authority for holding that it

has the capacity.

(iii) There is no authority for holding what is

nirvisesha to he a thing at all ; sense perception, infer-

ence, testimony, and one’s own experience—all refer to

savisesha things.

The conclusion is that the Being to be known is one,

who is competent to will ‘ I will become many in the

form of the universe consisting of endless varieties of

'

jivas and material products ’, and that He is Purushot-

tama, the highest Purusha.

Sub-section 6

In beginning the enquiry the mind first turned to

matter, which is seen everywhere ; it was turned away
from it in the preceding sub-section by the reasons

adduced. It next turns to the jivas^ who though not so

well-known as matter, are yet better known than Brahma^

and are perceived by the cognition ‘ I am ’
; and in this

sub-section the mind is turned away from them also.
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13. j

Anandamaya is the highest Atma ; because He is the
seat of infinite bliss.

The text for consideration is

There is a being known as Anandamaya, who is

other than this aijnanamaya, and who is within it. He is

the ^imU iijno.., V-2).

The doubt here is whether anandamaya is a jiva in

the condition of bondage or a jiva, who has become free,

or whether he is the highest Atma. It arises from the

statements that He is full of bliss, and that He has

a body.

First view. Anandamaya is a jiva ; for the text

Who is the atma of the previous one. the very same

is the atma (in the body) of this also (section VT-2)

states that He has a body, and one who has a body

is a jiva.

£. This objection is raised : The upanishad

described creation in these terms.

From that came forth ether: air from ether;

fire from air : water from fire ; earth from water :
plants

from earth : food from plants :
purusha (body) from

food (1-2).

By the term “ that Atma ” reference was made to

Brahma ; and to show who He is in a manner, which

the student might understand easily, the upanishad

stated that the purusha was annarasamaya, i.e., a modi-

fication of food and water (1-3) ; next, that within it

was praTiamaya\ that it was nimn (H-^) ; and . that

whatever was the atma of annarasamaya was the atma
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of this also (III-l). The impression first created, that

pranamaya was the atma of annarasamaya. was thus

removed ; and it was stated that another was the cLtmS,

of both. In this manner the upanishad passed over

manomaya and vijrwLnamaya^ and reached anandamaya.

It therefore teaches that the same world-cause is

anandamaya ; and the world -cause, as shown in sub-

section 5, is the all-knowing Ruler of all. To this

objection the sSinkhya, who put forward the first view^

replies. True ; but the world-cause is no other than a

jiva ; for it is stated in the chWndogya itself, to which

reference is made, Entering with this jiva with my-

self ” and “ That thou art Svetaketu ”. Here the

expression “ With myself ” and tbe word “ That ” refer

to Sat mentioned as the world-cause ; and this Sat is

put in apposition with the jiva, and with Svetaketu^ who
also was a jiva. Words in apposition

—

i.e. words in

the same case, placed side by side and intended to denote

the same object—always refer to oneness. And the jiva

is competent to will and then create
;

for he is an

intelligent person.

3. A further objection is raised: The upanishad

begins with this injunction
—

“ One who meditates on

Brahma attains the highest,” and then gives this

definition “ Unchanging, shining, and without limi-

tations is Brahma ”. This shows Brahma to be

the object of meditation and of attainment
;

for one

attains what he meditates on. If the jiva were Brahma^

there is nothing to be attained by him; for he is a

jiva already. Being known, the definition would be
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purposeless. Lastly, he is not unchanging
; for his attri-

bute jnamm contracts and expands
; and he is not without

limitations. Hence Brahma is not a jim. The opponent

replies : By the term Brahma is meant the aspect of the

jiva divorced from the body
; and it is this that is to be

attained
; and the definition states what this aspect is.

The attainment of this aspect is indeed moksha
; for it

is stated

From one, who is in a body, welcome and unwel-

come things do not depart ; and one who is without a body,

welcome and unwelcome things do not touch ichando,,

VIII-12-1).

Hence, this aspect of the jiva is stated to be

anandamaya,

4. The opponent explains his conclusion further

:

The upanishad goes on to indicate what the Atmci is,

following the method adopted in the world to indicate a

star to a person. His attention is first drawn to the

branch of a tree ; and when his eye is turned to it, he is

asked to look in the same direction ; and it is stated that

the star which he sees is what has to be known. Follow-

ing this method, the student’s attention is first drawn to

his body with the words “ This purusha is annarasamaya ;

then it is directed to praiia with its five-fold activity,

which is within the body, and supports it ; next to the

mind, which is within the last one ; next to bitddhi,

which is within the last ; and it is finally fixed on the

jiva, as the atma of them all. The natural aspect of the

jiva is Brahma ; and the same is stated to be armida-

maya.
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5. Brahma—the tail. Here an illusionist raises an

objection. The upanishad states

:

He has the form of man ; imitating the human form
of vijnUnamaya he has a human form. Pleasure {priya) is

his head ; moda is his right wing *, pramoda is his left wing

;

ananda is his trunk ;
Brahma is his tail, that supports.

(V-2 and 3).

Brahma is therefore other than cinandamaya (1).

Opponent. It is not so. Brahma is described as

having the form of man by His attribute, and is stated

Himself to be head, wings and tail. This is clear from

the description in similar terms in section 1, verse 3 of

the body nourished by food. The parts of the body

—

head, wrings and tail—do not differ from the body. . In

the same way Brahma, who is anandamaya, is described

by priya, moda and the rest, which are not other than

Himself (2). As Brahma, who is wholly ananda (bliss),

is the seat of priya, moda, pramoda and ananda, des-

cribed as parts of Himself, He is stated to be the tail

that supports them. If Brahma were other than

anandamaya, the upanishad would have stated (3) ‘ other

(1) Brahma is therefore other than. In the words
^ His tail ’ the termination of the sixth case shows
relationship •, and this implies two things, the tail being one,

and he who has it being the other. Hence Brahma, the

tail, is other than anandamaya, who owns the tail.

(2) Which are not other than Himself. The reply to

the objection raised on the strength of the sixth case is that

it denotes here the relationship of the whole and a

part of it.

'

(3) The upanishad would have stated. In this context

each thing is shown to be other than the preceding one, as

21
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than anandamayaBLTid within it Is Brahma
; He is atm/V :

but this is not stated. The upanisho/J, began by enjoin-

ing meditation on Brahma. It next gave a definition,

by which He is differentiated from everything else.

Reference was then made to Him as AtmU. in the text

‘ From that At?na In order to show that He is the

inner atviu of all, the upaniahad mentioned pranamaya

as the inner atma of annarasamaya, and then passing

over it, stated manomaya as the inner utmU of both. In

this manner it passed over manomaya and vijnUnamaya,

and ended with the statement that anandam/iya is the

dtmd of all. Hence the word atmU shows Brahma Him-

self. with whom the upanishad began, to be unandamaya.

6. Illusionist. After stating ‘ Brahma is his tail
’

the upanishad gives a verse [Una., VI- Ij which means

that one, who has knowledge of Brahma^ exists, and

that one, who has not the knowledge, does not exist.

This does not refer to the knowledge of anandamayaj and

its absence (1). Anandamaya is known to all the world in

the form of priya, moda and the rest ; and reference to its

knowledge and its absence would not be fitting. Hence,

being its atma ; hence Brahma would have been stated to

be the atma of anandamaya, and therefore as different

from it.

(1) Does not refer to the knowledge of anandamaya.

Verses similar to this verse are found in the upanishad in

regard to annarasamaya, pruyamaya, manomaya and

vijnUnamaya ; and in all of them the terms anna, prana,

manas and vijnanam are found. If anandamaya were the

principal thing, the word ananda would be found in the

verse : but it is not.
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this verse has not been stated with reference to ananda-

maya
;
and Brahma is other than anandamaya.

Opponent. You say that the verse under considera-

tion refers to what is stated to be the tail ; but in the

four verses preceding it reference is made not to the

tail, but to annarasamaya and the rest. Similarly, here

also reference is made by the verse to dnandamaya, and

not to the tail or anything else.

Illusionist. Then anandamaya Himself is Brahma.

The objection that I stated holds, as Brahma would be

known to all.

Opponent. True ;
but it is not known that ananda

is unlimited. Your Brahma—the tail—is known already ;

you must therefore say—not as unlimited ananda. This

answer applies to us too.

7. Illusionist. Brahma is not a whole made

up of head and the rest. Hence anandamaya is not

Brahma.

Opponent. Brahma is neither the tail, nor the

support ; He cannot therefore be said to be the tail.

Illusionist. Brahma is said to be the tail and

support, as He is the seat, on which the illusion created

by avidya rests.

Opponent. Brahma may be described as priya, moda

and the rest to show that He is cinanda, and other than

pain. Thus, as by the definition ‘ unchanging, etc.’ He
is differentiated from things, that undergo changes, from

things that do not shine, and from things that are subject

to limitations, so He is differentiated from what is not

bliss by the statement ‘ He is anandamaya ’. Hence, in
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the term anandamaya, the termination maija (mayaf) as
in the word pranamaya has not separate meaning. The
conclusion is that the natm-al condition of the jim, who
now appears under the influence of avidya to be divided

in endless ways as devas, men, etc., is described as

dmndainaya. It is every part of it bliss and only bliss.

Anandamaya is therefore a jiva.

Final decision. Anandamaya is the highest AtmQ.

This expression is what is implied by the words na and

asabdam (1) drawn down from the flrst sutra in the

preceding sub-section. What is the reason ? He is the

seat of infinite bliss. Section 8 of the upanishad gives

a description of bliss, taking as the unit the happiness of

one who is young, healthy and strong and who

commands every influence on earth, and showing that

the happiness of various classes of beings and of various

personages is one hundred times the happiness of the

next lower class or personage. The bliss of Anandamaya

is one hundred times the happiness of the last, i.e., the

four-faced being : and to show that this description is

intended merely to indicate that this bliss exceeds the

happiness of every one and that it has no limit, it is

stated that speech and mind set out to find out its

higher limit, and that they return bafiled. Bliss of this

kind can never be found in a jiva ; for he enjoys a drop

(l) By the words na and asabda. The latter term

means that in regard to the existence of which testmony

{sahda) alone is not authority : as the jiva shows himself,

and as he is also known from inference, he may be denoted

by the term asabda.
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of limited happiness mixed with endless misery. The

freed jiva enjoys the same kind of infinite bliss no

doubt; but it is bestowed on him by after

releasing him from his bondage. The bliss of Brahma,

on the other hand, pertains to Him by nature ; and there

is nothing to show that it has had a commencement. It

is not left to settle this point by argument only. There

is express statement

:

There is a Being known as Anandamaya, who is

other than this vijnanamaya, and who is within it (V’-2).

And vijnanamaya is a jiva ; for the term means one

having vijnanam or huddhi in abundance ; and he who

has it is a jiva.

.2. Vijnanamaya is jiva. In para 4 of tYie first view

reference was made to huddhi as immediately preceding

Anandamaya ;
and this is the translation of vijnanam,

the opponent regarding the termination maya in vijnana-

maya as having no meaning. But this is not legitimate.

In the case of the word prariamaya, the termination has

no meaning, and this has to be accepted ; but here as

one who has vijnanam is available, the termination

should not be so dealt with. VijrWLmim is a natural

attribute of a jiva, whatever be his condition.

3. Here an objection is raised. The verse, which

follows the texts regarding vijnanamaya, states “ vijnJa-

nam does yajna (offering), and does (worldly) actions
”

(V-1). How is the use of the word vijnanam without

the termination explained ? {N.B. : The meaning is that

both the words are synonymous, and that therefore the

termination has no meaning.)
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Eeply : The term vijnanam in the verse refers to

a jiva ; for like his attribute, he is also self-revealed,

and the term has this meaning. Next, vijnanam is

his chief attribute
; and he is defined only as possessing

it ; and it is usual to use a word connoting such an
attribute to denote an individual as possessing the

attribute. The word ‘go’ connotes the characteristic

attribute of cows ; and by itself it denotes also an

individual possessing this attribute. Lastly, the term

denotes a knower {jnata)^ the termination being that

known as lyut or lyu to the grammarian. In the former

case on the authority of Pacini's sutra^ III-3-13, the

termination is assumed to denote the doer ; and in the

latter the root is included in the group of words referred

to in Ibid.., III-1-134. This being so, the term vijTianam

is used in the following cases to denote a jiva

:

(i) In the verse quoted he is stated to do yajna

(offering) and (worldly) actions ; an unintelligent thing

like bvddhi or vijnanam cannot do these things. The

word ‘ does ’ should not be understood in a secondary

sense, following the precedent in regard to the body—the

jiva*s instrument—where it is stated “ It eats beings
”

(II-2). In regard to prWijxi and mind—also instruments

of the jiva—the preceding sections contain no such

mention of the doing of action peculiar to a knower.

And as both pra^a and mind intervene between the

body and vijnanam under consideration, the precedent

is broken. It should not be forgotten that recourse to

a secondary meaning is itself a flaw, unless with the

primary sense the meaning cannot be made out.
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(ii) In section 6 of the same upanishad jivas

and material products are considered separately with

reference to the attributes peculiar to each class ; and

it is stated “ He {Anandamaya) became vijimnam and

what is other than vijnd,nam ” (verse 3).

(iii) In brihad arwriyaka (v-7) many things are

enumerated within which Brahma is present, and one

of these is vijnanam. The reading of the mcLdhyamikas

is exactly similar, except that the term atmJd, is used

in the place of vijnanam ; and this shows on the place

authority {sthanam) that vijimnam is dima—i.c., a jiva.

The neuter gender of the word may conflict with its

denoting a jiva
; but he is regarded in the light merely

of something that exists. Assuming that the term

vijnanam in the verse denotes buddhi merely, the term

vijnoinamaya is certainly a jiva. There is a precedent

in the same context. In the verse, which follows the

text regarding annarasamaya, though reference is made

to anna (food), annarasamaya is not anna, but is a

modification of anna. Hence, the conclusion that

Anandamaya is other than a jiva stands.

4. Words in apposition. Interpretation of the

illusionist. In para % of the first view it was stated that

two words, which denoted Brahma and a jiva, being

in apposition, Brahma was jiva, and that the latter was

competent to create the universe. This latter point is

untenable. In the state of cosmic rest, the bound jiva

is without a body and instruments ; and his attribute

jnOmam is in a state of extreme contraction. How can

he create by mere will? The freed jiva is equally
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powerless, as will be shown in chapter IV, section 4.

The former point is equally untenable. The term
denoting Brahma connotes that He is without any
imperfection ; that He is the seat of numberless, im-

measurably high, auspicious attributes; and that He
is all-knowing, omnipotent, with an unfrustrated will

:

and the term denoting the jiva connotes that he is the

seat of endless sufferings of various kinds, and that

every thought and every motion of his down to the open-

ing and closing of the eye-lids depend upon his karma.

How can the two sets of attributes co-exist in the same?

The opponent replies. Either set should be regard-

ed as non-existing. This is the second set (1) ;
Brahma

under the inffuence of avidyS, imagines that He suffeis

;

but this thought is a misconception.

Eeply. On this theory to be under the influence of

avidyu, (2) and the misconception engendered thereby

—

these alone (3) constitute imperfections ; and the seat

(1) This is the second set. Of the three alternatives

stated here, the third alone is put forward by the opponent

;

but as the other two are possible, they are considered here.

(2) Under the influence of avidya. A cloth, which is

pure in itself, becomes dirty by contact with a polluting

substance. A crystal, which in itself is pure, appears red by

the side of a rose. Similarly, Brahma is free from imperfec-

tion and the seat of every good thing, and is yet connected

with avidya. If both were natural and real, there would be

conflict, but avidya is unreal- This is the opponent’s

meaning.

(3) These alone. It is not suffering alone that is

undesirable but its cause, avidya, and the thought that there

is suffering also are undesirable.
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of them cannot at the same time be also free from all

imperfections.

Opponent. These imperfections being unreal, there

is no harm;

Reply. Even the unreal imperfections are undesir-

able
; and to remove them all upanishads do their

work, as you say.

Opponent. This theory is needed to explain the

words in apposition.

Reply. A theory, that is built up, should be

unopposed to vedic texts and be capable of standing

examination.

Opponent. The first set of attributes does not exist.

Reply. Then the veda would cease to be a guide»

by pointing out that the condition of suffering is natural^

and that the condition of unalloyed bliss is a myth.

Opponent. Both the sets are non-existent ; Brahma.

alone exists without a difference.

Reply. This is an exploded theory. See “ Three

tatvas ”. It is sufficient to note here that this explana-

tion does not consider the commencement of chapter

VI of the chandogya, in which by the knowledge of one

thing the knowledge of every thing is predicated.

5. Opponent: The commencement has been duly

considered. Nothing other than Brahma exists
; hence

by knowing Him, other things are known as not

existing.

Reply. If all things were unreal, there would be

nothing to be known. The fact stated would not

happen. If as the knowledge of one thing relates to a
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real thing, the knowledge of all things also relate in

the very same way to real things, and if all these things
are contained in that one thing, then it is possible to

state -that by knowing that thing all these things are

known. By knowing real shell-silver, unreal silver, for

which it is mistaken, is not known.

Opponent. The meaning of the text is~The
nir-visesha thing alone is real ; the rest is unreal.

Meply. Then the text should not be worded, as it

is ; for it means—-by knowing one thing what is not

known also is known. Your interpretation is open to

the following objections
: (i) You must say ‘ all things

are known as unreal ; the words ‘ as unreal ’ should then

be brought in ; and it will not be legitimate to do so,

when the sentence can be understood without them,

(ii) As we understand the sentence, all things being

included in the one thing, the knowledge of them is of

the same kind ; and this is what naturally appears. In

your interpretation as the real thing differs from the

unreal universe, the two pieces of knowledge would be

dissimilar, (iii) The terra ‘ know ’ needs a knower, a

thing known, and knowing; as they do not exist, it

must be taken to mean ‘ to withdraw ’ thus
—

* by

knowing one thing, all things withdraw ’. This will be

resort to a secondary meaning. Further, the example

given would not fit in with your view ; for it states that
,

by knowing a lump of earth, the cause, its products

are known.

Opponent. Even here what is intended is that the

change from the lump of earth to the products is unreal.
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Reply. To show that what was stated was possible,

a well-known fact should be stated
;
but the hearer did

not know that the products were unreal, as the snake,

for which the rope is mistaken, is unreal
;
hence in

your view the example will not fit in.

Opponent. Tha.t the products are unreal may have

been known from inference or some other authority.

Reply. This can be known only from the text

‘ That thou art,’ which occurs much later in the

upaniskad. We are not aware of any other sourcej

whether supported or unsupported by arguments.

6. Thus, our statement that the commencement of

the upanishad was not duly considered is borne out.

Similarly you have not considered the verses that follow.

They state the following : The universe was Sat ; before

the time of creation it was without name and form
; in

the creation Brahma referred to as Sat^ did not need

an operative cause other than Himself. At the time of

creation He willed ‘ I will myself become many in the

form of endless moveable and immoveable things—

a

willing not found elsewhere
; He created as He willed

endless things of many kinds in an order that was

unique. He caused jivas contarolled by Himself to enter

all unintelligent objects and made for Himself endless

names and forms. He is the root from which everything

else proceeded
;
He alone supports them, moves them to

action and gives them existence ; and they will be dis-

solved in Him alone in the end. These points can be

known only from the veda. Other upanishads point out

regarding Him attributes by thousands, such as freedom
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from karma
; freedom from every imperfection

; omni-
science

; being the ruler of all ; the possession of

nnchangihg objects of desire and of an unfailing will

;

giving bliss to all, and being Himself infinite bliss. To
say that the term ‘ that,* which refers to Brahma des-

cribed in the upanishads as clothed in endless viseshas

to be known from no other source, denotes only a nir-

visesha thing merely is inappropriate and resembles the

ravings of a mad man. The term * thou ’ too denotes a

jiva in samsara (cycle of births and deaths) ; and to state

that it denotes only a nirvisesha thing is to abandon its

own meaning. To state that a nirvisesha shining thing

is prevented by avidyoi from appearing is to assert its

destruction. Thus by abandoning the primary meanings

of both words—^that and thou~you resort to secondary

meanings.

7. Mim^msaka's interpretation. The mlmUmsaka

now comes forward with his explanation. When two

words in the same case are in apposition, as red rose, is

their meaning considered at the same time, or is the

meaning of one word first considered, and it is then

connected with the meaning of the other word ? In the

former case, as the two words in apposition should

denote one thing only, the object possessing the red

colour should be identical with the object belonging to

the species rose. This would mean that as the objects are

one, so the red colour and the peculiar feature of the species

rose (which we shall denote by the term juti for conveni-

ence), are also one, which is absurd. In the latter case,

the object possessing the red colour should first be taken,
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and then connected with the object belonging to the

species rose as qualifying it. This would mean that the

red colour qualifies the jcLti rose, which is equally absurd.

Hence the objects possessing the red colour and the jati

rose are taken ; the attributes are ignored
; and the

objects stripped of their attributes , are treated as one.

The absurdity pointed out will appear in a stronger

light in the sentence ‘ This devadatta is he ’—meaning

a person seen at another place and on another occasion.

Here the former place and time are not identical with

the present place and time. But there is no resort to a

secondary sense. This would happen if something out-

side the ordinary sense were taken
;
but what is done

here is to ignore a portion of the ordinary sense, arid

retain the more important portion. A person does not

cease to be the same person, if he loses a finger.

8. The mlnwimsaka s explanation is equally unten-

able. When a word is used by itself, jar (singular

number) for instance, the word without the case-ending

shows three elements—an attribute, an object, and the

connection between them, while the case-ending indi-

cates oneness—not oneness of all the three elements,

but oneness of the object merely. That this is so is

known from recognised usage (1) based on sense

(1) Known from recognised usage. We ask the

opponent- In words in apposition you ignore the attributes ?

What is the reason ?

Opponent. Oneness indicated by the same case-

endings is the reason.

Reply. Words without the case-endings connect the

attributes with the object ; and the meaning of words
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perception. Similarly, when two words in the same
case are used together, the case-endings show one-

ness of the objects, but not oneness of their attributes

also. Hence, when both the words are considered

at the same time, all the attributes connect themselves

with the single object. As the two words should be

considered at the same time, it is unnecessary to notice

the difficulty pointed out in the second alternative. In

using two words in apposition the intention is to show

that an object denoted by one word as possessing one

attribute may be denoted by another word as possessing

another attribute, or briefly to refer to one object as

possessing both the attributes. The interpretation has

the support of the grammarian. Thus, in the expression

•without the case-endings is of greater importance than their

meaning. See Introduction, paras 22 and 34. Hence, the

case-endii^s should not be understood as overriding the

connection of the object with its attributes. They only

show that the object is one.

Opponent, Usage shows that the case-endings

indicate oneness.

Reply. Usage also connects the attributes with the

object.

Opponent. Words denote only the object ;
its con-

nection with attributes is seen by sense perception. In

cases, in which this is not available,'words do not indicate

the connection with attributes.

Reply. Why should it not be the other way ? That

is, words denote the connection of an object with its

attributes, and oneness is seen by sense perception. Hence

words denote an object as possessing attributes.
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‘ devadatta is black-coloured, young, red-eyed, notrweak-

minded, not-poor and without faults,’ the first three

epithets show the possession of three attributes in a

positive form, and the other three words the possession

of three others in a negative form. As words in apposi-

tion should be understood in this manner, their sense as

settled by recognised usuage should be adhered to
;
and

words are so understood in the world. When the order

is given
—

‘ bring a red rose ’—an object answering to

this description is brought and no other. It may be

thought that the person receiving the order sees the red

colour in a rose and brings it. Here is another example

to remove this doubt. When a person going to the

Vindhya mountains is told * In the jungles of those

mountains mad elephants abound, he will not ignore the

epithet mad, and go unarmed.’

9. Where words in apposition connote two attri-

butes, that cannot co-exist in the same object, even

there one word (1) is taken in a secondary sense, e.g..

(1) Even there one word. Words should be taken in

the sense that is settled by usage ; this is the natural course.

But if such sense be found to be unsuitable on proper

authority, a secondary meaning should be resorted to. If

this be not possible, another primary meaning should be

assumed- The term ‘go ’ means a cow, and also light ; here

the primary meaning ‘ cow ’ cannot be extended to light

;

hence another primary meaning is accepted. When recourse

is had to a secondary meaning, it should be done for one

word only ; for, by this alone the incompatibility is removed.

All words should not be so understood
; for then the

intention of the speaker cannot be found out. When a

secondary meaning is adopted, the word does not denote
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hahllka is a cow. The term cow is understood as mean-
ing like a cow. In the expression ‘ red rose ’ there is no
conflict in the co-existence of the two attributes—the

red colour and the jati rose ; hence the same object is

perceived as possessing both the attributes. Here the

opponent interposes. Have I not urged that an object

possessing one attribute must be different from an object

possessing another attribute ? The words jar and cloth

{ghata^ pata) have the same case endings, and yet they

cannot denote the same object. Words in apposition do

not therefore denote objects clothed with attributes.

They only point out an object by their attributes
; and

the object so indicated is treated as one.

Reply. This may be as you say, if the connection

with two attributes alone make oneness of the object

impossible ; but it is not so. What makes oneness of

the object impossible is incompatibility in the co-existence

of the two attributes in the same object. The incom-

patibility in the case of the jar and the piece of cloth is

known from a source of knowledge other than the words

themselves. In the expression ‘ red rose ’ no such in-

compatibility is perceived. The attributes are as com-

patible, as in a person having a stick and an ear-ring

;

and as in an object possessing color, taste and smell. It

is not merely this ; by the difference in their connota-

tions the words in apposition are intended to show that

one object has both the attributes. When two words

an object stripped of the connotation. The attribute

connoted by the word in the secondary meaning is connected

with the object.
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are used to denote the same object, each must refer to

some attribute in it ; otherwise the use of both the

words would be purposeless. Hence both the attributes

are intended, and should not be ignored. Here the

opponent {^ankara) explains. The words merely point

out objects without reference to their connection (1)

with the attributes, which they connote, and therefore

do serve a purpose.

Reply. The purpose of pointing out the object

will be served by one word only, and the other word

will be superfluous. If the aspect of the object to be

pointed out by each word be different, it will be an

admission that the object is savisesha (with difference)

<2). The opponent referred in support of his view to

the statement ‘ This devadatta is he.’ Here too there

is no need to resort to secondary meanings
;
for there

(1) Without reference to their connotations. When the
moon is pointed out to a person by asking him first to look
at the branch of a tree, and then to look in the same
direction, the branch serves only the purpose of showing
the moon. It is not intended to connect it with the moon.
Similarly, the attribute connoted by a word serves merely
to show the object ; but it is not the intention to connect it

with the object.

(2) The object is savisesha. The opponent would
ignore the attribute in order to support his own theory that
Brahma is nirvisesha ; but in the end he is driven to admit
viseshas ; for if the two aspects are different from one
another, they cannot be identical with the object, and they
must differ from it. It then becomes savisesha. It is better

therefore to admit that the attributes of an object are

intended by the person, who places two words in apposition.

23
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is no incompatibility (1). The person was in one place

in the past, and he is near in the present time. Because
there - is no difference, a thing that was seen at two
different times is recognised as one object only by those

who maintain that objects have not a momentary
existence only. If the opponent contends that there is

difference, i.e., that the devadatta seen at a past moment
is different from the devadatta seen at the present

moment, he will maintain that every object exists only

for a moment.

10. AruTiGL-adhikaraT^am, As words in apposition

are to be interpreted as denoting one object clothed

in more than one attribute, it is enjoined in the text (£)

With a red, one-year old, reddish-brown eyed (cow)'

the soma creeper shoud be purchased.

that the purchase should be made with the one'-

year old animal possessing the red colour. This is stated

(1) For there is no incompatibility. If devadatta were

connected with both the places at the same time, there

would be conflict ; but he is not. This example was referred

to by the opponent to justify the adoption of secondary

meanings for both the words ‘ he ’ and ‘ this ’
; but as pointed

out in the text there is no need for it. A word denotes an

object as possessing a certain attribute ; this is the principal

element ; and if it be ignored, the object cannot be denoted

at all. This is the reply to the opponent’s contention that

in ignoring the attribute there is no resort to a secondary

meaning.

(2) It is enjoined in the text. This implies that to

strip words of their connotations, and take only objects as

denoted by the words will be opposed to the rule deduced by

the purva mlmdmsa (III-1-6). See Introduction, para 21.
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in a sutra of the purva mlmdmsa. Here first view (1)

is thus stated. The word arunaya no doubt denotes an

animal (2) possessing the red colour ; for like the common
form of a species (akriti), qualities also naturally appear

only as aspects of objects. Yet the red colour cannot

be connected only with the ekaha,yani (one-year old

animal) ;
for the sentence would then mean ‘ purchase

with the one-year old animal, and it should be of the

red colour ; but the same sentence cannot give two

directions. Hence the sentence should be split up into

two ;
the word ariiuaya will then show that every

article without excepbion enjoined in the context should

be of the red colour. That the word is in the feminine

gender is no objection
; for it is used merely as indicat-

ing all objects, whatever be the gender of the words that

denote them. The final decision on the subject is as

follows: The two words arunayd and ekahctyanl are

placed in apposition. The first word shows an object

possessing the red colour; and the second word an

object, that is one-year old. Being in apposition they

(1) Here the first view. As the siitra is explained

differently by the mlmamsaka, the Sri Bhashya states what
the correct first view and final decision should be. This is

stated in para 10.

(2) No doubt denotes an animal- This is based on

the rule deduced in p^rva mimamsa (1-3-10). See

Introduction, para 12. The rule refers only to afcriit ; but

qualities are exactly alike. Both akriti and qualities appear

only as aspects {prakara) of objects ; and they have no
independent existence- Hence what applies to akriti

applies to qualities also.
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indicate that the object is one. The one-year old object

and the red colour are connected with the one action-—

viz., purchase, as the first word by its very form connects

itself with the second as its epithet {viseshana). In

this there is no incompatibility. Hence the red colour

should be connected only with the means of purchase—

the one-year old animal. If the connection of the red

colour with the purchase should be known from the

sentence like the connection of the one-year old animal,

then two directions would be given by the sentence
; but

it is not so. By the word arunaya itself (1) an object

possessing the red colour is denoted ; as it is put in

apposition with the other word, it is indicated that the

object should be one-year old. This alone is indicated

;

but not the connection of the red colour with the age

;

for words in apposition indicate that the object as

clothed in the attributes is one. This is in accordance

with the definition of words in apposition given by the

grammarian.

11. This being so (2), in sentences like ’the red

cloth is’ the object being one, the sentence is one.

(1) By the word aruyayu itself. This shows what

work is done by the two rules. The rule deduced in 1-3-10

shows that a word not only connotes an attribute, but that

it also denotes an object possessing the attribute. The rule

now being considered shows that the same case-ending in

many words indicates that the object denoted by them as

possessing the attributes connoted by them is one,

(2) This being so. The mlTnamsaka’s view is that

the word ekahayanl satisfies the need of the sentence, and

that the other word aruyaya is not required. (See para, 12,
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The business of the sentence is to connect the cloth with

the action ‘ to be ’
;
the connection of the object with the

red colour is denoted by the word ‘ red ’ itself ; and

that the object connected with the red colour is the

cloth—this alone is known from the words being placed

in apposition. Thus, the attributes may be one, two

or many (1) ;
each word, whether it is a compound

or whether it is used by itself, denotes an object clothed

with the attribute that it connotes. By the words

being placed in apposition, it is shown that the object

clothed in all the attributes is one ; and this object is

then connected with the verb in the sentence. Here are

some examples

:

(i) Devadatta black-coloured (2), young, red-eyed,

with a stick and ear-ring stands *, (ii) make a screen with a

infra.) This is unsound. In an example, which he con-

siders (1-2-1), viz., ‘red cloth is,’ the words cloth is ’will

make a complete sentence ; but as the word ‘ red ’ occurs in

the sentence, it is assumed that one desires to know what
kind of cloth it is -, and this desire is satisfied by the word
‘ red ’. Similarly, here also, as the word aruriaya occurs in

the sentence, we assume that a desire springs up as to the

colour of the one-year old animal ; and this the word
satisfies. Hence it is required.

(1) The attributes may he one, two or many. Here three

doubts may arise.—(i) In sentences like the ‘ red cloth is
’

there is only one epithet, and it may be taken to satisfy a

desire as explained. But if there be many epithets, will the

explanation apply ? (ii) Should they not form one compound
word? (iii) Here the words are in the first or nominative
case. May the termination be of any other case ? To
remove these doubts examples are given.

(2) Devadatta, black-coloured. This is the author’s

intention. The words ‘red cloth’ denote an unintelligent
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white cloth (1) ; (hi) bring a blue utpala (flower)
; (iv) bring

blue-M^pa^a
; (v) bring the cow, white and good-eyed

; (vi)
take out paddy for offering an eight-kapUla made purodasa
to the devata agni with the epithet patkiJcrit.

Similarly, in the vedic text under consideration.

In the sentence ‘ cook rice in a stkali with fuel ’ one

object; the words ‘red, one-year old’ denote an animal;
this difference does not affect the meaning of words in

apposition. Similarly, the termination indicating the case
does not affect it. It may relate to any case. Similarly

also, the epithets may indicate an inseparable attribute, as

colour and age, or objects that may be separated like the

stick and the ear-ring. This makes no difference. The
second example shows that the words in apposition may
have the ending of the third or instrumental case. The
third example shows that they may be in the objective

case ; and the fourth is an example of a compound word.

The sixth example is from the veda, and shows that the

words may be in the fourth or dative case.

(1) The second example raises a doubt. In ‘ with a

white cloth ’ isuklena vasasa) the termination of the words

indicates the connection of-the whiteness and cloth with the

verb, and its force is exhausted when this work is done ; it

does not therefore indicate their connection with each

other. We ask the opponent—^In the sentence Do yUga

with a pa^u ” (four-footed animal) ipasuna yajeta), the pasu

and the singular number are connected with the verb.

Why should we not hold that they are not connected with

each other, as the termination showing the case has

exhausted its force, when it showed the connection ?

Opponent. The termination has two aspects as

indicating the case, it shows connection with the verb ;
as

indicating the number, it connects the number with the pam.

The aspects being different, there is no objection.

Eeply. The termination of the words connects

whiteness and cloth with the verb ;
while the placing of the

words in apposition connects them with each other.
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action—to cook—as connected- with many karakas is

perceived at the same time. Similarly, each kUraka^

denoted by the group of words in apposition, at the

Opponent. The termination, being in the same word,
shows both the connections at the same time. The two
aspects being of equal strength, neither aspect is incompati-

ble with the other. In your case the connection with each
other needs reference to another word, and as this takes

time, it is nullified.

‘ Reply. Is it your view that quickness in perception

by itself gives strength, while delay in perception by itself

is the cause of weakness ? If so, sense perception alone

would be authority ; and the others—inference and testimony

—would lose their force. This view would give victory to

the chUrvuka. The veda alone would be authority ; but not

smriiis. Of the authorities sruti^^ lingam and the rest, the
first alone would be authority ; but not the others. When
words in the first case are placed in apposition, the singular

number denoted by the termination in one word would be
first perceived, and the effect of placing words in apposition

would be nullified, as it needs reference to the similar case-

ending of another word. Even in the case, which has your
approval, the words connect the pasu, and the singular

number with the verb *, and after this their connection with
each other takes place ; but this would be impossible in your
view.

Opponent. It is only when there is conflict, what is

quickly perceived nullifies what is perceived with some delay.

Reply. In our case also there is no conflict. This is

admitted by you in your final decision in the case.

Opponent. Absence of conflict alone will not suffice i

you should have the support of usage also.

Reply. We also have the support of usage.

Reference has been made to the final decision in

regard to the text pasunu yajeta. It is as follows :

In the word pasuna the first member denotes a pasu ;

and the termination the karaka (object of the action) and
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very time that it is perceived, appears as clothed in

various attributes, and is connected at the same
time with the verb in the sentence. In their doing

so there is no incompatibility whatever. Here is

an example.

Let a capable cook, prepare milk-boiled rice in a
vessel of proper dimensions with dry khadira fuel.

12. The first view and final decision in regard to

the vedic text under consideration given by the

mlmdmsaka are unsound. He considers that when a

word (1) connoting an attribute, occurs in a sentence,

in which an object is mentioned, it connotes merely the

attribute, and that therefore the word arwriaya only

connotes the red colou'r. This conclusion is untenable

;

for both in the world and in the veda no word connoting

number. The . number is connected first with the kUraka,

which is nearest to it ; as the kUraka is connected with the

action denoted by the verb, the number through the karaka

is connected with the action. The action here is yaga

shown by the word near at hand, viz.^ yajeta. Thus, oneness

becomes an anga of the yaga; but as it has no form and

cannot therefore help in bringing the yaga into existence,

it looks out for an object to which it may attach itself. It

finds this object afterwards in the pa§u. Thus oneness and

pasu being connected, the yaga should be done with one

pusu only (lV-1.5).

(1) He considers that when a word, etc. In the

expression * black goes ’ ikrishyiogacchaU) he admits that

the word
'

black ’ denotes a black object. In the expression

* white of a cloth ’ {patasya suklalj) the term white denotes

only the quality ; and he concludes from this that in all

cases, when in the same sentence another word denoting an

object occurs, the word connoting the quality does not

denote the object also. This conclusion is refuted here.
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an attribute, when placed in apposition with a word

denoting an object, has been seen to connote only the

attribute. And the argument on which the conclusion

is based is also unsound. In the expression patah suklafy

(cloth white) the first word denotes an object ; and yet

the second word denotes an object possessing the white

colour and not merely the colour. In the expression

patasya suklah (white of the cloth) the second word no

doubt does not denote a cloth possessing the white colour.;

but this is due to the use of different case-endings
; not

because the word ‘ white ’ occurs in the same sentence

with the word ‘ cloth In the same expression, if the

word bhagah be added, it and the word ‘ white
’

{suklali) having the same case-endings, the . word will

denote a part possessing the white colour. Next, the

statement in the first view is also unsound, that because

the purchase is connected with the one-year old animal,

the red colour is unconnected with it. The word

connoting the red coloMT-arwrjaya— is in apposition with

the other word, the object denoted by which does not

possess an attribute incompatible with the red colour.

Hence the attribute connoted by it may be found in the

animal, and the word may be connected with the verb

in the sentence. In this there is no incompatibility.

Lastly, as the red colour may for the reason stated .be

connected with the animal by the words themselves,

the animal and the attribute may not inappropriately

be the means of purchase. The final decision need not,

as it does, connect both the words with the verb, and by

this means connect them with each other. Hence the

24
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explanation of the sutra given in para 10 is the
right one.^

13. A-ppliccition to the pres&nt case. The interpreta-

tion of words in apposition having been thus settled, it

may be applied to the present case. In the text ‘ That
thou art ’ and similar texts, in which words are placed

in apposition, the oneness intended should be explained

without ignoring the attributes connoted by the two
words. This will not be possible to one, who does not

admit that there is a highest Atim, who is an enemy to

all imperfections, and the one seat of limitless good

qualities, and who is other than the atmas that are

or were under the influence of beginningless avidya, and

suffer or suffered (1) endless misery. Here the opponent

asks—if I admit what you say, will not Brahma, by the

words ‘ that ’ and ‘ thou ’ being in apposition, become

the seat of all imperfections connoted by the word ‘ thou’.

Reply. No ; for the word ‘ thou ’ also denotes only

Brahma., the inner Buler of a jiva. This will be clear

from the following explanation. Brahma, denoted by the

word sat (2), free from the touch of every imperfection.

(1) Or suffered. A person, that is seen to be other

than the king, when he is punished by him, does not become

identical with the king, when he is rewarded by him.

Similarly, the jiva, that was other than Brahma, when he was

bound, does not become Brahma, when he is released and

shares in his bliss-

(2) Brahma may . be other than the jivas ; so is a bit

of straw. How is He an object, which all will seek ? The

1 yor the first view and final decision of the mlmamsaJca see

Introduction, para 21.
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possessing an unfailing will, the seat of groups of endless

infinite good qualities, and the cause of all, willed ' I

will become many, and created the whole world, begin-

ning with fire, water and earth. In this world, which

consisted of various forms of devas, men and the like. He
made the jivas enter bodies suited to their karnms^ as

their dtmds, and He himself of his own choice only

entered after them as their inner ruler. For the aggre-

gates thus produced in the forms of devas and the like

and ending with Himself, He made names and forms.

That is, aggregates of this nature alone are objects and

are denoted by words. The text ‘ with this jiva—atmd,,'

meaning ‘ with this jiva—myself ’ indicates that the jiva

has Brahma for his dtmd, i.e., ruler. This happens as

Brahma has entered into' the jiva as his inner ruler*

This is clear from the text.

He created all this, whatever exists, having created
it. He entered into the very same ; having entered into

them, He became sat and tyad [ana., VI-Z and 3).

Here the term ‘ all this ’ refers to th.e two classes

—

jivas, who. possess intelligence and material products,

which are unintelligent. The text divides them into

two groups by the words sat and tyad and by the words

vijnanam and avijnS,nam, and shows that Brahma entered

jivas also. Names and forms being made in this manner,

all words denote the highest Atma united to material

products and jivas. Further, the text ‘ All this has that

[Sat) for its atmd [chando., VI-8-7), indicates by the term

two epithets—freedom from imperfections and the possession
of good qualities—are therefore stated.
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‘ all this ’ the world blended with jivas, and affirms that

He is their cltmO,. Thus, Brahma being the atma of all

jivas and material products, the whole world including

the jivas becomes His body. This is stated in other

places. ‘ He has entered into men, and rules them
; and

is the Utmd, of all.’ See also antaryUmi bruhmarpa {brikad.,

V-7), and subala upaniskad.

14. Hence, even words denoting jivas, denote

Brahma alone
; for He is the atmO, of jivas also, and they

form His bodies. Words, denoting unintelligent bodies

in the form of devas, men and the like, denote only the

jiva, to whom they pertain. The text * four persons by

doing the yaga known as panchadasardira (done in

fifteen days) attain devatvam' means they become devas (1).

As the body is the aspect {prakara) of one who owns it,

and as words denoting aspects do not stop with denoting

the aspects, but go on to denote the persons or objects,

whose aspects they are, it is proper that words denoting

bodies should aim at denoting those who own them.

By the term aspect {prakara) reference is made to the

element ‘ such ’ in objects, that are perceived as being

such and such. This element needs the object, and the

object needs the aspect in order that it may be known ;

it is but right therefore that the aspect should end in

denoting the object. Words, which denote the aspects,

should also end in denoting the objects. For this reason

words like cow, horse and man, that connote the common

(l) They become devas. The text is quoted to show

that the word deva denotes a jiva in a deva body ; and not

merely that body ; for then the word would be devam gacchanti.
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feature of the species {cLkriti), (which feature is the

aspect in which they appear), end in denoting the bodies

that exhibit this aspect. The bodies too appear as the

aspects of jivas, from the fact that they serve as their

bodies ; and the jivas too, who own the bodies, appear as

the aspects of Brahma. The words, that denote the

bodies, therefore end in denoting Brahma alone. Hence

as all words denote Brahma alone, when they are put in

apposition with words denoting Brahma, they are used

only in their primary meanings.

15. The opponent comes forward with an objec-

tion. In the expression ‘ The cow is broken-horned,’ and
‘ the broken—horned is white ’ only words denoting

akriti (common feature of the species) and quality are

put in apposition with words denoting objects. If one

object appears as the aspect {prakcira) of another object,

we see that the termination denoting possession is added ;

e.g., dandl (one having a stick) ; kundaU (one having an

ear-ring).

Reply. What determines the placing of words

in apposition is not invariably any one of these

—

akriti, quality or object ; for if it were one of

these, words denoting others should not be put in apposi-

tion ; but they are. If a thing has existence only as an

aspect iprakdra) of another thing, it cannot remain

without the other thing, and cannot be perceived with-

out it. Words denoting such a thing denote the other

thing as appearing in the aspect, which they denote.

They may therefore be properly put in apposition with

words, that denote the same object, as clothed in othe^
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aspects. But where a thing has an existence by itself,

and can stand independently, and is made to appear

sometimes as the aspect of another object, there the

termination showing possession is added. The objection

therefore fails.

16. As even the jiva in the material vehicle is the

body of Brahma, and is the aspect in which He appears,

words ‘ I * and * thou ’ and the like, though intended to

denote jivas, denote Brahma alone. This being so, the

upanishad after stating ‘ All this has that {Sat) for its

atmu " closes with the words ' That thou art ’. It does

not, however, follow that the attributes of the jiva touch

Brahma : for the jiva is connected with Brahma as His

body. The properties of his body like childhood and

youth do not touch the jiva : similarly here. The word
‘ that ’ denotes Brahma, the world-cause, the possessor

of an unfrustrated will, the seat of all good qualities,

and the enemy of all imperfections. The word ‘ thou ’ (1)

shows the same Being as the Utmci of the jiva and of his

body. Thus both the words are used in their primary

meaning. By understanding the words in this manner,

we avoid conflict with the context, and with all the

upanishads. We are saved from the need to attribute

(l) That thou art This means that Sot denoted by the

word 'that/ and Brahma, the UfmU of srefafrefz/, denoted

by the word ' thou. ’ are one. Here no affirmation is made

:

for this was made already in the preceding sentence all

this. etc.. ’ and the result is stated here by the words in

apposition, the object being that the student should meditate

on Brahma as possessing the attributes stated in the context

and as being his aim's..
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avidya to Brahma^ free from imperfections and the seat

of all good qualities. The very statement that Brahma

and the jiva are one, as thus understood, shows Him to

be different from the jiva, who is His aspect. The con-

clusion is that Brahma, dnandamaya, is other than the

jiva, vijnanamaya.

17. Brahma is sd.rlra. In para 1 of the first view

Anandamaya was stated to be a jiva, as He is referred

to as sarlra, i.e., one having a body. This view is un-

sound. The text “ From that Atmd, came forth ether,

etc.” (1-2), shows that the creation of annarasamaya—
i.e., the jiva's body—came after the creation of ether

and the other elements, and that the jiva being there-

fore incapable of creation at the time, the creator of

ether and the other elements must be anothei*

—

i.e.,

Brahma ; and He is referred to as atmd,. The term atmU

being correlated to body, ether and the other elements

down to annarasamaya inclusive are His bodies. Regard-

ing pra'ijamaya it is stated

—

Who is the atmd of the previous one, the very same
is the atmd (in the body) of this also (III-l).

The previous one is annarasamaya, and its atmd is

Brahma, and He is therefore the atmd of prd'rjamaya,

and that becomes His body. These remarks apply to

manomaya and vijndvamaya also ; and they also are His

bodies. Regarding Anandamaya it is stated

—

Who is the dtmd of the previous one, the very same
is the dtmd (in the body) of this also (VI-2).

The previous one is vijndnmmya, and its dtmd

is Anxmdamaya. He is therefore His own dtmd—i.e., no
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other is His atrm, and this is as it should be, as

He is the seat of infinite bliss, and as no other is fit to

be His atnrn and control Him. The conclusion is that

Brahma has everything as His body, and that a being,

who has the whole world as His body cannot be a ^im.

Because Brahma is sarlra, this work, which deals with

Him, is stated by great men to be sariraka.

14 . 1

If it be said ‘No; for the ending indicative of

modification is used,’ the reply is
—

‘ No ; for it

indicates abundance.’

The opponent’s argument stated more fully is as

follows

;

(i) The ending maya occurs in the following
\

words: annarasamaya, prWiiarmya^ manomaya^ vijMna-

maya and d,nanda7mya. In the first word it admittedly

means modification (1), annarasamaya t.e., the body,

being a modification of food and drink. As the begin-

ning is more important, and governs all the rest, the

ending should have the same meaning in the term

anandamaya also, (ii) The ending is largely used in

this sense (2) both ordinarily and in the veda, and this

(1) It admittedly means modifications. Payini, the

grammarian, states in a sUtra (IV-3-143) that the termina-

tion maya imayat) may be added optionally in two meanings

—modification, and part of one’s body. The next sUtra

directs that it should invariably be added after words, that

have a long vowel at the beginning. The word ananda is

such a word.

(2) Largely used in this sense. Here are some

examples

—

rnri^mayat hiraymaya^ dUrumaya (modification
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sense is thought of first, (iii) Further, to understand

the ending to mean abundance (1) will not serve the

purpose. Much of bliss implies a little of misery, and

the existence of ' misery even in a small degree will

make its seat a jiva. (iv) Lastly, a jiva is certainly a

modification of bliss. Though blissful in his real nature,

he has only a modicum of bliss in the state of bondage.

The sutra repeats the opponent’s objection, and replies*

Reply

^

taking the four points in order

:

(i) In para 1 of the final decision under the first

sutra {sutra 13) it was stated that Anandamaya's bliss

exceeds the happiness of various grades of beings and

various personages, and that it has no higher limit.

This being impossible in a jiva, the seat of this bliss

must be Brahma ; this being so, as Brahma is not subject

to modification, and as the termination maya indicates

also abundance, it cannot be taken in the sense of modi-

fication (2). The opponent relies on what is known as

of earth, of gold and of wood) ;
parnamayl juhuli ( juhu a

modification of par^a wood) \ samlmayuli sruchaji {s7'uks,

modifications of saml wood) ; darbhamayl rasana (cord, a

modification of darbha grass). The first three examples are

from worldly usage, and the next three from the veda.

(1) To mean abundance. It was suggested to the

opponent, that the termination is used in the sense of

abundance also ; and reference was made to PaninVs sutra,

Y-4-21, and to the following examples—' annamayo yajnali

'(offering in which food was abundantly given).

(2) It cannot he taken in the sense oj modification.

The opponent’s view that the termination in Unandamaya is

added under Payini’s sutra, V-3-144, is not sound ; for it

refers to words in worldly usage, as the term bhushuyam
25
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the majority rule {vide note under sutra 6, page 147)

but it has no place here, as the word WnandaTnayo, has

the capacity to single out its seat from all jivas
; and

capacity, known as lingam, is stronger than the context,,

on which that rule is based. The rule is not applicable

for another reason. In the word prWriamaya, which

immediately follows annarasamaya, the meaning modifi-

cation is dropped as unsuitable. Here also the termina-

tion indicates abundance ; of its five-fold activities the

prwrpa or breathing activity is mostly in evidence.

(ii) Secondly, the termination maya is also largely

used to denote abundance. Even if the other meaning

were more common, it must be rejected, when it is

unsuitable, as the well-known meaning of the term

gangU (Ganges) is given up in this sentence, ‘ Shepherd

huts on the Ganges.’

(iii) Thirdly, the argument that much of bliss

implies a little of suffering is not sound. The expression

‘ one has bliss in abundance ’ does not imply the existence

of any suffering at all. It only means that its degree

is not low. The existence or otherwise of suffering has

to be ascertained by other means. Here the absence of

suffering is known from other vedic texts. A comparison

is certainly intended ; a high degree implies a low

degree ;
and the question is—is reference made to the

same attribute as found in the subject under consideration

occurring in the preceding sutra is drawn down to this

sUtra. As regards vedic words, the sUira is 150 ; and this

contemplates words of two syllables only. The word Unanda

has three syllables.
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and in other individuals, or to an attribute, which

is the reverse of that under consideration, as found in

the same individual ? The opponent adopts the latter

alternative
; but as already stated, it is negatived by

•express denial of imperfection of every kind in Brahma'

And in favour of the former alternative there is also

express affirmation in the description of ananda in anu 8

of the upanishad
; and it is the more natural of the

two. When it is said ‘ A. B. is stronger ’, comparison

is made with the strength of other individuals, and not

with another attribute of the same individual, such as

intelligence.

(iv) Lastly, the remark that the jiva is a modifi-

oation of bliss is untenable ; he is not subject to a

modification of substance, as a lump of earth is modified

as a jar ; and the termination indicative of modification

implies a change of this kind. He is naturally jncLnam

ia knower) and bliss ; during the condition of bondage,

the capacity to know and bliss are limited by his karma.

This is all (1).

15. 1

And because Anandamaya is stated to be the cause
of bliss in others.

(l) From this discussion the following rule may be

deduced : When two primary meanings of a word are avail-

able, one well-known, and the other not so well-known, if

the former is unsuitable, and the latter is suitable, the
reason which supports the former should be rejected, and
the reason which supports the latter should be followed.
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This statement is made in the following text

:

Who will attain worldly pleasure, who will attain the
bliss of release, if this limitless (ukasa) bliss does not exist ?
He alone makes one blissful (VII-1).

He who gives bliss must be different from him who
receives it. Anandamaya Himself is referred to here as

ananda.

16 . i

And the same Bmng that is defined in the mantra is

referred to as Anandamaya.

The mantra is “ Unchanging, shining, and without

limitations is Brahma (I-l) And He is other than a

jiva. For He is to be reached by the jiva by meditation,

and what is reached must be other than he who reaches

Him. Hence, Anandamaya is not a jiva. It is hardly

necessary to add that the mantra merely explains (1) the

hrSihmana “ one who meditates on Brahma reaches the

highest {%)

Here the argument already stated in para 4 of the

hrst view is refuted

:

(1) This is clear from the verse, which is between

the brahmaya and the mantra. It means ‘ Referring to that,

i.e., Brahma, this verse has been stated, and tbe verse is

the mantra. The same meaning of the bruhmana is ex-

plained by the bruhmayas and mantras that follow.

(2) The word ‘ and ’ in this and in the preceding suira

indicates that the reasons stated in them are in addition to

that stated in the first sUira. It is absent from the second

sutra \ because it is not independent; it merely confirms

the reason adduced in the first sUtra.
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17. i

The other is not referred to in the mantra ; because of

inappropriateness.

The other is—other than the highest AtmO,—he-

who is called jiva, even though he has become free^

For to Brahma referred to in the mantra the epithet

vipaschit (1) is applied, and this is unconditioned (2)..

It means one who possesses jnanam capable of seeing

diverse things. This is referred to further on thus,.

“ He wished, I will become many, and to that end I

will evolve.” This is therefore the perception prelimin-

ary to the evolution of the universe. Similar omnisci-

ence is inappropriate to a jiva. It appertains to the-

freed atma no doubt
;
but it has had a beginning

;

for during the state of bondage it was absent,.

Unconditioned vipaschitvam cannot pertain to him.

To one, who regards the freed S,tmU, as being mere

intelligence without any attribute, the unfitness

to see the many becomes still more evident. It has

been already explained that there is no authority

to show that a substance exists that is nir-visesha—
devoid of differences. The opponent refers to the

(1) The epithet vipaschit—vipaschit=vi-\-pasyat'\-chit-

—This means one who sees various things. In the second
member the letters yat have been dropped. This is included
in a group of words, beginning with prishodara, which are

similarly formed. iPd'^ini, VI-3-109).

(2) This is unconditioned. This means that it does
not depend on any particular action, on the senses and the-

like. If it did, it would have been stated ; as it does not
exist, it has not been stated.
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text ‘ From whom speech returns with the mind without

reaching ’ {Una, anu~%). and observes that Brahma cannot

be spoken about or thought of. Assume that this is the

meaning
: yet we cannot see from this that a thing is

nir-visesha. It only shows that speech and mind are no

authority in regard to Brahma. He vrould then become

only a non-entity. The npanishad begins with the

direction that Brahma should be meditated on, and states

that He is vipaschif, i.e.. all-knowing ; that He is the

world-cause : that He is the one seat for JnUnam and bliss

:

that He gives bliss to others : that by mere willing He
created the whole world consisting of jivas and material

products : that He entered the created objects and has

become their UtmU

;

that He causes fear and removes

it ; that He controls the wind, the sun and the rest

;

that He is the seat of infinite bliss : and many other

things. If after all this, it be stated that there is no

authority for Brahma, on the plea that speech and mind

do not reach Him, it would be speaking like an insane

person (1). The term ‘ whom ’ in the text refers to

Unanda ; for it is correlated to the term Unanda in the

remainder of the text ‘ One who knows the Unanda of

Brahma ’. It is connected with Brahma by the words

Unanda of Brahma, and reference is made to one who

(1) Speaking like an insane person. If Brahma were

beyond speech, nothing should be said about Him : but as

the npanishad states many things about Him, He cannot be

said to be beyond speech : to say that He is would be

conflicting. As the npanishad refers to the knowledge oi

the bliss of Brahma, He cannot he said to be beyond

thought : to say that iSe is would be conflicting.
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knows it. If the meaning be that Brahma is beyond

speech and mind, the sentence would make conflicting

statements. Hence the correct meaning of the text is as

follows : Speech began to explore the higher limit of the

bliss of Brahma ; and as it has no limit, and for this

reason alone, withdrew from the attempt along with

the mind. It is added that one, who knows that the

bliss of Brahma is limitless, does not fear anything (1).

18. I

Because His difference (from the other) is expressly

stated.

The texts, which beginning with the words “ From

that AtmJSL came forth ether,” go on to indicate who is

referred to in the mantra, distinguish Him from jivas,

as they distinguish Him from body, praiju and mind,

thus

:

There is a being known as Anandamaya, who is other

than this vijnanamaya, and who is within it ; He is the
atma.

Here attention is called to the jiva in the state of

bondage, and Anandarmya is stated to be other than he,

and to be his atmci. This statement would not be

(l) In this and the preceding sutra the reason found
at the commencement of the upanishad was stated* The next
sutra states another reason found in the middle, which is

clearer, and the sUtra next to it a reason found towards the
close. Sutra 17 is subsidiary to sutra 16, as it confirms the

reason assigned in that sutra. Hence, the conjunction
‘ and ’ is absent from it.
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correct, if the same jiva, when freed, became Brahma.
Hence the Anandamaya referred to in the mantra is

•other than the jiva.

19 . 1

And because He brings about the evolution of the
world by a mere wish, and has no need of matter.

An atma in bondage can create only, when he is

embodied ; he will therefore need matter in the form of

a body and senses and motor organs. This is seen in the

four-faced Brahma. But the Being under consideration

brought about the evolution by a mere wish, even though

He was without this matter.

fie desired, ‘ I will become many, and to that end I

will evolve.’ ‘ He considered ; considering, He created all

this, whatever exists.’

A freed dtmd is also omnipotent ; but his power

does not extend to the evolution of the world.

20 . ^ 1

And because it is taught that the jiva attains bliss

in Him.

This means that the bliss consists in the enjoyment

of Anandamaya. The text is

—

He is bliss ; for on reaching this bliss one becomes

blissful (VII-1).

That, by the enjoyment of whom one becomes bliss-

ful, cannot be that one. Hence Anandamaya is other

than a jiva. This last sutra removes the doubt that

may arise that the freed jiva might create, without a

body, as he has merely to will ; and it is stated in vedic
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texts that he attains this power on reaching Brahma in

the highest heaven.

Anandamaya (1) being thus decided to he Brahma,

the reference to ahanda in the texts
'

iij

‘ If this limitless ananda did not exist ’ (VlI-1)

;

‘ VijnUnam anandam Brahma {brihad., V-9-28)

;

is to anandamaya alone, as by the term wjwswa reference

is made to vijnJanamaya. For the same reason the follow-

ing statements are made

:

‘ One who knows the Unanda of Brahma ’ [ana., IX-1);

and ‘ He reaches the dtma, who is anandamaya ’ (VIli-6).

In the bhriguvalli, which- follows, reference is made

to the things enumerated in the cinandavalU, thus

—

‘ He learnt that anna was Brahma.’ ‘ He learnt that

praya was Brahma.’ ‘ He learnt that the mind was Brahma ’

;

and ‘ He learnt that vijnana was Brahma

Hence in the expression ‘ He learnt that ananda

was Brahma, reference is made to STzowrfaTTzoz/a alone

For the same reason the conclusion, in that place is

thus stated
—

‘ Reaching the atma who is anandamaya

(l) The objection may be raised that one becomes
blissful on reaching ananda (bliss) ; but not by reaching
anandamaya. To refute this objection, the text states that

the two words are synonymous. The reasons for this state-

ment are the same as iovvijnana and vijnanamaya. {See final

decision, para 3.) As Brahma is extremely agreeable, He is

ananda ; and even though the word denotes the attribute bliss,

it cannot stop there, but must denote also one who possess-

es it, i.e., Brahma. Where it is intended to refer to the
attribute alone, the word ananda and Brahma will not be in

apposition ; the word Brahma will have the termination of

the possessive case, as. in the expression-quoted -in the texti

26
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Sub-section 7

In the preceding sub-section Anandamaya wassho'wn

to be other than a jiva. In the upanishad^ which dealt

with it, the following text occurs

:

He who is within man, and he who is within the
sun, He is one* (ana., VIII-S.)

The former being Anandamaya, it follows that

Anandamaya is he who is seen within the sun.

In the chandogya reference is made to the purushat

who is seen within the sun, and He is described as

having a body with eyes, hair and nails. The opponent

attempts to show that this puruska is a jiva, and thinks

that if he succeeds, he can contend that Anandamaya

also is a jiva ; and the conclusion reached in that sub-

section will then be nullified. Hence this sub-section is

subsidiary to the other.

It may be asked—Has it not been proved that

the possession of a body does not make its owner a

jiva ?

Reply. True ; but the bodies therein referred to were

not shown to be bodies with hands and feet. The

relationship of Anandamaya to those bodies was that of

controller and controlled, or of owner and owned. Here

reference is made to a body with eyes, hair and nails ; a

body of this kind is well-known to be made by karma ;

and the relationship in regard to it is that of a person to

an instrument. Though annarasamaya is a body with

hands and feet, yet prana, mind and jiva are not of this

description. Hence a doubt may properly arise.
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The text for consideration is (1)

:

“ Now that golden Furusha, who is seen within the

sun, with golden beard, with golden hair, and golden in

-every part of the body up to the tip of His nails. His eyes

Are like the lotus flower newly opened to the sun’s rays.”

And “ Now, that Furusha who is seen within the eye See

Vedio Texts.

Here the doubt is—Who is this Furusha—is he a

Jiva^ known by tbe words sun and the like (2), who has

attained this greatness as the result of numberless goo(i

deeds, or is he the highest AtmO,. It arises' from the

mention of the possession of a body and further on of

freedom from every imperfection.

First view. The Furusha is a jiva with accumu-

lated merit. For mention is made of the possession of a

body ; and connection with a body is found only in a

Jiva ; and its purpose is to enable him to experience the

fruits of karma—pleasure and pain. Hence the attain-

ment of release, in which connection with a body ceases,

is described as being without a body

—

One who is in a body is caught by welcome and un-
welcome things ; from one in a body welcome and unwelcome
fruits do not depart ; and one who is without a body they
-do not touch {chando., VIII-12-1).

(1) The text for consideration. The text begins with
the words ya eshajj, and though they indicate anuvUda
(repetition), they should not be so treated ; for what is

stated here has not been stated anywhere else.

(2) The sun and the like. The intention in using the

word adi in the original is that for the reasons stated in

this sub-section every text, which refers to a body and
senses, and in regard to which the doubt may arise whether
they indicate a jiva, refers only to Brahma.
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2. The possession of extraordinary knowledge and
capacity, is possible with exceedingly great merit. Hence
the attributes mentioned in the upanishad may be found

in ' the jiva oXso—mz., control of worlds and of enjoy-

ments ; being the subject of meditation
; and bestowal

of fruits ; and by the removal of sin, he may be the

means of others’ attaining release. Examples of such

persons are seen among men ; then there are siddhas,

gandharvas, devas, Indra and others in order of merit

(See Vedic Texts—awa., section 8). Though the four-

faced Brahms!

s

life is limited, there may be a succession

of BrahmUs^ each exercising authority and creating the

universe in a world-age. Hence, there is no highest

Atma other than a jiva. This being so, the texts, that

describe Brahma as being neither gross nor subtle, should

be taken to refer to the jiva's nature ; and the texts

relating to release should be understood as teaching its

nature, and the means to its attainment.

Final decision. It is thus stated in the sutra :

21 .
.

The Purusha who is seen within (the sun and in the

eye) is other than o, jiva \ He is the highest AtmU,\

because His attributes are stated.

The words ‘ other than a jiva ’ have been added to

convey the meaning of the word anya inserted from the

succeeding sutra. The sentence- ‘ He is the highest

AtmS ’ is what the first sentence implies. One attribute

is mentioned thus : “He has risen from all evil.” How

what is meant by the term * evil ’ ? When one.thing out
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of many connected things is mentioned and denied, the

existence of the other things may be inferred. Good

karma, and evil karma are 'spoken of together
; and

when evil karma is denied of the Purusha in the sun

and in the eye, the existence of good karma follows

;

and it may be thought that one, that has good karma to

his credit, is a jiva. But this is a point to be settled by

texts ; which include good deeds also in the term evil

{papa).

Him night and day do not touch ; no old age ; na
death ; no grief ; no good deeds ; no evil deeds. All evil

depart from Him. {chando., VIII-4-1.)

That this is so, wherever the highest Atmd, is-

mentioned, is well-known. Next, the expression “ risen

from all evil” cannot be understood in its primary

sense. Being omnipresent, to think of His rising from a

place connected with evil is absurd. It must therefore

be understood to mean ‘ untouched by all evil ’ as stated

in the text quoted. This means that though He does

actions, which in others may be regarded as good or

evil, their fruits do not touch Him. As no mention is-

made of any means by which He reached this condition,

and as there is no authority that His attributes were-

ever obscured, it may be concluded that this attribute-

pertains to His nature, and that it has never suifered

change. Now, the fact that the highest Atmcl has no<

evil distinguishes Him from jivas, who are bound ;
and

His being untouched by them singles Him out from the-

freed jivas also. This attribute cannot therefore he

found in jivas and pertains only to Him.
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2. Along "with this attribute—complete exemption
from all evil—other attributes are mentioned in the

upanishad—{a) He is the inner ruler of all ; for it is

stated that vik and sUYtidti are His songs. Ar these praise

ugni, vcLyu and other devatas, He is the inner ruler of

all these devatas, and similarly of all others also. Next
(b) He controls the worlds above the sun, and the worlds

below earth—in other words He rules all the worlds.

<c) He controls the enjoyments of the devas and the

enjoyments of men. (d) Whoever meditates on Him, as

having risen from all evil, himself becomes free. These

attributes are enumerated in the upanishad along with

exemption from evil
; and as that has been shown to

pertain to His nature, these also pertain to His

nature (1).

3. The statement that the Purusha in the sun is

exempt from all evil brings up the Being described in

the anandavallij cMndogya (chapter VIII) and subnla

upanishads as having the same attribute. Hence all

other attributes of Brahma mentioned in them along

with this attribute pertain to the Purusha under con-

sideration. These, being His natural attributes, can

never be found in a jiva.

4. The argument urged in para 1 of the first view

is not sound

—

viz.^ that connection with a body implies

(1) From this the following rule may be deduced.

When it is possible to regard things as arising from the

same source, of which one is well-known, and the* others

not so well-known, the mention of the well-known thing as

springing from that source indicates that the others also

have had the same origin.
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bondage to karma. The former point does not prove

the latter (1) ;
for it is found in those who are not

subject to bondage, and who possess the attribute of

carrying out their will . unfrustrated ; for they assume

bodies of their own will. The opponent observes—The
possession of a body is first stated in the upanishad,

and this makes out its owner a jiva ; while exemption

from all evil, which is referred to as the mark of

Brahma, comes further on. The statement at the

beginning prevails. Reply. Here the statement at the

beginning is capable of another explanation, and has

therefore become weak.

5. The opponent asks—Why does the Purusha in

the sun assume a body even of his own motion ? It is

an aggregate of the elements, which are the products

of matter, and exhibits the three qualities

—

satva,

rajas and tamas', and in itself it is an undesirable

object.

Reply. The body of the Purusha in the sun is not one

of this kind. It is made of a shining substance (2) other

(1) The -former point does not prove. The meaning
is that in a matter, that can be known only from the veda,

an argument based on co-existence observed in the world
will not prove the point. The possession of a body is

capable of another explanation, viz., that a body is taken
up of one’s own choice.

(2) Brahma is an unique being. As He has groups
of good qualities, that are numberless, that belong to Him
by nature, and to the excellence of which there is no limit,

He has a body that belongs to Him by nature. It is' to

His liking and suitable to Him; it is ever the same- add
cannot be regarded as being like other bodies; it' is ^'a
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than ordinary matter; with satva alone as its quality
;

it is eternal, and shines iii the place known as the
highest heaven

^ and the dwellers in that world ever see

it. For the benefit of those that meditate on Him, He
out of His infinite mercy takes up a portion of this body
and puts it into the form in which they wish to see

Him. It is a form of this kind that is seen in the sun.

Here is the authoritj^ for these statements

:

Ci)
* He is not born : yet He is born in many forms ”

ipurusha siikta) ; (ii)
“ I meditate on that great Puriisha, who

shines like the sun, and who is far removed from tamas ”

{Ibid.) \ (iii)
**
All moments came forth from the Piirusha

with the brilliance of lightning.” {nUrUyanam, 1-8.)

The following explanation is needed. The first

clause in the first text denies connection with a body

made for the experiencing of the fruits of karma. The

second sentence states that bodies made of the shining

substance are assumed for the protection of the universe.

In the second text the term tamas means matter in the

subtlest condition. The text clearly shows the possession

of a body, other than a body made of tamas ;
if this

were not the meaning, and the intention was merely to

state that Brahma was other than tamas, the expression

would be

—

tamasah parah ; whereas the expression used

is tamasah parastat ; and the termination astdt would

be purposeless. The third text confirms this interpre-

tation,

wonderful one, and is ever free from imperfections. Its

brilliance, its beauty, its smell and its softness are par

excellence. It is ever young, i.e., it never becomes old. It

is the seat of these and endless groups of similar CLualities,.

.
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6. 'The following ismriti texts state the same

thing : Bhagavad-gltcl—Remaining unborn, incapable

of change, and ruler of all beings, and being in My own
prakriti (1), I come down of My own will (IV—6)

;

To protect the good, to destroy the wicked, and establish

dharrm, I appear from age to age {Ibid.^ 8).

Viskrpupurd/fia. That, in which all these saktis

firmly abide, that figure of Hari is other than the body

formed of the world ;
it is made of a different substance

and is of large size. (VI-7 -70.)

That figure, the seat of all .saktis, He makes for his

own amusement into bodies bearing the names of dem,

man and beast, and acting like them. This is done for

helping the worlds ;
it is not brought about by karma.

{Ibid., 71 and 72.)

MahnbMrata. The body of the highest Atmci is not

an aggregate of the elements {udyoga parva).

7. The following texts confirm the conclusion

stated, and show that the highest AtmU is free from

(1) In the first verse the term prakriti means what
belongs to one alone ; and denotes here the figure which
appears in the highest heaven, as opposed to the figures of

bound jivas. The term ‘ will ’ is the rendering of the term
maya in the original. . The term is stated to be synonymous
with jnunam by vedic lexicographers. The ‘ good ’ are those
who meditate on Him ; to protect them alone is the purpose
of avatara ; the destruction of the wicked is incidental

; for it

may be brought about by mere willing. The term sakti in the
third verse means what is an inseparable element of a thing,

and denotes ' here matter, jivas and time. They appear in

the body of the highest Atma . in the forms of ornaments
and weapons. .

27
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bondage to karma, free from conneotidn mthabody
made of matter with the three gu^as and free
from connection with undesirable qualities pertaining
to it

:

Taittirlya unandavalli. Unchanging, shining and
without limitations is Brahma (1—1)

;

Brihad a7'amjal{a. JnUnam and bliss is Brahma
(V-9-28)

;

Atmopanishad. He is without gwnas (z.e., satm^

rajas, and iattias)

;

Chuiidogya. He is free from karma, old age, death,

grief, hunger and thirst ; He has unchanging objects of

desire and an unfailing will {VIII-1-5)

;

^vetasvatara. (VI) He is without attachment (19) ,*

He has no body, no senses ; no one is seen to be his

equal or superior ; His capacity is heard to be superior,

to be of many kinds, and to pertain to His nature ; so

also His power to know, to support and to create and

destroy (8) ; Him, the greatest ruler among rulers, and

the highest devata, among devatas (7) ; He, the world-

cause, is the lord of the lords of the senses (jivas) ; and

no maker or lord of Him exists (9).

Taittirlya, ndrayaTiam. The all-knower made all

forms and names, and remains being denoted by the

names.

The Purusha in the sun’s orb is other than a jiva ;

because his difference from the jiva energising the

orb is expressly stated.
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This statement is made in the brihad cLraiiydka text

:

Who stands in the sun, who is within the sun, whoin
the sun does not know, whose body the sun is,,and who
rules the sun from within, this inner ruler is your immortal
atma. (V-7-13.)

The upanishad separates the inner ruler similarly

from all others. There are similar verses relating to all

devas. and atmas. The former distinguishes Him not

only from the devatci—sun, but also from all other

devatcLs, and the latter from the dtmcis, divorced from

their bodies. Hence, even in the condition of release,

the jivas are controlled by Brahma.

By these three sub-sections, which form one group,

this point has been settled, viz., that the cause, which

brings about the evolution of this universe, is other than

matter and other than jivas^ whether they are bound or

have been freed. The upanishads, that were examined,

use general terms, as /Sa^, Brahma and Atmd
; and with

reference to the indications, which they contain, the

decision was arrived at. It will be open to an opponent

to contend that there are other upanishads, which refer

to the world-cause in terms which unmistakably denote

particular individuals, and that express mention, known
as sruti, should prevail over arguments based on indica-

tions, known as lingam. The next four sub-sections (1),

(1) In the first sub-section the first view is based on a
term, which is known to denote a particular element ; and
the final decision relies on the unsuitability of the attributes
mentioned to that element. In the second the absence of
similar unsuitability is urged ; tlae final decision points out
its existence. In the third the first view refers to the
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which form another group, proceed to examine these

upanisliads, and to confirm the conclusion already
reached.

Sub-section 8

The text for consideration is

:

What is it that this world should attain? Akasa
replied he ; all these beings come forth from akasa alone ;

they disappear in akUsa
; for akasa alone is greater than all

these ; akasa is the highest goal, ichando., 1-9-1.)

Here the doubt is—whether akasa refers to the

well-known element ether, or the highest Atmd,. It

arises from the fact that the element ether is well-

known by the term akasa^ and from the statement that

it is the highest goal.

First view. Akasa is the element ether. In a

matter to be known (1) only from testimony, whatever

absence of any difficulty of the same kind, and points to an
indication in its support ; and this is over-ruled by drawing

attention to the commencement of the context. In the last

sub-section the first view relies on this argument, and it is

set aside by showing that the upanishad as a whole supports

the final view.

(l) In a matter to be known. In the expression The

sun is vupa ’ (the post to which the goat to be offered in a

yaga is tied) the yupa being actually seen, it is not

identified with the sun ; and the word ‘ sun ’ (aditya) is

taken to mean ‘ shining like the sun ’. In a matter, that

cannot be known in this manner, the established meaning of

words should not be similarly abandoned, (mtma.i 1-4-15.)
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is denoted by a word by well-recognised usage, that

alone should be adopted. The element ether is denoted

by the term clkd,sa ; and it is the cause from which all

objects—moveable and immoveable—come forth.

2. Here an objection is raised—Has it not been

shown that Brahma is other than unintelligent matter

and other than jivas on the ground among others that

they cannot create by mere will ?

Beply. Yes ; but the conclusion is not sound.

Brahma was defined as the world-cause ; this led to

the question from whom the universe came forth ; and

the text under consideration furnishes a reply. It is

then decided that the world-cause is Qkasa, and" that

the general terms Sat and Brahma used in other

creation-texts refer to this particular object—on the

rule stated in note (1) on page 51.

3. Second objection. Is not dtmd also mentioned

in another creation-text ?

Beply. True ; but the term is not confined to

intelligent objects only. Example :
“ The jar is

mridcLtmaka, ^.e., has mrit—earth—for its dtmd, or

substance.” As the term has more than one meaning,

and it is uncertain which should be adopted, they

should all be rejected, and the meaning by its

etymology should be taken. The term QirncL will then

mean what pervades something, and will apply to

akcisa, which pervades all space.

4. Third objection. Does not cikasa appear to be

a product from the text, “ From that Atmd came forth

ether?” (am., 1-1-2.)
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Reply, Ether and the other elements exist in two
conditions, one subtle, known as tanmatra, and the

other gross, known as element. The subtle condition

of ether is the cause, and the gross condition is the

product. The text therefore means that ether in the

gross condition came forth of itself from its subtle

condition. The conclusion therefore is that the element

ether is the world -cause. Hence Brahma being no other

than akasa, the following statements are made in the

upanishads
;

" If this aAra.ja, bliss—did not exist ” {ana., vii-l)

;

Akasa is indeed the maker of names and forms ” {chando.,

VIII-14).

Final decision. This is stated in the sutra :

23. la; 1

Akasa is Brahma, other than the well-known element

ether ; He is the highest Atma ; because certain

marks appear in the text, which belong only to

Him.

Of these the first mark is being the world-cause.

The expression ' All these beings ’ in the text denotes

the whole of the universe made up of matter and jivas

blended together. The term ‘ being ’ {bhuta) does not

refer to tile elements, unless the word great or five is

placed before it, thus—great beings or five beings, or

unless one of them is mentioned, thus—earth and other

bhutas. When it stands by itself, its meaning is what

has been stated. The word ‘ alone ’ in the text shows

that AkS^sa is not merely the material cause, but is also
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the operative cause. Now, ether
,
being a product of

unintelligent matter, cannot be the world-cause
; for it

cannot be the cause of the intelligent element in the

universe. The next mark is being the highest goal—the

goal of jivas ; but ether in the form of material products

obstructs the attainment of every desirable object, and

is held up as a thing to be rejected. The last mark is

being greater than everything ; and this means excelling

every one by being the seat of all auspicious qualities

as a part of one’s nature and in the highest degree.

Such a mark cannot be found in the element ether.

The term dkasa therefore refers to the highest Atma. ,

2. The argument in para 2 of the first view is

untenable. The text under consideration has the ex-

pression Aava, which indicates that what is stated is

well-known ; and a statement of this kind, being a

mere repetition of what is found elsewhere, has no

independent authority. It should not therefore conflict

with other texts, which by themselves are authority

for what they state. Two such texts were examined in

sub-sections 5 and 6 ; and the world-cause was deter-

mined to be the highest Atma. The text under

consideration refers to Him, and affirms certain attri-

butes to prove that He is ananta—imperishable, which

was the question to be established, as will be seen from

the context.

8. The first view relied on the meaning of the

term cikQ,sa established by usage ; but when it is found

to be unsuitable, it must be rejected, and the etymo-

logical meaning should be adopted. The term cLkG^a
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' means whafe shows all objects to others, and is suitable

to the highest Atmd. He also shines to Himself, and
causes others to shine similarly for His own benefit.

4. It is true that the term Ukcisa mentions a
particular object, unlike Sat and Brahma, which
only describe objects in general terms; but the text

under consideration labours under the defect pointed out

in para 2, which is confirmed by the unsuitability

of the term in the present case. The other texts

on the other hand are capable, by the sentences which

-follow them, of indicating a Being as omnipresent

and as possessing an unfrustrated will—which are

points not previously known ; and these texts are many
and speak with one mind. To plead that they should be

set aside in preference to a single text, which has the

defect pointed out, is not acceptable.

5. It may be objected that sruti, express mention,

should not be superseded by lingam—i.e., mere indications,

and that the mimamsU, does not contain a precedent on

the point. Here are some precedents: (i) In connection

with taking a portion of a prepared substance for offering

it is stated.

He takes with the hand; He takes with sruvam\

He takes with a knife.

Here three instruments are mentioned without

specifying the substance to which each instrument

should apply; but each can apply to one kind of

substance only—the hand for solids as rice, or cakes

;

the sruvam for liquids like ghee ; the knife for the flesh

of animals. Hence by the capacity of the instruments—
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which is lingam—the signification of the word avadyati

(takes)—which is sruti—is narrowed, though it is

repeated thrice, (ii) “ Cook krishn-ala” Here the term

denotes grains made of gold to resemble grains of rice

;

it is obviously iriipossible to cook them in the ordinary

sense. The meaning of the word ‘cook’—which is

sruti—is narrowed to mean ‘ heat,’ by the capacity of

the grains to be merely heated. Precedents are available

also in ordinary writings
—

^Thus (iii) “ Fire learns ”. The

reference is to a student as pure .as fire. Here the

primary meaning of the sruti agni (fire) is superseded

by the capacity indicated by the word ‘ learns ’ {bhava^

p. 218) ; (iv) ‘ Shepherd huts on the gauges.’ Here, the

primary meaning of the sruti-gangQ, (ganges) is

superseded by the capacity of the word ‘ huts ’. Hence,

sruti prevails over lingam^ only when the primary sense

of the sruti is not found to be unsuitable. See also the

precedent stated in Introduction, para 20.

6. The last point to be noticed in the first view is

that the term cLtmO. has several meanings, and that

therefore its etymological meaning should be adopted.

It is true that the term is occasionally used wuth

reference to objects possessing no intelligence
; but what

is well-recognised is its correlation to a body
; and in

the texts “ Before creation this was only Atma
; there

was only one,” arid “ From that Atm^ ether came forth,” it

denotes an intelligent Being. The term ‘ go ’ has many
meanings

; but by established usage it calls up the

animal cow, as soon as the word is mentioned
;
and its

use in other occasional meanings should be determined
28
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by the context. Similarly here. The meaning which first

suggests Itself is confirmed by the sentences which follow.
7. The conclusion is that the term akUsa denotes

the highest Atma.

SUB-SECTIOH 9

24. ^ m: 1

For the very same reason Prarta is the highest Atmti.

The text for consideration is

:

PrUya, said he. All these beings are dissolved in
P?'u>ja \ they come forth from PrUtjia. ichUndo., I-llr5.)

Here the term prana, like the terra akUsa, denotes

something other than the well-known pra7}a—i.e., the

highest Atma ; for the entry of all beings into, and

their going forth from, a certain being is mentioned

;

and this is His mark. As the expression hava occurs

here also, the same conclusion follows. Why is a

new sub-section necessary ? Reply. As all beings

are seen to depend upon prana for continued existence

and for their movements, a doubt arises whether

it may not be the world-cause. This is removed

by drawing attention to the fact that dependence

upon prana is not seen in stones, timber, and the like,

or in the jivas considered apart from their bodies.

As in the previous sub-section the etymological meaning

of the word praria is taken

—

viz., what makes beings

exist ;
and this is applicable to the highest Atma only.
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Sub-section 10

In the following sub-sections it will be shown that the

terms jyotis, indra and the like denote Brahma alone,

though by established usage they denote other things

;

and this will be done, because the texts state some very

superior quality, that co-exists with the capacity to

evolve the world.

The text for consideration in this sub-section is

Now, that fire (jyotis) which shines beyond this

heaven, above this universe, in worlds without a

superior world. He is the fire within man [chUndo.,

111-13-7.)

See Vedic Texts. Here the doubt is whether this

indescribably brilliant fire is one of the well-known

shining objects, as the sun, or whether it is the highest

AtTnd.

First view. The fire here is surely one of the well-

known shining objects. For, though the text refers to a

well-known fact, as is evident from the use of the

pronoun ‘ that ’ {yad in the original), there is no indica-

tion here, as in the texts relating to akasa and prcina^

that reference is made to the highest Atma. He is not

therefore recognised here. On the other hand, the fire

is stated to be the fire within the stomach. Both are of

the same kind, being products of the element fire, and

they are therefore said to be one. Also, the term
‘ shines ’ refers to the light which belongs to an object

possessing colour. The term ‘ fire ’ therefore denotes a

well-known shining object ; and as this indescribable
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brilliance (1) is found in the same object along with the

capacity to evolve the universe, this shining object is

the world-cause.

Final decision. This is stated in the sutra :

25. i

The fire (appearing in heaven) is the highest Atmu ;

because (all beings) are described as His foot.

The fire referred to as connected with heaven, and

as indescribably brilliant, is the highest Atma, and no

other. It is true that in the text itself under considera-

tion there is no mark which belongs exclusively to Him.

Yet in a previous sentence in the same context reference

is made to Him as connected with heaven
; and the fire

similarly connected here is recognised as that Being.

The pronoun ‘ that ’ [yad in the original) shows that

the sentence repeats what has been stated previously.

In examining what this previous statement is, we come

to the verse, which speaks of a Being connected with

heaven, whose one foot are all beings. From this con-

nection with heaven, we recognise that the fire under

consideration is that Being. And as all beings are one

(l) This indescribable brilliance. In the mundaka

upanishad it is said
** The sun does not shine there (i.e., by

the side of the Akshara) ;
the moon and the stars ;

nor yet

the lightning ; how can this fire shine ? When He shines,

everything shines after him. With His light ail these

shine ” (chap. 2, section 2, verse 11). In the same place it

is stated that the world comes from the Akshara. Thus the

object that has this brilliance is said to be the world-cause.
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of His feet, we see that he is Brahma. This verse is

quoted from the puruska sukta, which beyond all doubt

refers to the highest AtmO,, known as Narayaipa. The

brilliant fire is therefore the highest Atvm. (bhciva,

page 221.)

2. The opponent contends—The term jyotis (fire)

is a sruti
;

the connection with heaven in this text,

which recalls the preceding text to one’s mind, is a

lingam ; the two texts occur in the same portion of the

upanishad^ which is a prakararpa
; but both lingam and

prdkarana are weaker than sruti. Hence, the word
‘ fire ’ does indicate a well-known shining object.

Reply. The pronoun that indicates that the text

repeats a fact stated previously
; and by its connection

with it, the term ‘ fire ’ (jyotis) has become weak. The

occurrence of the term yad in the beginning of the

sentence (and it is also a sruti), and the connection

with heaven, which is a lingam, both prevail.

3. The opponent contends again—Of the two srutis

—yad and jyotis—the former should be taken as refer-

ring not to what*has been previously stated, but to the

well-known fire brought up before one’s mind by the

term jyotis ; by this means the primary meaning of that

term will not be interfered with.

Reply. It is the peculiar feature of pronouns (1) to

refer to what has gone before, even at the expense of the

(l) See the text discussed in Introduction, para 15 (v).

It has been decided that the pronoun it (sa in the original)

refers to milk, previously mentioned, and that both milk and
amiksha are the same substance. The dropping in of the
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primary sense of a word, with which it is placed in

apposition. Hence, the term jyotis should be understood

in accordance with this feature of yad.

4. In the preceding paragraphs it was assumed
that the term jyotis applied exclusively to the shining

objects well-known in the world
; but it is not so. For

the term means what lights up other things; and the

highest Atmd possesses this attribute in the highest

degree— Narayana is the highest fire.” {taitt,-

nardya'iiam, anu.^ 11.)

5. It only remains to explain why this fire is said

to be the fire in the stomach. The object is that the

latter should be meditated on as being controlled by this

fire beyond heaven, in order that certain fruits may be

attained. That Brahma is the dtmd of the fire in the

stomach is stated in Bhagavad-glfd, chap. 15, verse 14.

6. The text under consideration does contain an

indication that reference is made to the highest Atina—
viz., the shining of the fire in “ in worlds without a

superior world”; for this expression applies to the

highest heaven beyond the world df matter ; and the

fire which dwells therein cannot be any other. As this

does not appeal to the opponent, who thinks of a mark

similar to what was found in the texts relating to akasa

and prana, the author answers him on his own ground.

{adhi., 73.)

curd was merely to make it hard and give it a peculiar

taste. As amiksha is not a new substancei it determines

the dropping in of curd, but vUjinam does not. It is merely

a bye-product, [mlma., IV'-l-9.)
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1

If it be contended
—

“ This is not so, because the
preceding text mentions a metre.” The reply is
‘ No ; because meditation as gayatrl is taught.
Similar teachings are observed

Here an objection is raised. The preceding section

of the upaniskad begins with this statement—“ Gayatrl

is all these ”
;

and after mentioning the metre in

illustration of this, a verse from the purusha sukta is

quoted.

All beings form one of His feet ; His remaining three

feet, which are immortal, are in heaven.

This verse also should refer to the metre,

and does not apply to the highest Atmd as presumed.

This objection is stated in the first part of the sutra.

The second part contains a reply. By the word gclycitrl

reference is not made to mere metre ; for as will be

shown in the next sutra, it cannot have the four feet

described in the text. What is taught is that in Brahma

similarity to the metre should be meditated on. The

similarity consists in each having four feet. The verse

of the purusha sukta describes Him as having four feet,

and gnyatri metre of four feet is occasionally found.

The word gd,yd,trl therefore stands here for Brahma.

The last part of the sutra refers to a precedent for

denoting a thing by a word, which ordinarily denotes a

metre on the ground of similarity. In the samvarga

vidyS, it is stated ‘‘ Those five forming one group, and

these five forming another group—make up ten,” and
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it is then added " This is vim And virat is the
name of a metre. {cJmndo., lV-3-8.)

27. 1

And it must be so i becsiuse only then will the
statement be appropriate that all beings and the
other things are feet.

‘ All beings ’ are the jivas in the embodied condition

;

and the other things are earth, which serves them as

the place of enjoyment, their bodies, which are instru-

ments of enjoyment, and the hearts, wherein they

abide. After mentioning these the upanishad adds

“ This is the four-footed being.” This statement will

be appropriate, only if the term gdyatrl denotes Brahma.

28. I

If it be contended a.gain *' Ho
;
because the statements

(of connection with heaven) are different ” ; the

reply is “ No ; In both the statements there is no

conflict

The first part of the sutra states an objection. In

one of the two texts referred to under the first sutra the

statement is “In heaven”; and in the other it is

“ Beyond heaven The statements being thus different,

one cannot recall the being stated in the former text,

when he considers the latter- The conclusion based on

this recognition therefore fails. The second part of the

sutra replies: Both the statements convey the same

meaning. The expression ‘In heaven’ is a general

statement, the preposition ‘ in ’ meaning either inside
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or outside and below or above. The preposition in

* Beyond heaven ’ means only above. While the latter

text repeats the former text, it limits the meaning of

the preposition ; and both the expressions therefore mean
above heaven. There is therefore no difficulty in

recognition. Compare the statements
—‘The hawk is

on the top of the tree ; the hawk is beyond the top of

the tree.’

The conclusion is that the fire beyond heaven with

surpassing brilliance is the highest Atmd, ; and from the

purusha sukta, from which a verse is quoted here, it is

clear that reference is made to His shining body.

I meditate on this great Purusha, who shines like

the sun, and who is far removed from tamas (matter).

This view refutes certain minor objections that have

been urged

:

(i) The reference to brilliance implies the

existence of a material object possessing colour; but

Brahma has no colour ; (ii) The expression ‘ beyond

heaven’ implies limitation in place, and cannot apply

to one who is omnipresent ; and (iii) The expression ‘ In

worlds ’ implies that He needs many worlds as support

;

but He needs no support.

Sub-section 11

In this sub-section it is determined that the

being, who is denoted by the words indra and prcLna^

is the highest Atmu^ on the ground that He is stated to

29
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be the object of meditation as the means to immortality;

and this feature is found only in Him, who is the world-

cause.

The text for consideration occurs in the kaushitaJd

brahmoTia, and is as follows: Being requested by one

Pratardana to teach him what was most beneficial to

man, Indra said.

I, a knower-5i»2a, am pruTTia
; meditate on me thus

described as life, as immortality, (verse 14.)

See Vedic Texts. The doubt is—who is this,

denoted by the words ‘ indra^ and prana ’ and described

as the object of meditation most beneficial to man?
Is he a particular jiva or the highest Atmu ? (1).

First view. The text refers to a jiva only
;
for the

term indra denotes a particular jiva by well-established

usage ;
and the term prana also, being in apposition

(1) The alternatives are only two—a particular yjva,

and the highest AimU, and not four as thought by some

—

viz.,

prarta, jiva, the devatU, Indra and the highest Atmu. In the

expression ‘ I am prana, ’ the term ' I ’ and prun^ being in

apposition, prana is a property of the ‘ I ’
; and as it

occupies a subordinate place, it cannot be one of the alter-

natives. The author of the suiras does mention prana in the

sStre for consideration *, but his intention is to indicate that

the final decision will be based on the mention of the term

prana in the closing text, which mentions certain marks of

the highest Atmu. The marks of a jiva are certainly

mentioned ; but as they are found from the context to refer

to an individual jiva, he is made one of the alternatives on

the general and particular rule. See note (l) on page 51.

Even Indra as a devatu is not a subject for consideration

;

for the question was considered and settled in sub-section 7.

He comes in indirectly as the seat of the jiva'

s

marks

mentioned in the context.
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with it, refers to the same individual. And he enjoined

a meditation on himself as the most beneficial to man

;

and what is most beneficial to man is the means to

immortality. Meditation on the world-cause being such

means, Indra, well-known as .a jiva, is alone the world-

cause.

FiTial decision. This is stated in the sutra :

29. I

Prai}a is: the highest Atma ; for only thus will the

closing verse of the upanishad be connected with
what is mentioned in the text.

What is denoted by the terms indra and praTpa is

not merely a jiva ; but some other Being

—

i.e., the

highest Atma. For, towards the close the following

verse occurs

:

This Prurja is all-knowing ; He is bliss, untouched
by old age or death.

This refers to the praij.a mentioned at the com-

mencement, and states certain attributes, which are

found only in the highest Atma. Hence this text will

be connected with the prWrpa mentioned at the begin-

ning, only if the term denotes the highest Atma.

30. ^ 1

If it be contended “ Ho ; because the speaker enjoin-

ed (meditation) on himself ”
; the reply is “ there

is here an abundance of connection with the atma

The first part of the sutra raises an objection : The

speaker is Indra ; and he enumerates his previous deeds
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—the slaving of the three-headed Tvashta
; the handing

over to dogs of men, who had renounced the vrorld, but

vrho were not reciting the veda, the slaying of certain

asuras in spite of his undertaking many times not to do

so. It is clear therefore that the speaker was a jiva.

and he enjoined a meditation on himself- Knowing

that tbe commencement of the upanishad refers to a

jiva, one should understand the ending so as to agree

with it ; but not the other way : for it is an admitted

rule of interpretation that when there is a conflict

between the beginning and the ending, the former

should prevail. {Intro.^ para 34.)

The second part of the sutra gives a reply. Im-

mediately preceding the verse quoted—viz

:

This PrU^a is ail-knowing : He is bliss, untouched by
old age or death,

there is another verse which states

As on the spokes of a wheel the felly rests, and the

spokes on tbe nave, so the organs ibhUtas) rest on the

jivas, and the jivas on PrUna.

The term bhutas refers to all material objects : they

are supported by jivas, who are again supported by

Prcina under consideration ; and this Prtma is described

as all-knowing, etc. This support of all material objects

and of all jivas is possible only by a Being other than a

jiva, viz., tbe highest Atma.

The second part of tbe sutra may be construed in

another way, which brings out the meaning more

clearly. Many are the attributes, which can be con-

nected only with Brahma, that are enumerated in this
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context. First, Pratardana requested Indra to choose for

him a boon that was most beneficial to man ; and he-

enjoined a meditation on himself, saying that he waa
prcL'i],a. Now to be the object of meditation leading to

release is the peculiar feature of the highest Atmd,^

This occurs at the very commencement. Towards the

close, it is said of Prdtia.

It is He alone that makes one do a good deed, whom
He wishes to lead up from these worlds. It is He alone

that makes one do an evil deed, whom He wishes to lead

downwards.

To be the prompter of all actions is an attribute of

the highest Atmd. Reference has already been made to

His being the support of all
; and to his being all-

knowing, full of bliss and untouched by old age or

death. Lastly,

He is the protector of all the worlds ; He is the lord

of all the worlds -, He is the controller of all.

These attributes are found only in the highest Atmd^

Hence owing to the abundance of His attributes, that

are found here, PrWna is the highest Atma.

The opponent relied on the greater validity of the

commencement of a context. We give him the follow-

ing reply. The commencement and end are parts of

sentences ; and when they conflict with each other, the

commencement prevails. But it cannot have this strength,

when the conflict is between it and the whole. Here

many sentences, when carefully examined, are found to-

form a connected whole ; and the commencement, which

is only a part, becomes weak. In the sentence ‘ On the
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ganges shepherd habitations are situated,* the espres-

sions ‘ shepherd habitations ’ and ‘ are situated ’ convey
a certain impression, vyhich is not nullified by the ex-

pression ‘ on the ganges, which occurs at the commence-

ment’. On the other hand, it gives up its primary

meaning, and adopts a suitable secondary meaning.

31. \

The injunction was given from a knowledge of him-
self from the veda ; like Vamadeva and others.

The opponent has been silenced; but two doubts

remain to be cleared up. The first is—why did Indra

refer to himself as the object of meditation ? The term

indra no doubt from its etymology means one who is

the highest ruler; but to understand it in this sense

will not do here, as it will not fit in with the killing of

Tvashtd and the rest. The particle tu in the original

indicates this doubt.

Bephj. Indra spoke from a knowledge of himself

as gathered from the veda. The veda teaches that all

jivas are the bodies of Brahma ; and that every word

including ‘ I and you,’ though ordinarily understood

as referring to a jiva^ ends in denoting Him. When

he said with this knowledge 'meditate on me, he

meant ‘ meditate on the highest AtmU. as ruling me from

within’. The second part of the sutra points to a

precedent for this mode of expression. The seer Vuma-

deva^ knovring these facts, said

:

I was manu^ and the sun, I am now the seer

Kalcshlvan.
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By the teroi ‘ I ’ he meant Brahma witliin himself.

(Suh-section 6, final decision, paras 13 to 15, pages 186

to 190.) Compare also with w^hat Prahlada said

:

As Atlanta ^.Brahma) is everywhere, I am He alone

;

all things proceed from me ; I am all things *, all things
are in me, the eternal.

The second doabt is stated in the next sutra and

then replied to

:

^^TUTci: I

If it be said "No; because of the mention of the
marks of a jiva and of prd.'^a." The reply is—No ;

the intention is to enjoin meditation of three kinds ;

they are taught in other places ; they are suitable

here.

The existence of the jiva's marks has already been

stated ; and the marks of pratpa are

:

How long prat^a is within this body, so long is life.

Prai}a takes hold of the body directed by the knower, and
raises it.

Reply. There was an object in referring to Brahma

by these words ; meditation is of three kinds
: (i) medi-

tation on Brahma in His own nature ; (ii) meditation

on Him as the inner ruler of jivas ; and (iii) meditation

on Him appearing as material objects. Examples of

the three kinds are found in other places. In the

anandavalli^ which formed the subject of sub-section 6,

meditation of the first kind is taught in these words,

" Unchanging, shining and without limitations is

Brahma'' ;
“ Brahma is bliss” ; and the other two kinds

in the words “ Entering into it. He became sat and
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tijad Here also the three kinds are suitable. By the
words ‘ Full of bliss, untouched by old age or death ’

meditation in^-His own nature is taught
; by the words

‘ I am prana *

meditation on Him appearing as prUna
;

and by the words ‘ Meditate on me,’ meditation on Him
as the inner ruler of Indra.

, .
The rules deduced here are not confined to the

particular portion of the upanishad considered, but are

of universal application. They are

:

(i) Wherever an attribute found only in Brahma

is applied to a jiva^ or to a material product, Brahma

is to be meditated on appearing as that jiva or as that

product ; (ii) Wlierever words ordinarily ’ denoting a

jiva or a material product are placed in apposition with

a word admittedly denoting Brahma^ then also the

meditation should be as stated above.

The first section has now been completed. In

answering the opponent’s objections, and establishing

the highest Atma as the world-cause, sub-sections

5 to 11 have brought out the following facts about

Brahma. He evolves as the universe by mere willing

;

He is bliss beyond thought; He has a form, which

is pure, not made by karma^ and which is eternal.

His nature is ever to shine and make others shine ; It is

by Him that everything has a continued existence,

whether it has pi'aija or is without it. He is a

surpassingly brilliant fire, and He controls prUna^ Indra

and everything else from within, {adhi. verse 78.)



CHAPTER I

SECTION 3

INTRODUCTION

The second section is now taken up. In doing so, what

has been achieved so far may be briefly reviewed (1).

The contention that the evolution of the universe is

(1) In the first section the following points were
dealt with : (i) one, who had learnt the veda, and who
by reading the pUrva mlmUmsa knew the true nature of

harmas, will perceive that karmas not performed as the

worship of Brahma will yield only petty and short-lived

fruits. By learning the upanishads he would have seen,

though superficially, that Brahma is limitless and enduring

bliss ; and he will desire to attain release by meditation,

which is the means thereto. He will decide that words can
convey their meanings even in matters, that are settled

; and
that the upanishads are therefore authority in regard to

Brahma. He will then begin an enquiry into Brahma.
This was stated in order to remove the bar to the commence-
ment of the work ; (ii) The definition From whom these

beings are born,’ etc,, will enable us to know Brahma, who
is the only cause of the evolution, sustenance and dissolution

of all the worlds and the only means to limitless bliss. By
the term ‘ worlds ’ we should understand that which consists

30
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unconnected with Bvahmci as its cause was refuted. In
sub”sections, 5, 8, 9 and 10 it was sought to prove that
the world-cause was matter in the subtle condition, or

of endless, diverse objects, moveable and immoveable, and
which consists of those that enjoy, and of objects, means
and places of enjoyment

;
(iii) Brahma, the only world-cause

cannot be known by any means other than the veda, and
that therefore He should be known only from it •, (iv) This
becomes desirable, as Brahma is the highest goal of man
by His very nature -, and though there be no injunctions

to do or not to do, the texts of the upanishads may be
accepted as meaning what they state ; (v) Brahma to be

known from the upanishads as being the only cause of ail

the worlds, is other than pradhana, that is known from
inference, and He is an intelligent Being, as reference is

made to His willing ; (vi) He is also other than the jiva ;

as He possesses the following attributes—limitless bliss

pertaining to Him by nature ; omniscience ; being the cause

of fear to all jivas and the means to its removal ; unfailing

will ; being the inner ruler of all jivas and material

products and the like ; (vii) He has a superior body

not made of matter, not brought about by karma,

and belonging to Himself ; (viii) The world-cause, referred to

as a well-known fact by words denoting particular material

products as akusa and prana, is that unique Being, other

than everything else ; (ix) The fire that is recognized as

connected with heaven is He alone, as its brilliance is

unlimited and is found only in the highest Being. The

highest Purusha alone, the means to the attainment of

immortality, which pertains to the world-cause, is denoted

by the terms Indra and the like. Reference to Him by these

terms was made from a knowledge of vedic teaching.

Thus, Brahma, known also as Purushottama, and

Narayana, is to be known from the upanishads. He cannot

be known from any source other than the veda, and stands

apart from everything else, as being the seat of excellent

qualities like omniscience and the possession of an unfail-

ing will.
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was one of its modifications—ether, air (for prd,na is

only a product of air) or fire. In sub-sections 6 and 11

jivas in general, and an individual in particular in the

form of Indra were put forward. All these attempts

have failed. In the remaining sections of this chapter

it will be shown that nothing else is connected with the

evolution of the universe; and this will establish

Brahma as the only cause. In the first section the

opponent objected altogether to the enquiry into

Brahma ;
in the next three sections he assumes a new

role, and merely contends that this or that text of the

upanishad does’ not refer to Brahma. If he should

succeed, he would plead that all other texts should be

construed so as to agree with his conclusion. In the

first section the marks on which he relied were indistinct,

that is, they did not exist, and flowed from his own
imagination. In the second section the marks will be

found to exist ; but they are general ; and the opponent

will endeavour to limit them to something other

than Brahma.

Sub-section l

In this sub-section the following text is for

consideration.

All this indeed is Brahma \ for it has come forth

from Him ; it will be dissolved in Him -, it lives by Him.
With a serene mind meditate (on Brahma). Now, this

purusha is full of meditations. What he meditates on in
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this world, that he becomes, when he departs from hence.
Let a person do meditation ichundo.^ III-14-1). Manomaya,
praya sarlra, bharupa. (Ibid., verse 2.)

This text is considered in two ways. In the first

the fifth sentence only is taken up
;

viz., ‘ Let a person

do meditation Two meditations are enjoined—one

meditation in the second sentence for the purpose

of attaining serenity of mind, and another in

the fifth sentence for attaining release. The

third sentence will then show that there is no

impropriety in one’s undertaking many meditations;

while the fourth sentence will indicate that the

second meditation aims at a fruit of its own, and that it

does not serve the first meditation
; for unless a fruit is

mentioned or is implied, an operation will be regarded as

serving another operation, in regard to which a fruit is

stated. Here the object of meditation is not stated in the

sentence conveying the injunction ; it is therefore supplied

from the sentence which follows, and which describes one

connected with mind and prUna. The doubt is whether

this person so connected is a jiva or the highest AtmR.

First mew. He is a jiva ; for mind and prana are

the jiva'

s

instruments ; while their connection with the

highest Atmd is denied in the text
—

“ He is indeed

without prana and without mind.” (munda., 11-1-2.)

The following objections are raised

:

(i) The term BrahrrwL in the first sentence of the

text may be added here as the object of meditation.

Reply. The term serves another purpose ;
for the

first sentence shows how serenity of mind, which is
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needed as a condition of meditation, may be attained

;

and it points out for this purpose that everything is

Brahma.

(ii) But an object of meditation being needed,

though the term is found in another sentence, it may
nevertheless be added.

Reply. By supplying the terms manomaya and the

rest found in the same sentence, the need is satisfied.

{N.B.—By the expression the same sentence is

meant a sentence connected with it so as to form a

whole. The first sentence is not so connected, as three

sentences intervene.)

(iii) But the sentence which contains these terms is

artkavadat ^.e., its object is merely to praise
; and the

terms are in the first case, while what is needed is

words in the second or objective case.

Reply. When an injunction-text has a need, it

may be supplied from arthavada. {minWLmsoL.^ IV-3-8.)

And the case endings may be changed, and by this

means both the needs will be satisfied.

Hence, it may be decided that one connected with

mind and pratia is a jiva ; and then the term Brahma^

which occurs towards the close of the context in the

sentence “ He is Brahma” should denote a jiva^ speak-

ing of him in respectful terras.

Final decision. This is stated in the sutra

:

1. I

Because what is well-known in all (the upavishads)

is stated here.
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The person connected with mind and prana is the

highest At7?icl

;

for in all the upanishads the connection

of the terms mind and praria with Him alone is well

knowm. Here is the authority :

(i) Manomaya, the leader of pruna and body, (munda.,
II-2-8.)

; fii) This ether within the heart : in it is this

Purusha, manomaya \ He is immortal, and has a shining
body. Uaitti.-slkshuvalli, VI-l.) ; (iii) With love and per-

severance He may be perceived with the mind ; those who
meditate on Him become immortal {nurUyanam, 1-10.):

(iv) He is not perceived with the eye ; nor with speech

;

but with a pure mind imunda., III-1-8.) ; (v) He is the

praya of pruya ! i.e., He is the support of prUyas ; (vi) Next?

PrUya alone directed by the knower takes hold of this body

and raises it (kauskitaki, 11-26.) ; (vii) All these beings are

dissolved in prUna
;
they come forth from prUya {chando.y

1-11-5).

The first term in the first text means ‘one who

can be perceived with (a pure) mind only The third

sentence in the second text is added to show that

reference is made to the highest Atmu. These two texts

merely mention connection with mind in general ;
the

third text shows the nature of the connection. The

fourth text shows the condition of the mind needed for

perception. The last three texts show connection with

prana. The sixth text refers to Brahma as the inner

ruler of prand. The term prana in the last text was

previously explained from its etymology as denoting

Brahma ; it may denote Him also as the ruler of prana

on the rule of interpretation to be explained in sub-

section 8 of this section.

pf.B.—It may be noted here that both the jiva and

Brahma are connected with mind and praria, the former
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using them as his instruments, and the latter as being

perceived by one and as supporting and controlling the

other. Hence from mere connection in general no

inference can be drawn in favour of the jivo,.

2. Taking this view the following statements,

which occur in the context ;
“ This Atmd is present

within my heart”
;
and ‘ He is Brahma' may be explain-

ed without resort to a secondary meaning. The text

quoted in favour of the first view denies of Brahma the

following, that His knowing depends on the mind ; and

that His existence depends upon prSina.

Second Explanation. The foregoing is one mode of

understanding the text ; but it is open to the following

objections : First, the whole of the sutra stated the

reason ; and there was no word to indicate the subject

under consideration, and it was supplied. Secondly, the
'

word Brahma occurs at the beginning and end of the

context. The first view took it to denote Brahma at the

beginning, and a jiva at the end-. But, as it is natural

to presume that it denotes the same being in both

places, the sub-section would be unnecessary. Thirdly,

serenity of mind being attained by learning the

meaning of the veda and dwelling on it constantly, it

is unnecessary to enjoin a meditation for. this purpose.

Lastly, the term santa in the original had to be under-

stood as meaning desiring serenity of mind, while its

natural meaning is having a serene mind. The text

under consideration will therefore be explained

differently.
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Only one meditation is enjoined, and that in the

second sentence
; and the injunction is repeated (1) in

the fifth sentence in order to enjoin certain particulars

to be included in the meditation. The particulars are
‘ He can be perceived with a pure mind ’ and the rest

stated in verse 2. Hence, the meaning is ‘ Meditate

on Brahma,' the aUm of all, as possessing these

particulars. The doubt is whether the term Brahma
denotes a jiva or the highest AtmU.

First view. It denotes a jiva
; for the term Brahma

is put in apposition with the term ‘ all ’
; and it will be

appropriate only in the view that reference is made to

a jiva. The term ‘ all ’ denotes all the jivas in the

universe, beginning with the four-faced BrahmU and

ending with the minutest germ ;
and they have attained

their present conditions as the result of karma, of which

the root is beginningless avidya (2). In the case of

the highest Atma, on the other hand, this cannot be

the case. For, being all-knowing, He knows that these

conditions are very undesirable; being omnipotent.

He is capable of avoiding them ;
His knowledge and

(l) The injunction is repeated. The text ‘Do the

agnihotra homa ’ gives the injunction, but does not state

the material for offering. This is stated in another text

‘ make the homa with curd This merely indicates the

materiali and the words ‘ make the homa ’ is a repetition of

the first text. Similarly here.

(3) Of which the root is beginningless avidya. The

meaning intended to be conveyed is that avidya and karma

follow one another like the seed and tree ; and that this

succession has had no beginning.
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power have never been limited
;
for He has no karma.

Hence He cannot be all this.

2. The question is asked—Wliy is the term brahma

used, if the jiva be intended ?

Reply. The term is occasionally applied to the

jiva also
;

for like the term citma it is common to both

the jiva and Brahma. Hence, it is that the highest

Atma is referred to with the epithet highest as in the

expressions ‘ The highest Atma,' ‘ the highest Brahma '.

3. A further question is put. The term citma has

the same connotation and is therefore common to both.

Is this so in regard to the term brahma.

Reply. The jiva also is great in regard to his attribute

jnanam
;
and this emerges, when his karma goes. Here

is the authority. “ He becomes unlimited.” {sveta., V-9.)

4. Still another question. Being the cause of the

evolution and dissolution of the universe is adduced as

a reason ;
and what is previously well-known is so stated

here ;
and it is Brahma, that is well-known as the cause

;

not the jiva.

Reply. Evolution and dissolution take place, as the

jivas have to be rewarded or punished according to their

deserts. In their own nature they are without limitation

in regard to their attribute jncirwm, and are brahma
;

but owing to karma they appear in various forms

—

devas,

men, beasts or vegetables.

Final decision. This is stated in the sutra

:

1. He Who is identified with _^all this, i.e., the
universe—is the highest Atma

; because a
well-known fact is adduced (as the reason).

31
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Here the first word sarvatra in the original, mean-
ing ‘in all this,’ refers not to the upanishads as in the
first explanation, but to the universe. The term asabdam,
na'itara (not the other), or (another) is brought
down from the first section, and its meaning is stated.

The reason assigned is that Brahma is the cause of the

evolution, sustenance and dissolution of the universe,

and it is only what is previously known, that is stated

to be the cause. If the texts be examined, it will be

seen that the cause ' is the highest Atim, not the

jiva. The taittirlya bhriguvalli begins with the sentence

•

“ From whom these beings are born, by whom (as

supporter from within) they live, when born, and returning

to whom, they enter, becoming one, know Him; He is

Brahma," and ends with these words “ He learned that

Ananda was Brahma ; for all these beings are born from

Ananda alone

They recall the all-knowing, anandamaya described

in the anandavalli {vide sub-section 6). Here is

another text.

He, the world-cause, is the lord of the jivas ; none is

His maker ; no one is His lord, {svetu., VI-9.)

The original has the word karanadhipa, which

means the lord of instruments—i.e., pratia, mind, the

five senses and the five motor organs, and such an one

is clearly a jiva. The lord of the jivas is the world-

cause. This may be seen in other places also. Hence

the Brahma is the highest AtmU.

%. How is the identification of Brahma with ‘ all

this’ to be explained?
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Reply. As fully described in paras 13 to 15 of

the final decision under sutrd 13 of chapter I, section 1,

(pages 186 to 190), Brahma is the dtmd, of ‘ all this,’ as

the jiva is the dtmn. of his body. Hence the objections

urged in para 1 of the first view fail. Nor can the

explanation offered in the same para be accepted. The

jiva in each body is different from the jiva in another ;

how can they be identical with one another ? In regard

to the freed jivas too, their identity with the universe,

and being the cause of the evolution of the world are

impossible, as will be shown in chapter IV, section 4.

Lastly, the jiva's karma merely accounts for the

diversity observed in the world
;
but it cannot be either

the material or operative cause. In the term tad-ja-

la-an^ which occurs in the original, and which means
‘ what has come forth from, what is dissolved in and

what lives by it,’ the terra it {tad) refers to the term

‘ Brahma^ and not to karma. Hence, the last

explanation also fails.

This second explanation alone meets with the

approval of great men. The author of the vritti

observes Brahma, the cLtmU, of all, stated in the text

‘ All this indeed is Brahma,' is the all-controller.

2. I

And because the attributes mentioned in the next

verse will be appropriate only in the highest Alma.

See verse 2 in Vedic Texts, and the notes thereunder.

The first attribute—^being capable of perception

with a pure mind only—shows that He is free from all
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imperfections
; for only a pure being (1) can be perceived

with a pure mind. Impure beings only can be perceived

with impure minds. The purity of the mind should be

attained by meditation on the highest Atma helped by
the seven angas^ beginning with discrimination in

regard to food (the capacity to separate pure food from

what is impure). The next term prWna sarira should not

be limited to one prU'ria ; it indicates one who supports

and controls the pru'/].as of all. Similarly all the other

epithets will be found applicable to Him only. See ex-

planation of the other terms in Vedic Texts.

3. 3T5qq%^g ^ |

The seat of the attributes cannot be an embodied
being ; because they are not appropriate in him.

The jiva is like a glowworm ;
and he is fit to ex-

perience untold suffering from the possession of a body

made by past karma. Whether he is bound (2) or has

become free, not a grain of these attributes will ever be

found in him.

The first sutra assigned a reason found in the text

under consideration ; the second sutra another reason

(1) A freed jiva may also be perceived by a pure

mind ; but he will be perceived as controlled by, and as

existing only for, Brahma. If he be perceived otherwise,

the mind will not be pure.

(2) Whether he is bound. The bound jiva is mentioned

in illustration. As the jiva, that is bound as punishment,

cannot be identical with the Being that punishes him, so

the jiva, that is rewarded, cannot be identical with Him,

who rewards.
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found in the second verse ; and this was put into a

negative form in the third sutra. A third reason, which
»

occurs in the last verse, is brought forward in the next

sutra.

4. I

And because Brahma and jiva are described as object

and subject respectively.

The’ description is as follows :

Departing from here I shall reach Him. (verse 4.)

Here Brahma is the object ; and the meditator is

the subject
;
and the object reached is what is meditated

on (1); hence, Brahma is different from the jVm who
reaches.

5. ?T5?r#^Tci;i

Because there is difference in the words used to

indicate them.

In the text “ This atma is present within my heart
”

(verse 3) the word ‘ my ’ (me) which indicates the jiva

is in the possessive case, and the word Atma, which

denotes Brahma is in the nominative case. The same

difference is seen in a parallel passage from the hrihad-

ciranyaka.

As is a grain of rice, a grain of yava, a ^amUka
seed (a kind of grain) or the same without the husk, so within

(1) The object meditated on. One may ask—The
commencement referred to the meditator and that meditated

on ;
and the difference between them should be stated. Of

what use is the distinction drawn between the person who
reaches and Him who is reached. These clauses reply.
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the atmu is this Purusha having a golden form, and resemb-
ling a fire without smoke.

Here the jiva is denoted by the word atman in the

seventh case, and Brahrm by the word purusha in the

nominative case.

The preceding sutra and the text which it considered

raise a doubt. The difference pointed out between

object and subject may be explained with reference to

two different conditions. To remove this doubt, this sutra

cites a text which refers to one and the same condition,

and indicates difference between Brahma and the jiva.

6 . 1

And because smriti lends its support.

The bhagavad’-glta in several places similarly

indicates Brahma and the jiva by words which have

different case-endings. See chapter XV, verses 15 and 19,

and chapter XVIII, verse 61.

Here the mention of the highest Atma's presence

within the heart of man leads to two objections, which

are replied to in the next two sutras.

I

” If it be said—Ho, because Brahma is stated to

dwell in a very small place and to be of very

small size”—The reply is “Ho—because He has

to be so meditated on ; in Himself He is like the

ether

The statement is made in verse 3 :
‘ This utma is

present within my heart in a form smaller than a grain
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of rice, etc.’ The heart is a very small place
; and His

form is smaller than a grain of rice. This description

applies to a jiva, who is stated to be of the size of a

ten-thousandth part of the tip of a hair
;
but not to the

highest Atma, who has no limitation in place. To

this objection the second part of the sutra replies. He
has to be meditated on as being within the heart and as

appearing in this form. His natural form is further

on in the same verse stated to be larger than the

earth, etc. That meditation is enjoined will be evident

from a consideration of the upanishad. It begins with

the injunction to meditate on Brahma^ who is the atnwL

of all objects, and who is the cause of the evolution and

dissolution of all objects, and of their continued

existence by entry into them as their atmU. It next

states that the fruit to be reached will be in accordance

with the mode of meditation. It then repeats the

injunction in order to enjoin certain particulars, and des-

cribes Him as the ruler of the worlds, and enumerates

His attributes (verse 2). The next verse states that He
is present in a small form in the meditator’s heart, in

order that he may meditate on Him as his Oima
; and

then describes the form of Brahma to be reached by

him. The last verse directs that the meditator should

meditate ‘ Brahma, who is all this, out of His infinite

mercy is present in my heart, in order that I may have

immortal life ’
;
and also ‘ I will surely reach my goal in

accordance with my meditation ’. The upanishad

closes with the assurance that there need be no doubt as

to the result in the case of one who has this belief.
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Hence being in a small place and being of small size is

for the purpose of meditation (1).

8. I

If it be said “ (By dvrelling \vithin the heart) the ex-
periencing of pleasure and pain .must result,”
the reply is “no—Because there is a difference

The jiva, who dwells within the heart, suffers

pleasure and pain. If it be admitted that Brahma
also abides within it, He must suffer like the jiva. The

second part of the sidra replies. Mere dwelling within

a body does not bring about this result ; the true cause is

bondage to karma ; and this does not exist in Brahma.

Here is the authority :
“ Of them the other does not eat

(the fruit) but shines, {munda.^ III-l-l.)

Sub-section 2

9. I

The eater (of brUJnna^a and kshattriya) is the highest

AtmU', because these words denote (the universe

consisting of) the moveable and the immoveable.

The text for consideration is

:

To whom brahmaya and kshattriya both become food,

and to whom Death is a condiment, who can know how
He is.

(l) From this the following rule may be deduced:

When an object or being is known to be of large size, and

a limiting object is stated, and a size is mentioned, the

limitation is accidental ; and the size without the limiting

object is the natural one.
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The words ‘ to whom ’ in the text indicate a con-

nection between the Being referred to and food ; and the

words ‘ food ’ and ‘ condiment ’ show that this connection

is the relationship of the eater and the eaten. Hence

the term ‘ eater ’ in the sutra. The term used in the

original is upaseclmnam ; and this means what is

eaten along with food, facilitating the eating by

imparting a relish to the food ; and it is translated here

by the word •' condiment

The doubt here is—Who is the eater—a jiva or the

highest Atma.

First view—He is a jiva. Because the mention of

food and condiment calls up an eater
; and as the w^ord

‘ food ’ cannot be taken in its primary sense here, it

must mean an object of enjoyment
; one to whom an

object of enjoyment appeals (1) should be a jiva
; and

his enjoyment is the effect of past karma. He is subject

to the bondage of karma and experiences its fruits, while

the highest Atma is untouched by it.

Final decision. This is stated in the sutra. The

eater is the highest Atrm ;
for by the words hrahma^a

and kskattriya reference is made to the whole of the uni-

verse ;
and by the word ‘ food ’ an object of destruction

(1) Object oj enjoyment appeals. The words hralimaya

and kskattriya denote jivas in the embodied condition. As
persons of one sex are objects of enjoyment to the other
sex, they are objects of enjoyment to the Being under
consideration. If the word food ’ {odana) be taken to

mean objects of enjoyment, death must be taken to be a
helper in the enjoyment.

32
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is meant
; and He who destroys the universe cannot be

other than the highest Atma.

2. Here an objection is raised. The word ‘ food
’

cannot be an article of consumption in its ordinary
sense ; but in adopting a secondary meaning an attribute

of food should be taken, which is peculiar to it (1).

Being an object of destruction is common to it and
to other objects.

Reply. Here reference is made not to enjoyment

yielded by karma, but to destruction by Vishnu, i.e.,

Brahma, the cause of the evolution, sustenance and

dissolution of the universe. This is evident from the

mention of death as upasechana. As the condiment is

utilized to facilitate the eating, and is itself ultimately

eaten up, so death is used as an instrument in the

destruction of the world of diversity, and is himself

ultimately destroyed. Hence destruction of the whole

(l) Which is peculiar to it. Here reference is made
to the rule deduced in the pfirva mlmumsu (III-5-8). When
the juices in chamasas have been offered in a soma yaga, the

adhvaryu directs that four of them should be taken to the

sadas, where the juice that remains is drunk. To one of

the chamasas he refers as follows—prodgutrlnUm (of the

ndgrdas). Here the term udgaiU denotes only one person

—

he who sings the second part of a suma mantra ; but it has

a plural ending. Hence, the meaning of the term establish-

ed by usage is given up, and a secondary meaning is

adopted. This may be done in two ways—
(p

it may be

taken to denote all the helpers in the yaga {ritvik), or (ii)

only the three who sing sS?na mantras. In the former

reference will be made to a feature common to the singers

and others ;
and in the latter only to the singers ; it has

therefore been decided that the term should be restricted to

the three singers only.
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world is intended. The Being who destroys is referred

to as Vishnu in the same upanishad (valli 3, verse 9), and

He is the.highest Atma.

•3. It is objected again. The second clause, being

heard later than the first, is weaker, and should not

alter the meaning which is adopted for the term ‘ food
’

independently. Reply. Here the words ‘ food ’ and
‘ condiment’ being connected, one cannot be understood

independently of the other, {bhava, page 240.)

4. The opponent accepts these replies, but asks

why the terms brahmana and kshattriya also should be

understood iii a secondary sense. The following is the

reply. It is true that with the primary sense the

meaning of the sentence can be made out
; but there is

no reason to presume that destruction is confined to

these classes only. In cases where meditation is enjoin-

ed, the highest Atma may be regarded as connected

with only a portion of the universe as in the texts

considered in chapter I, section 1, sub-section 7 ; but

here no meditation is enjoined, and the text merely

states an existing fact. Further, the word ‘ whom ’ in

the text refers to something stated elsewhere ; and this

will be found to be the chandogya text “All these

beings, my dear, have their root in Sat ; they rest in

Sat
;
they dissolve in Sat*\ (VI-8-7.)

10 . 1

And because the context refers to Brahma.

The verse under consideration points out the difii-

culty in knowing how the highest Atma is, unless one
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secures His grace; and recalls the following verses

where the same difficulty was mentioned

:

“ The Leva, who is difficult to see, concealed from
man by his avidya ; who has entered into all beings

; who
is present in the cavity of the heart, and stands in the jiva

;

and who has had no beginning ” (verse 12). “ This Atmn
cannot be reached by mere thinking, by mere meditation, by
mere hearing many times ” (verse 23),

Here the opponent comes forward and seeks to turn

this argument in his own favour. Immediately after

the text under consideration comes the following verse

:

By those who meditate on Brahma and serve

the five fires or recite a particular portion of the veda, two
persons are said to be drinking ritaw (the fruit of karma),

remaining in this world reached by good deeds, entering the

cavity of the heart, and dwelling in the excellent ether

within it. They are also said to be shade and light.

This verse clearly refers to a jiva, as will be

explained presently. As it is nearest to the text under

consideration, and as the verses quoted under the

preceding sutra are removed from it, the continuity of

the context may be taken to have been broken ;
and

this verse and the text form one context. Now the

verse refers to the drinking of ritam, the fruit of karma,

and a jiva is clearly indicated. But who is the other

that drinks with him ? The following statements are

made. The two—the jiva and the other—are in the

heart ;
they are in this world reached by good deeds.

They cannot naturally apply to the highest AtmU, who

is omnipresent . and who is not touched by karma. The

terms shade and light will appropriately indicate the
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unintelligent mind and a jiva. Hence the second must

be either the mind or prci'iia. It is true that they do

not drink I'itam
;
but as they are the jiva's instruments,

they may somehow he connected with the drinking.

There is an additional reason for this conclusion. The

verse gives prominence to the jiva, which will be

preserved, if the other be one of the two mentioned.

This will not happen, if the other be the highest Atmd,.

Hence, the jiva being the subject of this verse, along

with either the mind or pra^a, and the context being

one, the text under consideration refers to a jiva ; and

the conclusion reached in the two preceding sutras

is not sound.

This view is refuted in the sutra :

11. I

Those, that have entered the cavity of the heart,-

are surely atmas ; for this is so stated.

The atmas are jiva and the highest Atma. The

term ‘ surely ’ (hi) draws attention to a well-known fact.

Here are some texts :

“ The Atma is located in the cavity of the heart ”
;

“ Who meditates on Him as located in the heart ”
;
“ all

jivas are cities to Him who lies in the cavity of the heart.”

Presence in the heart cannot therefore pertain

either to the mind or to praria. On the other hand

the context itself shows that only the jiva and the

highest Atma are in the heart. First, as regards the

jiva :

Who has been born with the five elements, has
entered the cavity of the heart, and remains therein, and
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who lives with pra^a, depends upon the senses for enjoys
ment and eats the fruits of karma , of him He is the inner
ruler {kat-ha, IV-7).

As regards the highest Atma see verse 12 quoted

under the second sutra. The arguments of the opponent

may be answered thus : The expression ‘ drinking

ritam' may be explained as in the statement ‘Those

that carry umbrellas go’. This does not mean that

every one carries an umbrella ; it means that a group

of persons goes, and that the group is marked by the

carrying of umbrellas. This is, however, resorting to

a secondary sense. Another explanation is to regard

the highest Atma as prompting the jiva to drink
;
and

both will then be connected with the drinking—the

jim directly as drinker, and the other indirectly as

prompter. It must be admitted that though the latter

explanation is better than the former, as avoiding

resort to a secondary meaning, there is still a departure

from the natural meaning of the expression. In the case

of the mind or pra/j-a, however, the departure is much

greater
; for they are connected with the drinking only

as instruments. When it is said ‘ Two have entered the

house,’ one thinks of two persons, and not of one person

and of his walking stick. Again, mention is made

of two as drinking ritam^ and it is known that one of

them is a jiva. In the search for the second the mind

naturally turns to another of the same class ; and the

highest Atma belonging to the class of intelligent

beings, it thinks of Him only. Here the class being

known, an individual has to be found belonging to that
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class, while in turning to the mind or prWr^a another

class and another individual have to be brought up

;

and this requires a greater effort (1). Hence, the other

is the highest Atma
; the verse refers to Him ; and the

continuity of the context is preserved.

12. I

Because also (the two) are distinguished.

The jiva and Brahma alone' are mentioned through-

out the context thus distinguished. The one meditates

and reaches the goal ; the other is meditated on and is

the goal reached. Three verses are quoted below :

“ He, who knows Deva, worthy of all praise, as the

inner ruler of the jiva, and meditates on Him, will reach the

final end of samsara
""

(1-17). “ We are able to meditate

on Him, who gives the fruits of yagas, who is the unchanging
highest Brahma, who is the firm shore to those that wish
to cross the ocean of samsara, and who is reached by the

worship of the nachiketa fire ” (III-2). “ Know the atma as

the owner and ruler of the chariot the body as the

chariot.” This is as to the jiva. “ But the man who has
control over buddhi (conviction), the charioteer, who firmly

holds the mind, the reins, reaches that well-known end of

the road

—

viz., Vishyu, the highest goal ” (III-3 and 9).

This is as to the highest Mmci. In the very verse

quoted by the opponent the jiva and Brahma are

(1) From this discussion, two rules may be deduced :

(i) When resort to a secondary sense cannot be
avoided, and two ways of doing so present themselves, that
should be adopted, which is suitable to the context,

(ii) When two things are mentioned by the dual number of a
word, they must be of the same class.
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distinguishGd as shade and light. The former is shade,
being ignorant

; and the latter is light, being all-

knowing 1 (1), (2).

Sub-section 3

The text for consideration is from the chandogya,

and is as follows

:

“ This Pii-nisha, who is seen in the eye, He is atma ”
;

said he, “ He is amritam ; He is freedom from grief
; He

Brahma''

(1) Here the original raises an objection and answers
it. In valli 1, verse 20 of the upanishad (see Vedic Texts,

Introduction and the note under this verse), Nachiketas

requested Death to teach him in regard to the destiny of a

jiva, when he quits his body. This verse relates to the jiva\

and hence the whole of the upanishad relates to him, and not

to Brahma. The reply is that the questioner referred to the

ultimate destiny of the jiva^ as there were several opinions

in the matter. The reply had therefore to describe the

nature of release {moksha) and its means ; and this necessarily

included the nature of Brahma, and of the jiva, meditation

on Brahma, and the reaching of the highest heaven. The

objection therefore fails.

(2) The four sutras of this sub-section are thus

connected. The first mentions a reason that is found in the

text under consideration. The second gives a reason

available in a previous verse in the same context. The

third removes a doubt raised by the verse immediately

following the text. The particle ‘ and ’ is therefore not

added. The last sutra confirms the conclusion of the third

sUtra.

^ The original here describes how death came to teach

'Nachiketas

;

it explains the meaning of verse 20^ and states me

various opinions held regarding the destiny of ihQ 3%va. As all tms

is embodied in the ‘ Vedic Texts,’ it is omitted here.
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(See notes on this text in Vedic Texts.) The doubt

is whether this Purusha is a reflection, the being control-

ling the organ of sight, a jiva or the highest Atma.

First view. The purusha is a reflection
; for the

statement is like the statement of a w^ell-known fact

;

and by the words ‘ is seen,’ reference is made to what is

actually perceived. Or he may be a jiva
; for his

presence in the body is ascertained by looking at his

•eye ; and this also is well-known. Lastly, the purusha

may be the devata controlling the sense of sight ; for this is

known from the text
—"He is established in this

through his rays.” {brihad., vii-5-1.) The purusha in

the eye must be one of these, as the mention as of a

well-known fact applies to them appropriately. What
follows—being amritam and the rest—must be understood

in accordance with the beginning, and to be mere

praise. The particle iti (which serves the purpose of

inverted commas) recalls injunctions like the following

““ meditate on mind as Brahma," the original being

mano brahma iti upaslta (1).

Final decision. This is stated in the sutra :

13. I

The Purusha within (the eye) is the highest AtmU.

;

because the attributes enumerated are appropriate

only in Him.

(1) The first view is based on the statement made in

the preceding sub-section, that it is difficult to know the
highest Atma. If this be so, the opponent argues, the

purusha referred to here, as well-known, and as being
actually seen, cannot be He.

33
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Three attributes are stated in the text. Three
others are described in the verses which follow : viz.,.

all good qualities come together in Him
; He leads all

good qualities to those that come to Him ; He shines in

all the worlds {verses 2 to 4). ,
A single indication at

the commencement, when opposed to many attributes

stated further on, becomes weak. Hence, they cannot

be treated as mere praise.

14. |

And because standing and the rest are stated.

The word sthana in the original means standing,,

and not place, as will appear from a comparison with

the wording of the last sutra in this sub-section. By

the word ‘ rest ’ control is meant. The statement is

made in hriliad Qramjaka ;

Who stands in the eye, who is within the eye, whom
the eye* does not know, whose body the eye is, and who

rules the eye from within, this inner ruler is your immortal

Atma (V-7-13).

This standing and control are the attributes of the

highest AtmU : and by the text under consideration He

is thought of. The reference as of a well-known fact

applies to Him, and He is seen by yogis (those who

meditate on Him). Hence the statements in the text

are appropriate.

15. I

And for this reason alone, viz., that a Being who is

bliss is stated.
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See the narrative in Vedic Texts.

At the outset in this context it was taught “ Bliss

is Brahma ; ether {kham) is Brahma ”. Reference is

made in the text under consideration to this Brahma,

who is infinite bliss ; and further instruction is imparted

regarding the place, wherein He should be located, and
I

the qualities, with which He should be meditated on.

The word ‘ alone ’ (eva) shows that this reason is suffi-

cient of itself to establish the conclusion.

Here the following objection is raised : The text

-under consideration is not connected with the beginning,

as the teaching of agni-vidyci (i.e., meditation on the

• three fires) intervenes. This agni-vidyd, cannot be

regarded as subsidiary to hrahma-vidyd, (meditation on

Brahma)
;
for certain fruits are mentioned as flowing

from the agni-vidya, which cannot be included in the

fruits of hrahma-vidya, and which on the other hand

conflict with them.

Reply. Before and after the teaching of the agni~

vidya mention is made of Brahma thus : (i) “ Prd/na is

Brahma ”
;

(ii) “ He is amritam ; He is freedom from

grief ; He is Brahma," Next the fires said “ Thus have

been taught you our vidySL and atrha-vidya ; your

teacher will teach you the path ” (section 14-1). It

is clear that until the very end, where the rfem-path is

taught, the teaching is incomplete (1).. The intervening

(1) The teaching is incomplete. This needs some ex-

planation. The fires said ‘ your teacher will speak to you
about the path.’ It should not be thought that this referred
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agni-vidija is therefore subsidiary to brahma-vidya^
The upanishad has the word {enam) in the sentence
‘ Then the garhapatya fire taught him (enam) ’

; and it is

used when reference is made to one already mentioned.
Here brahma-vidya was first taught; and then the
agni-vidya and to the same student, the intention clearly

being that the latter vidya should help the former. And
it is taught only to one who has become fit for the

latter. If any confirmation were needed, there is the

express statement of the fires, “ Thus have been taught

you our vidya and atma-vidyu," i.e., hrdhma-vidya.

The student was very unhappy and yearned to know
the means to release

; the teaching of brakma-vidya to

him was appropriate
; but why was agni-vidyd also

taught him, unless it was to help the other ? Thus it is

evident that agni-vidyu was subsidiary to brahma-vidya ;

oneness of teaching on a subject is not destroyed by

the intervention of something subsidiary to it. Then

as to the fruits that were said to flow from the

agni-vidyu. They must be regarded as mere praise

only to the path, and that the teaching by them was

otherwise complete. Their intention was this. The teacher

having gone abroad without giving instruction, the student

was inconsolate ; and to comfort him, the fires, pleased with

the service that he rendered to them, taught him only the

nature of Brahma, and the agni vidya that was to serve

brahma vidya. They were of opinion that only instruction

by a teacher would be most serviceable, and expected that

he would teach the student the attributes of Brahma, the

place where He should be located and the path. Hence, the-

mention of the path by the fires should be taken to include-

the rest. The teacher understood them in this sense.
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(arthavcida) (1). And they do not conflict with the goal

sought. See sections 11, 12 and 13 of the upanishad in

Vedic Texts and the notes thereunder. Hence the

beginning of this portion of the upanishad is connected

with the text, and the reason assigned in the sutra holds^

At this stage the opponent asks “ How is it known

that in the sentence ‘ Bliss is Brahma
;
ether is Brahma *'

the highest Atmci is meant ? ” The form of expression

suggests the well-known element ether, and worldly

happiness ; and these, one may presume, were to be

meditated on as Brahma. For, the form of the sentence

is similar to the sentences—name is Brahma ; mind is-

Brahma. In both, the principal object to be meditated

on is first stated, and then the attribute with which it.

should be invested. This is confirmed by the words with

which the fires close their teaching :
“ They told him

about praria and that ether.” There is no reference-

here to Brahma. To this objection the next sutra

furnishes a reply :

16. 31^ '3;^ U 1

And for that very reason (2) He is Brahma.

Cl) Mere praise (arthavada). This is based on the

following rule deduced in the purva mlmamsa (IV-3'1). In.

the text ” Whose juhti is made of parna wood, he does not

hear disagreeable statement,” the fruit stated is decided to-

be mere praise -, what has to serve a yaga does not need any
fruit other than helping the making of the yaga ; and a.

juhu serves yagas, being the instrument with which
offerings are made.

(2) The expression ‘ for that very reason {.atdii) ’ refers-

to the words ‘ because a Being who is bliss is stated ’
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The meaning of the sutra is—Because in the text

‘ Wliat is bliss, that is ether ’ the term ‘ bliss ’ qualifies

tlio term ‘ ether,’ He who is denoted by the term ‘ ether’

is the highest Atma.

Now, how is this a reply to the objection raised ?

Reply, The student was disgusted with the round of

births and deaths, known as samsara (see the narrative

in Vedic Texts), and was burning for release from it

;

and as his teacher went abroad without teaching him,

the fires, full of mercy, taught him. It is clear that they

did not mean that he should meditate upon praya,

worldly happiness or ether as Brahma. The student

understood it in this way ; for he replied to the fires in

these words—“ I know the meaning of the statement

that pr(ln,a is Brahma ; but I do not understand (what

you mean by) bliss and ether.” If the view of the

opponent were correct, as all the three sentences, ‘ prana

is Brahma ; bliss is Brahma ; ether is Brahma ’ are

occurring in the preceding siitra ; and the meaning is that

the same words give the reason in this sTitra also. In the

preceding sutra the text was ‘ Bliss is Brahma,' and it was

urged as the reason ; and in this sutra the text is
‘ What is

bliss, that is ether,’ and this is the reason adduced here.

In both oases the reason is the same, though it is expressed

differently. For an analogous case see chapter II, section

3, sUtras 18 and 19. In the former the words from the

veda

'

express the reason : and in the latter reference is

made to the same words, by the word atali, and they give

the reason ; but the texts are different. The term he isali)

in the sUtra refers to ether iakUsa) ;
and its gender is

determined by the gender of the term Ukasa (ether) in the

closing text ‘ They taught him about prUya and that ether

(verse 5 of section 10).
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exactly alike, he would not have said that he understood

one sentence and not the others. What passed in his

mind must be something like the following : The fires

teach me that Brahma alone is to he meditated on ; for

1 have heard that one who desires release should do so.

I know also that the words man and deva denote a jiva

dwelling in bodies connoted by them, and that similarly

the term prWna may denote one who is within prcLna

and controls it, as the jiva is within a human or deva

body and controls it. The first sentence therefore means

—

the controller of prana is Brahma. If the other sentences

were construed similarly, that is, that the controller of

worldly happiness and of the element ether is Brahma,

then no information as to what Brahma is would have

been conveyed. On the other hand, if the terms bliss

and ether should qualify one another, then the meaning

would be that Brahma^ who is bliss, is ether

—

i.e., as

unlimited as ether ;
and this epithet would apply to both

Brahma and the attribute bliss. Thus the nature of

Brahma., would be known to be indescribable bliss.

His question was therefore meant to ascertain which of

these alternatives was intended. The fires replied,

accepting the latter alternative ; and in their closing

words they said that He who is prd,7i,a, as controlling

it, is also indescribable blfes. Hence, the text “Bliss

is Brahma ;
ether is Brahma ” refers to Brahma, who

is indescribable bliss ; and this being the subject under

consideration, the same is referred to as standing in the

eye. It will be observed that the nature of the' reply

given by the fires negatives the presumption that the
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text ‘bliss is Brahma' means meditation on bliss as
Brahma. For the question was what was meant by the

statement ‘bliss is Brahma'. To reply that ‘bliss is

ether ’ would not be appropriate
; for this would merely

be equivalent to another injunction that bliss should be

meditated on as ether. This also receives confirmation

from a later statement of the fires—* Thus have been

taught you our vidya and atma-vidya

'

(14-1) ; for

this refers to what is under consideration and describes

it as meditation on AtmU, which meditation on bliss or

ether will not be.

17. I

And because the path is taught, that should be

meditated on by one that has heard the vpanishad.

This is done in the last two verses of section 15 of

the upanishad. This is described in other upanishads as

leading to Brahma^ and is here taught to the student,

who has heard the upanishad and knows the nature of

Brahma, so that he may meditate on this also. Hence,

the Purusha in the eye is Brahma.

18. I

And (the Purusha within the eye) is not one of the

others ;
because it does not ever remain within the

eye y and because also the qualities enumerated

cannot be found in it.

First, the reflection depends upon the presence of

another person before the eye ; and when he departs,

the reflection disappears. Next, the jiva remains in the
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heart, from which he can control all the senses and all

the organs of action ; and he does not therefore remain

in the eye. Lastly, the being controlling the sense of

sight may remain elsewhere and control the sense ; and

he is said to do so with his rays. In none of these will

the attributes mentioned, which are unconditioned, be

appropriate (1).

Sub-section 4

In the second sutra of the preceding sub-section

reference was made to another upanishad in support of

the view that the Purusha within the eye is the highest

Atmd. That upanishad is now taken up for

examination.

The text for consideration is section 7 of hrihad

arariyaka^ chapter V. See Vedic Texts. One of the

verses is as follows :

Who stands in earth, who is within the earth, whom
the earth does not know, whose body the earth is, and who
rules the earth from within, this inner ruler is your
immortal Atma (verse 7).

(1) The six sutras in this sub-section are thus con-

nected : The first sutra mentions a reason available in the

text under consideration. The second sutra removes a doubt
that arises in regard to it by citing another upanishad. The
third sutra adduces another reason found in a previous text

in the same context. The fourth sutra decides that this

text refers only to Brahma. The fifth sutra brings up a

third reason, which a later text furnishes ; and the last

sutra confirms the first two sUtras in a negative form.

84
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Tliere are many similar verses. Here the doubt
is who is this inner ruler—is he a jivci or is he the
highest Atma ? ^

FiTst vi&Wt He is a jiva j for in the closing verses

this inner ruler is stated to see and to hear
; seeing and

hearing mean perception through the senses
; and one

who has to use the senses to see and hear must be a

jiva. Even control of others depends upon the possession

of the mind ; for it is so observed in the world.

2. Here an objection is raised. Eeference is made
to a Being who is the inner ruler of all jivas and of all

material objects. How can he be a jiva ? Reply. For

the reason stated, the inner ruler being a jiva^ and

not the highest Atmd, the reference to immortality, the

standing in jivafi, and control of them should not be

taken literally. It is not true that there is but one

inner ruler. When it is said ‘ He who stands is your

son ; he who cooks is your son,’ one understands that

there are two sons. Similarly when the pronoun ‘ who ’

{yah) is repeated in each verse, and the being described

is said to be the inner ruler, one should conclude that

there are many such {bhava, p. 252).

3. Another objection : "Why should not seeing

mean merely the perception of colour? Reply. The

text ‘ There is no seer other than this,’ which occurs

towards the close, makes a denial, which would be

inappropriate, if seeing meant merely the perception

of colour in general terms ; for this is found in the jiva.

’ Here the original compares the kUnva and madhyavdma read-

ings. This being embodied in the ‘ Vedic Texts’ is omitted here.
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The denial should therefore be understood as referring

to perception without the help of the senses. As there-

fore perception is through the senses only, the conclusion

stated stands.

Final decision. The inner ruler is the highest

Atmci. This is stated in the sutra.

19. i

The antaryami (inner ruler) in the sentences contain-

ing the words adhidaivam and adhilokam is the

highest Atma ; because His peculiar attributes are

specified.

The text under consideration occurs in the upani-

shad of both the kanvas and the md,dhyandinas. The text

as read by the former contains the word adhidaivatam
;

and the text of the latter has additional verses relating

to all lokas (worlds), all vedas and all yajnas. By the

words adhidaivam and adhilokam the sutra refers to

the texts as read by both (1), and affirms that the inner

ruler in both the texts is one

—

viz., the highest AtmS,.

That the inner ruler is one is evident from the

narrative with which the text commences. See Vedic

(1) How can this be—when the texts differ in some
respects ? Reply. The term adhidaivatam occurs in the

eighteenth verse preceded by the particle iti (equivalent

to inverted commas), and covers all the verses beginning
with the seventh. All these occurring in the mUdhyandina
reading also, it is concluded that both the sets of texts treat

of the same Being ; and the additional verses in one are

supplied in the other on the rule that what is not stated in

one place may be taken from another place, where it is

stated.
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Texts. In the question put to Ynjnavalkya only one
inner ruler is referred to: “Do you know that inner

ruler, who rules from within this world, the other world

and all beings,” and Yajnavalkya's reply is the text

under consideration.

2. The sutra refers to the peculiar attributes of

the highest Aitmi. One of these is the entry by one

only into all worlds, all beings, all devas, all vedas and

all yajnas^ and controlling them in every way. Another

is having every object as His body, and being its iitmU, (1).

These are not possible in one other than Brahma,

who is omnipresent and who has an unfailing will. A
third attribute is being immortal

; and this is as a part

of His nature. When a doubt arises whether an attribute

mentioned is natural or accidental, and there is no

epithet to limit its application, it should be presumed

(1) This is stated in the following texts :
‘ He has

entered into men and controls them ; He is the atmU of ail.’

‘ Having created it, He entered into the very same : having

entered into it, He became sat and tyad ’ iana., Ylj. Subrda

upanishad begins with these words ‘ Here there was nothing

whatever before. These beings are born without a root and

without support. NUrUyaya is a dweller in the highest

heaven, has a shining body and is one, i.e., has no equal or

superior. The eye and what is to be seen are Nurayaya ;

the ear and what is to be heard are Naraya>ja ’. It then

goes on thus
—

* He remains within (man’s) body in the heart *,

He is unborn ; one, i.e., without an equal or superior ;
eternal.

He whose body earth is, who moves about in earth* whom

earth does not know ;
whose body water is ;

. . . whose body

mrityu (subtle matter) is, who moves about in mrityu, whom

mrityu does not know, He, the inner ruler of ail beings, is

free from karma ; dwells in the highest heaven ;
has a

shining body ; has no equal or superior ; He is NnrUyaya.
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to be natural. If it be accidental, the cause that

induced it should be known first, and while this is being

looked for, the view that it is natural occurs to the

mind and is at once accepted, {bhava, p. 253.)

3. The arguments in the first view are not sound.

First, the perception of the highest Atma does not

depend upon the use of sense organs. It pertains to

His nature
; for He is all-knowing, and has an unfailing

will. Here is a text, which denies that His perception

is like that of the jiva.

Do not look upon Him as the doer of (ordinary)

seeing {brihad., V-4-2). And here is another “ He sees, but
has no eye ; He hears, but has no ear ; He goes and he
takes, but has no hands or feet ”. (sue/a., III-19.)

Question. The primary meaning of the words

seeing and hearing is to see or hear through one

or the other organ. Is it not so ? Reply. This

will not apply to the case of the highest Atma.

In determining the meaning of words reference should

be made to all the cases, in which they are used

;

and that meaning should be adopted, as the primary

meaning, which applies to all the cases. Hence seeing

means merely perception of colour and size. Question

again : Wherever there is perception, there is dependence

upon the senses. Is not this what we see ? Reply. Your

argument will be like this. The perception of the

highest Atma depends upon the senses
;

for it is

perception, like the perception of the jiva. This is,

however, faulty. There is a third thing

—

viz., bondage

to karma, which co-exists with dependence upon the
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senses in the example given, and limits perception to

perceptions through the senses only
; but it is absent

from Brahma, Hence His perception is not so limited.

4. The other argument urged in para 3 of the

first viev is also unsound. In the denial of a seer the

words used are “ no other than this ”
; the term ‘ this’

refers to the inner ruler described in the preceding

verses as controlling others without being seen by them

;

and the term ‘ other ’ (anya) to one who is in every way
similar to Him ; and the existence of a seer of this kind

is denied. It has been decided in the case of itara

(other) that it refers to something similar to what was

previously stated {vide Introduction, para 31-i). The

term anya has the same meaning, and the same rule

applies to it also. The usage is similar in the world also.

When it is said ‘ In this village devadatta alone is man

;

no other is.’ What is denied is not that there are no

men ;
for this would be opposed to facts. The meaning

is that there is no other similar to him in intelligence

and the like. The statement ‘ He, the inner ruler, is

your immortal atma ’ refers to the jiva by the term

‘ your,’ and to the inner ruler as his atma. The latter is

not therefore fit to be a jiva.

20. ^ ^ I

Neither any form of matter nor the jiva can be

antaryaffii ;
because attributes that can never be

found in either are mentioned.

They are those stated in the first sutra. ,
The

object in mentioning the material products is to show
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that it is as impossible for the jiva to be the inner ruler,

as it is for matter.

In these two sutras the conclusion was established

with reference to certain attributes. The next sutra

adduces a reason, which is by itself sufficient.

21. f| 1

Both (the kanva and the madKyandina) describe Kim
(the inner ruler) as different from the jiva.

For he is controlled as much as his instruments are

—

prSina, the senses and the mind. The inner ruler, who

controls, is other than the jiva that is controlled.

Sub-section 5

Subject. The following texts from the mundaka

are for consideration (1)

:

Next, the higher {vidya), is that by which that Akshara
(the indestructible) is vividly perceived (verse 5). That well-

known Being, who cannot be seen, nor seized ; who
has no name and no colour ; who has no eyes and ears, nor
hands and feet ; and who is eternal, omnipresent, and all-

pervading, because of His highly subtle nature. He is

(l) The author of the sutras clearly meant that both
the texts should be considered together. The first word in

the first sutra of this sub-section means one of whom in-

visibility and the rest are attributes ; and this is the akshara
mentioned in the first text. The masculine gender of the
word indicates the superior in the second text.
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without imperfections, and the wise perceive Him to be
the material cause of all that exists (verse 6).

Akshordt paratali, paraii (superior) (1) (11-1-2),

The doubt is who is the aksJmra, described as invisible

in the first text, and who is the superior mentioned in the

second text. Are they matter and jiva, respectively or

are they the highest Atma in both the texts ?

Fij'st view. The akshara in the first text is matter

in the subtle condition ; and the superior in the second

text is jiva. In the preceding sub-section it was decided

that He who sees without being seen was the highest

Atma. Here no reference is found to seeing, the peculiar

attribute of an intelligent being
; and the expression

“ Who cannot be seen ” may therefore refer to matter

in the subtle condition. Again, to be the object of seeing

and seizing is denied of this akshara
; and these are

attributes of matter in the gross condition which we see.

By these matter in the subtle condition is brought up

;

for it is of the same nature as the other—matter in the

gross condition. The expression ‘ he is not hrahrmiia ’

refers to one in a caste similar to the brahmaiia, viz.,

to a kshattriya, vaisya or sudra, but not to an outcaste

(1) Aksliorut parataJi paraJi. This is interpreted in

two ways—(i) superior to that, which is superior to akshara.

In this the akshara is matter ; that which is superior to it

is the jiva : and he who is superior to him is Brahma.

This interpretation is that adopted in the final decision,

(ii) Superior to akshara, which is superior. In this also,

akshara is matter, but in the subtle condition ;
and it is

superior to its products. The superior to akshara is the

jiva. This interpretation is that adopted in the first view.
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or to a beast: The expressions ‘ he is not a boy,’ and ‘ he

is not lean,’ bring up the same individual in conditions

similar to the conditions denied, but not another indi-

vidual. Similarly, here certain attributes are denied

of akshara^ and we wish to know what it is
;
we see

the attributes in matter and this is present before the

mind. The denial may therefore appropriately refer to

the same matter in the subtle condition
; and we

conclude that akshara is subtle matter. To go in search

of another object will need greater effort on the part of

the mind, and is therefore out of the question.

Here an objection is raised. The denial of visibility

carries with it the denial of the absence of intelligence
;

for what is without intelligence is visible. Reply. What
is not visible is not necessarily intelligent ; for the mind

is invisible, and is without intelligence. Hence akshara

is matter in the subtle condition known as prodhanam.

2. In the second text reference is made to the jiva.

T’or the verse, of which the text is a part (II-1-2), has

the term without a body ; and as a body is found in a

bound jiva, the denial of body brings up the same

individual in his freed condition. And he is superior

to akshara. The terms aksharat and paratah are in the

same case and are in apposition ;
and the meaning is

that akshara is superior to its products. Hence the

meaning of the text is superior to akshara, which is

superior to all its products
; and such a one is a jiva.

3. Akshara controlled by the jiva evolves as mahat,

ahamkara and the five elements ; and this is shown by

the following examples.

35
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As the spider sends forth and draws in its thread

;

as plants appear on earth ; as from man, who remains a
man, hair comes forth, so from Akshara the universe comes
fdrth here. (1-1-8.)

The spider illustrates evolution of matter as

controlled by a jiva ; the appearance of plants shows
that it is possible for matter to evolve even without

control
; and the last example proves that the mere

presence of the jiva will suffice.

4. Hence the texts under consideration refer to

subtle matter and the jiva.

Final decision. Both the texts refer to the highest

Attn^. This is stated in the sutra :

22. I

He, of whom invisibility and the rest are attributes,

and the Superior is the highest AtTha \ because

His peculiar attributes are stated.

One of the attributes mentioned is omniscience, and

this is predicated of Akshara. (See Vedic Texts.) After

mentioning akshara in verse 6, reference is made in

verse 8 to the evolution of the universe from aksJmra.

This recalls the akshara first mentioned. This akshara

is therefore the same. Verse 10 repeats the fact of

evolution, and predicates omniscience of its cause. It

must be the same akshara. Akshara, being all-knowing,

cannot be pradhanam. No reference was made to it

here ;
and it is not present before the mind.

2. Here an objection is rafised. In coiinecting

akshara in the first text with omniscience, reliance is
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pJ3,pie,d pyi the mentipn that if is the causp of eyolution,

and on jbhis being recalled by verse 10 predicating

omnispience. This is the authority known as lingam
;

and by it the fipst tpxt ip connected with verse 10 ; and

the aksjiq/rg in the first text is conclpded to be the

highest Atma
; and to differ from the aksfiara in the

second text, which is prgdhang'jn. Instead of doing this,

both the texts shopjd be. regarded as referring to the

same object on the strength of the wprd akshara occur-

ring in both. This is the authority known as sruti ; and

sriiti is stronger than liTiga^- In the second text

gfcshnrg is pradhdngm as admitted by both the sides.

The akshara in the first text alsp is pradhaimrii^ and to

predicate omniscience of it is not appropriate. Reply.

you rely on §ruti alone ; bpt on my side there is sruti

also in addition to lingam. For in verse 13 of section 2

the terms aksfiara and purusha are placed in apposition
;

apd this verse and the first text are connected as relat-

ing to the same object ; and the lingam lends its support

tp the sruti.

3. Further objection—^While the first text refers to

the material caiipe, the verse predicating omniscience

relates to the operative cause
; the two causes being

different* the statement thp-t lingam lends support is not

correct. Leaving this aside, there is sruti on e^ch side
;

but my view is supported by the illustration of the

spider. Reply. The illustration is as appropriate to the

highest Atmd invested with matter, as it is to pradha-

nam, and this must be ignored. Then each side has to

rely only on •sruti
; but the sruti for me occurs before
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your sj’uti ; for it is found in the last verse of the second

section, while your sruti occurs in the second verse of

the third section. It therefore prevails on the beginning

rule (Intro., para 24). Akshara in the first text and
aksJiara, which is put in apposition with purusha, being

identical, and purusha being an intelligent person, it is

appropriate that akshara in both places should be all-

knowing. He is therefore the highest Atma.

4. The view of the opponent that the material

and operative causes of evolution are different is not

correct. Because they are one, it is stated at the very

commencement of the context that by knowing one thing

everything will be known. In the view taken here the

term akshara and that in the fifth or ablative case in

verses 8 and 10 vdll refer to the same cause of

evolution.

0 . In the second text also reference is made to the

all-knowing Akshara by the term superior {parah). This

will be evident on a comparison of the verse in which

this text occum with the first text and the verse which

immediately follows it. The term ‘ without body
’

recalls the clause ‘ who has no hands and feet’ : the

words ‘ inner ruler of everything without and within

recall the word ‘ all-pervading,’ and the word purusha

occurs in both the places. Hence the verse and the

first text are connected and refer to the same object.

But the all-knowing Akshara in ihe first text cannot be

the akshara in the second : for there is another greater

than this akshara^ which description cannot apply to the

all-knowing Akshara. For in the versh following the
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first text referring to Him it is stated “ There is no

other superior to Him.”

6. The remark in para 2 of th6^rs^ that in

the second text the words akshara and para are in

apposition is not correct. For, a comparison being made,

we should know the thing with which it is made, and a

word is needed to denote that thing ;
and this is

supplied by the term akshara. The para or greater than

akshara is the jim, and greater than he is the all-

knowing Akshara. Hence in both the places reference

is made to the highest Atma (1).

23. I

And the akshara cannot be the other two (matter and
jiva) ; because He is distinguished from them, and
His difference from them is stated.

This distinction is made by the prakarwipa or

context, (i) At the very commencement reference is

(1) The term akshara means etymologically that

which pervades ; and applies fully to the highest Atma. It

is used with reference to pradhanam also on the ground that

it surrounds its products on all sides. It comes from another
root and means what does not change. This description

is fully true of the highest AtmU ; and as pradhanam has
not changed and assumed new names like its products

mahat and ahamkara, the term is loosely used with reference

to it also. For the use of the same term to denote two
different things, there is a precedent in the same context.

The term brahma denotes pradhanam, the veda and the
highest Atma. Though the word akshara applies to pradha-

nam and the highest Atma, its application is determined with
reference to the attributes mentioned. In the first text the

attributes of the highest Atma being found, akshara there is

the highest Atma. It is not so in the second text, and
akshara is therefore pradhanam.
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made to brahma-vidya, knowledge of Brahma, as the

basis of all knowledge
; for by knowing Braknia everyr

thing is known. This is stated. ^pLunaka applied to

Angiras for instruction on Brahma-vidya, and asked

By knowing what is all this known.” This question

means that he desired information regarding Brahma.
(ii) The teacher replied “ Two vidyas should be obtained

—the lower and the higher.” The upanishqd goes on to

state that the lower is knowing Brahma from the v&ig

and its adjuncts, and that the higher is loving medita-

tion on Him (1). (iii) In the first text pnder considerar

tion the nature of Brahma, who is the subject of both

the vidyds, is described, referring to Him by the term

akshara. (iv) In the verse giving the illustrations the

evolution from Him of the whole universe, including the

(l) The latter is the means of reaching SraAma

;

That it is loving meditation is stated in the t^xt ‘ He can be

reached only by him, whom He chooses’ imunda., ni-2r3).

The means to this again is the knowledge obtained from the

veda, helped by discrimination and six others. This is

stated in a text ‘ Him brUhmay^as wish to meditate on by
recitation of the veda, by yUgas, by making gifts, fay tapas

in the form of fasting (brihad., YI-4-22). This is also stated

in a smriti. ' The means of reaching Him is said to be

jnanam and karma’, of them jnUnam is said to be of two

kinds—that coming from the veda, and that coming from

discrimination and the rest {i.e., yoga) ' (visknu, VI-5-60}- In

the mundaka reference is made to the lower vidya in verse 5

beginning with the words * of them the lower is rik veda, and

ending with the word dharma sastra. For the helped by

its angas, by itihdsas and puru-yaa, by dharma sastras and by

mlmumsas creates knowledge of Brahma. The higher vidya

is referred to in the remainder of the verse and in verse 6.
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jivas^ is mentioned
;
for the ternEis visvdm does not refer

to matter only, (v) In the liext iwb vefsfes the modfe of

evolution is described
;

aitid dmriiscienice a;nd the posses-

sidn of an unfrustfated will, heeded for the evolution,

are predicated of Him.^ (vi) The second section of

the upanishad begins with the statement ‘ That akskdrd

,
is satyam ’. This means that it is His nature to remain

unchanged
;
and this statement is made to show

that He does not suffer in ariy way by the evolution,

(vii) The direction is then given that one should

do the karmas prescribed in the veda without an eye

on their fruits, and from a desire to reach the all-

knowing, omnipotent, unchanging Purusha ; the'

futility of karrms done from a desire for fruits is

fully pointed dut
;
and those v^^ho ffegard such karma

as the only thing to bd striven for are condemned, (viii)

In the closing verses of this section the student, who

on enquiry is dissatisfied with fruit-yielding karma

^

is directed to go to a teacherj who has learned the

veda and does meditation on Brahma, (ix) In the

third section the evolution of the universe is explained

in detail ; and certain attributes of Brahma not

previously stated are enumerated, including His being

the inner ruler of all beings, and His appearing in

every form, (x) In the remaining three sections of the

updnishdd He is stated to hdve come down from the

highest heaven to dwell in the hearts of men
;
the mode

of meditation on Him is explained
;
and the fruit of such

^ Here the original explains the meaning of verse 9. This, being
enibodied in ‘ Vedic Texts,’ is omitted here.
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meditation is shov:n to be release from karma and the
enjoyment of Brahma in fall.

By this description Mshara is distinguished from
both matter and the jiva. He is also expressly stated

to be different from them by the second text under

consideration.

24. I

And because a form is described of the Akshara.

This description is as follows :

His head is heaven : His eves are the sun and the

moon ; His ears are the quarters : His speech is the t'edu?

:

His prana is the air : His heart is the universe ; His feet are

the earth : He is the inner ruler of all beings (11-1-4).

A form of this kind can belong only to the highest

Atmu, who is the inner ruler of all.

SUB-SECTIOX 6

The text for consideration in this sub-section is

from the ehundogya—
Though Aima vaisvUnara surrounds every thing and

is really without limitation, yet one, who meditates on Him
as thus limited by places, etc.

The doubt is whether it is possible to decide that

this atma vaisvanara is the highest Atma, or not (1).

(1) Question. How can there be any doubt ? At the

commencement the sentence * Wbo is our Atma : what is

Brahma ” occurs. (See Vedic Texts.) Every term in the

3
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First view. It is not possible to decide that the

term vaisvoinara means the highest Airnp, ; for the terin

is used in four senses. First, it denotes the fire in man’s

stomach.

“ This is fire vaisvanara, by which this food is cooked
—the food which is eaten. This is its sound, which one
closing his ear hears. When one departs from the body,
this sound is not heard ” {brihad.t VII-9-1). Next, it denotes
the element fire

—
‘ For the benefit of the whole world, the

closing portion of the upanishad should be understood in

accordance with the beginning. Reply- In the agnirahas-

ya, which deals with the same subject, the term vai^Unara
is put in apposition with the term agni, which means fire,

the element fire and a deva. Hence the doubt.

The form of the question for consideration is unusual.

In the preceding sub-sections the form was—which out of

two or more things mentioned a term denoted. Reply. The
variation is because the first sutra in this sub-section uses

a word which is a common term, that is a term used to

denote several things.

Question. In the preceding sub-section the term
akshara was a common word in this sense

; and yet
the question considered there was whether the term
denoted matter or the highest Atmd. Why should the
alternatives for examination be stated differently here ?

Reply. In that sub-section apart from the common usage
there were marks which led the opponent to think that
pradhanam was indicated ; and he put forward the first

view accordingly. Here, however, the first view will be
based only upon the common usage of the term vaisvUnara

;

for in the opinion of the opponent there are no marks by
which elimination may be made. Question again—This will

mean that the word is ambiguous. Will not the first view
thus impugn the authority of the veda ? For it was stated

in the purva mlmamsU that it does not use • ambiguous
words ? And this conclusion has been accepted in this

86
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devas made the fire vai^vunara the sun, so that the day may
be indicated.” Next it denotes a cfeuatcZ—“ May we be in the
good graces of vai?vanara ; he is the king of the worlds and
is surrounded with wealth” iyajur, 1-5-11), Lastly, it
denotes the highest Atma. “ He made the offering to agni
vai^vunara, who is within the body itself in the heart”
iashtoka III, pva. 11, anu. 8). This vaisvunara, who
appears in all forms, who is prUna, who is agni, rises

”

iprasna, 1-7). The marks which are found in the context
may be applied to any one of them.

Final decision. VaisvUnara is the highest AtmS,.

This is stated in the sutra :

25.
I

VaisvUnara is the highest Atma ; because the common
term is particularised by attributes belonging
only to Him.

See Vedic Texts for the narrative. Six seers

discussed the question “ Who is our Qtmci ? What is

Brahma ? ”, and being unable to arrive at a decision,

they went to one Asvapati, who knew Atmu Vaisvanara

and applied for instruction. They wished to know

Brahma, who is the inner ruler of jims ; they searched

for one who knew Him ; and finding one who knew

Atnul Vaisvanxira, they asked for instruction. Vaisvd,-

nara is therefore the highest Atmu. The context begins

with the words atma and Brahma ; but after this the

words used are OimJcl vaisvWnara throughout. The term

enquiry into Brahma. Reply. Though it is not possible

to decide which of four things is intended, it is certain that

the veda means some one of them, and this general

assurance remains. The purvo, mimamsa itself permits

an opponent who puts forward the first view to express it in

this form.
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vaisvcinara being used in the place of Brahma, it may
be concluded that vaisvdnara is Brahma. Further, the

fruits of meditation on Vaisvd,nara. are thus stated.

He who meditates on Him as thus limited by
heaven and earth, eats the food that is in all worlds, in all.

beings, in all Utmas (section 18-1) ; and All his

(meditator’s) sins will be burnt up, as the cotton of the

ishlka plant thrown into the fire is burnt up (section 24-3).

These two fruits can be reaped only, if vaisvcinara

is Brahma.

26. I

This description of Vai^anara recalls similar des-

criptions in other places ; and serves as a mark (to

identify Him as Brahma).

The description referred to is this :
‘ Heaven is His

head ; the sun is His eye ; air is His praija ; ether is

His waist ;
water is His bladder ; and earth is His feet.’

(See Vedic Texts, sections 12 to 17.) In mwrpdaka (II-1-4)

a similar description is given (1), and it is well-known

(1) The muijdaka text is ‘ Heaven is His head ; the
sun and the moon are His eyes ; the quarters are His ears ;

the vedas are the activities of His speech ; vayu is His
praya *, all the world is His heart ; the earth is His feet *, He
is indeed the inner citma of all beings ’

',
The smritis also

state this
—

‘ Brahmayas state heaven to be His head

;

intermediate world to be His navel ; the sun and the moon
to be His eyes ; the quarters to be His ears ; and the earth
to be His feet ; know this Being, whose nature cannot be
conceived, to be leader of all beings and of praya ’

;

‘ Prostration before the Being, who appears in the form of

the world thus—^Fire is His mouth *, heaven is His head
intermediate world is His navel ; the earth is His feet ; the
sun is His eye *, and the quarters are His ears (bharata).
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that it applies only to the highest Atma. It may be
concluded that vai^vcinara is the highest AtmQ.

These reasons should set the matter at rest; but

certain passages in the agnirahasya, and certain remarks

in the latter portion of the chandogya itself, raise a

doubt, which the opponent takes hold of. He states

as follows

:

In the agnirahasya these words occur “ This fire

vaisvUnara ” (IV-25) ; and they are in apposition.

Again, in the chandogya itself vaisvanara is stated to be

in the heart, mind and mouth of the meditator and to

be the three fires of one who does yagas (section 18-2).

In the next verse he is described to be the place, on

which five offerings are made with the words prav^a,

wjilna, and the like. Lastly, in the agnirahasya

reference is made to the location of vaisvanara within

man Whoever thus meditates on this fire vaisvanara

with a human form and placed within man ” (IV-26).

From these it appears that vaisvanara may also be the

fire in the stomach, and it cannot be concluded that he

is the highest Atma alone. The first part of the next

sutra states this objection

:

27.

If it be contended ‘ No ;
because there are texts

against this conclusion, and because vaisvanara is

placed within (man) ’• Eeply. ‘Ho. Because medi-

tation in that form is taught ;
because the
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attributes mentioned cannot be found (in the fire

in the stomach) and because some texts, describe

vaisvanara as a Purusha'

Vaisvanara, previously described as connected with

the three worlds as His body, is to be meditated on as

controlling the fire in the stomach
;
The term agni (fire)

does not denote only the fire in the stomach ; it denotes

the highest Aima as controlling it from within. How
is this known ? Reply. Thus, the terms agni and vais-

vanara are in apposition ; and should indicate the same

object. The latter denotes the highest Atmd, described

as having the three worlds as His body ; and the former

is known to be the fire in the stomach. The term agni

cannot therefore fit with the other word. It must there-

fore denote the highest AtTrud, as controlling the fire in

the stomach (1). This is confirmed by the agnirahasya.

“ This fire vaisvanara^ who is a Purusha ” (IV-25). The

fire in the stomach is not a Purusha in itself. The term

without limitation applies to the highest Atma, as shown

in the purusha sukta (2).

28. 1

And for the very same reasons vaisvanara cannot be

either the devata or the element fire.

(1) See also Bhagavadglta. Becoming vaisvanara I

am in the bodies of living beings, and with praija and apana
(outward and inward breaths) digest their food of four kinds

(XV-14).

(2) See the following texts—Purusha is a being with
a thousand heads ;

‘ Purusha alone is all this.’
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The reasons are the use of the words Gitmci, brahma
and purusha^ and the rnention of fruit in no way
limited, and of the burning up of all sins. The reason
for adding a new sutra is that like the fire in the
stomach the devata and the element are not limited,

and that to possess the three worlds as a body may be
regarded as not impossible in their case. The former

controls the three worlds, and the latter, being com-

pounded with the other elements, has evolved into

those worlds.

In the preceding sut7'a but one, the expression agni

vaisvanara was explained, taking the word agni (fire)

to denote the inner ruler of fire. This mode of denota-

tion is indirect ; but Jaimini considers that another

explanation is available by taking the word agni (fire)

to denote the highest AtmU directly. This is stated in

the next sfitra :

29. 1

Jaimini considers that the conflict may be obviated

also by understanding the term agni (fire) directly.

The term vaisvanara means etymologically one who

leads all men ; and in this sense it denotes only the

highest AtmU,. Though it is used to denote other things

also, it is restricted to Him by the attributes mentioned

in the context. Similarly in regard to the term agni
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also. The term agni (1) (fire) means from its etymology

that which leads upwards ; and it denotes fire, because

it possesses this quality. The same quality occurs fully

in the highest AtinJoi. The term being thus common, the

attributes mentioned in this context will limit it to the

highest Atnm only.

The question arises why the highest AtmSL, who is

unlimited, is to be meditated upon in a limited form.

The next sutra furnishes a reply

:

30. I

For the purpose of (the meditator’s) forming a vivid

image. This is the view of Asmarathya.

It must be difficult for one to meditate on an un-

limited Being. At the outset a mental image should

be formed for meditation ; and it is for this purpose that

the upanishad mentions the limitations.

Next, a human form made of matter with head,

eyes and the rest is stated here ; but he has no such

body. Why is it stated ?

(1) If the term agni be understood in both the ways,
as denoting the inner ruler of fire, and as leading the jivas

upwards, how is meditation to be done ? Reply. Meditation
should be on Vaisvanara as the inner ruler of the fire in the
stomach ; for this was so stated in sUtra 27. JaiminVs
meaning is—where the attributes mentioned unmistakably
point to the highest Atma, and when words denoting other
objects by established usage have to be understood as denot-
ing Him, their etymological meaning should be adopted.
This rule is of general application ; and having to be stated

somewhere, this opportunity was availed of.
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31. I

For the purpose of meditation in this manner. So
does Budari think.

The text is “ who meditates on this unlimited Atma
vaisvanara thus ”. The term ‘ thus ’ means in the

manner described and the description is of a human
form. The text adds.

He (the meditator) eats the food that is in all worlds,
in all beings, in all rdinUs.

The term ‘ food ’ {annain) means object of enjoy-

ment
; and that which exists in all places, and which of

itself is infinite bliss is Brahma. The object enjoyed by

each bound jiva to the exclusion of others has to be

rejected by those that desire release. Reference is not

therefore made to it here.

Why again is the breast of the meditator described

as the vecli (the place between two of the fires whereon

the materials for offerings are placed), and the like ?

32. ImiH: l

For the purpose of converting the offerings to prUm
into worship of Vai.^vUnara. So does Jaiviini

think : and this is shown by the upanishad.

Every brahmaijft, when he takes his meal, puts into

his mouth five handfuls of cooked rice with ghee, and

offers them to prutia in its five-fold activity, mentioning

the names connoting each such activity. The upanishad

directs that he should regard them as offered to Vaisva-

nara in the same way, as offerings are made.iit what is
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known as agnihotram. In this there are three fires;

the space between two of them is somewhat lower than

the surrounding floor, and is known as the vedi. It is

covered with darbha grass, known as barhis, and on this

the offerings are placed as a preliminary to the offering.

To make the conversion stated the meditator should

regard his own breast as the vedi^ the hair on it as the

barhis, and his heart, mind and mouth as the three fires.

The texts referred to are as follows

:

If without knowing this, one makes offerings to

prarj.a, it would be as if one should remove the live coal

from the fire and make the offering on ashes (section 24-1).

Next if he thus knows it, and makes offerings, his offering

will be made to all worlds, all beings, all atmas. {Ibid., 2.)

When one thus knows it and makes offerings, all his sins

are burnt up, as the cotton of the ishlka plant thrown into

the fire is burnt up. {Ibid., 3.)

This is the fruit appropriate to meditation on the

highest Atmd. ;
and this converts the offerings to pra7j.a

into agni-hotram.

33. I

And the upanishad mentions Vai^anara as described
as being in the meditator’s body.

This is the description : The head of this atrna (the

meditator) is the head of Vaisvcinara named sutejas

(heaven) ; his eyes are visvarupa (sun) ; his pra/rpa is

pritkakvartma (air) ;
his waist is bahula (ether)

; his

bladder is rayi (water) ; and his feet are the earth,

(section 18-2.) The meditator has to regard himself as

Vaisvdimra, the parts of his own body being the parts of
37
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Vaimnara. The offerings will then be made to Vakva-
nara. This additional meditation is subsidiary to the
principal meditation (1).

The second section has thus been completed. In the
first three sub-sections the highest AtmO, is to be medi-
tated on as being in a very small place—the cavity of
the heart and the eye. In the next three sub-sections
the medication should be on BvcLhinct as possessing very
large dimensions. In all the six sub-sections the words
brahma, utma and purusha are limited by the context to

the world-cause as distinguished from matter and jivas.

In thus establishing the highest Atma as the world-

cause, the following attributes are brought out; The
coming of everything into existence, its continuance

and its movements depend upon Him. He is therefore

said to be everything. He is the cause of the dissolu-

tion of the universe. He is ever in the eye; and

appears in every form. The world as a whole forms

His body, and He is therefore called vaisvunara. (adhi.,

96 and 98.)

(1) At first meditation on ^^aisvanara as having the

three worlds as His body was prescribed ; then the fruit in

the form of reaching Brahma was stated
; and then this

meditation as agnihotram is enjoined. It is therefore its

anga (subsidiary part).
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CHAPTER I

SECTION 3

The third section, consisting of ten sub-sections, is

now taken up ; and it will be shown that the texts,

which contain distinct marks of the jiva or matter,

refer only to the highest Atma. This will be done in

seven sub-sections. The remaining three, interposed

between the sixth and tenth sub-sections, incidentally

discuss the fitness of the devas and of the sudra among

men for meditation on Brahma. Such discussion is not

without its use. The contention of the athiestical

mlmamsakas, that devas do not exist, will be refuted,

and the greatness of the highest Atma will be establish-

ed. In the seven sub-sections the main teaching is that

the highest Atma^ who supports all, recLuires no

support for Himself
; and to confirm this reference will

be made to His ruling the world and to other attributes.

The last sub-section is connected with the sixth, and

supports the instruction conveyed therein that the

highest Atma is the ruler of all.
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Sub-section i

The text for consideration in this sub-section is

from the mwfirjaka

:

In whom iAk-^hara) heaven, earth and the inter-
mediate world are woven, also the mind with all the senses
(pranas), know Him alone as Atvm (inner ruler of all).

•Leave off words relating to other things- He is the bridge
to immortality (11-2-5).

Here the doubt is whether that, on which heaven,

earth and other things rest, is a jiva or the highest

At??ia.

First view. He is a jiva. For in the next verse

reference is made by the term yatra (in which) to him,

who was mentioned in the text under consideration

;

and he is stated to be the support of blood vessels, and

to be born in many ways. Connection with blood-vessels

and being born in many ways—^^e., as devas, men, etc.,

are the attributes of the jiva alone. Even in the text

under consideration he is said to be the support of the

mind and of the five senses, and this is certainly an

attribute of the jiva. When it is decided with reference

to these marks that he is a jiva, being the support of

heaven and earth and other marks should be somehow

explained.

' 2. Here the following question is put. Was it

not shown in chapter I, section 1, sub-section 7 that the

highest AtTna takes up bodies made of a superior

substance, of His own choice, and without the

compulsion of karma, and in section 2, sub-section 1

that He is connected with prclna and mind? Reply.
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It was not shown in the former sub-section that

the expression ‘ beng born in many ways ’ does not

mean to be born as devas, men and the like. As

regards the connection with the mind and the senses,

the first impression is that they are connected

as instruments
;
and there is nothing here to nega-

tive it.

3. Another question. The text under consider-

ation contains three marks of the highest Atma ; Why
are they not taken into account ? Reply. The text

contains marks of the jiva and of the highest Atwu ;

and owing to this conflict one or the other set should

be explained away. This being so, reference is made

for help to the verse immediately following the text

;

and it mentions two other marks of the jiva
\

the

question should therefore be decided with reference

to them.

FiTixil decision. The support of heaven and earth

is the highest Atma. This is stated in the sutra :

1 .

The support of heaven, earth and other thmgs is the
highest Atma \ because words which apply only to

Him are used.

The expressions referred to are the following :

(i) Atma. This term means one who pervades ;

and by well-established usage it denotes one who
pervades and controls. The term is not applied to ether,

which pervades all space ; And, there are no words to
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limit its application. It therefore indicates Brahma, who
pervades everything and controls it. (ii) Bridge to

wnnortality. The word used in the original is setzi, which

means a bund placed across a stream. This is not applic-

able here. A secondary meaning is adopted—wa., like

the bund, which serves as a bridge to reach the other

bank, the highest Atmd carries one across the ocean

of samsdra to immortality, which is the farther shore

:

or the etymological meaning may be taken, which

is—one who helps another to attain a thing. In all

the vedCmfa the highest Atind is stated to be the

means by which immortality is reached, {puru). (iii).

“ Knowing everything and every attribute of every-

thing.” This is stated in verse 7. All these expressions

relate only to the highest Atmd.

%. AVliat are stated to be the marks of the jiva

maj’ be thus explained. First, to be the support of

blood vessels applies to the highest Atmd also through

the heart. The eleventh section of ndruyanam begins

with this statement “ like a lotus bud slightly opened

the heart hangs connected with blood-vessels," and

ends with the words “ In the middle of the flame the

highest Atmu abides.” “Next, the purusha sukta

states “ He is not born ; yet. He is bom in many forms."

(See also Bhagavad-gitu. quoted on page 209.) In order

that jivas may come to Him, He takes up bodies

similar to those in which they appear, and acts as

they do. Lastly, it is appropriate that one, that

supports everything, should also support the mind

and other instmments of the jiva.
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The next sutra adduces another reason :

2 . | .

And because it is stated that He is to be reached
by the freed atmU.

The statement is made in the following verses :

When the meditator sees the brilliant maker and
ruler, who is Purusha pre-eminently, and the world-cause,

he shakes off good and evil deeds, and free from all touch
of matter, attains the highest likeness to Him (III-1-3).

As rivers flowing into the sea, abandon name and form
and lose their individual existence, so the meditator,

released from name and form, reaches the Purusha, greater

than the great and the dweller in the highest heaven (III-2-8).

Here three things are mentioned—shaking off good

and evil deeds, dissociation with matter and the

abandonment of name and form. As the last item

occurs during cosmic rest also, reference is made to the

other two items also
;
and both the verses have been

quoted. As samsO/ra is association with matter and

the assumption of name and form, dissociation with

matter and becoming devoid of name and form constitute

release. Purusha, the support of heaven and earth,

and the goal of the freed jiva is the highest Atma.

Having thus proved with reference to expressions,

which apply only to the highest Atma, that the text

under consideration pertains to Him, the next sutra

establishes the same conclusion from the absence of

expressions relating to the jiva alone :

3. 1

It is not matter, because of the absence of expressions

relating to. it ; nor he is who supports pra^a.
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There is here no question whether matter is the

support of heaven and earth. The intention in making
reference to it should therefore be that it should serve

as an illustration. As owing to the absence of

expressions relative to it, matter is not dealt with in

this upanishad, so the Jzva is not considered here and

for the same reason.

Tlie next sutra also shows that the support of

heaven and earth is not the Jtva

:

4.

Because He is described as different from the Jiva.

The description occurs in this verse

:

On the same tree man, immersed, grieves, bewildered

with the attraction of worldly things. When he sees the

other, the ruler of all, pleased with his actions and sees His

greatness to be such and such, his grief passes away-

(111-1-2.)

The text under consideration referred to the

support of heaven and earth in these words “ Know

Him alone, the inner ruler of all By the expression

‘ Ruler of all ’ this verse recalls that Being, and re-

ferring to Him by the word ‘other,’ it differentiates

Him from the Jiva.

5 . qwira: 1

Because the context relates only to the highest

Alina.
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This conclusion was reached in section 2, sub-

section 5 ;
but from the marks of the jiva stated in the

first view^ a doubt has been raised that the continuity

was broken, and that a different subject is dealt with

in the latter half of the upanishad. The object of this

sub-section is merely to remove this doubt. This might

have been done in the former sub-section
; but the

marks of the jiva examined here being distinct, this is

the proper place (1).

This sutra does not state what it proposes to prove ;

it may therefore be taken to deal with both the points

—that the text contemplates the highest Atma, and not

the jiva. This is also the purpose served by the next

and last sutra.

6. ^ I

And because of dwelling and eating.

The reference is to the following verse

:

“ Two birds inseparable, and possessing similar quali-

ties, cling to the same tree. Of them one eats the ripe

fruit ; the other does not eat, but shines on all sides.”

(III-l-l.)

The one that eats the ripe fruit is the jiva
; the

other that does not eat, that shines on all sides, and

(l) The conclusion previously reached established

the prakarai}a (context) as relating to the highest Atma.
The first view pointed out certain marks, which being

lingam, should prevail over prakaraijam. This sub-section

explains the marks as applicable to the highest Atma and
removes the conflict. The previous conclusion therefore

stands.

3S
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merely dwells in the heart of the jiva, is the highest

Atmu (1).

Sub-section 2

The text for consideration in this sub-section is from
the chU/ndogya :

That is bhumu (large), which being experienced, one
does not see anything else, does not hear about anything

(l) Here a doubt may be felt. Reference being made
to a jiva in this verse, why should he not be regarded as

the subject also of the text under consideration ? This

verse mentions eating the ripe fruit, and that text the

instruments needed therefor, viz., mind and the senses.

Reply, Though this verse mentions both the jiua and the

highest Atinti, that text refers only to the latter. For, he

is Himself fit to be the support of heaven and earth ; He
is said to be all-knowing, the bridge to immortality, and

the inner ruler of all ; and His connection with the mind

and senses is not inappropriate. On the other hand, the

jiva is unfit, as he eats the fruit of karma and grieves,

bewildered with the attraction of worldly objects. This

verse, though mentioning the jiva, deals only with the

highest AtmU \ its purpose being to bring out His attri-

bute of shining on all sides and His freedom from karma

and its effects. The mention of the ^ivcCs eating the ripe

fruit serves this purpose by contrast. It is shown that the

experiencing of the fruit of karma is the lot of the jiva

alone, but not of the highest Atma, though He dwells

within the jiva’s body. Question why should it not be the

other way

—

viz., the remark that the highest Atma does

not eat is made to show that the jiva eats ? Reply. It is

only by what is well-known that one is helped to grasp

what is not known. The highest Atma is not better known

than the jiva \ if He were, He might serve as an illus-

tration. Hor is the knowledge of the jiva more useful

than the knowledge of the other. Hence the verse deals

with the highest Atmn only.
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else, does not meditate on anything else. That is a small
thing ialpa), which being experienced, one sees another
thing, hears about another thing, meditates on another thing.

(VII-24-1.)

Here the term hhumH is made up of the root hahu

and the termination irmn ; and by a rule of grammar

the word becomes bhuman^ which in the nominative

singular appears as bhuma. It should mean a high

number or largeness of size ; but as it is here opposed to

the word alpam, which connotes only size, and denotes

an object, not a quality, it means a large thing. This

large thing is atma ; for the context begins with a

request for instruction regarding atma, and closes with

the words “ Atma alone is all this ”. Thus, bhuma is a

large atma. The doubt is—Who is he—a jiva or the

highest Atma ?

First view. He is a jiva. See Vedic Texts. Ndrada

went to Sanat Kumara and requested him to teach him

about atma, so that he might end his grief arising from

samsara. The teacher told him that name

—

i.e., words

—

was atma and asked him to meditate on it. Ndrada

was not satisfied, and enquired whether there was any-

thing greater than name. The teacher replied that

speech was greater than name, and asked him to

meditate on speech. Again the question was put, and

again another thing was indicated ; and this colloquy

went on till pra-ria was reached. After that there was

no further question. Hence it may be concluded that

the teaching came to an end here, and that prarpa is the

large atma.
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2. Now, the term pruT^a denotes the jiva : for he
and prUiia, the instrument which sustains his body,

dwell in the body together and together they depart.

This view is confirmed by the context. Prana is said to

be father, mother, brother, etc. ; and this shows that the

word refers to an intelligent person. Next, when prana

abides in the body, even a hamh word used by a son

towards his father brings on him censure as a parricide

;

but when^' prO^na leaves the body, i.e., when the same

person is dead, if the son throws the body into a fire and

fries it well, no one blames him. Now as pain cannot

be caused to the body dissociated from its jiva, and as

the jiva in his own nature cannot be reached, the term

prano- as used in the upanishad should denote a jiva

abiding in a body, and capable of feeling pain. It does

not refer here to prana, the jiva's instrument, as pain is

caused to things without prana, i.e„ to vegetables, when

they are injured ; and those that acknowledge the

authority of the vedanta, must admit that they too are

jivas in those forms.

3. This prance, denoting the jiva, is the large atma ;

for the question whether there was anything greater

than prana,, was not put, and the reply that there was

was not given. Hence, the context remains without inter-

ruption till bhuma—the large atma—is reached. Hence

the large Atma is a jiva.

4. Here the following question is put to the

opponent. After referring to prana the upanishad states

:

As the spokes of a wheel rest on the nave, so does

everything rest on this prnna (VII-15-1).
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Does not this refer to the highest Atmci as in other

upanishads^ and is not prSina therefore that Being ?

Reply. The highest Atmd, is not capable of being

injured
; and this incapacity to be injured negatives

the presumption that the highest Atma is intended by

the use of the word. The illustration of the spokes and

wheel applies to the jivas also, as they support non-

intelligent material products, which serve as objects

and instruments of their enjoyment.

5. Another question : The upanishad states that

one who meditates on pra^a will praise it as excelling

everything
; it then refers to one who meditates on

satyam^ and adds “ But he praises beyond limit, who

praises in regard to satyam." Does not this show

that satyam is greater than prdrpa—«.e., the jiva—and

is therefore the highest Atmg, ; and that the large d,tma

is therefore that Being ? Reply. No. The term he {esha)

refers to the praiser of prWrpa and enjoins satyam, truth-

speaking as subsidiary to his meditation on prcina. The

expression is similar to “ But he is the doer of agnihotra,

who speaks truth ”
; and this has been decided to

mean that truth-speaking is a necessary condition of

agnihotra.

6. One more question. The jiva, i.e., atma was

said to be miserable by Narada at the commencement.

How can he be the large Atma, who is described by the

upanishad (section 23) to be bliss ? Reply. Narada

referred to the bound jiva ; but the freed jiva is infinite

bliss. There is therefore no inconsistency with the

commencement.
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The upanishad enjoins meditation on the true nature

of prana (i.e., the jiva), previously mentioned as receiv-

ing service from truth-speaking
; and as a means of its

being attained, it refers to thinking, eagerness, the

conviction that it alone should be sought and the turning

away of the mind from other things. In order that it

may be commenced, it points out that pra'aa (jiva), the

true nature of whom should be attained, is bliss and

closes with the statement that this bliss is large

unlimited). As the large atma is thus a jiva, the ‘ I
’

also mentioned towards the close is a jiva ; and he is

praised in these words.

I alone am below ; I am above
; I am behind ; I am

before ; I am on the right ; I am on the left ; I alone am,

all this (section 25-1).

Final decision. The large dtrnu is not a jiva^ but

he is the highest Atmd. This is stated in the sutra,

7. I

The large * {atma) is the highest Atma ; for He is

stated to be greater than the jiva.

Satyam is said to be greater than prana \
and

satyam is the highest AtmcL. The large d,tma, being

satyam^ is greater than prSLna^ i.e., the jiva, and is there-

fore the highest Atma. Examining the context, one

will see that of name, speech and the rest up to praya

each is said to be greater than the preceding one, and is

therefore different from it. Similarly, praya is mentioned
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before satyam^ and the latter is therefore greater than

the former (1).

2. Question. How can it be decided that satyam

is greater than prcliia^ when in para 5 of the first view

it was replied that the praiser of prWna was referred to,

and truth-speaking was enjoined on him as a special

condition of his meditation.

Eeply. In the sentence ‘But he praises beyond

limit, who praises in regard to Satyam' the particle

^ but ’ (tu) separates the ativadi (praiser beyond limit)

previously mentioned from the ativadi of satyam.

This is its natural import. Hence, the word ‘ he ’ does

not refer to the ativadi of pra^a. It may refer to

what has been mentioned before, or to what may be

stated further on
;
and it does not invariably point

only to the former. Here it refers to the person stated

in the latter half of the sentence, and is connected with

the pronoun ‘ who ’. There is a break in the context

as indicated by the particle ‘ but ’
;
and therefore no

reference is made to the ativadi of prana. There being

a second ativadi from the context, he is greater than

the first one ; and as his greatness is ’due to the object

that he meditates on, it follows that satyam is greater

than prana.

3. This case differs from the case of the agnihotri

referred to in the first view. The agnihotri is like the

(l) This is stated by the author of the vritti :
“ In the

expression ‘ hhumE alone ’ bhUma is Brahma ; for beginning

with name, and going through the others, atma was reached ;

and after that it was taught.’
’
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attvudi: the agnihotra (making an offering to the

devatu agni) is like meditation: the material offered

and the devata are like the object of meditation. The
sentence relied on in the first vievj ‘But he is

agnihotri, who speaks truth’ does not mention either

the material to be offered or the devata
; and the word

‘speaks’ has not the capacity to bring them up, as the word
‘ offers ’ ijiihoti) would do. There is therefore no second

agyiihofra, and no second agnihotri: and the word

agnihotra not finding another agnihotra, has to refer

back to the agnihotra already mentioned ; and truth-

speaking has to be regarded as an item of discipline

subsidiary to it. For this reason the natural import of

the particle but (tu) has to be ignored. It is entirely

different in the case under consideration. There are

two objects to be meditated on—prana and satyam ; two

meditations, and two persons to meditate and to praise

the object of meditation as excelling everything else.

4. Further objections—(i) When it is decided that

the particle ‘but’ (tu) separates the meditators, the

the word satyam will present a second object for

meditation : when the word satyam presents a second

object for meditation, the particle will separate the

meditators. This is dependence upon each other.

Reply. The word satyam does not depend upon the

particle. It is well-known to indicate the highest Atma.

“ Satyam (unchanging), shining, and without limitations

is Brahma ” {dna., I-l).

5. (ii) To be ativudi is peculiar to the ativadi of

prana, and will not suffer another ativadi by its side.
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This is its natural import, and it may therefore

neutralise the natural import of the particle ‘ but ’ (tu).

Reply. Usage has not established the praise of prWrj.a

only as the meaning of the term ativadi
; and it is not

legitimate to assume a new meaning, when the

etymological meaning determined by the rules of

grammar is available. See Intro., para 11. (1). The
term ativadi connotes to praise beyond limit—^.e., to

praise an object as excelling every other object. This

was found in the ativadi of praya, as the jiva denoted

by the term pray.a excels all those objects mentioned by
the teacher to Ndrada as objects of meditation. It is

found in the fullest degree in the highest Atma,, who
is the highest object to be' attained by man. Hence the

particle ‘ but ’ (tu) and the term ativadi have their

natural meanings as thus interpreted.

6. If satyam were to be meditated on, the

term would be in the objective case, and not in the

instrumental case, {satyam is in the objective case
;

satyena is here in the instrumental case). Compare the

sentence in regard to the ativadi of prana ‘ He who so

thinks on prana, so meditates on it and so realises it,

becomes ativadi ’ (The term prana is in the objective case).

Reply. The term satyena (instrumental case) indicates

(1) Intro., para 11. In the first view, it was
contended that the word prokshaifl denoted the species
water. In reply it was stated that usage had not established
this as the meaning of the word, and that it was not
legitimate to fix a new meaning for the word, when the
meaning by yoga was available.

.'59
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how a thing is; and the meaning is ‘ Who is

being marked with satyarn. as an object of his medi-

tation The case would be inappropriate only in the

first view ; and the prefix ati would be without meaning.

7. The refutation of the first view in the fore-

going paragraphs is confirmed in two ways: First,

when the student heard that the ativadi of satyarn was

ativadi in truth, he said “ Let me, revered sir, praise

beyond limit in regard to satyarn." The teacher replied

‘you must then meditate on satyarn' (section 16). (1)

Neither of them referred to pra7j,a, which they

would have done, if prUij-a were the Atma in quest.

Secondly, at the close of the upanishad the sentence

‘ praya comes from the AtmU ’ occurs (section and

prdya comes from Atmd as all others do—name, speech

and the rest. Hence, the Atmd^ regarding whom

instruction was commenced in the first section of the

upanishad^ is other than what is denoted by the term

prana.

8. One more objection—Was not the teaching as

to at7na completed, when prCtna was reached ? For, no

question was put by the student as to the existence of

anything else, and no reply was given by the teacher.

Reply. Question and answer is not the only mode of

(1) It may be attempted to explain away the teacher’s

reply, and to state that what he meant was
—

‘ To speak

truth, satyarn should be known.’ This will be open to two

objections. The words ‘ to speak truth ’ should be added in

the sentence ; and ‘ should be known ’ is not the natural

meaning of the word used-
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going from one subject to another. It will be what is

called liTigam ; but here is the particle tu, which is

sruti ; and the origination of •prati.a from Atma, which

is Ungam. But why did not the student ask ? Because

when pra/ria was referred to, and one who meditates

on him was praised as ativctdi^ while the same praise

was not bestowed on those that were to meditate on

name, speech and the rest, the student thought that

here the teaching came to an end. The teacher saw

his mistake and himself introduced satyam.

9. Satyam having been shown to be the highest

Atma, it has to be connected with bhurria, the large

G,tmJa. The teacher thought that one who realised

satyam would praise it above everything else
;
that

realisation depended upon meditation ; that the latter

should be preceded by hearing and thinking ; that this

implied eagerness to know ; that eagerness came from

the conviction that satyam alone should be known ;
that

this conviction should be coupled with the turning away

of the mind from all other things ;
and that both would

happen, if satyam was known to be bliss (sections 17 to

22). He accordingly led the student through each of

these stages, and at the end stated ‘ What is bhumd,

that is bliss ’. Hence satyam and bhuma are

identical.

10. The text under consideration gives a. definition

of bhuma, the large cLtma.

That is bhUma, which being experienced, one does

not see anything else, does not hear about anything else,

does not meditate on anything else.
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This does not mean, as the school of >%7ikara thinks,

that all other things do not exist, and that Brahma, alone

is real. The correct meaning is that all other things

form a part of Brahma, including His attributes and. the

perishable and imperishable Avorlds which He controls.

And he, who experiences Brahma as thus described, will

find Him to be infinite bliss (1). This is stated in a

verse at the end. “ One who sees {Bi'ahma) does.not

see death
; nor disease

; nor anything (in the world) to

be disagreeable ” (section 26-2).

11. How can this be? Is it not known that many
things give pain, or that the pleasure derived from them

is limited ? Reply. This is so (i) to those that are under

the influence of karma ; and (ii) to those that see things

as distinct from Brahma. The following analogies will

make this clear. One suffering from bile finds milk to be

bitter ; when he regains health, it becomes sweet again.

(1) Two other interpretations of the text are possible.

In that given above bhumU is the highest Atmu considered

by Himself ; for He is stated to be the utmu of all ; and the

highest AfmU, together with the matter and jiva elements

cannot be the utmU. of those elements. In this case, as

these elements exist, it is not correct to say that one does

not see anything else. The difficulty is got over by re-

membering that these elements are inseparable from Him,

and that one who experiences Him necessarily experiences

them also. Two other interpretations are therefore given.

One does not see anything, i.e., anything similar to Him*,

for the term anya (other) in the original refers to some one

similar to what has been described. The other interpreta-

tion is that one who experiences Him finds him so full of

bliss, that he does not see anything equal to it in this

respect.
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The' son of a ruling prince may look -upon his father’s'

subjects in themselves with indifference dr with

positive distate ; but. when he looks upon them as relat-

ing to his father, the feeling changes. This point i&

explained by what follows

:

One thus seeing, thus thinking, thus meditating,,

finds every variety of pleasure in the Atma ; and becomes
his own master ; the capacity to wander at will in ail the
worlds comes to Him. Next those that meditate differently

from this are subject to another ; their worlds are perish-
able ; the capacity to wander at will in all the worlds does
not come to them (25-2).

His own master—no longer subject to karma ;

subject to another—subject to karma. There is another

verse to the same effect

:

One that sees (Brahma) does not see death; nor
disease

; nor anything to be disagreeable. He sees every-

thing ; he attains everything in every way.

That Brahma is infinite bliss is fully dealt with in

chapter I, section 1, sub-section 6. The conclusion is

that bhumci is Brahma ; for satyam is stated to be other

than prcina ; and satyam is Brahma ; and prcLria is

a jiva.

8 . 1

Because also the attributes mentioned further on are

appropriate only in the highest AtmE.

The attributes are : (i) Immortality, which pertains

to His nature and is not the gift of another (section

24) ;
(ii) non-dependence upon anything else for support

(Ibid.) ; (iii) Being the dtma of everything (section 25)

;
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and lastly, being the source from which everything

beginning with the jiva evolves (sections 25 and 26).

What then is the meaning of the teaching “ I alone

am below ... I alone am all this ” (section 25).

It means that in the meditation the meditator should

identify himself with Brahma, in order that the fact

that He is his inner ruler may be firmly impressed on his

mind. For the term ‘ I ’ like the other terms means

the inner ruler of the ‘ I ’.

As everything is the body of the highest Atma, He

is the of all ; and He is therefore the Utma of the

jiva too. This is taught in the text beginning with the

words ‘ next the teaching regarding meditation on

{Bliuma) as OimJH^ and ending with the words ‘ the AtivS,

alone is all this ’. In order to explain this point, the

coming forth of everything from the highest AimM, the

atmcL of the jiva too, is taught
—

‘ From the Atma of him,

who thus sees, who thus thinks, who thus meditates,

prana comes ; from the Atvia ether comes ’ and so on.

This means that everything comes forth from the

highest Atma, who abides in the meditator as his inner

ruler.

SUB-SECTION 3

The text for consideration in this sub-section is from

the brihad dranyaka, and runs as follows

:

It is that well-known dkshara, gUrgi, whom those

knowing Brahma describe as neither gross nor subtle, as

neither short nor long, as neither red (like fire) nor cohesive

(like water), as being without shadow, etc. {V-8-7)-
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The doubt is whether this akshara is subtle matter, the

jiva or the highest Atma.

Pirst view. It is subtle matter
;
for in the mundaka

text (II-1-2) the term akshara denotes subtle matter

;

and the attributes stated in the text apply to it. Further,

GUrgl (see Vedic Texts) referred to things existing at

all times, and asked on what they rested. Receiving

the reply that it was a/casa (ether), she enquired again

on what the akCLsa rested ; and the reply was that it was

akshara. The element ether is the cause of all that

exists at all times, and its support must be subtle matter,

known as pradhanam or prakriti.

%. Here a question is put. In the same mundaka

the term akshara occurs, and it was decided that it

refers to the highest Atmd. Beply. Subtle matter has

been known from inference, while the highest Atma is

known from the veda. Of the two authorities the former

depends only on sense perception ; while the latter

depends upon sense perception and upon the connection

of a word with its meaning. Hence, inference brings

up an object more quickly than the veda

;

and that

should be accepted. In doing so there is no conflict

with anything.

Final decision. Akshara is the highest Atma. This

is stated in the sutra :

9. : I

Akshara is the highest Atma ; because He is said to

be the support of what is the end of ether.
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In the reply given to the term atesa does
not mean the element ether ; for Gilrgi*s question refer-

red to what is above heaven, below the earth, and
between them, and to what was past, what is present

and what may come in the future, i.e., to all products

existing at all times ; and the element ether, being itself

a product, could not have been meant. It must therefore

refer to subtle matter, which is the end or farther limit

in which evolved products will be dissolved. Akshara

said to be the support of ctkusa cannot therefore be

subtle matter.

2. The view put forward in para 2 of the first

view is not sound. The term akshm'a^ being used to

denote more than one object, its etymological meaning

has to be taken. In understanding a word from the

elements, that make it up, where is the need for sense

perception ? Does it occur when the meaning of each

element is ascertained, or when the meanings of all the

elements being already known, their meaning as .a

whole is known ? In the former case, the need does

exist ;
but not in the latter. The word dandi is made

up of the word danda^ a stick, and of the termination,

which means one who possesses. To know what object

the word denotes, and who is its possessor sense percep-

tion may be necessary ; but when these elements of the

word are known, the word conveys its meaning without

any other help. A.n eye suffering from cataract needs a

doctor to remove it ; but when this has been done, it can

perceive a jar without the doctor’s help. Hence testi-

mony in general and the veda in particular conveys its
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meaning as quickly as any other authority. If it be

considered that even when the elements of a word

together convey their meaning, the authority, by which

the meanings of the elements were ascertained, is

needed, commands like ‘call the dandi' can never

he carried out. For the person not being present, and

the word dandin depending upon his perception to be

understood, no impression will be made on the mind

of the person, that receives the order. As the veda

,
deals with matters not of this world, it will serve no

purpose. Hence, the conclusion stated stands.

3. Again, when the etymological meaning of a

word is taken, is the need for another authority felt,

when the object indicated is to be known in general

terms, or when a particular individual answering to the

general description is to be found ? In the former case

the meanings of the elements suifice without extraneous

help. In the latter case the marks known as lingam,

the position by the side of other words and the context

will decide who the particular individual is, and sense

perception is not required.

4. Further, in cases like this, that object in which

the etymological meaning is found in the highest-

degree is quickly brought up by a word. The term

isvara means one who controls; and the exercise of

control in the highest degree possible being found in

the highest At7m, the word brings Him up naturally,

though a number of persons exercising control in this

world are found. Similarly, the word akshara, meaning

who does not change, brings up the highest Atma,

40

one
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who does not in any way change. Subtle matter is

not brought up as quickly by the word. It cannot

be perceived by the senses ; it cannot be established by
inference in opposition to the veda\ and the only

authority for it is the veda. Hence, the statement that

it is more quickly known from inference than the

highest Alma from the veda is not made out.

Question. If akshara cannot be subtle matter,

why should it not be the jiva ? The term is used to

denote him also ; he can appropriately support all

forms of matter, including prakriti : and the attributes

mentioned in the text apply to him. The next sutra

gives a reply

:

10. I

Because this support is by command.

The upanishad states (verse 8) that by the command

of AJcshara the sun and the moon stand supported : and

heaven and earth : by His command rivers flow, and

time is measured as days, half-months, months, seasons

and years. The terra used in the original is pra sasana

—superior command—f.e., command never frustrated and

exercised over all. The power to support all things by

mere command in this manner can never be found in

a jiva.

Akshara was differentiated from subtle matter and

the jiva in the two preceding sfitras. The same result
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is attained in the next sutra with reference to the

texts at the end of the upaniskad.

11. 1

Because attributes showing that akshara cannot
be any other thing are stated.

In the penultimate verse it is said :

Unseen He sees ; unheard He hears ; unthought of,

He thinks ; unmeditated on, He meditates.

Here by the terms sees, hears and the rest Akshara

is diiferentiated from unintelligent matter. The attri-

bute of seeing everything, while He remains unseen by

all others, differentiates Him from jivas. Hence Akshara

is the highest Atma.

The last sutra may be explained in another way

also

:

Because the existence of a similar being is

denied.

Following the text quoted above these words occur

:

There is no seer other than He *, no hearer other

than He ; no thinker other than He ; no meditator other

than He.

The term ‘ other ’ refers to one similar to the Being

described here, ^.e., one who is unseen by others, who

sees others and who supports all others
;
and this similar

being is denied. In other words as Akshara is unseen

by others, sees others and supports all others, so there

is no one, who unseen by Akshara sees Him and

supports "Him. In effect Akshara is differentiated

from subtle matter and the jiva.
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The sutra has the particle cha (and), which

connects the reason mentioned with other reasons stated

at the same place in the upanishad. These reasons

are (i) that all acts whether pertaining to this world

or enjoined by the veda take place under His command

;

(ii) By not knowing Him one remains in samsdra, and

by knowing Him, he attains immortality. These are

the attributes of the highest AUrWi,^ and He is therefore

Akshara.

Sub-section 4

The text for consideration in this sub-section occurs

in the prasna :

If again he meditates on the higher Purusha with

that same syllable (known as prar^ava), with the vowel

elongated, he reaches the orb of the sun full of light. As
the snake is released from its (worn-out) skin, so is he

released from sins, and is carried to Brakma-loka with sama-

verses. He sees the Purusha who dwells in man’s hearts,

and who is superior to the freed jiva, who is again superior

to the bound jiva.

Here the words ‘ meditates ’ and ‘ sees ’ have for

their object one and the same thing : for the seeing is the

fruit of meditation ; and by the law of evolution what

is meditated on is reached. In both the places the term

higher purusha occurs and denotes the object to be one.

Here the doubt is who is this purusha that is seen ? Is
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he the four-faced creative agent (1) or the highest

Atmd,.

First view. He is the four-faced one. For three

meditations with the syllable known as pra'riava are

described here : if with one md,tra, i.e.. with the vowel

short, the world of men is reached ;
if with two matras,

i.e.^ with the vowel long, the intermediate world is

attained ; and if with three matras, i.e„ with the vowel

elongated, brahma-loka is reached as the fruit. This loka

or world, coming after the intermediate world, must be

the world of Brahma^ the four-faced one. The purusfia,

seen by one who goes thither, must be the lord of

that world.

2. Here a Question is put. The puruska is said

to be superior to one who is superior to this jiva gkana^

i.e., the jiva^ who has a karma-made body. How can he

be the four-faced one ? Reply, The terms jiva ghanat

and parat are in apposition and refer to the same person,

i.e., the jiva ; and he is superior to his body and

instruments. The four-faced one is superior to this jiva.

3. Hence, the marks of the highest Atmd.

mentioned in the upanishad should be somehow

explained away.

(1) The original adds the epithet jiva samashti-rupa
to the word denoting the four-faced creative agent. It

means in the form of samashti jiva. At the time of creation

all the jivas, that were to be embodied in the evolving uni-

verse, were made to enter his body. The jivas were then
samashti—without name and form, as opposed to vyashti jivas,

which they subsequently became by assuming names and
forms {nyaya siddhanjanam).
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Fiiml decision. The purusha is the highest Atma.

This is stated in the suti’a :

12.
i

The object of seeing is He (l) for it is so stated.

In the second verse recited by the upanishad in

illustration of what precedes, he who is to be reached

by the meditator is described as free from the six evils,

free from old age, free from death, and free from fear

and as superior (verse 7). This description applies

only to the highest Atma, as will be seen from a

comparison with other upanishads.

2. The explanation in para 2 of the first view is

not correct. Even the four-faced one is included under

the term jiva'-ghana (bound jiva) ; for he lives in a

body ; he was made ; and the veda was taught to him.

This implies that his attribute Jncinam was not fully

expanded. Here is the authority

:

Who created Brahma (in the lotus of His navel) and

gave him the veda (with the capacity to create the world)

isveta., VI- 18).

Hence, the words jiva ghancit and parat are not in

apposition ; and the meaning is as in the translation

of the text.

(l) The term ‘ he ’ in the sutra indicates that in all the

sUtras of this section this term should be added to show
what is predicated. This purpose was served in the first

section by the word anya (other) in sUtra 22 ; and in the

second section by the word brahma in sutra 16. In the

fourth section the word prUjna in sUtra 5 will do the same
work.
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3. Nor is the argument in para 1 of the first view

tenable. When it is decided, for the reason stated in

para 1 above, tha.t the meditator sees the highest AtmO,^

hrahma-loka cannot be the perishable world of the

four-faced one. This is confirmed by two facts : (i) the

meditator is released from all sins, and travels to

brahma-loka on the way leading through the sun. (ii) In

the verse recited the place reached by him is said to be

seen by the seers ; they are dwellers in the highest

heaven ; and what is seen by them is the world of

Vishnu as taught in other upanishads “The dwellers in

the highest heaven ever see that highest place

of Vish'r},u".

4. It is not true that the world of the four-faced

one is next to the intermediate world; for between

them there is the world of Indra and many others.

Hence, even on the first view, the natural order of the

worlds was departed from ; and this flaw is not peculiar

to the final decision.

5. Why then is reference made to the intermediate

world ? Reply. The fruits to be earned by the three

meditators were divided into two groups ; the lower

group consisted of aihikam—fruits to be enjoyed on

earth
;
and of amushmikam—fruits to be enjoined in the

intermediate and other worlds, including the world of

the four-faced one. The higher group is to be enjoyed

in the world of the highest Atmd,. Thus the term

antarikska includes all perishable worlds other

than earth.
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SUB-SECTIOH 5

The text for consideration in this sub-section is

from the chandogya.

There is in this city of Brahma a dwelling place in

the form of a small lotus ; The small ether within it,

and what is within it—both should be sought and be meditat-

ed on (section 1. verse 1).

The doubt is whether this small ether is the

element ether, a jiva or the highest Atma.

First vievj. It is the element ether ; for the term

akasa (ether) denotes it by well-recognised usuage ; and

it appears as the support of what has to be sought.

Final decision. The small ether is the highest

AtmU.. This is stated in the sutra :

13. 2^ :

The small ether is the highest Atma ; for the reasons

stated in the succeeding verses.

These reasons are : (i) “ He is AtmU ; He is
‘

free from karma, old age, death, grief, hunger and

thirst : He has unchanging objects of desire ;
His

will is never frustrated.” These attributes refer to

the small ether (verse 5) ; and show it to be

the highest Atma ; (ii) one who meditates on

the small ether is said to attain an unfrustrated

will (verse 6). (iii) In verse 3 the small ether is

compared with the element ether, and is said to be as

large as that element is. This comparison would be

inappropriate, if they were identical.
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2. Here the following objections are raised
:

(i)

The ether within * the heart is compared with the same

ether outside. Reply. The ether within the heart

cannot then be the support of heaven and earth and of

all other things as stated in that verse (See Vedic

Texts), (ii) If the small ether were the highest Atrnd,,

how can an unlimited Being be compared with ether

which is limited ? Reply. The intention is merely to

remove the erroneous impression, that may be left on

one’s mind by the statement that the highest AtmcL is

within the heart, viz.^ He is a minute Being. Similarly,

to show that the sun does not move slowly, it is usual

to say that he goes like an arrow. Nor can it be

thought that the sentence means that there can be no

comparison with anything else, and that the small

ether is unique, as in the sentence ‘ the fight between

Rama and Ravana was like the fight between Rama

and Ravana ’. The term ‘ as large as ’ would then be

inappropriate.

3. Another objection—The first of the three

reasons adduced does not hold. For the text quoted

from verse 5 refers not to the small ether, but to what

is within it. The small ether is the element ether,

and what is within it is atma. At the commencement

prominence is given to this atmO, by its being placed

before the students as an object to be sought. In other

upanishads it is the atma, that one is enjoined to seek ;

hence what is within the small ether is a^w^a, and it is

so stated here. Another objector observes—The ex-

pression ‘ what is within the small ether ’ refers to
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certain attributes of the small ether
;
this small ether

should be meditated on, in which case the attributes

also will be included in the meditation
; but the reverse

will not happen, if the attributes be meditated on,

omitting the seat of the attributes. Hence the

injunction is to seek the small ether only. Reply,

Neither view is correct. Both the small ether, and

what is within it should be sought and be medi-

tated on. The meditator’s body is the city of the

highest Atma
;

his heart is His palace
; He is the

small ether ; for, the all-knowing, and omnipotent

highest Atma out of love towards those that come

to Him and for the purpose of helping them is

present in this palace ; and He should be meditated on

as being of small size ; and what is within the small

ether is His noble qualities. Both He and His noble

qualities are to be meditated on. To bring out this

meaning clearly, the pronoun yah (which) and the

conjunction cha (and) should be added in the sentence,

which will then be like this “ which {yah) small ether

is within it (the lotus—like dwelling place), and which

{yad) is within it (z'.e., the small ether) that (tad) should

be sought and be meditated on ”. The masculine yah^

and the neuter yad will then correspond to the term

tad ;
this being made up of the masculine sah and the

neuter tad. By a rule of grammar one of them will be

dropped and what remains will assume the form of the

neuter singular. Or, the whole is treated as one sen-

tence, and the term yad stands for both the things

mentioned, the small ether and what is within it.
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4. How is this known—that the small ether is thi

highest AtnOi, that what is within it is His nobl

qualities, and that reference is made to both anc

meditation is enjoined ? Reply. This will be eviden

from a- careful examination of the first section of th(

upanishad (See Vedic Texts). In the third verse th(

small ether is said to be exceedingly large ;
it is refer

red to by the words ‘ within it,’ and is said to be th(

support of everything. Again, referring to it by the

words ‘ within it,’ it is stated that the meditator wil'

find in it every kind of enjoyment. Verse 5 states thal

though the small ether is within a part of the body, viz.

the heart, it is not affected by the old age ur death ol

the body, being as the ultimate cause of the universe

oxtremely subtle, and that it is satyam—i.e., un-

. changing. It is said to be an unchanging city,

Brahma being the dwelling place of all the worlds.

Again referring to it by the words ‘ in Him ’ all noble

qualities are said to be contained in it. The original

has the term kcimcLn (plural)
;
but it means noble

qualities ; for the meditator will no longer hanker after

any worldly object. The sentence under consideration

then states that the small ether is Atma, and enumer-

ates His noble qualities. The closing verse, stating the

fruit of meditation, expressly mentions both the small

ether and the eight qualities enumerated as included

in the meditation. Hence the small ether is the

highest Atmd,.

5. Objection again. From what has been stated

it appears that the commencement of the context is
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changed to suit the close ; but this is not correct
; it

should be the other way. Reply. The commencement

refers to seeking what is within the small ether

;

and this is left untouched. The close refers to the

small ether also ; and this is taken to have been

intended at the commencement ; and this is all that is

done.

6. The question is again asked—Why is so much

trouble taken to explain the opening verse? The

beginning enjoins search for only what is within the

small ether ; and the close enjoins search for the small

ether. Why should they not be understood in this

way ? Reply. The close mentions the fruit, repeating

what has been stated already ; and as it mentions

search for both, the beginning should refer to both.

If the search for the small ether be not mentioned at

the beginning, its repetition at the close will not be

appropriate. The close cannot give an injunction as to

the search for both ; for one of them has been enjoined

already by the opening verse. Nor can it be regarded

as repeating this injunction and as giving a new

injunction for the other ; for it repeats both searches

and mentions the fruit. Hence the explanation

already given stands.

7. This has the support of the author of the

vUkyam.

14. ^ I

For this reason also—the mention of going and of the

word brahma ; for so is it seen (in other places)

:

and they are (by themselves) a sufficient reason.
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The mention is made thus

:

As people, not knowing the gold treasure buried
below, constantly go over the place and do not get at it, in

the same way all these people every day go to that brahma^
loka and do not reach Him (section 3, verse 2).

The word ‘ that ’ refers to the ‘ small ether ’
; and

the daily going is in deep sleep as stated in chandogya

{VI-8-1), which clearly refers to the highest Atma.

Similarly, it is said, “ He is Brahma-loka, oh king
”

{briJiad., VI-4-23). It is not necessary to seek support

from parallel passages. Here the reference to treasure

in the illustration, and the daily going of all people to it

in deep sleep as during cosmic rest to enjoy temporary

respite from misery, show that the small ether must be

the highest Atmci. Similarly the term brahma-loka

means Brahma^ who is a loka or world ;
because He

supports everything. See Intro., para 29 (ii).

The daily going may also be taken to mean the

daily going of the jivas over the highest Atma, who is

ever present as the inner ruler. They go over Him,

but do not know Him and do not reach Him. This is

stated in the texts quoted in chapter I, section 2, sub-

section 4. Taking this daily going with the illustration

of the treasure, this reason will suffice to show the small

ether to be the highest AtvW, (1).

(1) In this second explanation going over applies to

both the illustration and to the case under consideration,

which was not the case in the first ; but it referred to the
small ether directly ; here it has to be taken that the small
ether and the inner ruler are one. See also note on this text

in Vedic Texts.
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15. 1

Because the greatness of the highest AtmU consisting

in the support of the worlds is seen in the ‘ small

ether

The text, which shows this is

:

This Atma is a protective bund, to prevent these

worlds from being confounded, (section 4, verse 1.)

The reference is to the small ether ; and this is

stated to be the work of the highest Atma in brihad

arauyaka thus

:

‘ He is the ruler of all ; He is the lord of all beings ;

He is the protector of beings ; He is the protective bund, to

keep these worlds from being confounded’ (VI-4-22)- Again,
* By the unobstructed command of Akshara, Gargi, the sun

and the moon stand supported’ (Ibid., V-8-8).

The small ether is therefore other than the element

ether.

16. I

And because of its being well-known to (indicate the

highest Atma).

The use of the term akasa (ether) to indicate the

highest Atma is well-known ; and by the side of the

attributes referred to under sutra 13, it must prevail

over the ordinarily accepted signification to denote the

element ether.

Having thus shown that the small ether cannot be

the element ether, the second point is taken up, viz., that

the small ether is not a jiva.
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17. i
.

If it be contended “ It is a jiva ; because reference is

made to one other than the highest Atma,‘’ the

reply is “ no ; because (the attributes mentioned)
are impossible in Him ”.

The reference is made in the following verse ;

“ This jiva rises from this body (1), reaches the high-

est Light, and appears in his natural form.” (section 3,

verse 4.)

It is argued that the verse relates to the jiva alone.

Though the small ether was decided not to be the ele-

ment ether, owing to the inapplicability of the compari-

son with it, and for other reasons, yet on the authority

of this text, it may be taken to be the jiva. The term

akasa (ether) may denote him, taking the etymological

meaning. The first part of the sutra thus states the

objection, and the second part gives a reply. The reply is

no. Because freedom from karma and the other attributes

mentioned as existing in the ‘ small ether ’ cannot be

found in the jiva.

18. i

If it be urged again “ (They are found), because it is

so taught in the . later portions of the same
chapter,” the reply is “ Reference is made to one
in whom they have recently emerged ”.

(1) This jiva rises. The word ' this ’ refers to what
has gone before; hence in previous sentences also the jiva

was referred to. In this text he is referred to by a word
that denotes him, but not by a mark relating to him. The
reference is therefore unmistakable.
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In SGctioTivS 7 to 12 of the same chapter of the
upo/tiisluid the attributes referred to are taught as

belonging to the jiva also. The conclusion in the

preceding sntra is therefore unsound.

Tliese sections of the upanishad deal with the jiva

alone. Indra had hoard the following statement as

ha.ving been made by Prajapati (the four-faced being):

The u.l.w.n, who is free from karma, free from old ago,
death, grief, hunger and thirst, who has unchanging objects

of dosiro, and whose will is novor frustrated, should bo
sought and should be meditated on. He who knows him
and meditates on him, attains all the worlds and all objects

of dosiro (sootion 7, verse 1).

He approached Prajapati in order to know the

nature of tlio ahml, who has to be sought. PrajUpaii

wished to examine whether the applicant was lit to

receive instruction, and .successively described an em-

bodied jim in the condition of waking, of dream, and

of deep sleep. Indra saw nothing to give him enjoy-

ment in these conditions, and approached Prajapati

again and again. Having thus tested him and found

him qualified to be taught the nature of a pure jiva,

Prajapati taught him as follows

:

The body alone is porisbablo ;
it is surrounded by

doatli. It is supported by this {Itma, who does not die, and

who has no bofly. One, who is in a body, is caught by

wolcome and unweloomo things ; from one in a body wol-

oomo and unwoloome things do not depart ; and one who is

without a body they do not touch (section 12, verse 1).

The teacher thus showed that the body is supported,

and the atm/l supports ;
that when the atma is divorced

from the body and remains in his own nature, ho is
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immortal ; that when he is connected with a karma-

made body, his lot is to experience pleasure and pain in

accordance with his karma ; and that when he is

released from it, he is without this undesirable result.

He then taught him the nature of the jiva, as separated

from the body in these words

:

In the very same way, this jiva rises from this body,

reaches the highest Light, and appears in his natural form

{Ibid; verse 2).

He next observed that the highest Light to be

reached is the best of purushas ; that the jiva, the

obscuration of whose nature has come to an end, and

who has reached the highest Light, has such enjoyment

as he desires in the world of Brahma
; and that he no

longer thinks of the Aarma-made body, that was insepar-

able from pleasure and pain and such undesirable things

;

that as a horse is yoked to a carriage, the jiva of this

very nature is yoked in the state of bondage to a karma-

made body (verse 3) ; that the eye and other senses are

his instruments for perception ; forms and the like are

the objects perceived ; and the jiva is a perceiver
; that

he is therefore other than the body and the senses
; and

that when he shakes off the body and senses brought

about by karma, he has every enjoyment with the help

of jnanam, his natural attribute (verses 4 and 5). He
closed with the remark that wise men know the jiva to

be of this nature ; and that one, who meditates on the

atmd of this nature, attains all worlds and all enjoy-

ments

—

i.e., enjoyment of Brahma (verse 6). Hence he,

who was stated to be known as possessing the eight

42
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qualities beginning with freedom from toma, is a
alone. This being so, these qualities may be found in

him
; and as he is referred to in the remainder of the

upanishad^ the small ether is he alone.

The second portion of the sutm replies to this

objection. These attributes in the condition of bondage

are prevented by karma from appearing; when this

bondage Of karma is broken, and the body is cast aside

and the highest Light is reached, they emerge. Such a

person is referred to in the teaching of Prajapat Here,

however, reference is made to a Being, in whom they

never at any time ceased to appear. Further, there

are other attributes of the ‘ small ether,’ which a jiva

can never possess, even when his nature emerges.

These are (i) protecting the worlds like a bund, and

(ii) the controlling of jivas and matter. This latter

point follows from the etymological explanation of the

term satya (VIII-3-5).

Why then is the jiva referred to in this context ?

19 . !

And the mention is for another purpose.

This purpose is to add to the attributes of the

‘small ether’ already taught here one more, m., to

enable the freed jiva to attain his true nature on

reaching Him. The true nature of the jiva is explained

further on in sections 7 to 12 of the chapter. He has to

meditate that he will enjoy the highest Atma, the seat

of endless noble qualities, being himself the seat of noble
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qualities. He should therefore know his true nature,

and the latter half of the chapter gives this information.

Hence it is subsidiary to the former half, and the fruits

stated in it are a repetition of the fruits of the former half.

In these three sutras a reason found towards the

close of the context was urged by the opponent. In the

next sutra he puts forward a reason found at the

commencement.

20. I

If it be contended ‘‘ a place of small dimension is

mentioned,” the reply is “ this (objection) was met
already ”.

The ‘ ether ’ under consideration is expressly stated

to he of small dimension ; and residence in it is appro-

priate to the jiva alone, who is of minute size (1), but not

to the infinite highest Atma. The latter half of the

sutra states that this objection was raised in the first

sub-section of section 2 of this chapter, and that the

reply was given that ‘ the highest Atrnu has to be so

meditated on ’ (2).

(1) Who is of minute size. This is what is meant by
the term in the original Uragropamitasya—which means
‘ who is compared to the pointed end of an ara or goad ’.

(3) The reason for raising this question again is that
. there is a further doubt. In .the other place the mention of
a place of small dimension was not at the beginning of the
context ; while being the inner ruler of all was stated in the
opening verse, and being of large size at the close. In
accordance with these the mention of small size was
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Sutras 21 and 22 are treated by some as forming

a separate sub-section, and as proving that the shining

object described in the mwtidaka text (II-2-11) is the

highest Atmci. This is unsound. It has been shown in

section 2, sub-section 5 and section 3, sub-section 1,

that the whole of that upanishad deals with Him.

The first view put forward by them does not arise, as

Brahma has been shown to be limitless fire in section 1,

sub-section 10. Further, the interpretation of the

sutras is opposed to their wording.

Sub-section 6

The texts for consideration in this sub-section are

from the kathavalU :

Purusha, the controller of the past and the future

dwells in the middle of the meditator’s body, in a form of

the size of the thumb. Hence He does not shrink (from

the faults of the body) (IV-12.). The Purusha, the

controller of the past and the future, and of the size of the

thumb, is like a fire without smoke. He alone is what
exists to-day •, He alone is what will exist to-morrow
(IV-13.). The Purusha, the inner ruler of men, is ever

seated in the heart in a form of the size of the thumb.
Separate Him in thought from His body (the jivd) like an
ishlka from a bush. Do this with perfected knowledge.

Know him to be bright and immortal (VI-17.).

convey the intention. The smriti is cited to make this

clear. The verse is ‘ Eesting on this wisdom, they have
reached My likeness. They do not become the objects of

either creation or destruction’. {Bhagavad~glta, XIV-2.)
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Here the doubt is who is this pin'usha of the size

of the thumb ? Is he a jiva or the highest AfinU '? It

arises from the inapplicability of the expression * of the

size of the thumb ’ to the highest AtmCi, and of the

expression ‘ controller of the past and the future ' to the

jiva.

First view. He is a jiva ; for in another place

reference is made to the same size as regards him.

The lord of prri\ia, goes about bound by the strings

of karma, he who is of the size of the thumb, bright as the

sun, full of resolutions and of the notion that he is the

body {svetu.y V-S).

As regards the highest Atma there is no similar

mention anj’'where even for the Idvipose of medi-

tation (1), Hence, it should be deci(it^i®diat the text

refers to the jiva
; and the control mentioned in it

should be limited to his body and its instruments, and to

objects and instruments of his enjoyment.

Fwal decisio?i. The texts refer to the highest

At??!'!. This is stated in the s?lt?'a :

23. 515^^ |

The punisha of the size of the thumb is the higlicst

AtjnU ; from the mere mention of the word.

The word is controller. The control of what was

and of what will be, i.e., control of all, is not possible to

a jiva bound by karma.

(1) The statement made above is not correct. In the

iaiith’lya and svetUsvaiara the highest AitnU is described as

of the size of the thumb; but the statement made is

accepted, and the question is discussed.
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2. The following objection may be raised. The

reference to the size is what is known as Ungam
; and

the expression ‘ controller of the past and the future
’

is also lingam
;

but it occurs later on and cannot

prevail over the other lingam^ which is first heard.

Beply. The size is capable of being explained with

reference to the place where the jiva abides ; but the

other expression cannot be so explained. Hence, it is

stronger and prevails.

Why is the highest Atma said to be of the size of

the thumb ?

24.
|

Because He is present in the heart
; and the mention

of the size is with reference thereto. He remains
in men’s heart; because men are competent to

meditate on Him.

He dwells in the heart of man, in order that he may
meditate on Him

;
and man’s heart is of the size of the

thumb. Hence the form of the highest Atmci is of the

same size. The opponent must admit that for the same

reason the jiva also is of this size
;
for by nature he is

aziM, an atom. In regard to the inapplicability of the

size both the jiva and the highest Atmd. are in the

same boat ;
but the control is full in the case of the

latter, but not of the former.

Sub-section 7

Here the question whether man alone is competent

to meditate on 'the highest Atma, and whether devas are
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excludGd is takoii up and discussGd. Tli© discussion on
sub-section 6 will be continued after the ninth sub-

section.

25.
1

That (meditation) is possible also (to beings) above
man. So does Budarayana think : Because they
are both capable and likely to desire release.

The first view is put forward by the mhnuinsaha.

Devas are not competent ; they have no bodies, and there

is no authority for holding that they have. It cannot

be contended that the vedanta proves this fact ; for

testimony possesses authority, only as it directs the

doing of what is desirable, or as it prohibits the doing

of what is undesirable ; and the earlier portion of the

veda possesses authority of this kind. In sub-section 4

of chapter I, section 1, it was decided after much dis-

cussion that the vedanta is authority in regard to the

highest Atma, as being the highest among what man

desires. The possession of bodies by devas does not come

under either description ; and neither the earlier nor the

later portion of the veda can be cited in evidence.

2. The earlier portion consists of mantras, artha-

vadas and injunctions ; but the two former serve the

last, one pointing out how the karma enjoined should be

done, and the other praising the karma, so that one may

take it up with zest. The efficacy of both is thus

expended.

3. Question. Are not injunctions the authority need-

ed? for they state the devatas eadi the materials to be offer-

ed to them. As the karma disappears as it is done, one
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must look to the devatas to yield the fruits of karma. It

must therefore be presumed that they possess bodies, that

they receive the offerings, that they eat them, that they

are satisfied and that they are pleased with their wor-

shipper. Reply. This presumption is, however, erroneous.

When a person makes gifts or undergoes severe discipline

itapas), there is no devatcL to be pleased ; and what is

known as apurva must be assumed to be originated, and

to subsist till the fruits aimed at by the gifts or discipline

are yielded. This being so, similar apurva may be

presumed in the case of other karmas also. The injunc-

tions need only the name of the devoid,, to whom
-offerings should be made, and they mention them ; but

.state nothing other than this.

4. This view is strengthened by the fact that the

devatcis are themselves products of evolution ; that it may
not be possible for them to reward their worshippers

within this world-age for all their karmas
;
that they-may

not reappear at the beginning of the next world-age
; and

that some karmas may fail to yield fruits.

5. Here the veddntin observes—It is the highest

Alma, appearing in the form of the devatas, that is

worshipped by karma and yields fruits, and that He
endures, as also His power to revrard. Reply. Do you

know what is known as the pratimd-pratimeya rule.

When one worships an image and makes offerings to it,

a devoid is pleased. Similarly, when devatd,s are wor-

shipped and offerings are made to them, the highest

Atmd, is pleased. Hence, in doing the karma enjoined

one should know only who the devoid, is in each case, as
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one. Turning to the portions of the vedanta dealing

with meditation, one will observe in the latter half

of chapter VIII of the cMndogya that Indra among

the devas and Virochana among the asuras went to

JPrajapati with fuel in their hands
;
and lived by his side

~a life of discipline for thirty-two years, and that then

Prajapati spoke to them.

2. In the earlier portion of the veda also there is

ample evidence. The following statements are made

:

Purandara has vajra in his hand ”
;

‘ with this Indra

raised the vajra"
;
and they do not conflict with any

-authority, and should be accepted as correct statements

of facts. It is not possible to explain them away on

the plea that the texts, being subsidiary to injunctions,

have merely to praise or to show what has to be done,

and that therefore it was not the intention to state

what appears on the surface. For the statements are

needed for praise. Without making similar statements

there can be no praise ; for praise is a recitation of

•one’s qualities of body or mind ; and if there be no

qualities, there will be no praise. Opponent. One

may be induced to act by stating a quality, which does

not exist. Reply. The same argument applies also to

injunctions ;
one may be made to do a karma, though

it does not lead to any desirable result. Opponent.

Injunction—texts, not having been made by any one,

-are perfect, and they are authority for what they state*

Reply. We give the same answer. The arthavada texts

-were not made by anyone, and they do not describe any

•deva as what he is not.
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some future time, and he should therefore think of the-

devata to help him.

6. Objection—When one tills a field for raising

crops, the plants intervene between the tilling and th&

reaping of the crops
; similarly karma may yield its.

fruit through an intermediary in the form of a non-

intelligent apurva, which comes into existence, when
the karma is done, and subsists till the fruit is

attained. Reply. This assumption is unnecessary. For

here is a text.

Vayu is indeed a quickly-acting devata ; he (the-

worshipper) approaches vdyu alone with his own offering

Vayu causes wealth to come to him.

This shows that a devata^ worshipped with an

offering, bestows a fruit
; his power suitable for this,

purpose, which appears in the arthavcida, is required

and it fits in with the injunction text, with which the

artkavada is connected. To abandon what is stated

and to assume what is not stated, like the apurva^ is.

not legitimate. By considering the whole of a text,,

all that is required by the injunction is known from the-

text itself. Hence there is no need to assume an

apurva as some persons do. It is not known when the-

meanings of words are ascertained ; and it need not.

therefore be taken as others do to be denoted by the

termination conveying the injunction.

7. Where it does not appear from a sentence-

following an injunction-text that a devata is pleased, it.

may b« presumed, from the word formed from the root yaj,

that the worship of a devata is the principal part of the-
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karma ; for Pnuwi, ibo f;raminarlfin, Ktntcs the meaning
of the root to bo to wor.ship a f/nvnta. As the root

sni)plicH wlint is nnodod ])y the injunction, liis statement

may bn accepted as authority, and as being based on a

])roviously existing mantra or arlha.vUiJa.

8. 'flio possession of liodics and senses by deva.s is

proved also ])y .smrilis, ilihnsafi and pin'/ltjus^ which are

based on wait a texts scalicrc.'d througbout the veda.

They describe very clearly their natures, the places

where they live;, their occupations and their enjoyments.

9. The need for assuming apuriri even in some

cases stated in ])ara 3 of llio//V.s^ view is denied. In the

cas(^ of gifts and of leading a life of discipline there is

the highest yltmd to he pleased by them; and there are

also clvvatclfi, who are pleased as stated in this text.

Ho gives clolli ;
the dnratn concerned with the gift

of cloth is nil daiutluH ; for all dcoatils arc satisfied.

10.

If the highest AfmCi is to he satisfied with all

karmaSj the satisfaction of (JavalLis will not become

suporlluous. The mJmnmsaka's precedent to assume a

principal apurva and subordinate aparvafi to serve it is

followed. A principal karma is helped by many

subordinate karmas, sojne done before, and the others

after, the principal one ; and as they cannot be done at

the same time, it is assumed that each subordinate

karma produces its own apfirva and that all these

apurvaft briiig about the aimrva, wliich yields the fruit.

Similarly, each karma satisfies a davaitl, and all the

devaids so .satisfied satisfy the highest AtmiJ and make

him well disposed towards the worshipper.
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11. Hence, as devas have bodies, they have the

capacity to meditate.

26. I

If it be said “ this view will conflict with karma,"
the reply is

—
“No, because it is seen that many

(bodies) may be taken up.”

If it be admitted that devas have bodies, it must

also be conceded on the strength of the arthavadas that

the devatcLS are invited to come and attend the perform-

ance of karma, and that they do come, and receive their

offerings. Now, when many men perform karma at the

same time, how can the same devata. Indra for instance,

go to them all ? To this objection the reply is that they

may take up as many bodies as may be needed
; and

that such a thing is possible has been seen in the case of

Sauhhari, who took up at one and the same time as

many bodies as he had wives.

27. ^55 |

If it be said “ this will conflict with words,” the
reply is

—
“ No ; because from them (beings)

proceed as stated in the veda and smritis.

The reply given leads to a further difficulty. For

if devatas had bodies, as they are made of parts, they

must be perishable. Hence, as in the case of particular

individuals like devadatta, there was no Indra before

he was born and there will be no Indra after he dies.

The word indra occurring in the veda will either have

no meaning owing to the non-existence of an object

connected with it, or it must cease to be pronounced. In
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1;ho performance of karma Indra \vi]l have to ])o invoked,

And owing to hiK disappearance, the word will cease to

h/ivc a meaning, or it v/ill have to be dropped as being

useless. In citlicr case the vedu being thus subject to

change, its claim to bo eternal and authoritative must

he denied. To lliis objection the .second part of the

Sidra replies. The term inrira. used in the veda does not

denote a particular individual like devadatta. It is a

common name like the word rjo, and indicates one of

a class, pfissossing sj)ecified attributes and performing

certain definite functions. When one indra disappears,

the four-faced Bralunfi considers what the word indra

meant, and creates another hidra possessing the same

attributes lo exercise the same functions. This is

analogous to what a potter doo.s. He considers what

the word ‘jar’ denoted, and makes another jar of the

same form and size. That such is the case may be seen

from the rada and smj'ifis.

Witli the neda Prajiipati made diverse forms

—

intolligont and non-inteiligont.

Similarly, “ lie uttered the word bindi
;

he

created the earth ; ho uttered the word himvaJi ; he

created the intermediate world ”
; and so on. This

means tliat ho uttered the word, that denoted an object;

he thought of its form, and created the object in that

form. The same thing is stated by s?;?nf/s also—“ At

the beginning svayambhu (one that exists of himself) gave

this noble word forming the m/a, which has no beginning

or end, and from which all creation proceeded {manu,

I—21) ;

“ In the beginning he made from the words of
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the veda alone the names of all, their actions, and their

forms, each having his own name, action and form.”

“ At the beginning he made the names and forms of

beings beginning with the devas, and determined what

work each class should do ; this was done with vedic

texts alone ” {vishriu, 1-5-63).

28. ^ 1

And for the very same reason the eternity (of the,

veda).

Vasishta and other seers are said to have made this

or that text of the veda. How can this statement be

reconciled with the other statement that the veda was

not made, and that it is eternal ? The sutra states that

taking the same view they may be reconciled. Thus

Vasishta is an officer in the economy of nature, his

business being to go into meditation and to perceive

the texts of the veda, as they were known before, i.e.,

what were the sounds that made up a text, their order

and the accents with which they were pronounced. On
this work the four-faced Brahmd employed other seers

also, endowing them with the necessary capacity.

Because the texts were only reproduced, the veda is said

to be eternal ;
and because they were seen by this or

that seer, they are said to have been made by them.

There is thus no real inconsistency.

Here arises a further question. The explanation

given was that the four-faced Brahmd, created indras

and vasishtas with the help of the veda. There is a

period of cosmic rest, in which ether a product of

44
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ahamkara, disappears along with words, and in which

the four-faced one who creates also disappears. How
can there be creation by Brahma with the help of the

veda after the close of the cosmic rest ; and hov/ can the

veda, which has ceased to exist, be said to be eternal ?

Hence one, who holds the view that the vedu is eternal,

should admit that the universe is beginningless like a

stream, that there is a succession of universes, one

following another without a beginning. The next

mira replies

;

29. i

Because the names and forms of the preceding

evolution are reproduced, there is no difficulty,

even when ev’olution is repeated. And this is

known from the aeda and smriiis.

The highest Afmu recalls to His mind the universe

as it existed before ; Ho wills to become many, and

causes the evolution to proceed down to the appearance

of the four-faced Brahma. He makes him learn the veda

exactly as it was recited in the previous evolution, and

directs him to create the world as it was before. He

himself remains as his inner ruler and helps him to carry

out the order. The impression left on one’s mind by the

recitation of the veda in the previous w^orld-age enables

him with the help of tapas (life of discipline) and

meditation to recall the veda exactly as it w-as known

by him. This is the eternity of the veda. This is what

men do ;
but the highest Atmu does not depend upon

the impression.
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The vedic text is “ Who formerly made Brahma,

and who gave him the vedas {sveta., VI-18). The

smriti texts are :
‘ This was in the condition of tamas

(subtle matter). . . . He considered ; and in order to

create diverse products from His own body,He created first

the materials for making the egg-shaped universe, and

gave them the capacity for its formation. They became

a golden egg, with the brilliance of the sun
;
in this

Brahma, the grand-father of all the worlds, came forth

of himself {manu, 1-5, 8 and 9). The following verses

are from the puranas: 'In the naveZ of the Dem, who

slept in it, a lotus appeared ; in that lotus Brahirwi, the

great being, who knew the veda and its angas thoroughly,

was born ;
To him the Bern said ‘ Create beings. Oh,

wise one ’
;

‘ Ndraya^a is a great deva
;
from Him was

born the four-faced being ’
; Stating ‘ I will describe

the first creation,’ a purmja states ‘ I created water,

which is nara (made by nara, the imperishable), and

remained within it ;
hence My name has become

Naraya'fjxi. In every kalpa (world-age) I sleep in it

;

in the navel of myself, who thus sleeps, a lotus again

appeared as before ; Oh Devi ! in the lotus, which

appeared in My navel, the four-faced one was born ; I

told him ‘ create the beings, wise one

Sub-section 8

In the preceding sub-section it was decided that

dems in general are fit for hrahma-vidycL in general.

In this sub-section the fitness of particular devas for
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particular vidyas is considered. The vidya kno-wn as

madhurindya is taken from the cMndoyya, chapter III,

sections 1 to 11 ; but from the expression ‘ in vidyas

beginning v.-ith madhu ’ used in Hidra 30 it appears that

the conclusion should apply to other similar vidyas also.

See Vedic Texts. The sun is to he meditated on

as honey : it is made from the karmas enjoined in the

four vedas and secret doctrines : it is carried by the

sun's rays and is lodged in cells on the four sides and on

the top of liis orb : tiie honey-comb is the intermediate

world hanging from the cross-beam of heaven. The

group of devds knov.-n as v'mia lives on the honey on the

east, and four other groups live on the honey lodged on

the other sides and on the top. By this meditation a

person gets into one of these groups, enjoys its honey

and has supremacy in the group, and his will is never

frustrated {sec. 6-3 and 4). Here, in addition to

meditation on the sun and on the five-hold honey, one

has to meditate also on the vasus as enjoying the honey

:

for he has to become a vasu himself, and the rule is

—

what one meditates on, that he becomes. Tlie doubt is

whether it is competent to a deva^ who is already one

of the vasus, to take up this form of vidya.

First view. This is stated in the siitra

:

30. SiHR; i

In madhu and other similar vidyas, there is no

competency; this is JaiininVs vieic', owing to non-

existence (of desire and capacity).

One, that is already a vasu, will not desire to be-

come a vasu : and there is no vasu, other than himseh,
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on whom he may meditate.- Nor -will he be capable of

meditating on himself. Question. Why? Will it not

be easy to do so ? Reply. The meditation in question is

not merely to dwell with the mind on an object
;
for to

think continuously of a jar should then be called vidyU,

or meditation. VidyoL is to dwell continuously on an

object superior to the njeditator ; and this is not possible

to the vasu, as he is not superior to himself. Again,

one unable to attain a fruit, that he desires, pleases a

devatd with his meditation and receives the fruit

from him. It is absurd that the vasu should

please himself with meditation on himself. The

conclusion is that a vasu is not competent for this

vidya.

The next sutra gives an additional reason

:

31. mn I

And because of meditation on the fire.

A brihad aratjyaka text states “ Devas meditate on
that fire of fires, who is life and who is immortality ”

(VI-4-16).

Reference is here made to the highest Atmci. The

text may mean one of two things

—

devas alone meditate,

or devas meditate on the highest Atmd only. Now,

brahma-vidya being common to both the devas and men,

the first alternative will not do. The text therefore

means that devas meditate only on the highest Atmd.

They are therefore excluded from the rest, inclusive of

madhu-vidyd.
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IPivcil decision. This is stated in the next sutvo,

:

32. ^1% 1

In the view of Bodaruyatia qualification exists.

It is so.

Vasus are qualified for tlie meditation referred to.

First, they have to meditate not on themselves,

but on the highest Aiwfl as the inner ruler of

themselves and of the devaia sun in their present

condition. 1’liis is taught in sections 6-10 of the

upamshad. In section 11 meditation on Him as

the inner ruler of the devatil sun in his unevolved

condition is taught. Thus, in both the places the

meditation is on the liighc.st Aimu
; and this is indicated

by the verse.

When one thus meditates on this brahma-vidyU, i.e.,

practises hrahvxi-vidna, for him the sun does not rise or

sot ; for him there is day, once and for all.

The wliole of the vmdhu-vidiju is therefore concerned

with the highest Afvia ; and its fruit is to reach Him,

but after being one of the five deva groups. Next, the

existing groups of devas may desire to reach the same

condition in the next kalpa (world-age), and then to

reach the highest Atmd, The objection raised does not

therefore hold (1).

Objections, (l) Why is this sub-section necessa^ ?

It has been decided that a vasu should meditate not on him-

self or on the sun, but on the inner ruler of both *, and this rule

was laid down in chapter I, section 1, sub-section 11. Reply,

In that place the fitness for the meditation under reference

was not considered. A new sub-section is therefore neces-

sary. Also, there the conflict was between the marks of a
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As Brahma alone is to be meditated on in this

rndya^ the text quoted in sutra 31 raises no difficulty.

The author of the vritti states the same thing— ‘ There

is q.ualification in madhu and other vidycLs
;
for Brahma

alone is the object of meditation in all places.’

What is the purpose served by these two sections

as regards men, who practise hrahma-vidyO. ? Beply.

They will know that the highest Aims, is the object of

meditation even to the devas in general and of particular

groups among them, and that he gives them what

fruits they desire
;
and they will meditate on Him as

possessing this high attribute.

jiva at the beginning and of the many marks of the highest

Atma in the context as a whole. Here, however, there is

apparent conflict between the beginning and the end ; and
the conclusion in the former will not do.

(2) How is the first view admitted and replied to ; for

there is no difficulty as far as one can see. The meditation

is on the devata sun, and a vasu comes in only as living on
the honey in that devata. In meditations on the highest

Atma as ruling the perishable and imperishable worlds the

meditator is himself included. Similarly, the vasu may
meditate on the devata sun, though he will come in as

living on the honey or as being included in the five deva

groups. Beply. From the text considered in the second
sutra the vasu and all others in the five groups would be

excluded from the madhu-vidya.

(3) How is the final decision sound, if there be conflict

between the commencement and end of the context. Beply.

The conflict is only apparent, and not real.
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SUB-SECTION 9

It has now to be considered whether among men
the sffdra is qualified for meditation on Brahma. In

the purva jiilmfimaa it has been settled that he is not

qualified for the karma^ enjoined in the veda (VI-1-7).

These are the reasons. First, there are the following

injunctions

:

In ra.sfndn lot tlio upanaj/fiua of a brCdunatja be
done; in orUsluna the upanaj/ona of a kshairhja; in sarad
the npanttijnnn of a

There is another injunction :

Let one learn the text of hi« own veda
;

and this has a need—who is to carry this out?

Tliose that have gone through the upanaijana

ceremony have also a need—r/z., for what purpose

have we been made to approach a teacher in that

ceremony ? The injunction to learn the veda there-

fore attaches itself to them. Hence the rule is

deduced that one should first pass through the iipa-

nayana ceremony, and then learn the text of the veda.

Next, there are injunctions to do kai'mas of various

kinds—the term karma meaning making an offering to

a devatn. They have a need—who is to perform the

karmas^ so that they may serve their purpose ? And the

performance presupposes the possession of the requisite

knowledge and the adoption of the means for the

acquisition of the knowledge, viz., leading a life of disci-

pline as a student and learning from the teacher. On
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the other side the knowledge has been acquired at great

personal inconvenience
; it was not intended for any

other purpose ; and ib needs something in which it may
be utilized. The injunctions in regard to karmas,

finding this knowledge available in the three higher

castes, attach themselves to those castes. A second rule

is laid down that only those, that have learnt the veda,

and thus possess the requisite knowledge, should make

the offerings. It follows that the sudra, not being

directed to pass through the upanayana ceremony, is not

qualified to learn the veda or to perform the karmas

enjoined in the earlier portion thereof. The same

reasoning applies also in regard to hrahma-vidyds

enjoined in its later portion, and the sudra is equally

disqualified for them. But certain doubts have been felt

on the subject ;
and it is therefore necessary to examine

them and arrive at a conclusion. Hence, the need for

the sub-section.

First view. The sudra is qualified for brahma-

vidya ;
for he has a desire to practise it and is also

capable ; and these two elements constitute the qualifi-

cation. Two conditions are regarded as necessary for

vidya, viz.-, the doing of the duties of one’s caste and

stage of life, as a help to vidycL, and a knowledge of the

highest Atmd, and of the mode of meditation. Now, the

first condition is satisfied by the sudra'

s

doing his own

duties

—

viz., the service of the three higher castes. As

to the knowledge needed, it may be acquired from hear-

ing itihasas and purdnas read ; and permission to hear

them has been given.

45
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Lot one make the four castes hear (them), placing
the brTihmana in the front.

Hearing implies critical examination
; and know-

ledge not tainted with doubt or misconception is

available to the sudm^ and he is therefore qualified.

2. Here the following objections are raised: (!)

If the argument urged wore valid, it would follow that

the Rfidra might learn the mode of doing karmas also

from hearing tUhasas and puranas. Reply. Though

they are described in general terms in those works,

detailed information needed for performance not being

available, the f^fidra's exclusion from them remains

unaffected. (2) The permission to hear itihUsas and

puranas does not extend to understanding their meaning.

Reply. In the viahahhiirafa reference is made to the

hearing of the chapter on the thousand names of Vishyu,

and it is added ‘ the sudra will attain happiness

Hence he may hear and recite them himself. (3) There

is a text in the yajur veda which states
—

* Hence the

sudra is unfit for yajna This is a repetition of the

conclusion of the mlmamsu ; and as the reasons apply to

the case of brahma-vidija also, the text must be under-

stood as excluding the sudra from vidya also. Reply.

The text refers only to yajua and similar fcarwas needing

a knowledge of the veda and the maintenance of the

sacred fire ; while vidya does not need either condition.

The text quoted by the objector strengthens the first

view. By denying a qualification for yajna, qualification

for vidya is conceded.
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3. Here are some further reasons. Itihcisas and

purWnas mention vidura and other sudras as having

meditated on Brahma. The chandogya (IV-1 and 2)

shows that instruction on hrahma-vidycL was imparted to

a sudra. Raikva addressed Janasruti in these words

:

You have brought me these things, O sUdra ! and
•with this means you will make me speak (section 2,

verse 53.

And in the next section he is said to have taught

Mm Hence the sudra is qualified.

Final decision. The sudra is not qualified
;
for he

is not capable. Brahma-vidycL needs a knowledge of

the highest Atmci, His nature and the mode of meditat-

ing on Him ; and as a help to it daily recitation of the

veda and performance of yajna. The sudra does not

possess this knowledge and is not qualified for the

yajnas. Hence, he has not the capacity to do brahma-

vidya

;

and desire without capacity does not constitute

qualification. The incapacity comes from the fact that

he has not learnt the veda. As the injunctions in regard

to karmas seek those that possess a knowledge of the

veda., the injunctions as to brahma-vidya seek the same

persons. They have found them in the three castes, and

the sudra is excluded. Question. Why should it not be

assumed that he is qualified ? Reply. An assumption is

made only, when injunctions cannot otherwise serve their

purpose. There is an injuction, ‘ Let ratha-kcira establish

the fires ’. Ratha-kcira is a member of a mixed caste.

'This direction is not carried out by looking to one among

the three castes : for a ratha-kcira is not included among
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thorn ; and it is assumed that he is qualified for establish-

ing tho fires and for learning the requisite vianirams.

There is no similar direction in regard to the swdra.

Question again—Is not the sudra mentioned in the-

chandogna text ciiioicd in para 3 of i\\Q first vieu- ? Reply.

It is not an injunction, and it is what is known as

arihavuda. Question. Mas it not been recognised that

artlmv'idas alsf) are authority for what they state?

Reply. It is only when they arc not nullified by the

context. Mere the sense of tlio word established by

usage is unsuitaldo, as will be shown presently, and

does not therefore support the first view.

2. As to obtaining the requisite knowledge from

iiihnsa and purCum it should be known that they are

aiUliority only a*-; elucidating tlie vedn^ and not indepen-

dently. They are commentaries on the veda, and one

cannot obtain tho full knowledge needed for vidija from

them alone. Also, as persons who have learnt the veda

are advised to read itiliiisa and punVna in order clearly

to understand it, one who is disqualified for the original

should not take the commentaries as independent

authority. Hence, any knowledge obtained from this

source will not serve its purpose, like knowledge derived

from reading books.

3. This being so, the permission given to the sudra

to hear itihusa and pui'atia must be understood as limited

to knowing the narratives of good men, so that by this

means his sin may be diminished. As to vidura and

other sudras referred to in the first vietu, it must be

presumed for the reason given that the commencement
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of brahma-vidycL by them was in previous births, i

which they were qualified
; that owing to previor

karma they were born as sudras
; but that they retaine

the knowledge acquired undiminished.

4. The reasons adduced in the foregoing para

graphs are those that are acceptable to the author c

the Sutras. The last point in the first view is dealt wit

in the sutra itself.

(By the term sudra) the grief of iJana^uti) is ind:

oated by his over-hearing the disrespectful speeo
(of the swan) regarding himself and by his runnin
at once (to Raikva).

See the narrative in Vedic Texts. Janasruti gav

with a free hand and fed as many people as wen

to his places of shelter. One day a swan, whib

flew over his house at night time, spoke disrespectfull;

of him as compared with one Raikva^ who was

meditator on Brahma. Overhearing this speech he a

once took steps to find out the whereabouts of Raikva

and going to him with presents, he applied for instruc

tion. The teacher knew what had taken place ; an

by the word sudra he indicated that Janasruti was ii

grief at his own ignorance, and was therefore fit fc

receiving instruction. The term means by its etymolog;

one who grieves (1).

(1) The term sudra is formed from the root such t

grieve by adding the termination ra. The vowel of the roc

is lengthened, and the letter ch is changed to d. It ther(

fore means one that grieves.
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In this sfiira a reason for adopting the etymological

meaning has been stated. In the next sfitra a reason is

assigned, which show.s that the meaning by established

usage will not do.

34.
1

And becau‘«o Joiui^ruti'.’i being a kfshditriun is seen.

This is seen from the following facts—He gave

large presents, and f(?d large crowds of people. He had

for the guard at the door of his residence a kshatta. one

born of a vaidya father and a brD.hmana mother. A
person of this birth was employed as guards by kings.

He gave away many villages, which shows that he was

the ruler of a country. JdJirisruti was therefore a

kshatiriua, and not a midra by caste. The address as

sfidra should therefore be explained as in sutra 33.

The indications Xhai Jilimsruti was a kshattriya found

in the narrative at the beginning of the context have

been stated ; and the next sntra shows similar indica-

tions at the close.

35. I

From the mark, viz., reference to chailraratha, further

on.

In section 3 of the same chapter of the upamshad

reference is made to three persons as connected with

samvarga vidyd—the same as that taught to

(see Vedic Texts). Of them two were bralmayas and
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the third was dbhipratarin. One of the brahmarias was
kapeya^ whose family is seen from other vedic texts to

have been connected as priests with the family of

chaitraratha^ a kshattriya. It may be presumed that

abhipratdrin belonged to the family of chaitraratha and

was a kshattriya. It thus appears that in addition to

brahma-iias kshattriyas alone among the other castes

were qualified for the samvarga vidya. Jdnasruti was
therefore a kshattriya and not a member of the fourth

caste.

By the three sutras it has been established that

there are no indications anywhere in regard to the

qualification of the svdra for brahma-vidyd. It will

next be shown that his disqualification is supported by

vedic and smviti texts.

36. I

Because of the reference to upanayana, and because

of the declaration of (the §udra's) unfitness for it.

Wherever meditation on Brahma is taught, re-

ference is made to the ceremony known as upanayana,

which gives a qualification. Thus, in the chandogya,

chapter IV, section 4, a teacher, applied to for instruc-

tion, stated.

One who is a non-brahmaya is not fit to say this.

Go and fetch fuel, dear, and I will do upanayana for you.

And the teacher initiated him. As to the

sudra there is express teaching that he is not fit
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for the samskara, i.e., the upanayam. ‘There is

no sin in the sudra
; and he is not fit for savishlra

'

{7nanu, X, 126) ;
“ The fourth, caste forms one class ; and

it is not fit for samskara ” (gautaina, X-9).

37. ^ qi%: 1

And because one sets about giving instruction on
ascertaining that the student is not a .fudra.

This will be seen from the quotation made under

the preceding sutra. Jahala applied to a teacher for

instruction, who asked him of what family he was.

Jabula replied that he did not know. He was born,

when his mother was young, and was wholly engrossed

in the service of his father’s parents
;

and

she did not know to what family his father belonged.

The teacher was pleased and observed that only a

hrcLhmana could speak out the truth as he did. He tlien

offered to do the upanayana ceremony and to teach him.

38. Wisi

I

Because to hear the veda, to learn it, and to act on

its teaching are prohibited (for a sudra).

Hence near him (the sudra) one should not learn

the veda. Hence the sUdra is like a beast, and is unfit

for yajna.

Hearing the veda being thus prohibited, it follows

that the sudra cannot learn it, cannot know its meaning

and cannot act on it. These also should be taken as

prohibited.
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39. 1

Because the smHti does the same.

Here is a text.

‘ Do not teach him dharma (the means to a desirable
end), and do not direct him to follow any discipline *

(manu, IV-80).

Criticism. The illusionist will be unable to main-

tain that the sudra is disqualified for the knowledge of

Brahma. This is his view “ Brahma is nir-visesha, and

mere chit ; He alone is real ; everything else is unreal.

Bondage is not real ; and it is to be removed by the

mere knowledge of His true nature to be generated by

a sentence ; and its removal alone is release.” This:

being his view, even one, who has not gone through the

upanayana ceremony, has not learnt the veda, and has

not been taught the upanishads, may know from any
sentence whatever the true nature of things as taught

by the illusionist ;
and from this knowledge alone

bondage may disappear.

Illusionist. The knowledge needed should come

from the text “ That thou art ” and similar texts, but

not from any other sentence.

Reply. You cannot limit the knowledge to these

texts only ;
for it does not depend on one’s choice

;
when

the proper conditions exist, knowledge will be generated,

even though one does not desire it.

Blusionist. Bondage :will disappear on the acquisi-

tion of knowledge only from vedic texts.

46
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. Illusionist. Only when the tendency to perceive

differences is removed by meditation, the text generates

such knowledge, as will remove illusion.

Reply. The same service may be rendered in the

same manner to a sudra even by a statement made by

any one. We see no difference between the two cases.

Meditation means for the mind to dwell on the meaning,

which a sentence is capable of conveying. This alone

removes the evil tendency. Thus you state an effect to

come from meditation, which can be seen. When the

sudra has acquired a desire to know, he may meditate

on a statement made by any one
;
and when by this

his evil tendency is removed, knowledge will come to him

from the statement. By this alone the unreal bond-

age will be ended.

To put the matter in another way. The sudra may
arrive at the true nature of things from sense percep-

tion helped by argument and from inference
; by

dwelling on Brahma in His true nature, he may get rid

of his evil tendency, realise Him and be released. No
help whatever can be rendered to one by statements in

the vedclnta, which are based on unreal things, such as

the powers of various beings, the creation of diverse

products and endless similar differences. Hence the

sudra alone is qualified for meditation on Brahma. This

appears to be a very proper view. As the very same

argument may be applied to the brShmatpa also, the

upanishad will become a dead letter.

Rlusionist. When one is deluded by worldly state-

ments, that are natural to him, if some one states
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worldly sfeatements are delusive
; the truth is such

and such,” then alone he will desire to know what
sense perception ' and inference can teach. Hence the

mdic text too, that gives this information, should bo

accepted.

Beply, No. To one who is afraid of samsara the

mnkhya explains the true nature of things with the

help of sense perception and inference. He creates a

-desire to know what these sources of knowledge can do.

When this desire comes, their capacity having been

ascertained, with their help alone he may easily know

the true nature of Brahma as you describe Him. In a

thing, which shines without any help, what is the

particular to be learnt from the veda ? In your view its

purpose is merely to remove an unreal aspect, which is

imposed upon Him.

Illusionist. To know that the AtmU is bliss, the

upanishad is needed.

Reply. No. He is jnUna, and is separated from

all other things, that are not jnUna^ and He is Himself

bliss. The view that the sudra is disqualified for brahma-

vidya can be held only by one that believes that tho

knowledge taught by the texts of the veddnta as

the means to release is in the form of meditation

;

that it pleases the highest Brahma, the highest

Purusha ; that it can be attained only from tho veda ;

that the portion of the veda dealing with meditation

teaches that the knowledge acquired by one that has pass-

ed through the upanayaiia ceremony, and has learnt his

veda, as to how he should meditate, this alone is tho
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means, and that, it should receive help from the seven

qualifica.tions beginning with discrimination in the

matter of food and desirelessness
; that pleased with

such meditation the highest Purusha imparts to the

meditator knowledge of His true nature, destroys the

ignorance engendered by karma, and releases him
from bondage.

Continuation of sub-section 6

The questions, which arose incidentally, having

been considered, sub-section 6 is taken up, where it was

left, and two further reasons are stated to confirm the

conclusion that the purusha of the size of the thumb is

the highest Atmci.

40. 1

Because of the shaking (from fear).

Between the texts quoted under sutra 23 the

following two verses are found :

Whatever stands in and comes forth from prarfa

{Brahma), i.e., all this world, shakes from great fear of Him
as -from the raised vajra. Those that meditate on this

become immortal. The fire heats from fear of Him ; the

sun heats from fear ; from fear Indra and Vayu (do their

duties) ; and Death, the fifth, runs (on his errand), {katha.

VI, 2 and 3.)

Thus the whole world, and the fire, the sun and

the rest stand in fear as to what will happen, if His

command be disobeyed in any particular, and attend

to their respective duties carefully. Such control can
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be found only in tbe highest AtmU. Compare witli

brihad., V-8-8, and ane., 8-1.

41.
I

Because the light (peculiar only to the highest Atinn)
is seen.

This is seen in the following verse

:

There (i.e., by His side) the sun does not shine

;

nor the moon and the stars ; nor these lightnings. How
can this fire shine ? When He shines, everything shines after

Him ; by His light all this shines ” Oca(ha, V-15).

It will be seen that the light of the Purusha of the

size of the thumb makes all other lights pale by its

side ; that it is the (operative) cause of all other lights

;

and that it helps them to do their work. This

supreme light is everywhere in the veda described as

pertaining only to the highest AtmU. Compare with

chdndo., VIII-12-2
;

brihad.., 'V‘I-4-16
;
\and chtindo.y

III-13-7 ; and this very verse occurs in tha mwiulaka as

referring to the highest AtmU. The Purusha of tlio

size of the thumb is therefore He.

Sub-section 10

The text for consideration in this sub-section is

from the chCindogya (VIII-14-1).

Akasa known as the maker of name and form, as

being between them, is Brahma ; He is unlimited bliss ;
Ho

is atma.
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The doubt is whether this aku.sa is a freed jiva or

the highest Atmoi.

First view. He is a freed jiva ;
for the text occurs

immediately after a verse which refers to a freed jiva^

and the text therefore refers to him. The verse runs

as follow’s

:

Shaking off karma, as a horse shakes off the hair
on its body, released from the body, as the moon is released
from the mouth of rahu (in an eclipse), throwing off the
body, I will reach the eternal Brahma-world, the purpose of

my life having been attained. (VIII-13-1.)

The expression ‘being between them,’ i.e., being

untouched by name and form, refers to his release

from them
;
and the first half of the text describes

his previous condition, when he had a form and

bore a name, the term nirvahits, in the original being

understood in its etymological sense. The condition

which he has reached is described by the terms brahma

and unlimited bliss. The term dkasa may denote the

freed jiva, as his attribute jnana has fully expanded.

2. Here an objection is raised. The text under

consideration is connected with the beginning of the

chapter, which relates to the small ether (clkclsa). For,

by the term akasa here the small ether {joikasa) is re-

called, and the two are recognised as one. And that

has been decided in subsection 5 of this section to be the

highest Atma. Reply. Between the portion relating to

the small ether (akasa) and this text the teaching of

Prajapati intervenes ; and in this the nature of the jiva,

till he attains freedom, is described ; and reference is
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made to this freedom by the words “ shaking off sin

Hence the conclusion urged stands.

Final decision. AkUsa here is the liighcst Atmn.
This is stated in the sutra :

42.
1

Akasa is the highest Atma ; because an attribute
is stated, which differentiates him from others

;

and for other reasons.

This attribute is stated in the first half of the text.

The term nirvahita in the original should not be under-

stood in its etymological sense
; for the meaning by

recognised usage, being suggested first, and being for

that reason stronger, prevails over the other. And

this meaning is a maker ; and the highest AtmCi is

known from other vedic texts as the maker of names

and forms.

I will enter these three devatus as the inner ruler

of this jiva and make diverse names and forms ichUndo.,

VI-3-2) : He knows everything and knows every

attribute of everything: His iapas is thought: from

him came forth this brahma, name, form and annum

{mii^da., I-l-lO).

See also the purusha sukta. This attribute cannot

be found in a jiva ; for in the bound condition he lias a

form and bears a name imposed on him by karma, and

is powerless to make them for others; and the freed

jiva cannot evolve the universe, with which this is

connected. The attribute under consideration therefore

separates ukasa from a jiva and shows him to be the

highest Atmd.
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2. The opponent asks.—If this be so,- .why is the

freed jiva next mentioned by . the words
.

‘ as being

between them’. Beply. Reference is not made to a

freed jiva ; but the previous remark is justified. Because

“this a/cSso is between name and form, i.e., untouched by

them, and is therefore a unique Being, He makes names

and forms for others. And He is competent to do so.

Being untouched by name and form, implies that he is

free from karma, and His will is therefore un frustrated.

The words ‘ for other reasons ’ in the sutra refer to the

terms brahma, cLtmci, and bliss mentioned at the close of

the text. Used without limiting words, they apply

only to the highest Atmd,.

3. The main argument on which the first view is

based is untenable. Reference is made to two persons in

the preceding verse—to the jiva, that is freed, and to

the highest Atm^, that is to be reached. The former

may appear to be the more important of the two, as

being denoted by a word in the nominative case, and

the latter coming in only as the object to be reached

by Him. But as it is the more important, akcLsa

is the highest Atmd, for the reason stated, and

the text should be connected with the expression

brahma-loka. This means not the world of Brahma,

but Brahma the world

—

i.e., Brahma who supports

everything. When a compound word has to be broken

up, the more appropriate way is so to do it as to give

prominence to each member of the compound, and this

has been recognised as correct in the purva mlmdmsd.

(Intro., 29 -ii.)

47
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4. Further, this chapter of the iipavishad boi;an
with the mention of the “small ether” in the hwrt
as the subject to be meditated on : then the nature of
the meditator was described in PrajUpatV

s

teaching

:

and lastly in the test under consideration the subject is

brought to a close, stating that the same small ether

is reached. He is recalled by the term akusa in the

text, and is identified with what it denotes. Prajapati'f;

teaching, which formed the subject of sections 7 to 12.

is a portion of the context subordinate to the whole, and

not distinct from it. (1)

5. Lastly, the term akasa has nowhere been used

to denote a jiva.

The opponent shifts his ground, denies the existence

of the highest AtmU, and asserts that it is the freed jiva

that is called the supreme AtmU,, the supreme Brahma

and the supreme ruler. This is his argument : The word

hrahma4oka recalls the same word used by Yujuavalkya

(1) If the verse regarding the shaking off of karma bo

connected with PrajapatVs teaching, and the freed jiva is

primarily dealt with in it, then following the reason assigned

in &Utra 19 of this section (see under sub-section 5), tho

highest Atma is mentioned in order to indicare what the

jiva has to reach. PrajUpaiVs teaching having been

brought to a close in section 12, if the verse, which i? in

the l3th section, be connected with sections 1 to 6, tho

mention of the freed jiva is to draw attention to the great-

ness of the highest Atma in freeing jivas and taking them

to Himself. Viewed either way, a/cusa in the text i*?

connected with hrahma4oka in the verse, and denotes the

highest Atma.
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at the close of his teaching to king Jawa/ca. “ He is

brdhma-loka, great king” {brihad., VI-4-23), and it is

decided that they denote the same person. In the same

place, a few verses before this, the following statements

are made

:

In this {Brahma) there is no separateness whatever ;

one that suspects even a small separateness in Hiih attains

samsara after samsara (verse 19) ; This, unlimited, un-
changing Brahma (the atma of all beings) should be
meditated on as one (verse 20).

There is thus express mention of oneness and express

denial of separateness. There is therefore no highest

Atmd other than the jiva. The conclusion stated in the

preceding sutra does not hold (1).

The next two sutras give the reply to the opponent.

43. I

Because in deep sleep and in getting out of the body
in death He is stated to be different from the jiva.

Hence, the highest Atmd, other than the jiva, does

exist. In the same place of the brihad dranyaka these

texts are found

:

. f

This person, embraced by the all-knowing AtmU,
does not know what is outside, does not know what is

(1) Question. Should not this matter have been settled

in the first section ? Reply. True ; it was shown that there

is a Being other than matter or the jiva ; but the decision

was based on vedic texts, that prove His existence. But
Tintil texts, that seem to point to a different conclusion, are

examined and shown to bear a different interpretation, it

does: not rest on a firm basis. Hence, the author of the
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inside (VI.3.21). This refers to deep sleep. As a cart
fuhy laden (with the things needed for a journey) loaves
(the place where it was) and goes on, in the very same
manner, this embodied jiva, the all-knowing AtiuU having
mounted on him (like a driver), abandons (the body) and
goes on (VI-3-35).

This refers to death. In both the cases the jiva

is in contact with another, who is referred to as ‘ all-

knowing,’ while he himself is without any knowledge

in deep sleep, and depends upon the other to help him

out of the body. Hiis other person cannot therefore bo

himself. Nor can it be another jiva ; for he cannot be

all-knowing, if bound ; and if free, the epithets to be

referred to in the next sutra will not apply to him.

44. qcqTr?^s^: |

Because He is described by the terra pati (lord) and

other terms.

This Being, who embraces the sleeping or outgoing

jiva^ is thus described further on in the same upanisliad

(VI-4-22).

He has every one in His grip : He controls every

one ; He is the lord of everyone. He does not become great

by a good deed ; He never becomes small by a bad deed. He

is the ruler of all : He is the lord of beings ; Ho is the

protector of beings ; He is the protective bund, that keeps

these worlds from being confounded.

This description cannot apply by any means even

to a freed jiva. Hence, the existence of a Being other

sutras takes this occasion at the end of this section to draw

attention to the texts in question and to settle the matter.
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than the jiva is established, and the akasa^ who makes

names and forms, is other than the freed jiva (1).

These two sutras thus confirm the conclusion reached

in the first section of this chapter—that the highest Atina

is other than matter, and the jiva. The mention of one-

ness and the denial of difference should be explained so

as nob to conflict with this. To point this out is the

work of this sub-section. This is the explanation. The

mention of oneness is due to all objects, intelligent or

non -intelligent, being prodiicts of evolution from the

highest Atma^ and to being on this account identical

with Him. This was stated in explaining the first sutra

in chapter 1-2-1. The denial of difference follows from

the same. . In other words, the oneness affirmed is based

on the fact that a cause and its product are one
;
but

this is not due to the jiva^s being one with Isvara. The

denial pf difference is subsidiary to the affirmation of

oneness, and deals with the erroneous view, based on

(1) It will be observed that the term lord (pati) occurs

in two sentences ; but not at the beginning of the text

quoted. The intention of the author of the sUtras in using

the term pati (lord) in the sUtra is that the passage between
the two sentences, which affirms freedom from karma, should

also be cited as authority here. This freedom from karma
shows that the other attributes mentioned pertain to His
nature, and that they were not acquired as in the case of

the freed jiva at any subsequent time. Again, the original

has the term adhipati in both the places ; but only the

portion pati finds a place in the sUtra, the object being to

refer also to the naraya'f^a text, which uses the word pati

only—The Lord of all ipati) and the controller of Himself
(section 11).- And this text shows that the lord of all is the
Being known as Naraya-^a.
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unsound arguments, that a product is different from its

material cause. This will be refuted in chapter 11-1-6,

This denial includes also a refutation of the impression

that any object is independent of the highest At?}iri, and

not an inseparate element in an aggregate. This point

is dealt with in chapter II-3-7 and III-2-6.

This brings this section to a close. The highest

AtmS, has been proved to be the world-cause in all the

texts considered ; and the following attributes regarding

Him have been learnt. He is the Atma of all. His

greatness is unlimited
;
He supports the world by His

command
;
He is the object of enjoyment to freed jivas.

Everything rests on Him, though he is the small ether

in the heart of man. Though of the size of the heart,

He controls all. He is fit to be meditated upon by the

devas ;
vasus and other groups of devas may meditate on

Him as their Atmcl

;

but he cannot be meditated on by

the sudra. And He alone makes names and forms

{adhi^ 129).



CHAPTER I

SECTION 4

The fourth section is now taken up, and the texts of

the upanishadSf that appear to repeat the teaching of

other schools of thought, are examined, and shown to

indicate only the highset AtmU. The first six sub-sections

remove the doubt raised by the sSinkhya school, and the

seventh sub-section performs the same work with

regard to the yoga school. Taking the sub-sections

individually, it will be seen that the first and second

sub-sections refute the view that matter in the subtle

condition is the world-cause. By the third, even

accepting the counting of the tatvas relied on by the

same school, their position is held to be untenable. In

the fourth the term avyakrita is shown to indicate the

highest Atma>, on the principle that every word indi-

cates Him fully and directly. In the next two sub-

sections the jiva, both bound and freed, is shown not to

be the world-cause. And the seventh sub-section esta-

blishes the incorrectness of the view that the highest

AtmiL is only the operative cause.
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Sub-section i

The following verses occur in kathavalli (III-IO

and 11).

The objects are more powerful than the senses
; the

mind is more powerful than the objects
; more powerful than

the mind is biiddhi; and more powerful than biiddhi the
great aima. More powerful than the great [utmU) is

avyakta ; more powerful than aoyakta is purmha. There is

nothing more powerful than purusha. He is the last
; He

is the highest goal.

The opponent regards the last four clauses here as

mentioning mahat^ avyakta and purusha of his school

;

taking the term para in the original to mean greater than

instead of more powerful as translated. And avyakta

is greater than rmhat, being its cause
;
purusha is

greater than avyakta, being self-proved, while the other

is not. The statement that purusha is the last is taken

to deny the existence of the highest Atmd, controlling

both avyakta and purusha (matter and jiva). He

concludes that avyakta is the world-cause.

This argument is stated in the first part of the

sutra :

qfe ^ I

If it be said “ In the portions of the veda of some

schools even pradhana is stated to be the world*

cause,” the reply is
* No; because reference

made to the body, likened to a chariot. And this

is shown.”

The second part of the sutra gives a reply. The

context deals with the control of the mind and the
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senses, so that meditation on the highest Atmoi may he

steady. For this purpose a metaphor is employed to

bring the points clearly before the student. The human
body is a chariot

; buddhi or conviction is the charioteer

;

the mind is the reins ; the senses are the horses
;
and

the objects to which they are drawn are the roads.

The jiva is the owner seated in the chariot and enjoying

the pleasure which the objects yield. {Ibid., verses 3

and. 4). The upaniskad goes on to point out (see Vedic

Texts) that one, that has a good resolve, and controls the

mind and the senses, will reach the end of the road,

viz., Vishnu, the highest goal (verse 9). Then follow

the two verses under consideration, which show which

of the things mentioned it is easy to control and which

are more difficult. In the order of difficulty they are

arranged as follows: the senses, sense-objects, the

mind, conviction, the jiva, the body and the highest

Atmcb. The sense-objects are more powerful than the

senses ; for, in their presence the senses, though well

under control, become unmanageable. The mind is more

powerful than sense objects ; for when it dwells on them,

their absence does not count for much. Conviction is

more powerful still ;
for without it, the mind can do

nothing
;
and it merely follows conviction. The jiva

is more powerful than conviction ; for he is the thinker

and doer ; and because he controls everything—con-

viction, the mind, and the senses—he is said to be great

{mahan). The body is more powerful than the jiva
; for

all his efforts to reach his goal depend upon the co-

operation of the body. The most powerful is the highest

48
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Af7}2a, the inner ruler of all, and the end of the road ;

for the efforts of everything down to the jiva are subject

to His will (1).

i^ow, in the two verses under consideration all the

things mentioned in the metaphor are referred to by

their own names, except the body, and in its place the

term avyaA'fa is found. Hence, it may be concluded on

the authority known as sthana that that term indi-

cates the body. This being so, there is no reference

whatever to the pradhana (matter) of the sankhya.

If the question of control is not intended, the verses

must refer to the relation of cause apd effect ; for that

is the relation between mahat and avyakta, and the

same relation must be intended in the other cases also.

(1) This point, that the jVya’s doership depends

upon the highest Atma, will be stated in chapter II, section

3, Sidra 40. He, that is the final help by which the jivo-

will complete his meditation, is also the highest goal. This

is stated in the last part of the text under consideration.

The aniarjiUmi brUhmntjta begins with the words who
stands in the utma” and states that the highest Atma sees

everything and controls everything. It then by the words
‘ There is no seer other than this ’ denies another controller.

Bhngavad-fiiia is also to the same effect : The body, the

utmU, the five organs of action, prUija, and Daivam, the

fifth in the list of causes ” (XVIII, 14). The term ‘ Daivam ’

in this verse is the highest AtmU ; for it is stated in the

same work
—

* I am seated in the heart of every one ; from

Me flow remembrance, knowledge, as well as inability to

see ’ (XV, 15). The means of securing His grace is to fall

down at His feet, and nothing else. This is also stated—
‘ The ruler of all has mounted all beings on the wheel of

the body, and being in their hearts, He makes them go

round and round with the help of attractive sense-objects.

Appeal to Him alone for help (XVIII, 61 and 62).
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But sense-objects are not the causes of the senses

according to the sWnkhya ; nor the mind the cause of

sense objects. Next, hvddhi is understood by Him to

mean mahat
;
and mahat cannot therefore be the cause

of bvddhi, i.e., of itself ; and the application of the

epithet cLtmcL to it would be inappropriate. Hence the

term avydkta must mean the body.

The last part of the sutra shows that this must be

the interpretation. Verse 12 states that the highest

Aims, cannot be seen by one whose mind and the senses

are not under control
; and the next verse states

:

A wise man should place speech under the control

of the mind •, that should be placed under the control* of

buddhi in regard to the dtmd ; buddhi should be placed under
the control of the great dtmM ; he should be placed under
the control of the Atmu free from the six evils.

See Vedic Texts, and the notes on this verse

therein.^

How can the term avydkta mean the body, which
is vyakta or one that is capable of being seen? The
next sutra replies

;

2. g I

It is the subtle {avyakta) that becomes the body?
because only in that condition is it fit.

The meaning is that the term sarlra (body) being

first mentioned in verse 3, while the term avyakta is

' The original explains this verse in full. This, being embodied
in the Yedic Texts, is omitted here.
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Hie opponent draws attention to the fnllowinc

verse

:

Who is over without sounrl, over witiiout toiirh,
ever without colour, and therefore over without decay ; who
is similarly ever without taste, ever without smell ;* who
ever without beginning or end; who is greater than the
great (the jwa) and is unchanging, one that medi(ate< on
Him i.*; released from the jaw.s of death.

He observes that this description applies to avuuhfn

and that it is said to he greater than iimfiaf (the groat).

Reply. No
; the Being to be meditated on according

to this verse is the all-knowing Brahma. For, tin;

context refers to Him alone as the subject of moditfition.

See verses 9 and 12 of valli 3 in Vedic Texts. For

the same reason by the statement ‘There i.s notliing

greater than purusha' a tatva other than the twenty-

fifth, f.e., the jiva, is not denied. The attributes men-

tioned apjjly to Him {vide viunda, 1-1-6) ;
and 1I(‘ is

greater than inahat, which from the. preceding verses

must be the jiva.

6 . 1

And because the question related only to three

things as fit to be known and they are thus

expounded.

These three things are the means, the Being to b<’

reached, and the person that is to reach Him. No

reference is made to avyalcta or to anything els(‘. See

the narrative in Vedic Texts under chapter T, .section 2,

sub-section 2. As the third boon Nachikrtas askf'd tor

information as to the nature of rnoksha (relea.*-^’) , ami
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'this was practically as to the three things mentioned.

This was in verse 20 of section 1. See the note under

it. Death tested him as to his fitness for receiving

instruction, and then taught him in verse 12 of section

2. This refers to three matters : (i) by the words ‘ He
meditates on Deva ’ to the Being to be reached

;
(ii) by

the words ‘ meditates on himself ’ to the jiva, who is to

reach Him ; and (iii) by the words ‘ meditates and

abandons joy and grief’ to meditation on Brahma.

Nachiketas then requested fuller information on these

points in verse 14. See note 2 on this verse. Death

replied, first praising prariava; and referring to the

three matters generally, taught him the pra-rpava (verse

15). He again praised the prarpava in verses 16 and 17 ;

and then described the nature of the jiva in verses 18

and 19 ;
the nature of the highest Atmd, in verses 20 to

22 and 25 ;
and the nature of the means, m., meditation

in verse 23. In the first verse of the third section

he pointed out that the highest Atm^ was in man’s

heart, and that meditation on Him was therefore easy ;

and in the remaining verses down to verse 14 the mode

of meditation and its fruit—^the reaching of Vishnu—are

described and the subject is brought to a close in verse

15, which was quoted by the opponent under sutra 5.

Hence there is no reference to the avyakta of the

scLhkhya.

7. 1

And like mahat.
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In the two verses first considered, the tcrni imihnt
has not been understood to mean the mahai of the
sunkhya : because the word«/7«f7 was placed in apposition
with it. Similarly, the term avijnktn does not indienti'

the avyakta of the firnikfnia, as avijakia is said to bo
greater than mahai, the nima.

In the following five sub-sections the same conten-

tion is raised by the opponent and is rejected. But ilie

reasons therefor are different in each case. The inten-

tion is not to deny the existence of prakriti, mahai,

ahamkura and the rest forming the bodies of Brahma

and supported and controlled by Him
; for their existence

is stated by the veda and the smritis. In support of the

last statement see the texts shown at the foot of tlio

page (1).

(l) Manirika npanishad—Prakriii, the crofttor of pro-

ducts (tlio five senses, the five organs of action, the minrl

and the five great elements) ; non-intoUigont ;
appearing in

eight forms {prakriii, inahat, ahamkura, and the five iannin-

irUs) ; without birth or death. (I, verso 3) ; she enfer-^ int<»

the willing of Brahma ; directed by Him, she come-: into the

gross condition (as the great elements) ;
again directed by

the very same, she creates the universe con^^isting of object ',

of enjoyment and the means and places of enjoyment

(verse 4). She is a cow, without beginning or ond ; tho

creator of the great elements and of the, diverse products of

evolution *, white, black, and red (through tho products fire,

water and earth) and yielding every amusement to the all-

Ruler (verse 5). She is impartial (changing in accordance
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Sub-section 2 . ^ .

The next text cited is from the svetcisvatara

:

One unborn iaja) red, dark and white, and producing
numerous offspring like herself. . One unborn attends on her,

with the karmas of the jivas) ; persons of dull intelligence,

not knowing themselves, enjoy her (verse 6). One Brahma,
a shining Being, being His own master (i.e., not subject to

karma) derives amusement from her, who is subject to Him-
self (verse 7). This Bhagavan, the all-Ruler by willing and
creation derives amusement controlling her (verse 8) ; Her,
who treats all bound jivas alike, and gives enjoyment, being
prompted by those that do yagas (offerings)’ (verse 9). Vyakta
and avyakta numbering twenty-four is He alone {Ibid.i II-4).

Thus the nature of prakriti and the rest has been
described. Brahma, who is their a/mS, is thus stated.

Some say that He is the twenty-sixth ; others that He is

the twenty-seventh ; He whom the atharva §iras knows to

be purusha, without qualities {satva, rajas and tamas), and
to be jnana (Ibid., 3).

(ii) The causes are eight, and the products are

sixteen.

(iii) Svatasvaiara. The all-Ruler supports this uni-
verse made up of kshara (material products) and akshara
(jivas) blended together, whether they be in the subtle or

gross condition. The jiva, not being his own master, is

bound from a hankering after enjoyment
; knowing the

shining one,, he is released from all bondage (1-8). Two
persons are unborn ; but they are respectively all-knowing
and ignorant ; ruler and ruled ; one unborn exists for the
purpose of affording enjoyment to the jivas (verse 8).

Atmu, of whom . the whole world is a body, and the excel-
lence of whose good qualities has no limit, does not do
karma as the jiva does ; for He does not desire the fruits

of karma \ when one thus perceives the three he becomes
like Brahma (verse 9). Matter is kshara (perishable)

; the
jiva, who is immortal, and who takes material products for

49
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and following her he remain-: ; another unborn, having
enjoyed her, abandon? her (ver>o 5 of section IV).

Here reference is evidently mndo to matter in ihc
subtle condition. It is red, dark and white ; ]»ecau?e it.

possesses the three qualities .yitva, rajas- a.tid tamas,

enjoyment, is ahshara •, one the shining being control? both
hshora and the UUnUs; by constantly thinking on Him, by
concentrated meditation, and by the emergence of the nature
one abandons all bondage to matter at the close of worldly
existence (verse 10). The vedas, the knrnins enjoined
{yajnas, kratns, and vraias), and what past and future the
vedas describe, all this the lord of viUi/U creates from this;

in it another is bound, deluded by mUya
; know mriyu to he

prakriti'. and the lord of mayU to bo the great Ruler;
all this world is pentad ed by the jivan, who are His parts

(/Aid., IV-9 and 10). The lord of matter and of cinbodit-fl

jivas, and the ruler of jnUna and the other five qualitlrs

and the cause of samsUra, of release therefrom and of it?

continuance {Ibid., 16). (iv) Bhagovad-tjUo. Know that the

body and the UtmU both have had no beginning ; know al"0

that changes take place, and gurjas manifo.st thcmsclvo? in

the body (XIII-19). The body is said to be concerned,

when the body or the senses act; the atmu is said to be

concerned, when pleasure and pain are experienced (/hld.^

20). For, the rdmu, seated in the body, experiences I lie

guV<^^ manifested in the body, and their effect?. Attach-

ment to the gunas and their effects cause? hi? birth in good

or evil wombs (verse 21); salva, rnjafi and tnvut-; the

gunas manifested in the body, bind the chamgele?? rttr.nn

seated in the body (XIV-5) ; All the being? at the end of a

world-age come to My prakriti. At the beginning of another

world-age I send them forth again (lX-7). Fncrgi^ing and

controlling My prakriti, I send forth again and again all

the?o beings, who are helpless being under the control of

matter. {Ibid., 8) ; with Me to direct prakriti ser.d? forth

from itself the world with the moving and unmoving thing--.

From this cause the world goe? round fru.m evolutiorj tooi--

solution and from dissolution to evolution Ubid., 10).
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Trom it are formed many products, in all of which the

same three qualities appear ; and they are therefore said

io he like itself. The one unborn (the word is in the

masculine gender) is the bound jiva immersed in the

pleasure of sense-objects ; while the other unborn is he,

who is disgusted with such enjoyment and leaves it.

This verse and all other verses, which give the

impression that matter by itself is the world-cause, are

•considered here. The doubt arises from the fact that

matter is non-intelligent, and from the use of the word

producing,’ which naturally indicates independent

•creation. The alternatives are whether the matter

Teferred to in the text is the pradhcina of the sankhya

or ‘ whether it is what is controlled by the highest AtmoL.

First view. It is the former. For, the word aja (unborn),

shows that it is not a product of evolution ; and it is

said to create • many objects of the same kind
;
but no

Teference is made to anything else as controlling it. On
"the other hand the termination in the term srija-

manam (producing) denotes cause of the action {kartd) ;

and it is said by the grammarian to be independent.

The sutra refutes this view

;

8. =qriUf 1

. . Because, (the term aja) is not particularised. It

should be treated like the term chamasa.

Here the term ajci from its etymology denotes

merely, what is not born ; and there is nothing to

indicate that reference is made to matter, which is
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independent of the highest AimH, In the hrihnd

uranyaka text (see Vcdic Texts)

There is a cup with its mouth below, and it< bottom
above (IY-2.3).

Tlie term cup ichamasa) merely refers to a vessel

for drinking, and does not indicate what the particular

instrument is. When the etymological meaning of a

word is taken, it naturally denotes an object in general

terms ; and the particular object has to be found from

the capacity of the word, from other words in the same

sentence or from connected sentences which follow it.

Without considering these the particular object cannot

be known. In the case of the cup {chamnsa) the sentence,

which follows, indicates that it is the human head. The

same plan should be followed here ;
but there is nothing

in the context to show that it is the prafepti of tlu*

sSnkhya. The termination in the term sf-ijainiiunm

does not possess the necessary capacity. Tho in-

dependence shown by it means that it is the scat of its

ov.*n action, and not that it is not controlled by another.

This is seen in the sentence ‘ The car goes ' ;
on the

other hand, there is reason to hold the view that it is

matter controlled by the highest Atmu.

9. 3 1

It is only a product of evolution from fire ; for so

some read in their veda.

The term ‘ fire ’ here is Brahma, from whom it

evolves. The taiitiriya {nilrUyanam—X) begins with the

sentence

:
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Subtler than the subtle, and greater than the great

;

Atma is placed in the cave of the heart of the jiva.

The reference is to Brahma^ who is present in the

heart in order that He may be meditated on. The

upanishad goes on to state that from Him all the worlds,

and all beings beginning with the four-faced one came

forth, and then repeats the verse under consideration!

with one slight change. Here the evolution of every

thing else from Brahma is described, and the mention

of ajd, in this connection shows that it also has evolved

from Brahma like the rest, pranas, the seas and the hills.

Hence, aja is not independent of Brahma
; but controlled

by Him it becomes the various products of evolution.

This follows from the rule stated in note (1) on page 147,

As the particular chamasa is found from a connected

sentence that follows, so we determine what the ajd is

from a text in another branch of the veda^ which is of the

same form, and the meaning of which is recognised as

identical with the meaning of the text under considera-

tion. Hence, the ajcL is what is controlled by Brahma,

2. Objection. The text does not refer to creation ;

the subject was broken off with the third verse ; in the

next verse the highest Atma is identified with the four-

faced one and others
;
then the text under consideration

comes ;
and in this the freed jiva, whose creation is

inappropriate, is mentioned. Reply. The verse does,

refer to creation of • many products of the same kind ;

and the reference to the freed jiva, like the reference

to the bound one, is with the object of stating something-

about the aja. On the other hand, the ajO, is mentioned
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not to serve vony other purpose, and as \x is found in n

place where creation is described, the conclusion stated

holds. The identification of the highest Afmn with iho

four-faced one and the rest rests on the fact that they

are all products of evolution :and the cause and pr-oduct

are one. As the four-faced one is placed on a par with

the eagle and the buffalo, this must be the meaniiu:.

3. In the svetusvafara itself there are indications

as to what the aja is. The upanif^hn'l begins witli

the question “Brahma, the cause of the world,

what is He ? ” and the reply is next stated as follows :

They perceived by meditation matter, the insepar-

able attribute of the being known as Dcrn and Tfnit7, with

its own qualities satva, rajas and (amas (1-3).

Further on in section IV after the verse under

consideration this verse occurs

:

All this muyl (owner of mrnja) creates from this ; e.nd

in that one other than Ho is confined. Know wHyn to he

prnkrili, and Him, who has the mUi/Jl, to be the great Huler.

. • . who, being one controls the causes of the wfjrhl

evolution, prakriti, mahat and the rest.

Hence there is no reference in the text to an inde-

pendent matter alleged by the sunlzhya.

How can prakriti be ajn (unborn) and also a I’ning

produced by evolution from fire? The next .v/z/rn repln-':

Because here evolution taught. There i= no con-

flict, as in madhu vidyzi.
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From matter in the subtle condition, which is in-

separable from Himself, Brahma makes the world evolve.

Matter in this condition is aja. It is then one with

Brahma ; it has no names and forms ; and it is subtle.

In the condition of evolution its qualities

—

satva, rajas

and tamas—^become perceptible ; it appears in diverse

forms and with diverse names ; it is referred to by

vyakta and other terms ; it evolves as fire, water and

earth ; and it is seen to be red, white and black. In

this condition it evolves from Fire. Hence, there is no

inconsistency. In illustration of this explanation the

sutra refers to the two conditions of the sun to be

meditated on in the madhu vidyO,. See chapter I, section

3, sub-section 8. In one condition the sun is one with

Brahma ; in the other or manifested condition it rises

and sets, and is then enjoyed by groups of devas as

honey.

Criticism. Others construe the verse under con-

sideration differently. They state that the verse refers

to a single she-goat, marked by fire, water and earth.

Let us ask—What do you mean by the words ‘ marked

by fire, water and earth ? ’ Do you refer (i) to fire, water

and earth only ; (ii) or to Brahma in the form of fire,

water and earth ; (iii) or to some thing else that is the

cause of them all ?

Reply. To fire, water and earth.

Questioner. They are many ; and the statement

that they are one she-goat would not be correct.
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Bephj. Though they are more tliaii one, yet as

they have been compoiinderl, they have become one.

Questioner, In spite of the composition tlieir being

more than one does not disappear : for each of them is a

compound of the three elements formed in different

proportions.

Reply. Brahma in the form of fire, valor and earth

is a single she-goat.

Questioner. Do. you mean that Brahma is a single

she-goat, vhen he has evolved as fire, water and earth

or when he has not evolved, but remains as He is.

Reply. I mean the first alternative.

Questioner. Then being more than one does not

disappear ; they cannot be a single she-goat.

Reply. Take the second alternative.

Questioner. Then, the aju cannot be red, black and

white ; for Brahma in His own nature has no colour ;

and if you say that He has the colours indirectly, yon

must admit that matter, that has the colours, forms His

body ; and this will be accepting our view.

Reply. What is the cause of fire, water and erirtli

is a single she-goat.

Questioner. You must then mention the words, tire,

water and earth, and then by them refer to their causal

condition. It is better by the term aju itself to refer to

the causal condition ; for this is stated by the vMa.

2. Again, the statement that prahritf

likened to a she-goat is inappropriate ; for it serves no

purpose. In the verses considered in tiie preceding sub-

section the body was likened to a chariot in order to
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show the means to the reaching of Brahma. In the

tipanishad considered in section 3, sub-section 8, the sun

was likened to honey, to show that he was an object of

enjoyment to the vasus and other dem-groups. If

prakriti be likened to a she-goat as is done by you, where

is the comparison useful ? It is not merely that the

comparison is useless
;
but it is objectionable. Prakriti

is the cause, from which the whole world evolves
;
while

a she-goat brings forth only a few young ones. The

connection of the jivas with the former has had no

beginning ;
and all the jivas have been connected with

it ;
while the connection of he-goats with the latter is

•casual ;
and all he-goats are not connected with it.

The former serves as the means to every kind of enjoy-

ment to them, and also serves as the instrument in

the attainment of release; while the latter yields very

petty fruit, viz., milk. The former is unintelligent,

and is incapable of abandoning one, that is connect-

ed with it ;
while the latter is intelligent, and can

leave those, with whom it is connected. Further,

the term aja would denote a she-goat, while the

term aja would mean one unborn
; thus the same

word would have different meanings in the same

Verse.

Reply. To obviate the last objection the term ajci

will denote goats in both the places.

Questioner. The verse states that a jiva, who has *

obtained knowledge of the true nature of things, aban-

dons prakriti completely ; while a he-goat may after

once leaving the she-goat go to it again, or to another
50
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Beply. Though they are more than one, yet as

they have been compounded, they have become one.

Questioiier. In spite of the composition their l)eing

more than one does not disappear
; for each of them is a

compound of the three elements formed in different

proportions.

Reply. Brahnut in the form of fire, water and eartli

is a single she-goat.

Questioner. Do
.
you mean that Brahma is a single

she-goat, when he has evolved as fire, water and earth

or when he has not evolved, but remains as He is.

Reply. I mean the first alternative.

Questioner. Then being more than one does not

disappear ; they cannot be a single she-goat.

Reply. Take the second alternative.

Questioner. Then, the aja cannot be red, black and

white ; for Brahma in His own nature has no colour ;

and if you say that He has the colours indirectly, you

must admit that matter, that has the colours, forms His

body ; and this will be accepting our view.

Reply. What is the cause of fire, water and earth

is a single she-goat.

Questioner. You must then mention the words, fire,

water and earth, and then by them refer to their causal

condition. It is better by the term aja itself to refer to

the causal condition ; for this is stated by the veda.

2. Again, the statement that pralcriti {ajo) is

likened to a she-goat is inappropriate ;
for it serves no

purpose. In the verses considered in the preceding sub-

section the body was likened to a chariot in order to
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show the means to the reaching of Brahma. In the

ttpanishad considered in section 3, sub-section 8, the sun

was likened to honey, to show that he was an object of

enjoyment to the vasus and other deiJa-groups. If

prakriti be likened to a she-goat as is done by you, where

is the comparison useful ? It is not merely that the

comparison is useless
;
but it is objectionable. Prakriti

is the cause, from which the whole world evolves
;
.while

a she-goat brings forth only a few young ones. The

connection of the jivas with the former has had no

beginning ; and all the jivas have been connected with

it ;
while the connection of he-goats with the latter is

casual ;
and all he-goats are not connected with it.

The former serves as the means to every kind of enjoy-

ment to them, and also serves as the instrument in

the attainment of release ; while the latter yields very

petty fruit, viz., milk. The former is unintelligent,

and is incapable of abandoning one, that is connect-

ed with it ;
while the latter is intelligent, and can

leave those, with whom it is connected. Further,

the term ajd, would denote a she-goat, while the

term aja would mean one unborn
; thus the same

word would have different meanings in the same

Verse.

Reply. To obviate the last objection the term ajo.

will denote goats in both the places.

Questioner. The verse states that a jiva, who has •

obtained knowledge of the true nature of things, aban-

dons prakriti completely ; while a he-goat may after

cnce leaving the she-goat go to it again, or to another
60
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she-goat
; and to liken one to the other is extremely

objectionable.

Sub-section 3

The next text cited is from the brihad-aranyaka :

On whom the five pancha-janas and ether rust>

another who thus meditates on that Ai7na as Brahvia^ as
immortality, becomes immortal (VI-4-;l7).

The opponent contends that this verse refers to the

tatvas of the sclnkhya ; because the term pancha-jana

means five Janas and it is qualified by the word five.

It therefore means twenty-five beings. ¥vve-jana is a

group of five Janas, and there are five groups. Tlius

there are twenty-five Janas. What are these? The

context refers to one that is qualified for release;

and what he has to know are the tatvas or substances

well-known in the smriti of Kapila. These are mula

prakriti, which is not a product; mahat, ahamktlra

and the five tanmUtrUs, seven in number, which

are themselves products and give rise to other pro-

ducts ;
sixteen, which are only products, viz., the five

great elements, mind, the five senses and the five motfjr

organs ;
and purusha, who is not a product, and from

whom no product evolves—in all twenty-five.
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The reply to the opponent is given in the sutra :

11. ^ I

No; even if the number be accepted; because the

things mentioned are different, and because the

number is exceeded.

Assuming that the text refers to five groups of five

tatvas^ they are not those mentioned in the sankhya

smviti- For they rest on something, which is referred

to by the term ‘ whom ’ (yasmin) ; and this is correlated

to the term that (tam)^ which denotes Brahma. Hence

they rest on Brahma, while the tatvas of the scLnkhya do

not. Next, in addition to the twenty-five tatvas, there

are ether and Brahma, on whom they rest. Hence this

verse refers to the highest AtmJBL, the ruler of all, and the

support of all tatvas, who is well-known in the veda “ He
is said to he the twenty-sixth ; by others He is said to

be the twenty-seventh

Lastly, it is not correct to say that reference is

•made to five groups of five things; for there are no

marks or properties common to the members of each

group, such as will constitute them a group. This is

indicated by the word ‘ even ’ (api) in the sutra.

Opponent. There are five organs of action, five senses,

fi.ve great elements, five tanmSLtras (subtle conditions of

the elements) and the remaining five. Reply. As ether

is separately mentioned, the group of five great

elements does not exist.

What then are the five-jianas? Reply. The term

does not denote a group ; it is a special name {Panini,
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II-1-50), as is shown by the termination of the compound.
There are five of them. The next siitra sliows wliat

they are

:

12. qMisrqt
I

PrU7ja and the rest, as shown by the connected
sentence, which follows (1)

:

The very next verse reads.

Those that know the Atma to be the pratja of pi'Utja,

the eye of the eye, the ear of the ear, and the mind of the
mind, have known in truth the ancient, highest Brahma.

This is the reading of the kanvas. The viandhyan-

dinas have in addition the expression “ the anna of

(1) The connected sentence^ which follows : Roforonoo

is made to the rule deduced in pUrva mlmunisu, 1-4-19. In

the text ‘ Place near each other small lime stones dipped in

an oily substance ; ghee is indeed tejas (a shining substance),’

the injunction does not state what the oily substance is

;

and what it is has to be determined. The first view is :

The first clause gives the injunction ; and it occurs first in

the sentence, while the second clause is an arthavUdn, and

it occurs later. Hence the latter is weaker than the

former; and any oily substance may be solootod. The

final decision is that ghee alone should bo used. The
objection will hold, if there were any conflict between the

two clauses ; but there is none. The first clause refers to

an oily substance in general ; and ghee is one of the things,

which may come under this description. As the direction

in general terms cannot be carried out, wo desire to know
what the substance should be ; and the second clause

helps us in finding it out. Further, as ghee is praised, it

is an indication that it is intended by the injunction ;
for

it is the business of an arthavilda to praise what is

enjoined.
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anna ” between the ear and mind. In the mcindhyandina

reading three senses are mentioned—eye, ear and mind,

and two others—prana and anna^ and in accordance with

the majority rule (note (1) on page 147), the two latter

also should be the senses. And all of them are dependent

on the highest Atma for support in the performance of

their functions.

Here the following objections are raised : (i) In the

kanva reading no mention of anna is made ; and the

number five is therefore inappropriate, (ii) The term

prcLrpa^ occurring first in the verse, prevails on the

beginning rule {Intro., para 24), and its meaning by

recognized usage should not be interfered with. Hence,

the majority rule does not apply. The next sutra has

been framed to meet these objections

:

13.
1

With the term jyotis (fire) ; even though the term
anna is not found in the reading of some.

Ignore the kanva reading for a moment. With the

verse as read by the others, a decision can be

arrived at with the help of the term jyotis in the preced-

ing verse
;
which has the ending of the possessive plural.

This runs as follows :

Below whom the year with its days limits life, on
that Being, who is the light of lights (jyotisham), who is life,

who is immortality, the devas meditate.
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This verse has a need—how many arc the lights

;

and the text under consideration also has a need—what
are the five ? By this mutual need they are connected to

form a prakarana. It follows that the five arc lights—

i.e., what reveal objects, and that they are the senses.

This being settled, the term prana, though occurring

first in that verse, should be understood to mean one of

the senses by the adoption of a secondary meaning. It

denotes the sense of touch, which is connected with the

element air, and pru/ia is only a variety of that element.

The term anna denotes both the senses of smell and

taste ; for they are connected \\uth earth, which is the

meaning of the term anna. Smell is the quality of

the element earth, and the sense of smell is connected

with it ; and the sense of taste is connected with food»

which is a variety of earth. As both these senses arc

denoted by the same term, there is no conflict with the

mention of the number five ; for they form a group, and

the number of the members of tbe group is neglected.

Here is a precedent for this form of expression. “ Tlio

twelve months are five The term means a

group of two months ;
and though there should be six

ritiiSi the last two of them are treated as forming one

group. The first objection raised may now bo answered.

The expression ‘ annam of annum ’ should bo added in

the kdnva reading ; for the subject being the same, what

is found in one place should be added in the other,

where it is not found. The conclusion is that the

.sunkhya gets no support from this text.
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Sub-section 4

The sd,nkhya makes a last stand on behalf of his

pradhana as the world -cause. All creation texts,

which contain doubtful words, from the denotation of

which it is not possible to exclude matter, are here for

consideration. This is his contention. If the vedcinta

referred to one thing only as the cause of the evolution

of the universe, it may be possible to af&rm that the

highest Atma is that single cause. But it mentions sat

and asat indifferently as the cause (1) ; and these terms

exclude each other. On the other hand it is possible to

assert that pradhSina is the cause. Here is a text

;

Then this was avyakritam \ the same by itself was
made into the universe possessing diverse names and forms
ibrihad., III-4-7).

The first clause states the dissolution of the universe

in pradhcLnai which was then without names and

forms, and which is therefore referred to by the term

avycLkrita. The second clause shows evolution from

the same. Being indestructible in its substance, it may
be said to be sat (what exists) ; and being subject to

change of conditions, it may be said to be asat ; and

these terms used by creation-texts will therefore not be

inappropriate in pradhana^ as they would be in the

highest Atma, who is not subject to change.

(1) Before creation, my dear, this was sat only

.

{chando, VI-2-1) ; Before creation this was asat only {ana,

VII) ; Before creation this was asat only •, it became sat *, it

became the universe {chando., III-19-1).
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2. Hsr© cin objection is rciiscd. In n sgiiIchcg,

which follows, it is stated

He breathes and receives the name prana
; Ho

speaks, and receives the name speech ; He sees, and receives
the name eye ; He hears and receives the name ear

; Ho
thinks, and receives the name mind. These are His names
indicative of his actions.

This shows avyUkrita to be an intelligent being.

Beply, From the word avyakrita, which is first found,

the world-cause is known to be non-intelligent
; and on

the beginning rule (Intro., para 24), this should prevail

;

and the seeing and the rest should be understood in a

secondary sense (1). The terms brahma and atmU^ which

are used in regard to the world-cause, are applicable to

pradhcLna alone, as being great, and all-pervading. And

this is also well-known from the smTiti of Kapila as the

world-cause.

This view of the sUnkhya is refuted in the sutra :

14. I

But in the texts containing the word UlcUnci and the

rest that Being is referred to as the world-cause,

who has been described as all-knowing, as possess-

ing an unfrustrated will, etc.

(l) This is necessary even to the veduntin. He admits

that matter exists, and that being without a beginning, it is

the final cause ; for this is well-known from vedunta texts.

He states that the aggregate made up of matter, jivns and

. the highest AtmU is the cause, and that evolution is

preceded by willing. But all of them cannot will *, and ns

regards the matter element, willing not being possible, resort

to a secondary sense must be accepted.
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It is possible to decide that the universe evolves

only from the highest Atma. Take the cinandavalU text.

This refers to Brahma as all-knowing by the term

vipa^schit, and then states “ From that Atma akasa

(ether) came forth”. Here before stating the, creation

creative Being is referred to as all-knowing ; and before

the word sambhuta (came forth) the term Atma occurs,

which in itself is confined by usage to intelligent beings.

In the chandogya text also first willing to become many

is stated, and then the evolution of fire. The same

course is followed in other upanishads also,

Before creation this was Atma indeed ; one only

;

He willed I will create the worlds ; He created these
worlds, {aita., 1-2.) He knows everything, and knows
every (attribute) of everything ; His tapas is thought

; from
Him came forth this brahma^ name, form and anna.
{muiTida., I-l-lO.)

In another place beginning with the statement
“ Narayaria alone was it is stated

He found no pleasure in being alone
; He thought

of another object of desire in His mind •, it become a golden
egg ; in it the four-faced Brahma was born.

In all these texts as willing is mentioned firsi and
creation after it, it must be understood in accordance

with the beginning. One or two texts cited by the

opponent cannot prevail over so many, which speak

with one mind and state the highest Atma only as the

world-cause. The texts quoted by the opponent must
therefore refer to creation by the highest Atma.

51
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is It then stated that asat was the cause in
the unandamUi text?

15.
1

Because reference backward or forward is made (in
such cases).

This verse is quoted as witness of what was stated

before, viz., that Brahma is all-knowing, that His will is

never frustrated, that He is full of bliss, that He evolved

the world, and that He entered into everything and

was therefore its inner ruler. Similarly, He is referred

to in the next section of the upanishad, and control of

all and possession of infinite bliss are affirmed. Hence,

the asat in the verse is the all-knowing Brahma. He is

referred to as asat or non-existent, because having then

no name and form He did not exist as possessed of

them. The same interpretation should be applied to the

aitareya text quoted. As to the term avyakpta it indi-

cates only Brahma, as the inner ruler of avyUkrita. For,

reference is made to avyukrita by the term ‘ he ’ in the

sentence which follows, and it is stated

He has entered into this (the universe) to the very

tips of the finger-nails. {Ibid.)

He, who enters into the products of evolution, makes

names and forms and controls them, is well-known to be

Brahma. Hence avyukrita is the Being that ensouls it.

The pradhuna of the sdnkhya, being non-intelligent,

cannot enter into things in this manner for the purpose

of control.
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The sentence “ The same by itself was made into

the universe possessing diverse names and forms ” means

that the same Brahma, all-knowing and having an un-

frustrated will, who was without diverse names and forms,

became possessed of them, and that this change was

brought about by Himself. Understanding the text in

this manner, it will be observed that willing and the rest

may be taken in their primary sense, and that the terms

Brahma and Atmd.^ meaning as they do what is im-

measurably great, and what pervades others for the

purpose of control, can never apply to pradhana.

Sub-section 5

The sankhya gives up pradhana for good, and comes

forward to plead for his purusha, who being intelligent,

cannot be rejected in the same way. He quotes the

following text from the kaushltaki

:

He, who made these persons, and whose this karma
is, should be meditated on (III).

See the narrative in Vedic Texts. Bdldki offered

to speak to Ajdtasatru about Brahma^ but referred to a

number of jivas in the sun, the moon and many other

places, Ajatasatru rebuked him for vainly saying that

he would speak about Brahma., and began to teach him,

beginning with the text quoted.

First view. The sankhya argues: Here reference

is made to one, who is connected with karma
; karma is
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good and bad deeds, and ijertains onlj- to a jiva, who is

bound. Hence the purusha, who controls pradhana and

derives enjoyment, is put before the student for medi-

tation
; and he must be Brahma : and from the context it

cannot be any other
; for the Brahma of the vedanlin

has no connection with karma.

2. Here he anticipates an objection, which may be

raised by the vedaiitin. The term karma means, taking

the etymological meaning, what is made, and refers to

the universe brought up before the mind by sense

perception
; and it is this that is indicated by the ex-

pression
—

‘ this karma \ The instruction given is there-

fore that He, who made all this world, should ho

meditated on ; and He must be other than a bound y/m.

The sankhya replies. Then the second half of the text

would merely repeat the first half, and would have no

meaning. Also, the term karma is well-recognised as

meaning good and bad deeds in the veda and in the

literature of the world.

3. Question. If the text refers to a bound jVt'fl,

how is the statement ‘ Who made these persons ’ to bo

understood ? Reply. The world is made, so that every

one may experience the fruits of his own karma ; and a

bound jiva may appropriately be said to be the cause of

creation. He needs objects of enjoyment and places of

enjoyment ; and the sun, the moon and the rest and the

persons who control them are made for him. He becomes

the cause of this through his karma ; and Ajata satru

taught that his nature, as divorced from matter, sliould

be known.
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4. This view is confirmed in three places in the

same context of the upanishad. First, both the teacher

and student went to a sleeping person ;
and the teacher

called by names which referred to prWria^ the jiva's

instrument ; and the person not replying, he pushed him

with a stick, whereupon he awoke. These are marks

indicative of a jiva. Secondly, the illustration of the

great man of the world points to the same conclusion.

This is what the upanishad states

:

As .the great man obtains enjoyment with his

people as instruments, and as his people profit by the great

man, so that all-knowing AtmU obtains amusement with
these jivas

;
these jivas enjoy Him and become happy.

5. Lastly, Ajatasatru^ referring to the sleeper,

asked

Balaki, where did this person sleep then ; where was
it (the group of his instruments) ; and whence did it

come forth.

BalUkU being unable to reply, Ajatasatru himself

gave the answers

:

There are blood-vessels of the heart, known as

hitd, ... in which the person was then, when he sleeps and
sees no dream of any kind ; next it (i.e., the group of his

instruments) becomes one with this pra^a •, then speech
becomes one with it with all its activities ; . . . the mind
with all its activities ; when he awakes, then as from a
burning fi[re sparks go forth in all directions, so from this

atmd, pranas go forth, each to its place, etc. i

Here reference is made to a jiva, who exists in

three conditions—the dreaming, sleeping and waking

‘ This text is interpreted so as to suit the first view. For the
correct interpretation see Vedio Texts.
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conditions, to '^diora speech, and other instruments go in

sleep, suspending their functions, and from whom they

return. The words ‘ thisprawa ’ mean * this jit'a ’
; for the

jiva bears prana^ and he is therefore denoted by that

word. This must be the meaning
; for by the word ‘ lie

’

in ‘ when he awakes ’ reference is made to prana ; and he

that aw’akes must be a jiva. Neither the instrument

praria nor the highest Aima sleeps or awakes. This

interpretation of the term praria has resort to a second-

ary sense ; and this may be avoided by taking the

words ‘ this ’ and praria as not being in apposition.

The meaning will then be ‘ wdth praria which is in this

{jiva). Though the term prana is taken to mean the

jiv(Cs instrument, it is the jiva that is considered in this

context, prWr^a itself being his instrument.

6. The conclusion is that Brahma^ whom the

teacher began to speak about, is purusha alone ;
and

there is no Isvara other than he. The willing and other

attributes of the \vorid-cause, which are said to pertain

only to intelligent beings, are appropriately found in

him alone. Hence, pradhUna only under his control

is the world -cause.

Tliis view of the sankhya is refuted in the sTitra :

16 .

(No) ; because the term karma indicates the world.

Here reference is made not to thojiva under bondage

to karma, but to the highest Atma. The term karma is

qualified by the term ‘ this ’ {etad), which refers to what
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is present before the mind ; and what this is must be

determined from the sentence, in which it is found, or

from the context, or from other marks showing the

intention. Here neither the sentence nor the context

will help. The term does not refer to the persons

mentioned in the same sentence ; for it is in the neuter

singular, while the term denoting the persons is in the

masculine plural. Next, it does not refer to karma in

the form of good and bad deeds
; as it has not been

mentioned in the context. Thirdly, though not

mentioned, it cannot be assumed, on the plea that

reference is made to the creation of the persons and a

cause is implied ;
for this will lead to delay in under-

standing the term. Lastly, it cannot draw attention

to the action in the form of creating the persons
;
for as

this has been mentioned by the clause ‘ who made those

persons,’ there will be redundancy. Hence, the term

efad, not being in any way limited, draws attention to

the whole world, made up of the intelligent and non-

intelligent elements. This is seen from sense perception
;

and the reference to the persons in the sun and the rest,

who are a part of the world, brings up the whole before

the mind. The term /carma, being connected with this,

cannot refer to good and evil deeds.

2. Next, let the context be examined. BalOki came

forward with the offer to teach Brahma to Ajatasatru^

and failed ;
for he only referred to the persons in the

sun and other places, and they are not Brahma. Ajata-

satru undertook the task of teaching him Brahma, whom

he did not know. This purpose will not be served, if his
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attention was drawn to persons who were connected

with karma
; for Baltila already knew the persons in the

sun, the moon, etc., and other persons would bo of the

same description. The Being, whom he did not know,
and whom Ajutasatru wished to show him, must there-

fore be a Being without good and evil deeds. Hence
also the term karma cannot be interpreted as proposed ;

and it will be as inappropriate here, as action in general

will be, which is another meaning of the term by

established usage.

3. Objection. The word ‘ he ’ in ‘ he sliould be

meditated on ’ refers to the jiva by the mark that he is

connected with karma, and draws attention to his true

nature as the thing to be known for meditation ; and

this is a thing which BalOki did not know ! Bephj. In

this case the ordinary meaning of the term ‘ whose ’ will

be laid aside ;
for it indicates connection with karma,

and it must be understood as bringing up before the

mind absence of such connection. If reference to karma

were needed to indicate the person, whose true nature

should be known, the more direct form would have been

‘ whose karma exists ’
;
and the word ‘ this ’ {etad) would bo

superfluous.

4. Further objection. The clause ‘ w'hose this karma

is ’ would be purposeless under your interpretation.

Reply. It is not so ; for this is what Ajutamtrii meant.

“ You have mentioned several persons as being Brahma.

All of them were made by a superior Being. Why

should I single out these? The whole world is His

work—high or low, intelligent or non-inlelligent, and in
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f.Iiiiit respect, vi^., being products of evolution from Him,

they are all alike.”

5. Lastly, the impression that a bound jiva is the

cause of evolution of other persons through his A;ama

is untenable. His karma may have led to the evolution

of the world ;
but he cannot himself create objects of

enjoyment and instruments of enjoyment. He merely

utilises them, when they are made for him by the

highest AtmcL ;
as a person for whom a cup is made,

uses it for drinking, though it is made by another^

the potter.

17. 1

If it be contended “ No ;
because the marks of a jiva

and the further mark in the mention of his instru-

ment praija occur” ; the reply is ” This objection
has already been answered.”

In section 1, sub-section 11, the rule was laid down
that when on the consideration of the beginning and
end of an upanishad it is decided that it refers to

Brahma^ then the marks of other things should be under-

stood in accordance therewith. Here also the upanishad

begins with the offer to teach Brahma. A text in the

middle has been examined in the preceding sutra and
shown to refer only to Him. In the end it is stated

One, that knows this and meditates on that Ztma,
abandons all evil deeds, attains pre-eminence and supremacy
among all beings and becomes his own master (lV-20).

The abandoning of all evil deeds and becoming free

follow only on meditation on the. highest Atma. Hence,
this portion of "the upanishad refers only to Him

; and
the term pratpa in the clause “ Then he becomes one

62
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SP.I BiiASHTAZ^i

vrith. this prana'" means the inner ruler of pr.7?;rr. Tlio
terms this and prlna are in apposition : and this
should be assumed, unless the context directs othcrr.‘ise.

This mode ot expression is adopted to show that the
highest should be meditated on as the inner
ruler of nrana.

IQ
I u« <2;

(The mention of the jivn) was to show a Being other
than he. So does Jaimini think. This is scon
from the question put and the explanation offered.

So some read.

The mention of the jivd:s marks is explained in

another way. The particle tu, which occurs in the

original, expresses dissent from the sankliija's view that

the context refers to the jira, because of his mention.

Ajafasatru took BdlUki to a sleeping person, whoso

prfljja was wide awake. To show that the sleeper wa.«

different from his prana, he called prana by its names :

but there v.'as no response. He then pushed the .sleeper

with a stick, and he arose at once. Aj~da^;atru next

vrished to show him that there was a being other than

the jiv'j, viz., the highest Aimd ; and he put to him tliree

questions :
“ Where did this person sleep then Brddki ;

where v.'as he ; whence did he come forth.” As Buhlki

was unable to reply, he himself explained. The answer.^?

v:^re-—first question—“In these (the blood-vessels) the

person was then ”. Second questio7i
—

‘ Next when he

sleeps and sees no dream of any kind, he is then one with

this prana'. Third question'-' Trom. that Atma pranas

go forth each to his place.’ They refer only to one that
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is other than the jiva, viz., the highest Atim. He is

well-known to be the place, to which the jiva goes in

deep sleep, forgets the joys and griefs experienced in the

waking and dream conditions to the distraction of his

mind, and enjoys peace. He it is from whom he goes

forth to resume the daily turmoil. Here is the authority

;

He is then, my dear, united to Sat (chando., VI-8-1)

»

Embraced by the all-knowing Atma, he does not know
what is outside-, he does not know what is inside (brihad.,

VI.3-21).

It is thus clear from the questions and answers that

the mention of the jiva was in order to show that there

was another than he

—

viz., the highest AtmU (1).

2. The remarks of the sankhya in para 5 of the

first view are not sound. First, the place to which the

jiva goes in deep sleep is not the blood-vessels known as

hits, ;
for they are the place, being in which he dreams.

See the quotation in the same para. The term atha

(next) separates the condition of the jiva indicated by

the word then {tado) from the condition of deep sleep.

(1) The above shows that the sutra was needed
to remove a further doubt. In sub-section 11 of section
1 there were marks of the jiva at the beginning

;

and the context as a whole related to the highest AtmU.
Here, however, the marks of the jiva are found in the
beginning, the middle and the end ; and one cannot be
certain that the intention is that the terms used should be
understood as denoting the inner ruler of what they
ordinarily denote. This is the further doubt. It is removed
by shpwing that though the three kinds of meditation are
not possible, the rule deduced in that sub-section may be
applied, ks the purpose is to show that there is another,
that is, other than a jiva. ’
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The statement that he sees no dreams in this condition

implies that he sees them in the other. Two conditions

are therefore stated—in the first or dream condition the

jiva is in the blood-vessels known as hitCi and secs

dreams ; in the second or deep sleep condition ho

becomes one with prQija and sees no dreams. The

clause ‘ when he sleeps and sees no dream ’ should he

connected with the next sentence ‘ with this preZ/ja, etc.,

Tlie answer ‘ In these the person was then ’ refers to the

dream condition, and is the reply to the first question

* where did this person sleep The answer ‘ Next, when

he sleeps and sees no dream of any kind, he is then one

with this prWiia ’ refers to the deep sleep condition, and

is the reply to the second question ‘ where was he then

The first view overlooks this difference and makes one

condition of both ; but as shown at the beginning of

this paragraph this is incorrect.

3. Next, the view that the second question “ Where

was he then ” refers to the group of the jiva'

s

instruments

is incorrect. The term he (efad) refers to what has boon

mentioned before, and this is the person referred to in

the first question ; and no reference whatever was made

before to the group of instruments.. Objec.tion. The

neuter gender of the word etad makes it inapplicable to

the person. Reply. This is not a serious objection. The

principal part of the word—the root—makes tlio

reference to the person, and the termination is of lo.ss

importance as compared with it. Understanding the

first two questions to refer to the same person, and the

replies to them to deal with the dream and deep sloop
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conditions, the first two questions will also relate to these

two conditions—otherwise, there would be incongruity,

the question relating to the deep sleep condition and

the answers to both the conditions.

4. Question. Why is refer.ence made to the group

of the jiva's instruments ? Reply. It is for the purpose

of explaining what is meant by his becoming one with

prjaiTia. In this condition his instrument jnUna does

not go forth through the various senses, which cease to

function then. As this cessation of functions is a part

of the deep sleep condition, a separate question in

regard to them was unnecessary.

5. The opponent’s remark that in the sentence

* when he awakes,’ the word * he ’ refers to prarpa is also

incorrect. The natural connection is between the person

who sleeps and the person who awakes
; and the sleeper

being a person, the same must be taken to arise from sleep.

6. Hence, the conclusion stands

—

viz., that the

jiva with his instruments becomes one with prci'ij,a, and

that pra‘n.a is the highest Atma.

7. The last portion of the sutra confirms the

conclusion that proLria here is the highest AtmS,. In the

parallel passage from the brikad cira’/j,yaka, which treats

of the same subject, the highest Atma is distinguished

from the sleeping jiva :
” That ether {akcisa) in the heart

on Him he lies ” {brihad., IV-1-17). This ether is well-

known to be the highest Atma. Hence this portion of

the upaniskad does not mention as the world-cause

either pradMna or the jiva as directing it.
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SuB-SEGTION 6

Once more the surikhya quotes a portion of an
upanisliad as relating to the piirusha mentioned in

KapUa's smriti. and contends that there is no Isvava

other than he. The portion is what is known as

llaitreyi brahmana, in which Yajnaxalkija leaches

brahma'vidi/u to his wife Maitreijh See Vedic Texts.

Maitreijl requested instruction in regard to the means
to immortality : and Yajnavalkya began with the

following words :

A husband does not become dear, because the

husband wishes it in order to obtain what he desires
;
but to

carry out the wish of the Aima the husband becomes dear.

Then follow similar verses for wife, sons, wealth,

bralwiaria, kshattriya, svarga and similar worlds, devas^

beings and all things. Then he added

:

Atma, dear, should be seen, be heard about, bo

thought about, be meditated on. Maiirein, dear, by the

seeing, hearing about, thinking about and meditating on of

the Aijnl all this becomes known (IV-4-5).

Who is it that is taught in this text as being the

object of seeing? Is he the purusha oi sankhya or

the highest Atma ?

First vievj. He is ih^purusha : for in the beginning,

middle, and end of this upanishad reference is made

only to him. In the beginning reference is made to

husband, wife, sons and wealth being dear. In the

middle the birth and death of the utma are stated
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(verse 12) ;
and in the end these words are found— By

what means, my dear, can he see the knower ? ” (verse 14).

Hence, this upanishad deals with the purusha of

Kapila's smriti.

2, Here an objection is raised. The beginning

shows that the means to immortality is taught. How
can it be said to relate to the purusha ? Reply. It is

for this very reason that the purusha is mentioned. That

smriti teaches that knowledge of the true, nature of the

purusha, divorced from the condition, in which he

fancies himself to be the seat of the attributes of non-

iiitelligent prakfiti, leads to immortality. Hence the

text quoted states that this true nature should be

known.

3. Other portions of the upanishad support this

conclusion, (i) The true nature of all atmU,s divorced

from matter is of one character ; hence one by knowing

his own true nature knows all atmas ; and the state-

ment that by knowing atma everything is known is

borne out. (ii) In all beings beginning with devas and

ending with the vegetable kingdom, as the atfncLs have

but one character, viz., intelligence, the teaching was

that all dtmas are one (verse 6). (iii) As the forms in

which these beings appear are not the forms of the

dtmds, the notion that they are different was condemn^

ed (verse 6). (iv) The atmas being alike, and the

differences among them relating to their bodies, the

impression that the differences are in the atmcis is stated

to be illusion (verse 14) ; and (v) As the purusha directs

the evolution of pvakriti, and is therefore the operative
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cause, the description of evolution from him is appro-

priate (verse 10).

If this upanishad he decided to deal with the

puruslia, as other upanishads should agree with it, the

whole of the vedania describes ihe purusha of Kapilas

smriti: pradhuna directed by him is the world -cause:

but not Isvara.

Final decision. The utmO. to be known is the

highest Atmd. This is stated in the sutra :

19. 1

Because only in this view will the mutual relation of

all the sentences forming a connected whole be
natural.

First, Maitreyl treated wealth with contempt, and

desired to know the means to immortality, and Yajna-

valkya instructed her to meditate on utmu. This uimCi must

be the highest Atma. For the upanishads teach medita-

tion on Him as the only means to immortality (1). Oppo-

nent. Should not the true nature of the jiva be known ?

Beply. This knowledge is needed only as subsidiary to

the meditation on the highest Atma, but not as an

independent means. For the jiva, who has to reach

Him, being among the things controlled by Him, He is

not known fully, unless the yfra also is known. Hence

the highest Atmd alone is taught as the means to im-

mortality by the words ‘ should be seen

(1) Meditating on Him alone one overcomes death

isveta., III-8) ; One, that thus meditates on Him here,

becomes immortal; no other path lies to the goal
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2. Next, the. statement that by knowing SiwS

'everything is known will be appropriate only, if the UtmO,

he the highest Atma^ who is the inner ruler of all. The

explanation on this point in para 3 (1) of the first view

is not satisfactory ; for it ignores matter, which will not

he known (verse 5). At the end of the next verse it is

said :
“ AtmO, is all this,” reference being.made by the

term ‘ all this ’ to the universe consisting of matter and

Jivas, which every one sees ; and AtTnJa is identified

with it. This identification will be inappropriate in the

case of the jiva^ who when bound is controlled by

matter and is powerless, and who when freed is not

competent to deal with the world. The highest Atmp,

alone, pervading the universe, can be said to be the

world. Hence, one who regards anything as existing

Independently of Him is condemned in the same verse.

In verse 10 everything is said to come forth from atma.

This must be the highest Atirvciy as the evolution of the

world is His function. The bound and freed jivas are

powerless as stated already
;
and the purusha of the

sd,nkhyar is according to his own showing incompetent to

will and cannot therefore be the operative cause. Lastly,

m verse 12 of the first of the two upaniskads, which

cover the same ground, the Q,tma under consideration is

stated to-be a great Being—unlimited in His nature and

in His attributes. This description applies only to the

highest Atvm, who is therefore dealt with in this

upanishad.

3. -The opening sentences of verse 5 may now be

considered: They state that a husband is dear, not
53
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because he wishes it ; but to bring about what the utmCt.

desires, such as pleasure. These sentences are connected

with the sentence containing the injunction to seek the

at?7iu, who, as showui in paras 1 and 2, is the highest

Atma
;

and their purpose is to induce one to

seek Him.

4. The opponent asks. Have I not observed that

at the very outset the jiva is stated to be an object to bo

sought, the jiva^ who is connected with things that are

dear, as husband, wife, sons, wealth, cattle and the like ?

These sentences therefore relate to him. Reply. Yes;

but what you said is not sound. If the term atma in

these sentences be taken to mean a jiva, they will not

be connected with the injunction-text. As already

observed, they have to render a service to that text

;

but this will not happen. By the statement that the

husband and the rest become dear the jiva, to whom
they are dear, will not be induced to abandon them, and

seek his own nature ; for he will naturally seek what is

dear ; but not his own nature, in which the connection

with the dear things will disappear. It is not merely

that the sentences will serve no purpose ;
but there is

an absurdity. The husband and the rest become dear,

not for their own purpose, but for the purpose of the

jiva, to whom they become dear. Hence that jiva

should seek them alone for his own purpose. To ask

him to reject them and seek what will not be connected

with the dear things is absurd. Opponent. Let not the

sentences be connected with the injunction-text. Reply.

This will itself be a flaw ; for when it is possible to
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legard the ' sentences and the injunction-text as a

connected whole dealing with one topic, to treat them

:as unconnected and as dealing with two different

matters is not legitimate. Even if this flaw be

;put up with, they will serve no purpose. Hence,

the sentences and the injunction-text should be

;so explained, that one will be induced to abandon

.all dear things as husband and the rest and seek

the AtmcL alone.

5. This is the explanation. The term atmci should

'be taken to mean the highest Atmci, The sentences will

mean that the husband and the rest are not dear by

nature ; for this is a passing trait ; while they are dear

In some respects, they may be repulsive in others ; and

they cannot be the dearest. This we all see. They

become dear to carry out the will of the highest AtmU.^

who rewards His worshippers by giving them a drop of

bliss in accordance with their karmas by making certain

things dear to them. He, on whose will this bliss

•depends, must be limitless bliss (1) ; and He should be

•sought, the petty dear things being rejected. That

things become dear at the will of the highest AtmO, is

:stated by the veda ‘ He indeed confers bliss ’ (Sna., vii).

'That things are not desirable or undesirable in their own
nature is stated.

(1) Must be limitless bliss. The Being, on whose will

the pleasure which the wife derives from her husband
“depends, must be unlimited bliss. If one gives wealth or

iiriparts learning to another, his own wealth or learning
dnust be very great.
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Because the same thing having given pleasure, subse-
quently leads to pain : and because the same thing first

leads to anger, and afterwards leads to good will, there is

nothing, that in itself is painful or pleasurable.

6. Tlie sentences may be explained in another way
also, taking the term atjnu to be a jiva in those

sentences, and to be the highest Atinu in the injunction-

text. The husband becomes dear to the wife, not

because he wishes it, in order that he may attain what

he desires ; and the wife has to accept him as such,

having no choice ; but she herself of her own choice to

attain what she desires regards him as dear to herself.

Instead of doing so, she should seek one, that in his

nature, is dear beyond measure and free from imperfec-

tions; and such an is the highest Atmu. The

husband and the rest are not like Him
;
the pleasure

which they give is petty ; it is alloyed with pain and

leads to subsequent pain. And their being dear or

otherwise depends entirely on the highest Atmd.

7. Of the two explanations the first is preferable,,

as the upanishad deals only with the highest Atma ;

and as reference is made only to Him by words, that

denote a jiva. This occurs in verse 12. This great

Being unlimited in His nature and in His attributes is

vijnana-ghaiia only. The term vijnuna-ghana denotes a

jiva., who is by nature all-knowing. The other terms in

the verse denote the highest Atma ; as the term vijnuna-

ghana is in apposition with them, it must be taken to

denote the highest AtmU alone.
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The question arises why the highest AtmU is.

referred to by a term, that ordinarily denotes a jiva>.

This is replied to in the next three sutras

:

20. 1

(The reference made to the highest Atma by words;

that ordinarily denote a jiva is) a mark which
proves the declaration. So Asmarathya thinks.

The declaration is made in the chandogya (VI-1-1

to 3) and is that by knowing one thing all things are

known. It is proved on the theory that the highest

Atma appears by evolution as the jiva, and that He is

therefore one with him. If this were not so, the jiva,.

being different from Him, cannot be known by knowing.

Him. This theory is supported by these texts :

Before creation this was Atma indeed ; one only
iaita., I-l-l) ; As from a blazing fire sparks similar to it

go forth by thousands, so from Akshara come forth, dear,,

various beings ; and they are dissolved in the very same;

{muyda., II-l-l).

Hence the highest AtmA, and jivas are one ; and

words ordinarily indicating them are used with refe-

rence to Him.

Because the jiva, when he rises (finally) from the-

body, becomes so (i.c., Brahma). This is the view
of Au^ulomi.

The view of Asmarathya is unsound
; for the jiva^

is said to be unborn in the text ‘ The jiva, who
is fit to become all-knowing is not born, nor does he
die ’ {katha, 1-2-18). It is admitted that the universe
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is created in order that the jivas may experience

the fruits of their previous kartms

;

if this he not

admitted, the creation of differences cannot be explained.

If jivas were products of Brahma, 77wksha (release) would

be their return to the Brah?77a-conditloi\ ; and tliis

would be as inevitable as the dissolution of ether and

the rest. Then the pointing out of the means to vioksha,

and its adoption would be purposeless. Moksha, would

mean return to the causal condition like the conversion

of a jar to dust, and would be destruction. It would

therefore cease to be an end that man will seek. There

are certain texts no doubt, which speak of the jiva's

creation and destruction ; they will be explained later

on. Hence as the jiva becomes Brahma, when he rises

from his body {chundo., VIII-3-4, and iTiWTjda., III-2-8),

the highest At/ita is denoted by a term, that denotes a jiva.

22. qFiT51f I

Because Brahma dwells (in the jiva) ; this is the

view of Kasakritsna.

The view of Audidomi too is unsound ; for it cannot

stand examination. Before the jiva rises from his body,

he was not Brahma. Does this previous condition pertain

to nature, or was it brought about by an upUdhi (1) ?

In the former alternative, the Brahma-eondiimn

(IJ UpUdhi is something, by connection with which

a thing assumes a new aspect. In Bliaskard'

s

theory the

upudhi is real, and consists of the mind or aniali kararja, by

contact with which Brahma assumes the jiva-condition.

In Sankai’a's theory it is unreal avidya, under the influeoco

of which Brahma perceives an unreal world as existing.
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cannot be attained ;
for the previous condition being

natural, the jim's difference from Brahma pertains

to his nature ; and it cannot disappear, so long as he

remains. If it be said that he disappears along with

the difference, then as he no longer exists, there is no

5ra^7?za-condition. There is also the objection that

the result will not be what man will seek.

2. Let us next consider the second alternative. If

the previous condition was brought about by an upadhi,

was that condition real or unreal ? If it were real, he

that rises from the body was Brahma only before
; and

it is not correct to say that the Brahma-condltiao. is

now attained, there being no difference between the

two conditions. In this view there are only two things

—Brahma and upcidhi ; nothing else ; Brahma has no

parts, which the upcidhi can contact. It must therefore

contact Brahma Himself. Now, as what is contacted

by the upcidhi becomes a jiva^ the whole of Brahma will

become a jiva
; and there will be no Brahma left. Hence,

the upcidhi itself must be a jiva. Then Brahma will

retain his natural condition.

3. If the- previous condition brought about by the

upadhi were unreal, it should be stated who it is that

attains the Brahma-condlUon. ? Sankara replies

:

Brahma Himself whose nature suffered tiro-dheina^ ^.e.,

did not appear, owing to upadhi in the form of amdyU.

This reply is untenable ; for Brahma being ever free,

being light {jvana), and requiring no help for being

known. He could not be prevented by avidyci ivom
appearing. A thing is said to experience tiro-dhana,
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v.-hen its light is not made to appear, while the tiling

itself remains. As it is stated that Brahma is only

light, its appearance cannot be prevented : if it bo, it

must cease to exist. Hence, as His nature ever appears,

in His attaining the ^rn/iTwa-condition on rising from

the body there is no difference. Hence the words ‘ when
he rises from the bodj- ’ serve no purpose. In the text,

which was in AudiilomVs mind, by the reference to ones

appearing in his own nature, it is not meant that he

becomes Brahma. It only means that his own nature,

which previously existed, but was noc perceived, now
emerges. This will be explained in chapter IV, section

4, sub-section 1.

4. The correct explanation is that thejiva forms the

body of Brahma ; that He Tem&ins within the jiva as

his utmU ; and that therefore Brahma is referred to by

terras that ordinarily denote jivafi. This is the viev; of

Kasakritsna. It has been explained that the term jivn

does not end in denoting a jiva only ; but that it goes

on to denote Brahma also {vide paras 13 to 16 of the

final decision on pages 186 to 190). VTien this view is

taken, all vedic texts will convey consistent teaching—

those that affirm of Brahma freedom from imperfections,

omniscience and the like ; those that state that the jiva,

who is ignorant and suffers misery, attains release by

meditation on Brahma ; those that describe the evolution

and dissolution of the universe ; and those that

identify Brahma with the universe. Hence the author

of the !}Mras has accepted the view of hlsafcrtisna

alone.
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In this interpretation the upanishad contains this

teaching. . On Maitr&yi's enquiring as to the means to

immortality, Yajnavalkya stated meditation on the

highest Atmd to be the means (verse 5). The marks of

this Atmd and the control of the mind and the senses as

•a help to the meditation were next stated in general

terms (verses 5, 7, 8 and 9). In verse 10 His being the

single cause of all the world was explained more fully ;

a,nd in verse 11 the need for the control of the mind and

of all the organs of perception and action was expatiated

•on. In verse 12 in order to stimulate efforts towards

meditation, the all-knowing character of the highest

Atmd was pointed out ; and the conditions of the jiva in

bondage and in release were contrasted
; it was shown

that though by nature his attribute jndna is unlimited,

in bondage he follows the movements of his body,

coming into the world with it, and disappearing on its

dissolution
; and that in release he no longer confounds

himself with the body. This portion of the teaching is

given by referring to the highest Atmd as appearing in

the form of the jiva, the object being to point out that

in all conditions the jiva is supported by the highest

AtmJd, and that he is never independent. Though

attributes of the jiva are predicated of the highest Atmd,

yet as in the sentence “ The revered man-lion is white
”

they, should be connected with the jiva, who forms His

body, and only indirectly with Him. In verse 14 it is

stated that to regard anything as independent of the

highest Atmd is an error ,* that it arises from ignor-

ance ; that one, from, whom all ignorance is

54)
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expelled, \-\'ill perceive the whole world as Brafnm
; and

that there being no object other than Brahma, he will

not see any difference. The upanishad closes with the

following remarks : The jiva knows all this, being given

jnana by the highest Atma, who abides in himself as

his utma. He cannot know Him by any other means.

The highest Atma, the ruler of all, stands apart from all

things, intelligent and non-intelligent
; He has every

thing as His body, and remains as its utmu
; and He is

therefore not touched by the imperfections of the

intelligent and non-intelligent objects that form His

bodies. One cannot see the highest Atma, who differs

from all else, who is the sole cause of all the worlds and

who sees everything, by any means other than the

meditation pointed out. This meditation alone is the

means to immortality ; and the attainment of Brahma

alone is that immortality. Hence this upanishad deals

only with the highest Atma ; He alone is the world-cause ,*

but not the purusha of the sunkhya, nor the pradhuna

directed by him.

Sub-section 7

In the first six sub-sections of this section the view

that pradhuna directed by purusha was the world-cause

was refuted. In the first three the opponent referred to

this as an alternative to the highest Atma, while in the

next three he ventured to put it forward as the only cause.

Hiough all the texts quoted seemed to be similar to

sentences in sankhya works, the view that the highest

Atma was not the world-cause was not directly connected
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with the section and came in for consideration only

-incidentally. Thus the athiestical scLnkhya has been

.-silenced. In this sub-section the scinkhya, who accepts

ithe existence of the highest AtmU, comes forward, and

pleads that He is the operative cause ; that pradMna is

.the material cause
;
that each needs the other ; and that

lDoth are connected with the same work—the evolution

tof the universe.

First view. The view that the highest Atmci is the

world-cause, on the ground that willing implies an all-

'.knowing Being, is accepted. But the same vedanta,

which supports this view, points out pradhana only as

ithe material cause. For, the highest Atmd is all-know-

ing, is not subject to change of substance, and directs

;

while pradMna is non-intelligent, is subject to change,

land is directed. And He cannot be the world-cause

without it. This is stated

:

He is without parts, without action, without the

six evils, without imperfections, and withoi:^ attachment
isveta., VI-19). He is indeed the great Atma without
(birth, without old age, without death (hrihad., VI-4-25).

These texts show that the highest AtmU. does not

-change. On the other hand pradMna is stated to

-change and to be directed by Him :

Prakriti, the creator of products, non-intelligent,

appearing in eight forms, without birth or death. She
enters into the willing of Brahma ; directed by Him, she
<comes into the gross condition (as the great elements)

;

.again directed by the very same, she creates the universe
consisting of objects of enjoyment and the means and places
of enjoyment. She is a cow, without beginning or end ; the
vcreator of the great elements and of the diverse products of
-evolution imantrikopanishad).
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Similarly, He creates only with pradfulm as the

material

:

From this the lord of mrnjri creates this world.
Know mnyr. to be prakriti and the lord of mUt/u to be tlio

great Ruler [sveta., IV-9-10). With Me to direct prakriti
brings forth the world with the moving and unmoving things
{bhapavad-aiia, IX-10).

2. Even if this were not stated by vedic texts, the

evolution of the world from Him cannot happen, unless

the existence of pradhana and its direction by Him be

accepted. For He does not change ; and a thing that

is capable of becoming the universe is needed ; and this

being non-intelligent, some one is required to direct its

evolution. This complete difference between the

material and operative causes is seen in the world also.

The non-intelligent lump of earth or piece of gold is the

material, out of which jars or bracelets are made ; and

the intelligent potter or goldsmith is the maker ; and

this is perceived to be invariably the case. Further,

the making of a product is seen to require invariably a

number of causes, as every one sees (1). Upanishad

texts cannot overlook these necessary conditions, and

assert that the single Brahma is both the material and

the maker. There are thus in support of the first view,

(1) This may be put into logical form thus : (i) Irwcrn

is not the material cause in the making of a substance

;

for He is an intelligent being, like the jiva ; (ii) The

material cause under dispute is other than the operative

cause of its products *, for it is a material cause, like the

lump of earth ; (iii) The products under dispute need more

than one cause ; for they are products, like the jar.
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vedic texts, the need for the assumption of pradMna to

justify vedic statement, and the arguments set out
; and

these prevail over mere texts, which like the statement.

‘ The yupa (post) is the sun,’ must be understood differ-

ently. Hence, the highest AtmcL is the operative causo

only ;
not the material cause. It is pradhava directed

by Him, that is that cause.

Final decision. This is stated in the sutra :

23.
I

The highest Atma is the material cause also ; only
in this view will the declaration and the illustra-

tions not become nullified.

Reference is made here to the chandogya text

VI-1-3 to 6. See Vedic Texts under chapter I, section 1,.

and sub-section 5. The declaration is that by knowing

one thing every thing will he known. Three illustra-

tions are given, which show that by knowing the cause-

its products are known. For, the cause itself by a

change of condition becomes the products. Now, if tho

highest AtmcL were only the operative cause, then by

knowing Him the whole world could not be known. By
knowing only the potter the vessels made by him are

not known. Hence both the declaration and its illustra-

tions would be nullified. If the highest Atmja is the

material cause in a.ddition to being the operative cause,,

by knowing Him the whole world will be known;,

being its material cause. Hence it is concluded that

He is the material cause also.

2. The statement in the first view that vedic texts

themselves show difference between the material and
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operative causes is not correct ; for they show them to

be one. The father asked ‘ Did you enquire about that

Adem, hearing about whom everything not heard before

is heard’ (c/j07?do., VI-1-3). Here the term (7<fe,?a means

controller ; the root meaning to control and the ter-

mination the instrument in the control. The controller

Himself being the most efficient instrument of control,

the termination denoting the instrument is used to

denote the controller. It may be objected that there is

a departure from the natural meaning. The only other

way to understand the term is to take it to mean what

is taught ; but this is common to many other things,

while what is needed here is some attribute that is foimd

only in the highest AtmU. There is a departure in both

cases from the natural meaning ; for to teach is not the

natural meaning of the root. But the root being more

important than the termination, and the meaning

controller being required, the other interpretation is

rejected. The text then means—by hearing about the

controller, what is not heard before is heard about.

Thus oneness of the two causes is affirmed. The same

teaching is conveyed by the creation-text, which follows,

by the assertion of the existence of one thing only

before creation, and by the denial of a second.

3. The texts from the niantrikopanishad quoted in

para 1 of the first view, which, it is stated, show

pradhUna to be "without beginning and end, and therefore

eternal, and to be the material cause of the world, havf?

now to be explained. The texts refer to the highest

Atma in the causal condition, in wffiich He was without
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names and forms ;
for then nothing else existed. On the

theory of Kcisakritsna, which the author of the sutras

adopts, He is the inner ruler of every thing intelligent

.

and non-intelligent, and at all times (1). Sometimes

He has names andi forms differing from one another

;

He is then said to be many and to be products. Some-

times He is without them ; He is said to be one, without

a second, and to be in the causal condition. In this

condition He is referred to by the terms ‘ go (cow) with^-

out beginning or end ’ and ‘the creator of products ’ (2).

(1) See antaryami brahmaya, subalopanishad and
brihad., IV-4-6, and 14 ; and VI-5-15), and chando., III-14-1

and VI-8-7.

(2) Question. Is it not stated that avyakta and akshara

come into existence and are finally dissolved ? “ Mahat is

dissolved in avyakta \ avyakta is dissolved in akshara isubH).

From it avyakta comes forth with its three guyas. In
Brahma without action, avyakta is dissolved {hharata). Reply.

This is no objection ; for Brahma clothed in unintelligent

matter has two conditions—in one the matter is so subtle,

that it cannot be spoken of as separate from Him, even as

His body. In this condition it is denoted by the term tamas.
In the other condition it becomes gross ; and its three

qualities are manifested. This is a product and is known
as avyakta. The texts quoted refer to this latter condition.

Even in the condition of complete cosmic rest {pralaya)

matter in a very subtle form exists as the body of Brahma,
as stated in the text, “ when tamas existed, there was
neither day nor night Hence it is stated, ‘ akshara is

dissolved in tamas ; tamas becomes one with the highest deva ’

{suba) ; thus there is no destruction of tamas. By the term
‘ becomes one ’ reference is made to the existence of Brahma
in His matter element without diverse names and forms.
The term does not mean destruction. This will be clear
from the following texts. “ Tamas existed before ; by
tamas the world was enveloped and could not be well
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4. In the u'orld clay and other material caiises,

being non-intelligent, cannot direct the change from one
condition to another: tvliile the potter and other

operative causes are unable themselves to change in this

unusual manner : and do not possess an unfrustrated

tt-ill. Hence the two causes are seen to be different.

But the highest AtinU stands apart from everything

else ; and He is omniscient and omnipotent. He can

therefore be both the causes at the same time.

24 . I

And because vrilling by the highest AtmU is stated.

The statement is made in chundogna (VI-2'2).

“ He willed I will become many ” and in the Cmanda-

valU (VI-2) “ He desired * I will become many ’. Here

the creator willed Himself to become many. He was

therefore the material cause ; and as this becoming

many was by the same Being who willed, He was also the

operative cause. The becoming many was not by avaidras

perceived ; from tamas one came forth in a gross form ”
;

“ This was in the condition of and could not be

perceived ; for it had no marks like colour ; it could not be

known by arguments ; it could not be known as separate from
Brahma ; it was, like one in deep sleep, united to Brahma ;

this was not a partial union, but a thorough going one”

[mami, 2-5). In the second text reference is made first to the

condition, in which iamas may be known to be separate from

Brahma as His body, and then to the condition in which it

is not so separated. ’

’ The text regarding the creation of the world from muyU
will be presently explained ; for Brahma does not undergo clmrige of

substance.
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as BO/ma and Krishna, but by appearing in the form of

the elements first, and then of the products of evolution,

25. I

And because both (the causes) are expressly declared.

We are not dependent solely on the reasons stated

in the two preceding sutras. There is the following text

:

Brahma was the forest ; Brahma was the tree
; from

which heaven and earth were shaped. You wise ones, I

tell you having decided with my mind ; Brahma bearing the

worlds used Himself as the instruments.

This was the reply to a question put from the

worldly point of view—what was the material cause on

which Brahma worked and what were His instruments.

The answer was that He himself was the material cause

and the instruments. Being entirely different from

everything else, omnipotence of this kind was not

inappropriate.

26.
1

Because He made Himself (as material).

In cLnandavalU—7-1 reference is made to Brahma
as wishing to evolve as the world, and it is stated.

“ Then He of Himself made Himself.” Here Brahma
was both the maker in the work of evolution, and the

object made. The maker was the Being without name
and form ; and the object made was the same Being

with diverse names and forms—e.e., the world. There
65
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ii? therefore no impropriety in one being both the maker
and the object made. Hence He \s*as both the causes.

The opponent here raises an objection. How can
Brahma become the world ? He is by nature without evil

of any kind found in matter and jivas, and is the seat of

unlimired jhana and bliss: while the world is full of

endless miserj' ? The next siitra is the reply

:

27. qfrciiqicf
1

"Because everything evolves in its own way.

The evolution taught here is not such as to bring

imperfections on Bj'ahma. On the other hand, it shows

His unlimited power of control. The evolution is thus

described. ^^Tien the period of cosmic activity came to

an end, all the products of evolution, which formed His

bodies, and of which He was the atmu. were dissolved in

Him alone. The order of dissolution is thus stated in the

subiila iipamshad—earth is dissolved in water (1) ; water in

fire : fire in air ; air in ether ; ether and the senses (2) in

(1) Earth passes through an intermediate .stage

known as gandha fanmUdra. So do water, fire, air and ether

pass through their own tanmUtras.

(2) The original has “ ether in the senses ; the senses

in tanmufras”. Here the term dissolves illyafc and llyatde)

used before and after is not found. Hence the meaning is

that ether, and the senses unite ; the former is dissoU'cd in

the s^abda fanmUira. and the senses unite with it. The fan-

mafra and the senses are then dissolved in ahamkUra. The

plural of the word tanmUiras was not intended ; for reference

is made to the sabda tanmUtra, which is one.
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sabda tamndtra ;
sabda tanmatra in ahamkcira ;

ahamkara

in mahaf ; mahat in avyakta (1) ;
avyakta in akshara ; and

akshara in tamas. The term tamas means matter in the

finest condition. All the products disappeared ; and

tamas alone remained, and became one with Brahma,

This means that it became so subtle, that it could not be

spoken of as separate even as His body. Even then the

matter and jiva elements existed ; and the karmas of the

jivas and the tendencies developed by them in the

period of cosmic activity survived. When the period of

cosmic rest came ' to a close, Brahma embodied in

His inseparable elements willed I will become many.

This means that He willed to become the universe, in

which the matter and jiva elements of His body would

come to a gross condition and would be fit to appear in

diverse forms and bear diverse names. It is stated

:

He made tapas] and having made tapas^ He created

all this (ttwo., VI-2).

The term tapas means consideration
;
and BrahmoL

considered what the form of the universe was in the

(1) Tamas exists in two conditions—in one it is in a
position to evolve as akshara ; and in the other it is not.
In this latter condition it becomes one with Brahma,
Akshara and avyakta are further stages in evolution ;,

and in all of these the three gw^as, satva, rajas:

and tamas are balanced. The differences among these
conditions are thus illustrated. Tamas, that is one with
Brahma is like a grain in a granary : the next condition of
tamas is like the same grain put into the ground ; akshara
is the same grain, when it is wet and its parts are loosened ;

and avyakta is the same, when it has swollen ; mahat is the
same, when it sends forth a shoot.
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preceding? evolution. For in every world-age the mode
of evolution is the same. This is stated :

The creator made the sun and the moon as before ;

and heaven, earth, the intermediate world, and the sttvar

world inUrU., I-3S) * (1).

He then successively evolved up to the formation

of the great elements, the matter and jiva elements

being His body at every stage (2). He then became the

universe consisting of devas, men, beasts and vegetables,

every product among which being a mixture of matter

and jiva. He, who was the uf7na in the causal condition,

became the utma of the products of evolution, and

appeared as those products. The purpose of the

evolution was play {lilCi), and the matter and jiva

elements were His toys (3).

(1) The same thing is stated in a fiviriti text. As
the marks of ritus (a group of two months) are different in

different ritus, and as when they come round, the marks of

each ritu alone appear in that ritii, as it did before, so

in yiigas and kalpas the same things appear as before

ivisknu, 1-5-65).

(2) That the whole world forms the body of Brahma
and that He is its Utma is stated (See brihad., V-7 in Vedic

Texts under chap. I, section 2, sub-section 4). The
npanishad enumerates many things, and .states that every

one of them is the body of the inner ruler. The subvda

vpamshad has the following additions

—

bnddhi, nhamhUra,

chitta, avyakta, ahshara and mrityii. The last term denotes

iamas : for the order of dissolution is stated in the same
upanishnd thus

—

avyakta, akshara, and tamns. As it is the

cause of the contraction of the JnUna of all jivas, and as this

is an unwelcome thing, iamas is stated to bo mriiyu, which

m&ans death.

(3) This is stated in the following texts : All thi*'’,

beginning with avyakta and ending with thediv'erse products
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In the aggregate thus formed of Brahma^ matter

and jivas the J^m-element evolved by a slight

expansion of its consciousness, and all the misery

experienced in the -world- falls to its lot ; and the

matter element evolved by change of substance. Brahma

evolved by becoming the inner ruler of the products of

evolution ;
and being such He is hot touched by the

changes of the one or by the painful experiences of the

other. And this is stated in the anandavalU, 6-3.

He became sat (jivas) and tyad (material products)

;

but He himself remained unchanged.

In order to indicate this freedom of Brahma from

the changes undergone by the elements, that form His

body, the upanishad states “ From this the lord of

maya creates this -world,” and speaks as if He
were separate from matter, whereas before evolution

commenced, they were one, i.e'., both matter and

jivas were in such a subtle condition that they could not

be spoken of as being different from Brahma even as

His bodies (1).

of the world, exhibiting change and growth, are the toys of

Hari ; know all this to be kshara (perishable) ; Vyakta,
avyakta, purusha, and time (kuld) are Vishnu, i.e,, are His
aspects *, and they are to Him what toys are to a child that
is playing ; hear His doings (vishyu, 1-2-20) ; as a child

with his toys (vayu pura^a). This will be stated in
sutra, II-1-33.

(l) The interpretation given here is the correct one,
as it should agree with the following texts : Then He
of Himself made Himself’ (awa., 7-1) ; ‘Desiring to create

’ J.e., used Himself as the material.
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28.
I

And because He is declared to be vo??/.

This is in the muvjlaka :

The -svise perceive Him to be the cause ixjom) of all

that exists (1-1-6) : and When the meditator secs the
brilliant Ivlaker and Ruler, Tv'ho is purusha and the world-
cause bjoni) (III-1-3).

The term rjoni refers to the material cause, as will

be seen from the text which follows the former

text (1-1-8) (1).

diverse products from His own body, He considered, and
created first the materials for forming the egg-shaped
universe {manv, 1-8).

(1) The ’^ufras of this sub-section are thus connected :

In the first oneness of the two causes was established

;

and in the second a reason found in a verse, which
follows the first text, was urged. By these two sTiirnfi

the authority known as arthupatti was applied to the

two texts. The third suira cited a vedic text, and the

fourth Sutra brought up another text, which was clearer,

and which was therefore independent of any help. It was
for this reason that the particle ' and’ icha) finds no place

in the sTitra. The fifth sutra removes a doubt raised by a

consideration of this text with -those before and after it.

The texts of the last .?ufra labour, under two defects. One
of them states the fruit of meditation on the world-cause ;

and the other relates only to the material cause. To indi-

cate the operative cause it has .to be connected •with

certain verses, which, precede it; and it therefore convey.s

its teaching with some delay. -H is therefore made the last

Sutra.




